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Current events have pushed the topic of agrarian reform onto the world stage. Increases in food prices have sharpened the focus on means of food production and on the potential of small farming. As one article referring to the greater productivity of small farming states, ‘these objects of contempt are now our best chance of feeding the world’ (Monbiot 2008:25; see also Chapter 1). At the same time, price increases have made access to land vital for millions of small farmers. In West Bengal, peasant farmers and activists have rioted over the loss of their lands to a petrochemical company and to motorcycle factories (Ramesh 2007, 2008). China’s economic boom has left millions landless, and large-scale riots and protests over rural poverty and neglect have become commonplace (Watts 2005, 2006). In Brazil, the Landless Movement (MST) has achieved much success in acquiring land for urban and rural landless people through peaceful land invasions and has presented a model of ‘alternative societies’ in its rural settlements, post land reform. In contrast, state sponsored land invasions in Zimbabwe have presented a ‘model’ of chaotic, poorly administered, and politically motivated land reform, and one that has helped push the country into mass hunger and crisis. Such events and movements focused attention upon the varying social and economic consequences of land reforms.

The majority of the world’s poor are rural people (International Fund for Agricultural Development [IFAD] 2001). Agrarian reform has long been seen as a key to solving problems of rural poverty, and by implication, global poverty (Rigg 2006). Agrarian and land reform programmes have also affected very large numbers of people across Asia, Africa, Latin America and eastern Europe. Landholdings are highly concentrated in most societies—and they are also concentrated in men’s hands (Food and Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations [FAO] 2005: 4; Lee-Smith and Trujillo 2006). Land and agrarian reforms potentially provide a prime opportunity to equalise the position of women vis-à-vis men, both in terms of property holdings and more widely. Yet gender has been a topic marginalised both in concrete policies and in discussions of agrarian reform. The ‘story’ of most agrarian reforms has been one of missed opportunities in terms of gender equity. Gender divisions have in many cases been
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exacerbated rather than ameliorated. This is ironic, given that the central thrust of agrarian reform has been development and improved livelihoods for the rural poor. This book aims to redress the male bias of most discussions of agrarian reform and to highlight the intrinsically gendered nature of agrarian and land reform processes.

*Gender and Agrarian Reforms* integrates work on agrarian and land reforms with that on gender relations, and it puts forward an argument regarding gender and agrarian reform policy. Two main types of redistributive agrarian reform exist: collective and individual household. These differ markedly in their impacts on women and on gender relations.

Land reforms directed to individual households often impact negatively on women, particularly wives. This is because the ‘household’ is considered to be a unified entity, and men as ‘household heads’ receive land titles or permits. In this process, women often lose rights and autonomy. Agrarian reforms, which have attempted to consolidate land in larger collective units, have affected women differently. Because these have usually been enacted by socialist or ‘left’-leaning governments with partial commitment to gender equity, they have paid some attention to gender issues. Policies have largely consisted of basic marriage reform and of bringing women into ‘production’. Women sometimes gain property rights or else are able to earn work points as are men. These changes tend to better the status of married women. However, they leave an important basis of women’s oppression, their responsibility for domestic labour, largely untouched. The improved position of women within collective agriculture has given rise to much resistance. Many male peasants feel that their authority as household heads is threatened by such policies, as is the related ability to control women’s labour and sexuality. This book considers the current trend to land titling and to market-based land reforms and compares these with redistributive agrarian policies.

This is a comparative work in another sense. Its geographical scope is wide, focusing on Latin America, east and southeast Asia, southern Africa, the USSR/Russia, and eastern Europe; the book also discusses other parts of the world more briefly. These cases are set in a historical context, from the era of the Soviet and Mexican reforms of the late 1920s and 1930s and post World War II agrarian reform programmes, as well as more contemporary changes.

**BACKGROUND**

If agrarian reforms are ‘in the news’ in the early twenty-first century C.E., they had been previously off the agenda for a long time. The most important cause of this eclipse was the entrenchment of neoliberal policies and associated economic changes especially since the late 1980s. These bypassed state-centric and redistributionist development policies in favour of market-oriented reforms and retrenchment of the role of the state.
Conflicting trends exist with regard to agriculture. On the one hand, the world’s population now consists of more urban than rural residents (Adam 2006). Agriculture is of far less importance than previously in the livelihoods of many rural people (Bryceson et al. 2000; Ellis 2000; Francis 2000), and most rural people have had to diversify income sources to survive. Although many remain wholly or partly land based, other income sources, such as agricultural wage labour, other types of wage labour, and informal sector activities, now often form part of livelihood ‘portfolios’ (Cameron et al. 2006; Rigg 2006). Often these are combined with short- or long-distance migration so that people move physically off the land. Different views exist about whether deagrarianisation will indeed improve living standards of the ex-rural poor (Francis 2000; Jacobs 2002). In any case, agriculture has become less favoured as a means of earning a living (Marcus et al. 1996; Rigg 2006).

Global trends are of land concentration, the spread of agribusiness and land titling. Land titling, put forward especially by the World Bank (Williams 1996; Manji 2006) has come to supplant the older understanding of land reform as indicating redistribution of land to poor producers (see Chapter 1). Thus, the contemporary context of land reforms differs greatly from the postwar ‘classic’ period (Bernstein 2004). Titling is nearly always a prelude to the development of a land market (García-Frias 2005), and this is likely to undermine the position of small farmers, especially women farmers.

On the other hand, small and medium-scale agriculture remains of importance in many contexts. Land is not only a space for agriculture but also a place of residence, often a basis for community and in some societies is believed to be linked to ancestral spirits. Along other lines, concern exists about the ecological and social consequences of large-scale agriculture and particularly, of agribusiness. Some producers have turned their attention to more sustainable methods of food production, and these usually involve small (or smaller) scale units. In contrast to the general trend of urban migration, neoliberal policies have in some cases meant a return to the countryside. This has occurred in Zambia with the closure of the copper mines and in Russia (Burawoy et al. 2000). In Brazil, some unemployed or working class people wish to leave the overcrowded and dangerous urban areas to farm (Caldeira 2006). Thus, the issues of small-scale agriculture and the socio-economic and ecological conditions under which food is produced will not ‘go away’. Agrarian reform is one potential solution to these issues.

PARALLEL REALITIES, PARALLEL LITERATURES

Within academic debates on agrarian and land reform, current attention is focussed on disagreements between those espousing ‘populist’ or peasant-oriented solutions and neo-liberals. Populists advocate land redistribution within small peasant units, whereas neo-liberals advocate variously, market-based reforms, or the efficacy of large agricultural units. These debates
follow on from previous ones between populists and Marxists. In most of this literature, despite different political orientations, the issue of gender is either ignored or submerged. A small, although growing, literature on gender, land rights, and land reform does, however, exist.

The two sets of literature, on agrarian and land reform and on gender within this, tend to address different concerns. The general literature tends to concentrate on the politics of land redistribution, peasant mobilisation, and questions of economic efficiency, as well as technical questions concerning cropping and marketing. That on gender and land reform, conversely, concentrates on intrahousehold matters such as the gender division of labour, women’s access to land, and power within households, as well as on kinship systems and gender ideologies. The literatures converge to an extent in that they both examine state policies. However, the general literature usually concentrates on matters such as the extent of reform, its political direction, and outcomes in productivity terms. Literature on gender focuses on the unit of redistribution (e.g. household, individual, or collective). A secondary, although important concern, is the fate of women household heads within agrarian reforms.

The marginalisation of gender issues within discussions of agrarian and land reforms is not easily rectified by simply adding on a discussion of gender. Agrarian reforms have significant impacts on household and gender relations, and some of these are unexpected. Land reforms directed to individual families do not normally set out to disadvantage married women. Indeed, their general intents are usually egalitarian and reforming. Nevertheless, they have had perhaps unintended consequences due to a variety of factors, of which the most important is distributing land to the husband as household head (see Chapter 3). Within collectivist reforms, governments did not foresee the reaction from male peasants in collective schemes to women’s new status at work and to attempts to socialise domestic work.

In order to understand such processes, gender analyses must be placed at the centre of discussions of agrarian reform. At the same time, it is also the case that gender relations should not be ‘lifted out’ of the general social, economic and political contexts of life.

Issues of rights and resource access and control are now acknowledged, but not necessarily in relation to gender, and rarely through the relational, multi-layered lens which . . . gender analysts of land have seen as important. (Leach in Cornwall et al. 2006: 83)

**METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES**

These considerations lead on to other methodological issues. The geographical and historical coverage of the book has been dependent upon obtaining secondary sources that discuss gender.¹ The literature discussing gender and
agrarian reforms is relatively sparse and tends to focus on particular countries. An exception exists for Latin America, given the large body of work of Carmen Diana Deere and Magdalena León de Leal (e.g. 1982, 1987, 2001; see bibliography). I have concentrated on case studies where literature on gender and agrarian reform is available. This means that some key cases are not discussed in detail due to lack of published information on gender aspects.

As a comparative overview, this book tends to focus on ‘macro’-processes. It contextualises the agrarian reform experience in case studies within and analyses existing gender relations. Each experience of agrarian reform differs from others, given that the agricultural background and state policies will differ. Likewise, each configuration of gender relations has some unique features. However, comparisons across countries and regions can yield valuable insights into similarities, as well as illuminating interesting differences. A focus on macro-processes and comparison does not rule out attention to ‘micro’-processes of human interaction, with their potential for fluidity and change. When possible, I include details of case studies on gender and land reform which do include discussions of interactions within households, families and communities. Both the wider ‘structural’ context and the sphere of human action in smaller-scale settings are of great significance. They should not be seen as competing, as they sometimes are within sociological debates. Rather, micro and macro perspectives complement and enrich one another (see Mouzelis 1990, 1991).

**BENEFITS OF AGRARIAN REFORM**

As some of the cases discussed within this book indicate, there would be many potential benefits stemming from a gender equitable agrarian reform. An equitable agrarian reform would include equal access to land and other resources and inputs for women regardless of marital status. The arguments given echo those of Agarwal’s (2003), as well as Deere and León’s (2001), division of benefits of land rights into those based on ‘efficiency’ and ‘empowerment’.

A first argument is in terms of justice. The slogan ‘land to the tiller’ has long been emblematic of agrarian movements. It is well established that in sub-Saharan Africa women are in most cases the main cultivators, responsible for provisioning their households and feeding the husband, children and often other family members. Increasingly, with feminisation of agriculture, this is also true outside Africa. The global trend is for women to take more responsibility in agricultural production, both in households and in response to opportunities in commercial agricultural work (FAO 2005). Women as the main ‘tillers’, should receive and be able to control land and proceeds from agriculture. Where women are not the primary agriculturalists, their contribution is usually under-recorded and undervalued.
A second argument can be made in terms of efficiency, that is, securing livelihoods and raising production. It is now often acknowledged that rural women’s lack of decision-making power often affects agriculture. Their lack of power can act as a disincentive when they farm (Tripp 2004) and almost certainly affects agricultural outcomes. McCusker’s study in Limpopo, South Africa (2004), for instance, indicates that women’s marginalised status in agriculture in areas of land reform was one important factor accounting for the unproductive use of land. A large percentage of the population being engaged in food production, but lacking entitlements, puts a brake on agricultural development (Lee-Smith and Trujillo 2006).

Land reform often results in increased incomes and improved livelihood security for smallholders. In many cases, this increases food security (El-Ghonemy 1990). Whether people’s livelihoods improve with land redistribution in practice will depend upon a number of factors such as soil fertility, adequate state and other support, the existence of credit facilities, and experience in farming.

A third rationale for women’s land rights concerns family welfare (Agarwal 2003). A number of studies indicate that women’s enterprise and incomes are often more explicitly oriented to food security than are men’s. This is especially evident in Africa (Carr 1991) but is also the case elsewhere (Ghimire 2001). Greater food security is likely to occur because of the cultivation of ‘women’s’ [food] crops such as groundnuts and sorghum, as well as due to their greater propensity to reinvest in farm activities (Kidder 1997). This remains true even in circumstances of livelihood diversification. The World Bank (2003) also cites women’s access to land and other resources as crucial to children’s—particularly girls—nutritional status and education. Other evidence indicates that food security does not necessarily increase under male direction of agriculture, even where incomes do. Blumberg (1995) points out that it has not been possible to establish a link between rises in men’s incomes and improvements in children’s nutritional status in Africa, but such improvements do occur when women’s (ie mothers’) incomes increase.

Fourthly, land titles or land holding might permit women to take advantage of economic opportunities. Women as farmers face a range of constraints including lack of control over labour and lack of access to credit and to other agricultural supports such as extension advice (Davison 1988a; Momsen 2004). Additionally, women often bear a double or triple (Moser 1993) burden of work. Despite these, in some cases women have been able to seize opportunities either as entrepreneurs individually, or in other cases, collectively. Spring (2002) notes great entrepreneurial activity among African women including in farming. In some Sri Lankan villages, women have banded together, have obtained credit, and have become petty commodity producers of cashew nuts, eliminating middlemen (Casinader et al. 1987, cited in Momsen 2004). A Bugandan study found that by the 1990s, female-headed households were more likely than male-headed ones to purchase land (Tripp 2004: 14).
Fifthly, access to land is likely to increase women’s social and economic status within households and communities (Agarwal 1994b, 2003; Jacobs 1997, 2002). The way that Wanyeki conceptualises ‘land rights’ indicates, for instance, that broader decision-making powers are also entailed.

Land rights are not only rights to access and to control land as a productive resource but also [rights to] information and to decision-making. . . . And [to derive] benefits from land. (Wanyeki 2003: 2)

It has been uncommon for women to control land, but where they do, indications are that they gain at least a measure of security and power.

ORGANISATION OF THE BOOK

The remainder of this chapter gives an overview of the organisation of the book.

The first three chapters outline general issues and orientations. Chapter 1 concerns agrarian and land reforms in general. It discusses definitions, concentrating on reasons for agrarian reforms, and on types of land and agrarian reform. It also picks out several areas of controversy which are of relevance to gender relations and to the general trajectory of reforms such as the issue of productivity of small and large farms.

Chapter 2 deals with conceptual and theoretical issues concerning gender relations among smallholders, which is the main grouping affected by agrarian reform policies. It concentrates on definitional issues. It looks at types of agricultural producers and whether there is a specific peasant economy as argued by Chayanov (1989). Of what significance is the Marxist critique and its emphasis on class differentiation? The chapter also outlines and discusses meanings of phenomena of great relevance for gender analysis: household and ‘reproduction’. These are of importance in peasant- or household-based economies. Lastly, it reviews the concepts of patriarchy and gender subordination.

Chapter 3 returns to the topic of agrarian and land reforms. It gives a general overview of reforms based on redistribution to individual households. This is the main type of land reform attempted in most societies, although affecting smaller numbers of people than the very large-scale collectivist reforms. The chapter analyses land reform in sixteen countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, Asia, and Latin America. It finds the results strikingly similar in many respects despite the wide cultural variations that evidently exist. In general, many land reforms have benefited women as well as men by increasing household incomes and food security. However, because land is usually redistributed to men as household heads, women remain seriously disadvantaged. In some cases, women’s subordination has
deepened with land reform, and their autonomy and decision-making powers have been eroded.

Part II of the book discusses agrarian reforms along collective lines. Agrarian reforms that collectivise land are ones that have followed socialist revolutions. These have advantages for women, in that aspects of production are collectivised, the peasant/household unit is unsettled, and male household heads lose some authority and control over wives and daughters. However, these have suffered from serious flaws, not least the top-down structures and problems of productivity and food security in many cases. The chapters in this part argue that one (although not the only) reason for this was the resistance of male peasants, who usually expected revolutions to yield a ‘peasant patriarchy’ (Wiergsma 1991) rather than loss of control over female family members.

Chapter 4 discusses the general trajectory of gender and reforms along collective lines. It first discusses the Soviet example and then presents case studies of eastern European and ex-Soviet states that had collectivised agriculture: Uzbekistan, Bulgaria, Hungary, and lastly, Cuba. Chapter 5 examines the complex case of China. China has had the most radical of reform processes. It is by nature unlike other situations, due in part to its size but also to the rapid industrialisation that has taken place in recent decades and which inevitably affects women’s as well as men’s lives. Chapter 6, the last in the section, deals with the case of Viet Nam, which remains largely an agrarian society. Redistribution of land has been highly egalitarian, thus Viet Nam is a useful ‘test’ for propositions put forward here. Liberalisation has meant decollectivisation of agriculture in the north, and with this, productivity increased. Liberalisation or doi moi has seen the re-emergence of some elements of traditional lineage practices with regard to gender, as well as greater encapsulation of women inside the home. However, each society and case study has unique features: here, women also have traditional roles as traders which allows them some economic autonomy.

Part III takes up two regional case studies of land and agrarian reforms: Latin America and sub-Saharan Africa. Although these differ in significant ways, in both regions the general trend has been towards liberalisation and land titling.

Chapter 7 offers three Latin American examples. Mexico and Nicaragua have both seen liberalisation of former cooperative structures. Brazil has one of the most unequal land distributions in the world but also one of the most active land reform movements globally. The Latin American cases indicate the regional tendency to view only men as ‘farmers’ and to marginalise rural women’s rights. The chapter examines efforts to ‘write’ women and gender concerns into agricultural policy and to improve the situations of rural women with regard to land rights. Latterly, in many countries these have taken the forms of individual or joint land titling. The chapter raises the question of the extent to which this might benefit poorer women. Chapter 8 discusses African cases, concentrating particularly on
Zimbabwe as well as South Africa. The land reform in Zimbabwe prior to 2000 contrasts sharply with the ‘fast-track’ reform after that date. The chapter details the trajectory of land reforms there to argue that the current situation must not be allowed to undermine general arguments for agrarian and land reforms. The chapter also makes reference to debates over land titling and communal rights elsewhere in east and southern Africa, briefly examining Tanzania and Mozambique.

The final chapter concludes the book. Agrarian and land reforms have posed many dilemmas for land as well as for feminist activists and policy makers. Issues of gender equity and ‘efficiency’ or productivity appear to be played off against one another. Since one of the aims of land and agrarian reform is food security, this cannot be forgotten. However, gender equity is also central to the democratic aims of such reforms. This chapter both recapitulates the book’s argument and explores some of the conditions for more gender equitable agrarian reforms in contemporary contexts. Central to the latter are the growth of rural women’s movements.
Part I

Theoretical Perspectives
1 Debates Over Agrarian Reform

Agrarian and land reforms across the world have differed widely both in intention and implementation. Agrarian reforms have often been associated with social and political revolution, but sometimes programmes have sought amelioration of an existing socio-economic order. In recent years, the term ‘reform’ has also been applied to market-led economic restructuring, including of land tenure. While greater equity in landholdings is a common objective, even this is debatable. This chapter asks what agrarian reform is. What are the purposes of agrarian and land reforms, and what circumstances provoke or enable them? How do agrarian reforms differ from one another?

I address these questions by reviewing some of the general literature on land and agrarian reforms and provide an overview of several themes. Many of the studies are gender blind or else mention gender relations only in passing. Thus, I do not deal with gendered implications of land and agrarian reforms but highlight some relevant themes which are discussed later in the book in the context of case studies. The first section analyses definitional disputes. The second discusses reasons and rationales for agrarian reform. The third gives an overview of three controversies of relevance to land and agrarian reforms.

The terms ‘land reform’ and ‘agrarian reform’ often overlap but are not precisely the same. Agrarian reform is considered to have a wider meaning than land reform. A situation of agrarian reform covers not only a wide redistribution of land but also provision of infrastructure, services, and sometimes, a whole programme of redistributive and democratic reforms. Land reform refers to a narrower redistribution of land, usually to a limited group of beneficiaries. However, in practice, the two terms tend to be used interchangeably.

WHAT IS AGRARIAN REFORM?

The classic definitions of agrarian and land reform belong to the ‘moment’ of developmental states. Particularly after World War II and decolonisation,
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It was assumed that the state and state policy could be a ‘motor’ of development and societal restructuring. Agrarian reforms are one example of such developmentalist policies. The assumption was that the state would provide support services and that redistribution of income and property would provide overall social benefits. The classic examples are in South Korea and Taiwan, but the Chinese state also played a developmental role. One of the earliest agrarian reforms took place in Mexico from the 1930s, and its aim was developmentalist.

In this paradigm, land reform comprises:

i) compulsory takeover of land, usually by the state, from the biggest landowners and with partial compensation; and

ii) farming of that land in such a way as to spread the benefits of the man-land [sic] relationship more widely than before the takeover.

Land reform, so defined is an equalising policy, at least in intention. (Lipton 1974)

Land reform entails change in agrarian structure resulting in increased access to land by the rural poor and secured tenure for those who actually work the land (Ghimire 2001: 7). Small cultivators should obtain greater control over the use of land and better terms in their relationships with the rest of society.

Agrarian reform, then, constitutes widespread redistribution of land. It aims to empower poor peasants and to alter the agrarian and class structure of rural society. Some argue that agrarian reform is therefore a revolutionary political concept rather than a reformist one. Solon Barraclough wrote,

It implies changes in power relationships towards greater participation of the rural poor in decision making at all levels and especially in decisions directly affecting their livelihoods. In other words, it has revolutionary implications. (1991: 102)

In practice, however, redistributive land reforms are often much less than revolutionary and take place for a variety of reasons and in a variety of circumstances. These circumstances range from widespread mobilisation to benefit poor peasants, tenants, and the landless to top-down reforms by authoritarian states. Peru’s 1968 land reform, for instance, was instituted autonomously by the military government. Other reforms take place due to external influence. For instance, the extensive and successful land reforms in Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea were instituted due to pressure by the USA, and in order to forestall socialist mobilisation by giving smallholders more of a stake in the system. It was felt that more equitable landholdings would provide a basis for a democratic society (Montgomery 1984; Prosterman and Riedinger 1987). In Latin America, the US-backed Alliance for
Progress carried out land reforms with similar intent. The US government saw land reforms with individual family tenure as the ‘perfect package’, a solution that would raise rural incomes, boost industrialisation processes, and calm peasant unrest (Deere and León 1987; Thiesenhusen 1995).

Attempts have been made to categorise different types of agrarian and land reforms, commonly according to their wider political and economic intents. The nature of the government enacting reforms and the extent of land redistributed are also significant. Thus, revolutionary, conservative, and liberal land reforms may be distinguished (Putzel 1992). These categories are demarcated by policy with regard to several variables, including the form of property rights, transformation or maintenance of state structures, and the process through which agrarian reform is achieved. For instance, a ‘revolutionary’ reform has often followed political uprisings that change state regimes. These might expropriate a large amount of agricultural land, redistribute it in collectives, and see such agrarian reform as part of a wider process of social change. A ‘conservative’ reform, conversely, leaves the basic social and political framework intact and usually redistributes less land. Land tends to be purchased by the state and redistributed to a particular group of cultivators for farming on a family or household basis. For instance, in India 1.5 per cent of land had been redistributed to 2 per cent of producers by 1992 in a society with deep and widespread poverty (Sobhan 1993). ‘Liberal’ agrarian or land reforms are more ambitious than this, seeking better conditions for rural cultivators but without overall social change. Thus, in Mexico during the 1920s and 1930s, a large amount of land, 43 per cent, was distributed to two-thirds of rural workers (Sobhan 1993). However, Mexico’s attempt at rural social transformation was limited by prioritising large-scale capitalist farming (see Chapter 7). Land reform is always a matter of degree (Borras 2005) as well as a matter of intent. The great majority of programmes have been incomplete, either redistributing little land or else allowing landlords continued power (Bandyopadhay 1996).

Typologies such as those mentioned may be useful, in my view, as an aid to understanding. However, actual agrarian reforms present complexities and are not always easily categorised (Barraclough 1991). For instance, individual and collective forms of tenure sometimes are intertwined (Zoomers 2000). Categorisations should not be used as ‘boxes’ which obscure social complexity.

**Neoliberal ‘Reforms’**

The advent of market-based land tenure changes and reforms since the late 1980s and early 1990s has further stretched the meaning of agrarian reform. In general, the question of agrarian reform fell off the political agenda in the 1980s, only to be ‘reinstated’ as a matter for debate and action later in the decade (FAO 2000; Borras 2003). However, this is in pursuit of an altered
agenda in which neoliberal policies have become dominant, in line with International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank policies. The state is seen as a less important actor and usually has command over declining resources after structural adjustment programmes. The term ‘reform’ itself has often become part of a neoliberal discourse which has to do with dismantling of welfare and other state services and deregulation of labour markets. In agriculture, this implies privatisation of communal and collective land and titling of individual holdings as well as creation of a land market.

Since the 1970s, the World Bank has promoted land reform along with privatisation, and the International Financial Institutions (IFIs) have designed many such programmes. In the 1980s, titling of land was considered to be the appropriate mechanism for privatisation and economic liberalisation (Toulmin and Quan 2001). Reforms to land tenure were advocated alongside setting up reforms of macroeconomic policy, structural adjustment and orientation to production of export crops and goods (Fortin 2005). The World Bank’s newer policy document (2003) sees land as a key ‘asset’ for the rural poor and emphasises ‘productive’ use of land, ‘efficiency’, and profitability.

Reform is not simply change. Many changes may ultimately undermine land rights of the poor (see Chapters 7 and 8). The coalition of peasant and small farmer organisations, Vía Campesina ['the peasant way'], for example, launched a global campaign for agrarian reform in 1999–2000 in defence of agrarian livelihoods that has attained a degree of prominence (Borras 2008). A number of rural movements today, including Vía Campesina, reject the term ‘land reform’ as applied to export agricultural models accompanied by privatisation. The World Forum on Agrarian Reform states,

> The agrarian crisis created by the agro-export model under neo-liberalism is bleak indeed. But despite this, peasant, fishers’, indigenous peoples’ and rural workers’ movements . . . are more alive, more organized and more sophisticated than ever, and are actively engaged in resisting the destructive, dominant model. (Foro Mundial sobre la Reforma Agraria [FMRA] 2004)

Throughout this book I continue to use the terms ‘land reform’ or ‘agrarian reform’ for redistributionist reforms. To avoid confusion, it is preferable to use other terms to describe rearrangements of land tenure and land titling. In concluding this discussion of terminology, it is pertinent to note that definitions of land reform from whatever quarter have generally ignored any notion of gender rights, despite the emphasis on the ‘rural poor’. The majority of the extremely poor in the world, at least 75 per cent, live in rural areas (IFAD 2001: 1). Within this category, women figure large. They constitute the majority of rural people and the majority of the poor globally. One important factor is the minimal extent of female property holding, with some estimates as low as 1 per cent globally (Rai 2002: 97).
REASONS FOR LAND REFORM

In theory, there exists wide consensus about the need for agrarian reform to alleviate rural poverty and hunger (Ghimire 2001: 1). Approximately 60 per cent of the world’s population still depends on agriculture as a livelihood source (Lipton 2005). Approximately one-third of the world’s peoples depend directly upon natural resources, including land and trees, for subsistence (Sachs, J. 2004). Thus, the need for agricultural land has not become redundant, even in a situation of livelihood diversification (Ellis 2000; Jacobs 2002).

This broad agreement in favour of agrarian reform is somewhat compromised by the different aims and scopes of reform in different countries. In particular, an issue is the extent to which the status quo might be disturbed by agrarian change that favours the poor. Nevertheless, many reasons for agrarian reform have been put forward. These encompass the social, economic, political, and ecological.

Social/Individual Human Rights

Land reform is often seen as crucial for the civil and human rights of sharecroppers, tenant farmers, and agricultural labourers. Possession of a parcel of land, even a small one, can give some basis to resist the demands and encroachments of landlords. Under the former feudal systems of Europe, Japan and colonial Latin America,1 such domination was enshrined in law and custom. However, the power of the hacendado in Latin America and of landowning classes elsewhere often has feudal echoes in its arbitrariness. On remote estates, landowners may be able to exercise quasi-legal as well as economic powers, becoming in effect the rural political authority. Hacendados until recently often chose to exercise jus primus noctae, that is, their customary ‘right’ to have sexual relations with women tenants on their wedding night (Barraclough 1991).

Personal autonomy may thus be one of the most important gains of agrarian reform (Barraclough 1991). Adding gender into evaluation of agrarian and land reforms, however, means that the ‘story’ becomes more complex (see Chapter 3).

Economic Rationales

The economic case for land reform is crucial. The three most important reasons for land reform at the economic level are:

i) to raise agricultural productivity;
ii) to strengthen food security and to lessen poverty for rural households; and
iii) to facilitate industrialisation by ‘feeding the cities’.
Redistribution of land is seen as a way to raise agricultural productivity and therefore to lessen poverty. Redistribution ensures land is utilised fully, given that many large agricultural estates contain underutilised land. Additionally, smallholders are considered to have more incentives than latifundistas to make productive investments, where these are possible. Land reforms are not always sufficient to guarantee escape from rural poverty (de Janvry et al. 2001). But they do provide sources of income and also insurance against price shocks. A growing literature shows the importance of land reform to physical capital formation and for economic growth (Dekker 2003). Comparative analysis demonstrates that agrarian reform is important in reducing rural poverty and in raising productivity (El-Ghonemy 1990). However, partial implementation of land reform leaves a situation in which large landowners can exercise great influence over land transactions and over policy (El-Ghonemy 1990). For this reason, more comprehensive reforms are often more efficacious.

A second, related, argument for land reform is its potential role in food security. Possession of, or rights to, land would allow peasant households both to cultivate food crops and to sell any cash crops produced instead of having the proceeds skimmed off by a landlord. This point has gender implications, given the widely cited argument that women attend to household food security across many societies (Blumberg 1988; Kidder 1997; Kabeer and Tran 2002).

A further potential benefit of land redistribution is that it helps to broaden the home market through increasing incomes, consumption, and purchasing power. Industrialisation processes are thereby encouraged. This assumes a model of developmentalist industrialisation rather than industry based on export markets. A negative example is the Soviet Union, where agriculture was deliberately ‘squeezed’ until the 1960s in order to contribute to industrialisation. In other examples, a relatively egalitarian agrarian reform has contributed to subsequent industrialisation. These examples have been concentrated in East Asia: Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea (El-Ghonemy 1990; Bandyopadhay 1996).

Recently, arguments have also been made for economic rights as ‘human rights’. These can perhaps be distinguished from individual rights, as economic rights refer in part to group rights. For instance, the International Covenant for Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) establishes a right to livelihood (see Chapter 9). The right to a livelihood and to food security is being claimed by some social movements as a human right to be campaigned for (Face It Act Now [FIAN] 2004), and this may have implications for agrarian reforms.

**Political Rationales**

Political rationales for land reform differ, not surprisingly, according to political interests and viewpoints. For many, a prime aim of land reform has been to break landlord power. Especially in societies in which agriculture
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remains of economic importance, landowners may be important government players and power brokers. This is particularly the case at local and regional levels. But despite the power of landlords, governments have sometimes been prepared to concede reform to quell peasant unrest that might lead to wider radicalisation. Or more positively, they have seen land reform as a way of strengthening the rural poor and transforming them into a new class of smallholders with a stake in society.

Movements for land reform have often been associated with the left, but they can come with a range of political motivations and associations. These may include ethnic and racialised mobilisations in which groups seek to reclaim lands lost to colonists, settlers, or to corporate interests (Christodoulou 1990). Relatedly, such claims can be tied to a nationalist agenda wherein land may symbolise collective identity; the US-backed agrarian reforms in Asia, for instance, had nationalist undertones. Increased demands by landowners or rising expectations among peasants can create conditions for militant movements. Thus, in Cuba, aggressive extension of plantations and the eviction of peasants set in motion an increasingly effective peasant resistance. This later aided the urban revolutionary movement. The rise in numbers of absentee landowners meant that the traditional bond between landlords and peasants underwent change, and systems became more transparently exploitative. A breach in traditional relations also played a part in a peasant movement in Ucureña, Bolivia. This grew from a desire to regain past conditions of land tenure (Huizer 2001) but led to a mobilisation that became national. Other movements such as those in the ex-settler societies of southern and eastern Africa are explicitly nationalist and anti-colonialist.

The Environment

Ecological arguments for land reform have come to the fore in recent years. It is argued that peasants with enough fertile land to farm will be less likely to encroach on rainforests, as occurred in Brazil, or to cultivate and to further degrade low-lying, unsuitable land as in Bangladesh (Handelman 2009). Those who are poor and hungry may be prone to harm or destroy their immediate environments in order to survive. Marginal agricultural lands may be overused or overgrazed grasslands. Alternatively, people are often forced to migrate to cities which already have dense populations and rural areas may become depopulated. Land reform programmes can themselves encroach into fragile environments under pressure to distribute land (Dekker 2003). Agrarian reform, if properly organised and administered, however, can be a potential bulwark against increasing environmental degradation driven by poverty. The Landless Movement (Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais sem Terra, or MST) in Brazil is attempting to foster sustainable agricultural methods in its settlements, for instance. In general, the hope is that agrarian reforms will promote ideas of stewardship towards the environment.
CENTRAL QUESTIONS AND CONTROVERSIES

Certain questions concerning agrarian reform have been subjects of much controversy and debate. I summarise three here, in order to set a frame for discussion of gender issues. As in most of the material cited so far, these debates proceed without reference to gender. The three controversies concern: the optimal size of agricultural units for efficiency, class factors within land reforms, and land tenure and farm organisation within reforms.

Large Units or Small?

Controversy has long raged over ‘efficiency’ and the optimal scale or size of landholdings. In his writings on the Agrarian Question ([1899] 1988), Kautsky first noted that the usual economies of scale found in industry do not happen in agriculture. That is, small farms are usually more productive than larger ones. The central argument is that peasant family farms are able to utilise labour more intensively than are larger and more mechanised ones. Additionally, it is contended that productivity is lower on large farms primarily because they rely on hired labour, which is more expensive and less efficient than unwaged family workers (Binswanger and Elgin 1993: 34). Relatedly, crops might benefit from close attention not required to the same degree within industry. This phenomenon is termed the ‘inverse relationship’, or IR. The IR has been used to explain the persistence of family farming and of the peasantry into the era of industrial capitalism and beyond (Lipton 1993; Bernstein 2001).

The IR is crucial in terms of the economic rationale for land reform. If small peasant farming is indeed more efficient than large-scale farming, then this constitutes a powerful argument for redistributive land reform to peasant households. This argument also has clear gender implications, in that it is clear that the ‘family’ labour discussed is in the main female and child labour (see Chapter 2). This point is either missed or is ignored within the literature on land reform.

The importance of the IR is such that it merits further exploration. It should be noted, however, that many ‘local’ factors within agriculture are significant in terms of productivity. For instance, important factors include overall land concentration, which crops are produced, soil type, how crops and farms are managed, and what technologies and machinery are available. Other demographic factors such as size and composition of families also play a part.

The controversy over the IR has been revisited in the pages of the Journal of Agrarian Studies. Griffin et al. (2002) forcefully restate the case for redistributive land reform based on the greater productivity of small farming units. Rather than being inefficient because they cannot afford equipment such as tractors, small farms may adopt different techniques of production. This can lead to differences in productivity. Small farms tend
to economise on capital, to cultivate land more intensively and to generate more employment per unit of land (Griffin et al. 2002: 286). Land redistribution would thus raise output and rural incomes, bringing about more equal distribution of benefits.

The assumptions of the IR have been critiqued (Byers 2004; Dyer 2004). The IR is seen as holding for pre-capitalist agriculture (Dyer 2004: 49) but as breaking down under the capitalist mode of production (Byers 2004). In particular, large capitalist farms have access to new technologies that are able to enhance economies of scale. Additionally, critics hold that the main reason why small farmers intensify labour is poverty and unemployment, not ‘labour preference’ (see Sen 1981: 209). The poorest intensify labour because their survival may depend upon doing so (Dyer 2004).2

In response, Griffin et al. (2004) have replied that the benefits of land reform are not automatic. Land reform works most effectively when it is part of an overall strategy for rural development, or what I have referred to as agrarian reform. In particular, landlord bias in agricultural policy must be removed (Griffin et al. 2002: 316). Rural needs such as improved access to credit, price reforms, and improved physical infrastructure must also be met. They acknowledge that a number of cases exist in which agricultural productivity fell post reform. For instance, in eastern Europe post decollectivisation, people cultivated very small plots. This brings up the point of whether a minimum plot size might exist, although clearly this will vary depending on the context. The authors acknowledge that some truth exists in the ‘charge’ that small farms may be unable to exploit economies of scale. However, this argument should not be overstated. Small farmers often make cooperative arrangements such as borrowing or leasing equipment. Relatedly, some agricultural functions can be combined via activity splitting. For instance, large combines or irrigators can be contracted out to small farms (Lipton 1993). Lastly, small cultivators may be motivated by desperation, but this in itself is not in my view an argument against the IR.

Are There Classes Within the Peasantry?

A second controversy concerns the role of class differentiation within the peasantry. This relates to the political outcomes of agrarian reforms. As seen previously, most redistributionist land reform programmes aim to increase both the incomes and power of poorer peasants and the landless. Such reform aims to reduce the gap between large landowners and the land hungry and thus to have a levelling effect. The wider and more radical the land reform, the more pronounced such an effect will be. However, many arguments in favour of land reform follow a populist perspective in seeing ‘the peasantry’ or ‘the rural poor’ as one, undifferentiated grouping (see Chapter 2). Such a perspective ignores the unequal distribution of resources within rural populations, even among the poor. Leaving aside the question
of gender inequality, agrarian smallholders have different resource endowments—land, inputs, livestock, and capital.

In Lenin’s formulation, the peasantry could not be seen as one class but was subdivided into:

i) ‘wealthy’ peasants or kulaks: peasants who were not, or not yet capitalists but who had above-average holdings and associated inputs, and who hired in labour on a small/medium scale, as well as utilising family labour;

ii) ‘middle’ peasants who were mainly self-subsistent, utilising family labour and whose production for the market was limited;

iii) ‘poor’ peasants who did not hold sufficient land and inputs for family subsistence and who had to resort to wage labour on a temporary or permanent basis; and

iv) Relatedly, the agricultural proletariat was not technically a ‘peasantry’ at all, but landless workers who resided in the countryside and often had kinship and social links to other groups, particularly to poorer peasants (Lenin 1977).

The vision of land reform for many is the creation of an egalitarian rural sector. However, this depends upon enforcement of strict ceilings on the amount of land that can be held per household and the curtailment of attempts to accumulate property. For instance in the Vietnamese redistribution following decollectivisation (see Chapter 6), strict land ceilings have been enforced. These range from two to four hectares and have prevented strong class differentiation (Watts 1998). Unless land ceilings are low and are enforced, redistribution of land may increase differentiation between peasants. Those better endowed with fertile land, livestock, agricultural implements, and machinery, access to credit, and the ability to use these effectively are likely to become wealthier. The livelihoods of others may stagnate. They may become poorer or eventually lose their land.

Moreover, ‘classic’ peasants are not the only rural poor. Other groups also have an immediate interest in land reforms, such as agricultural workers, whether casually or regularly employed, tenants, and sharecroppers (Christodoulou 1990). More privileged rural groupings such as full-time traders and professionals may retain some rights in land. Thus, the interests of different socio-economic groupings may diverge. For instance, should workers on an agricultural estate receive rights to the land they help cultivate, or should land-hungry smallholders on nearby lands receive the redistributed land instead? This is a current issue in Zimbabwe, where farm workers have been marginalised from the current ‘fast-track’ land reform process (Sachikonye 2003). In Kerala state, India, splits occurred in a widespread land reform during the 1970s (Herring 1990). Reforms in Kerala resolved one class contradiction between landlords and tenants. But another division was exacerbated between newly-landed cultivators and...
field tenants. Having acquired land, the new smallholders pursued their economic interests and attempted to become ‘larger’ peasants. In this situation, clearly further redistribution to field labourers was needed.

It is possible to inhibit the growth of class differentiation within redistributive agrarian reforms. Dampening differentiation would entail setting low land ceilings, as noted. It would also entail making legal provisions concerning alienation of land within certain time periods or to non-agricultural producers. These measures in turn imply both political will and state capacity. Perhaps, needless to say, it is not possible to combine such measures with market-based reforms.

These observations concerning social class do not detract from the fact that reducing differentiation between large landowners and the mass of rural producers is an important aim. This is perhaps evident in the fierce resistance to land redistribution on the part of landowners in various parts of the world. Redistributive land reform does weaken the landed aristocracy or agrarian bourgeoisie and does strengthen smaller-scale producers. However, the trend is toward increased differentiation among the beneficiaries. In market-based ‘reforms’, this is a crucial concern as most of the rural poor are likely to lose any land acquired within free markets.

The question of social class is relevant for gender analysis, although rarely discussed. Firstly, women, like men, will be divided into different socio-economic or class groupings and have different interests on this basis. For instance, in Zimbabwean research in the 1980s, I found that after land reform women like men had differentiated into strata among the resettled peasantry (Jacobs 2000b). Secondly, the point that land reform may increase some forms of ‘internal’ differentiation is of much relevance. If land reforms potentially widen class divisions within the peasantry, might they operate similarly with regard to gender divisions?

Private or Public Property?

The third controversy concerns the contradictions of private property within land reform. This has been a question for Marxists in particular. Classical Marxist theory concentrates on the role of the industrial proletariat in leading the way towards and securing a ‘new’ socialist society and economic organisation. Therefore, Marxist analysis has not focused on peasants or on agriculture. This sector has been viewed as either a problem or as simply as subordinate to the urban and industrial working class. The concern was how socialist agriculture should be organised in an era when policies alternative to capitalist ones were possible.

This debate in turn is related both to how the peasantry is viewed and to assumptions about scale and productivity. Peasants as a class have been viewed as conservative and as backward, while agrarian reform is seen as a necessary democratic step away from feudalism. Agrarian reform has also been important in securing the peasantry as allies to the proletariat,
the ‘leading force’ of revolutions. However, peasants are also viewed with suspicion, as petty commodity producers and as small property holders. As such, their class interests are in opposition to feudal landlords and to big capital but differ from those of the proletariat. Thus, it did not follow that peasants’ interests were seen as fitting in easily with a collective or socialist state. Rosa Luxemburg ([1913] 1973) wrote in The Accumulation of Capital that peasants would fiercely defend their newly won property against a socialist state. The petty agricultural sector would potentially oppose socialist organisation. Political doubts were accompanied by economic ones. A common assumption was that since in industry, larger units are the most efficient, this would also be the case in agriculture. These issues were debated at length in the Soviet Union in the 1920s, particularly between Bukharin and Preobrazhinskii (Lewin 1968), and in the less well-known contributions of Kritsman (Cox 1986).

Different shades of opinion existed about these complex questions. However, a common view among Marxists and other socialists was that agriculture should be collectivised. This would at once solve the perceived political problem of the peasantry and the economic one of ‘low’ productivity in small peasant agriculture. In practice, the economic results of Stalinist collectivisations in the Soviet Union and many other societies were sometimes disastrous and usually failed to enhance productivity. Top-down state-imposed collectivisations were usually highly unpopular (Lewin 1968; Lipton 1993) and drastically underestimated peasant resistance to collective forms. It is important in this context, however, to raise the question of gender and of women’s potential interest in collective forms (see Chapters 4 to 6).

CONCLUSION

From the discussions in this chapter, a number of questions emerge which are relevant to the success or otherwise of land reforms. These include what the purpose of the agrarian reform was seen to be. For instance, was this envisaged as part of a wider social transformation in the countryside? How important were factors such as food security and lessening of differences and inequalities based on class, caste, and ethnicity? What supports, if any, were put in place following the reform? How was the reform carried out, and how complete was it? Such questions tie in with others concerning the ‘nature’ of the state, whether authoritarian or democratic. Relatedly, how tolerant is the state of social movements, including land movements?

The remainder of this book focuses on gender issues and discusses a number of cases of gender within agrarian reforms. However, gender cannot be viewed apart from the general context of these reforms. Although women and men are affected differentially by many social institutions such
as kinship, marriage, and gender ideology, they are also affected by broader social processes. It is thus necessary to discuss the general circumstances of agrarian reforms as well as policies specifically oriented to women. This is not to argue that broader factors must take precedence over gender analysis, or that it is acceptable to view gender as an ‘add-on’ category. Wide questions of politics, political economy, and cultural changes affect gender relations, and conversely gender should be seen as integral to these processes. Women are often marginalised within agrarian reforms, but they are not marginalised in the same manner or to the same degree in each case.

This chapter has emphasised competing definitions of agrarian and land reforms, particularly between redistributionist and market-based models. Many reasons for agrarian reforms exist, encompassing the economic, political, and ecological spheres as well as that of human rights. The reasons emphasised tend to vary according to the political aim as well as the scope of agrarian reforms: for instance, is equity or efficiency seen as the main goal? The important issue of the optimal size of agricultural units has in practice overlapped with that of how peasants are seen as political actors. Where a benign view is taken, land is usually redistributed to individual household units.

Within these sometimes complex debates, little attention has been paid to the issue of gender divisions. Issues are often discussed as if gender neutral, although in fact programmes have important effects on gender relations and on women’s status. Whether an agrarian reform is ‘revolutionary’, ‘liberal’, or ‘conservative’ in its policies will affect all people in terms of the amount of land redistributed. Additionally, women are usually denied the right to hold or to work on this land on the same basis as men. General aims such as increasing production, or creating a more democratic rural society, similarly impact on both sexes. It appears as if women tend to gain more when egalitarian goals are emphasised. ‘Revolutionary’ or more radical models have been most concerned to target women as actors in their own right. This is partly due to their emphasis on collective forms rather than individual family models. Taking another issue, one might be forgiven for assuming that gender was a taboo subject within discussions of the IR. As has been noted, gender is important to the IR, as those whose labour is intensified are usually female. Agrarian reforms may aim to give small producers more say over their own lives, but this is not possible as long as producers are envisaged as male, and women’s work is ignored. Both men’s and women’s lives are affected through agrarian reforms but not necessarily in the same ways.

Understanding these processes entails knowledge about the general background of agrarian reform as has been explored here. However, it also involves analysis of categories and concepts employed in gender analyses of land rights and agrarian reforms. The next chapter turns to this discussion.
2 Concepts for a Gendered Analysis of Agrarian Reform

The household [in the domestic mode of production] is as such charged with production, with the deployment and use of labor power, with the determination of the economic objective. Its own inner relations, as between husband and wife, parent and child, are the principal relations of production. . . . The built-in etiquette of kinship statuses, the dominance and subordination of domestic life, the reciprocity and cooperation, here make the ‘economic’ a modality of the intimate. . . . Domestic decisions . . . are taken primarily with a view toward domestic contentment. Production is geared to the family’s customary requirements. Production is for the benefit of the producers. (Sahlins 1974: 77)

The rigid patriarchy of peasant society was hardly unique to Russia. In Russia, however, the peasant woman was subordinate not just to one father or one husband, but to the entire male community. . . . Women were represented neither in the [peasant] commune nor in the [peasant] courts. . . . Thus the peasant woman had no direct access to land, the most vital component of subsistence, nor a role in the conduct of domestic or communal life. She was mute and powerless. . . . Her contribution to family survival was nonetheless great. (Glickman 1992: 55)

Is subordination of women integral to peasant economies? Gender issues have not generally been included in discussions of agrarian reform, whether by social movements or by governments implementing such policies. One of the reasons for this is lack of integration of gender issues within theoretical discussions of peasants. Women’s work on farms and within homes is fundamental to peasant/smallholder households, but their work is often rendered invisible. Similarly, gender has often been invisible within peasant studies.

The chapter begins with discussion of peasants, the main subjects of agrarian reforms. It then moves to discuss two concepts integral to study of agricultural smallholders: the ‘household’ and ‘reproduction’. The third section discusses the concept of patriarchy, which attempts to theorise women’s subordination across cultures and societies. Lastly, an underlying question concerns whether a ‘peasant patriarchy’ exists, and this topic is taken up in the final section.
The concepts have been heavily contested. I hope to clarify them but at times am able only to trace lines of disagreement. It is a matter of judgement whether to keep using or to discard a concept or category despite imperfect specification. In most cases, I opt for pragmatic solutions.

THE PEASANTRY?

Agrarian and land reforms usually involve groups of smallholding agriculturalists—or peasants. Most reforms redistribute land to ‘household’ or family units (see Chapter 1). Land and agrarian reforms may actually constitute a peasantry from a landless proletariat. In the Cuban case, for instance, the government redistributed land to landless households as well as forming state farms. More commonly, land is redistributed to poor peasants or sharecroppers, as in India, Brazil, and Nicaragua. Agrarian reform may be along collective lines, so that agricultural labourers remain wage labourers, but with the state as new ‘proprietor’. In cases such as the USSR or China, however, most state farm workers had previously been smallholding peasants. Lastly, in a number of cases land had been collectivised but has since been decollectivised (see Chapters 4 to 6). Here, the redistribution of land re-configures a peasant grouping, as in parts of Eastern Europe, Russia, Viet Nam, and China.

The term ‘peasant’ has been much theorised and debated. I concentrate on discussion of Marxist and populist conceptualisations as these are most relevant to the literature on agrarian reform. However, I make brief reference to other theories. Concepts of peasantries divide broadly into two. The first sees peasants as embodying a particular and separate type of economy with associated behaviour. The second focuses on how small agrarian producers are inserted into, and influenced by, the wider capitalist economy. The most influential writer in the first grouping was A. V. Chayanov (1989), writing in the populist school. Others such as Shanin have based their work on Chayanov’s theorisation. By comparison, Marxist and neo-Marxist writers have usually critiqued the term ‘peasant’, refining it or sometimes rejecting it altogether. Most Marxist writers see peasant production units as household economies based on simple commodity production.

Other theoretical trends cross-cut or in some cases stand aside from these two main schools. Neo-classical economists do not fall into either camp as such: they accept the term ‘peasant’ but focus instead upon household behaviour of micro-farmers. Recently, postmodernist theorists of peasant behaviour have become in vogue, especially in Latin America (Kearney 1996). These concentrate both on formation(s) of identity and on modes of resistance. Previous work within anthropology concentrated on distinguishing peasants from other types of rural cultivators. Robert Redfield’s influential work characterised peasants as ‘part societies with part cultures’ (Redfield 1956). He concentrated upon the distinction between
folk [village] culture and that of the dominant ‘civilisations’ within which peasant cultures were embedded. In Africa, definitional discussions distinguished communal cultivation in ‘simple’, lineage-based societies from that by peasants in more complex societies (Post 1972). Among peasants, land is usually individually held, kinship and political hierarchies are separated, and market principles dominate. Rent is usually paid to landowners or other powerful groups. Other conceptions emphasise the class nature of societies in which peasants live. Peasants can exist in different types of society—feudal, agrarian/bureaucratic, and capitalist (Wolf 1966).

Chayanov

Chayanov and his colleagues in the Organisation and Production School worked in the Soviet Union during the 1920s. Chayanov held that a peasant mode of production should be accepted alongside those already established in Marxist theory: primitive communist, slave, feudal, and capitalist modes of production. Chayanov’s theory was also one of peasant behaviour at the level of the individual family farm. Peasants, or the household head, attempted to balance subsistence needs against the size of the product (the crop) and the ‘drudgery’ or work intensity necessary to produce sufficient for subsistence (Thorner 1966). Thus, the peasant producer would make an increased effort only if he had reason to believe it would yield a greater output for investment or consumption. The ‘labour-consumer balance’ prevailed in peasant economies. The intensity and difficulty of work had to be weighed against any increase in output which might result, since the overall aim was not accumulation. Chayanov’s theory also rejects the Marxist idea of class differentiation as occurring among the peasantry.

Other conceptions of peasantry have followed aspects of Chayanovian theory. Sahlins (1974) posited the idea of a ‘domestic mode of production’ based on norms of kinship and reciprocity. James Scott’s work (1985) on ‘everyday forms of resistance’ emphasises village solidarity. Shanin’s (1974) characterisation of the ‘pure peasant type’ draws particularly upon Chayanov and upon anthropological work. The pure peasant type is one in which:

i) the family farm is the basic unit of organisation;
ii) agriculture is the main means of livelihood;
iii) a specific culture relating to the peasant way of life (including conformity, circular perceptions of time) exists; and
iv) peasants are exploited economically and oppressed politically.

In 1990, Shanin revised this definition. He argued that peasant economies consist of a blend of self-employment (family labour); control of own means of production; self-consumption of produce; and multidimensional occupational expertise (1990: 52). He also added the criterion of a specific type of
peasant politics. Peasant political processes are seen as distinctive, characterised by patronage, brokerage, and village factionalism (1990: 53). In this view, a globally similar peasant social organisation does exist.3

Chayanovian conceptions are problematic in several respects. The first is overgeneralisation on the basis of a European model. Secondly, Chayanov assumed a basic homogeneity among peasants.4 In taking the family labour farm as the basic unit of analysis, he sidestepped the question of wider social factors such as the influence of the state or the capitalist economy (Ennew et al. 1977; Patnaik 1979; Harrison 1982). Thirdly, it is doubtful whether peasants or smallholders can constitute a separate mode of production. Peasants commonly exist as subordinate segments or modes within a wider society, dominated by feudalism or capitalism (Banaji 1977).5 Fourthly, Chayanovian-influenced theories are problematic in terms of gender analysis. This is unfortunate since the theory is premised on a type of family farm in which household labour provides the main component. That this labour is mainly that of women and children is seen as natural and so no further analysis is attempted.

Despite these criticisms, many of the processes Chayanov highlighted refuse to go away completely. The kinship basis of economic life, demographic cycles which relate to social differentiation, and the balance between work and leisure are all features of smallholder households and economies. In practice, many analyses combine features of Chayanovian and class analysis (see e.g. Murray 1981).

Marxists and Petty Commodity Production

Whatever the problems of Chayanovian theories, they do posit a clear formulation of ‘the peasantry’. In Marxist thought, the category of ‘the’ peasantry is slippery and ill defined. There are two main Marxist orientations to the subject of the peasantry and peasant economies. The first deals with peasants as a class, one which is unstable and prone to divide because of the logic of capitalist economic processes. Lenin analysed the class differentiation of the peasantry positing three strata of peasants, poor, middle, and wealthy (kulaks; see Chapter 1). The discussion then revolves around the problem of class differentiation. Poor peasants are viewed as quasi-proletarian, and wealthier peasants as proto-capitalists. Relatively self-sufficient middle peasant households own their own means of production but hire in little labour and instead rely on ‘self-exploitation’.

The second orientation discusses the peasantry with reference to petty (or simple) commodity production within capitalism. Ennew et al. (1977) critiqued the concept of peasantry as essentialist. They proposed that it be replaced by the concept of petty commodity production as more appropriate for Marxist analysis. This intervention sparked off debates concerning the term ‘peasant’, its scope, and applicability.6 Those party to the debate agree that wage labour is absent or else sporadic within
petty commodity production. Implicitly or explicitly, they accept that there exists a ‘middle’ peasantry which poses ambiguities for Marxist analyses. ‘Peasant’ in this view refers to commodity producers who possess the necessary means of production and who engage in production on the basis of unpaid household labour alone, that is, without wage labour (Gibbon and Neocosmos 1985).

The debates over petty commodity production focused almost exclusively on the relations of petty commodity production with capitalist forces rather than on the internal organisation of the household. Both Gibbon and Neocosmos (1985) and Bernstein (1988a) acknowledge that gender and family relations are important to petty commodity producers. However, these institutions and relationships are explained only in class terms. Men (patriarchs) are analysed as representing the ‘place of capital’, and women and children that of labour within the peasant household (Gibbon and Neocosmos 1985: 202–3). This overlooks the limitations of class analysis in discussions of women’s position.

In practice, virtually all concepts of peasantries find it difficult to analyse issues of gender division and gender subordination. This observation extends to the ‘household’ economic schools which conceptualise peasant household behaviour (Becker 1976; see Ellis 1988). The concept of petty commodity production does not inevitably posit the idea of a unified household, however, and this means that it is a concept potentially open to gender analysis. Whatmore’s (1991) analysis of English family farms, for instance, is able to demonstrate the gendered nature of production even within a near-fully commoditized economy. She also demonstrates the need to dispense with orthodoxies holding that class is the only relevant force.

The omission of gender relations has somewhat different implications for different theories. For Marxists, serious analysis of gender relations among petty commodity producers means that the a priori primacy given to class must be queried. Other implications are that exclusively macro-level analyses are incomplete and must intertwine with recognition of human agency. For Chayanovian-derived theory, the implications of gender analysis are most serious: analysis of the ‘peasant’ unit in gender terms disrupts many of the theory’s basic assumptions. This school has been highly influential, and its influence has extended indirectly to the ways that policy makers have viewed peasant households. The failure of analyses of agrarian reform to incorporate gender stems in part back to male-biased concepts (Elson 1995).

SOME FEMINIST CONCEPTS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF PEASANTRIES

I now turn to analysis of concepts central to discussion of small-scale agrarian/peasant economies: the ‘household’ and ‘reproduction of labour’. As these are central to analysis of peasantries, they are also relevant for discussion of gender and agrarian reform.
The Household

Households are crucial to the study of smallholder economies: the household is a site of agricultural production as well as of domestic life. Household labour and household decision-making are crucial to the functioning of peasant households. This feature also distinguishes peasants/smallholders from many other types of producers. For instance, both slaves and proletarianised workers labour in wider economies as well as within households. Households are of particular importance to women because they are associated with the domestic. In many societies, women live out large portions of their lives inside physical homes, and their mobility outside may be severely restricted. Households are sites where gender relations are enacted, reinforced, and altered. As Henrietta Moore notes,

Households are important to feminist analyses because they organise a large part of women’s domestic and reproductive labour. As a result, both the composition and organisation of households have a direct impact on women’s lives and in particular, on their ability to gain access to resources, to labour and to income. (1988: 55)

The household is sometimes considered to be coincident with ‘the family’, particularly for neo-classical theorists. Families are usually seen in anthropological and sociological writing to be constituted through a combination of marriage, kinship relations, and economic activity. More usually, the ‘household’ is considered to be a somewhat broader term, constituted similarly to the family. However, less stress is placed on links through marriage and kinship and more on residence, production, and commensality. Two issues are of relevance: (i) that of household forms and boundaries and (ii) that of internal processes within households.

Anthropologists have been active in excavating variations in household structure and composition. Forms of marriage, forms of residence, the activities which take place within household/domestic domains, the extent of separation from the extra-domestic sphere, all of these vary. Households among peasants may be nuclear or extended. Marriage forms can be polygynous, monogamous, and (occasionally) polyandrous. In practice, however, most agrarian households are small, containing less than six members, and tend to be fairly simple in organisation (White 1980: 16). Smallholder households are usually monogamous, at least in the formal sense. Even where polygyny is permitted, most men cannot afford to marry more than one wife.

Kinship systems are important in framing household relations. Most of the cases discussed in this book are either patrilineal or bilateral: that is, calculating kinship on both sides. Patrilineal systems predominate in much of Africa, the Middle East, and east and southeast Asia. However, ‘pockets’ of matrilineality have existed, particularly in west and central Africa and
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south and southeast Asia. Although still male dominated, matrilineal systems typically give women stronger rights, including rights to land (Agarwal 1994b; Stivens et al. 1994). Patrilineal systems vary: in some, women retain attachment to their father’s lineage and therefore to their relatives. In extreme cases such as Han China, women are considered to be completely absorbed into the husband’s lineage (see Chapter 5). Patrilineality is often accompanied by patrilocality, which is for the most part disadvantageous to in-marrying wives. However, in some systems the preferred form of marriage is between cross-cousins: in this case the in-marrying wife is actually a relative, and this may give her more influence. Bilateral kinship predominates in Europe and in most of Latin America and the Caribbean. It is usually associated with neo-local or virilocality and either lack of lineage structure or weak lineages. These factors usually advantage wives, and it has been argued that in European peasant households wives are influential in decision-making (Rogers 1980).

Whatever the form of marriage and household, most societies have ‘family ideologies’ (Barrett and MacIntosh 1982) or idealised models of households and family relations to which many aspire (Wilk 1984). For instance, in pre-revolutionary Viet Nam and China, the ideal family was seen as a five-generation patrilineal and patrilocal family, along Confucian lines. In practice, very few families and almost none outside the elite could achieve this. When a family had no son, sometimes a son-in-law was imported and the daughter remained in her father’s home. Although having advantages for wives, this was, and is, considered to lower the husband’s status (Bossen 2002). In contemporary western Europe and parts of eastern Europe, the model family is monogamous, heterosexual, and nuclear in form with two children—ideally a boy and a girl. Such family models can have profound effects. Those households which adhere most closely to the ideal model are usually accorded higher status and people in other family types may be considered inferior. In many societies, households headed by women are not considered proper families. Female-headed households were, at least until recently, often neglected when policies were formulated.

Discussion of household boundaries has also concentrated on variability. In some cultures, the concept is absent (Wilk 1984). In other cases ‘the’ household may be difficult to define. African households, in particular, typically have permeable boundaries. In other situations, however, definitions of boundaries are clear. In China since the 1960s, households have been identified through the household registration system. Each person is definitively recorded as belonging to a household in a specified locality and of a specified type, rural or urban. Aside from its other functions, this system precisely registers the boundaries of each household (Judd 1994).

Within agrarian reforms, the state or other bodies may become involved in regulation of various household matters, including household boundaries. For instance, it is common to allow only one wife to register as a family
beneficiary, along with only some children even where polygyny is widespread (see Chapter 3). Policing of behaviour within the household boundary may also take place. This may extend to control over sexual behaviour or over other behaviour such as male violence.

Feminists have critiqued most theorisations of peasantry for assumptions that households are unified, as noted previously. Households can be seen as unified because they are viewed as headed by autocrats taking decisions on behalf of the family, as in neo-classical theory (see Ellis 1988). Alternatively, households can be conceptualised as unified if they are assumed to be governed by ‘moral economy’ (Sahlins 1974; Scott 1985). The idea of moral economy posits a more benign view of household processes. Peasant families are assumed to unselfishly care for one another (Folbre 1986b: 7), and household goods, food, and property are pooled. In this view, kinship relations operate through norms of generalised reciprocity. Household relations are egalitarian, without strong status or power differentials. A related assumption is that separate but equal spheres exist for males and females. That is, the existence of a gender division of labour is seen to give women behind the scenes household power (Rogers 1980). Sen’s idea (1990) of ‘cooperative conflicts’ offers a nuanced view of households as sites both of unity and dissension. In most feminist thought, however, the household is seen as divided through differential power of men and women. The household is often seen as the privileged site of oppression and exploitation of women, although it is not the only site. This discussion is continued in the next section, considering the idea of patriarchy.

Reproduction and Reproduction of Labour

Attention to household processes has also been associated with analyses of ‘reproduction’. The concept of ‘reproduction’ is important in the context of discussion of agrarian reform in several ways. Firstly, peasant/smallholder units combine processes of production of crops and crafts for sale or exchange with household reproduction. Secondly, socialist governments have tried to collectivise production, but it has been very rare for questions of reproduction to be addressed. Instead, domestic work is usually naturalised and simply considered to be part of women’s existence. However, a few attempts have been made to socialise domestic labour (see Chapters 5 and 6). These have been met with strong resistance on the part of male peasants and sometimes from groups of women as well. Thirdly, in agrarian reforms which distribute land to individual families/households, women’s work may increase due to the lack of separation between productive and reproductive labour. Discussion of reproduction inevitably requires some discussion of production.

Edholm et al. (1977) pioneered critiques of the term ‘reproduction’, pointing out that the concept had three main meanings:
i) biological reproduction (of children); 
ii) reproduction of labour; and 
iii) general social reproduction, or ensuring the continuity of social and economic arrangements.

Their three-fold division is generally accepted. The first two senses of reproduction are particularly associated with women and with the domestic/household domain, and women carry out much of the work involved in each.

The meanings of ‘reproduction’ in the sense of biological reproduction and of actions and processes ensuring social continuity are not contentious. The idea of general social reproduction is often used descriptively in the social sciences. The second meaning of ‘reproduction’, however, is more problematic. Particularly in analysis of agricultural smallholders, many activities are not commoditised. Thus, it may be unclear what is productive and reproductive.8

In most societies, women9 are responsible for childcare, early socialisation, cooking, cleaning, and many repetitive chores, the exact nature of which vary. The assignment of such work to women is an economic expression of the inequality of the marriage contract, and the nature of this contract is especially important in reproducing women’s social position (Whitehead 1981). Gender typing of work seems to be most rigid in tasks crucial to the perpetuation of relations of marriage, filiation, and procreation (Mackintosh 1981: 11).

In advanced capitalism, such work appears as ‘housework’, separate from the productive sphere of waged work. In small-scale agrarian households, many activities are not commoditised and remain use-values. In such economic systems, ‘domestic’ labour may be characteristic of all household members’ labour across a variety of tasks. Moreover, the same task can either produce use- or exchange-values depending upon the context and regardless of gender. For instance, cooking food in the home is ‘reproductive’ while cooking food for sales in the street is ‘productive’ (Redclift and Mignione 1985: 97). Likewise, raising food for family consumption is reproductive while cash cropping of the same items is productive. The term ‘reproduction’ in practice tends to be used in a sleight-of-hand manner to identify women and their work (Harris 1981). In literature on gender and land reform, the term ‘reproductive labour’ is often used, generally to signify domestic labour, childcare, and agricultural activities such as cultivation of vegetables for family consumption. I [also] reproduce the term ‘reproduction’ here to describe such work, while remaining uneasy about the category.

This usage can also perpetuate the idea that reproductive work is somehow ‘not work’: it does not produce value, is less valued socially, and is often invisible. Some suggest jettisoning the distinction between production and
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reproduction (Kusterer 1990; Whatmore 1991)—unless one refers to the labour of childbirth. Miriam Glucksmann (2005) provides a way forward, in her conception of the ‘total social organisation of labour’ which demonstrates the interconnectedness of work undertaken in different socio-economic relations and spaces. Thus, the total social organisation of labour argues for conceptualisations of work to include unremunerated as well as paid work and which may be conducted in terms of social or kinship relations (Glucksmann 2005: 23).

**Patriarchy?**

The final concept discussed here is that of patriarchy. This concept broadens the discussion to the social realm in general. Gender relations are not confined to the household, even where women are. Households are always part of wider communities, economies, and societies. The concept of patriarchy has a long history but has been elaborated particularly within feminist writing since the 1970s. Like other concepts discussed here, different meanings have been attached to it.

Patriarchy means, literally, ‘the rule of the father’. It has been used since the seventeenth century to denote the rights of a ruler, representing the ultimate power of the king as a father over his ‘family’. Maine ([1861] 2001) used the term in his study *Ancient Law* and described the absolute supremacy of the eldest male parent of the household, his powers extending to life and death. By the nineteenth century, ‘patriarchy’ came to refer specifically to household relations. Max Weber, writing at the end of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, was concerned with systems of organisational domination. For him, patriarchy occurred when the father had unconstrained power within a household (Waters 1989). For Engels (1972), patriarchy was conceptualised as specific to a period of history prior to the development of the state; when the state appears, it appropriates much of the authority previously accruing to household heads. These views also acknowledged the subordination of women in particular, as well as of junior men. These ideas, then, specify a form of patriarchy in which the rule of the father is supreme.

In the ‘second wave’ of writing about patriarchy, a much broader and less household-based view was presented. Millett in *Sexual Politics* (1970) takes power relations within families as the starting point, seeing patriarchy as an institution through which all women are controlled by all men. This power is all pervasive, therefore appearing natural and incapable of change. Patriarchy overrides class and racial divisions and is primarily maintained by socialisation, as well as by the use of force (Millett 1970). Others agree that patriarchy does not derive from capitalism, or indeed from any other system, but is the basic organisational system. Male supremacy derives from appropriation of women’s bodies, from compulsory heterosexuality and ultimately, from male violence (Brownmiller...
Thus, patriarchy appears as a more or less universal system with little social variation.

This use of patriarchy in this sense sparked off a wide debate concerning the term’s adequacy. Marxist and socialist feminists criticised the lack of attention to class divisions (see Rubin 1975; Harris 1981; Rowbotham 1982). For instance, lack of land reforms disadvantages all the rural poor, including women. It affects women in terms of their class positioning (e.g. as landless workers, sharecroppers or unemployed people). Some Marxist feminists posited a ‘dual systems theory’, giving capitalism and patriarchy equal weight (Eisenstein 1979; Hartmann 1979; Mies 1986) and also affirming that individual men of subordinated classes, not only ‘capitalists’, benefit from women’s subordination.

Another criticism concerns the overgenerality of patriarchy and lack of acknowledgement of variations across cultures. Such arguments are of much relevance to this book, which attempts a comparative analysis of gender relations. From the 1980s, black and ethnic minority women critiqued the idea as ethnocentric. It was argued that for many women, state and more general social racism might be a greater source of oppression than male household domination (hooks 1982; Amos and Parmar 1984; Ramazanoglu 1989; Mirza 1997). This analysis parallels those of socialist feminists in objecting to one axis of oppression (gender) being emphasised, while others such as ethnicity or class are downplayed across cultures. Many of the poorest people in Latin America, Asia, and elsewhere are, for example, indigenous peoples, now made ethnic minorities. Often, they have been dispossessed of their land through colonial and other incursions. Their struggles for agrarian reform today involve regaining land, not only to cultivate but also as the basis for their societies. Thus, their movements tend to centre on ethnic/indigenous identities (Deere and León 2000). More recently, discussions of intersectionality have addressed the problem of which division(s) should be prioritised (e.g. Anthias and Yuval-Davis 1992; Yuval-Davis 2006), arguing that divisions should be considered simultaneously and that the importance of any particular form of oppression may vary according to context. The term ‘women’s subordination’ thus tends to be associated with critiques of patriarchy (see Whitehead 2006).

Another theoretical criticism concerns the failure to specify the driving forces of patriarchy (e.g. Acker 1989; Pollert 1996). Attempts to answer this criticism argue that patriarchy is a system in the same way that capitalism is a system of production. Mitchell in *Psychoanalysis and Feminism* (1975) first specified structures of patriarchy, following an Althusserian model. The structures were production, biological reproduction, sexuality, and socialisation. Production was seen as dominated by capitalism while the latter three factors were dominated by patriarchy through the operation of the unconscious.
Walby (1990) outlines six structures: 1) patriarchal relations within paid work, within the state, male violence, sexuality, cultural institutions (e.g., religion, education, and the media), and the patriarchal mode of production. The latter concerns household relations and especially the performance of domestic labour conceived as near-exclusively female. Her concept of a domestic mode of production within patriarchy relies on the idea of a ‘domestic mode’. This posited that men and women, especially husbands and wives, are in different and always opposed classes (Delphy 1977).

More recently, feminist work has emphasised agency, diversity, and contingency, in accord with postmodern currents (Butler 1990; see Segal 1999). Tinsman (2002), in analysing Chilean agrarian reform, writes that patriarchy is not a ‘master grid’ but ‘a variety of arrangements derived from broad principles legitimating men’s authority over women. . . . These arrangements undergo constant negotiation and change’ (12–13). Another reaction has been to avoid the use of the term ‘patriarchy’, as in the term ‘female subordination’. Connell (1987), for instance, uses the term ‘gender order’. Gender orders are constituted in three gender practices:

- power: ways that men and women control one another;
- labour; and
- ‘cathexsis’: ways in which attachments between people are formed.

Connell also employs the useful term ‘gender regime’ for particular gendered situations.

The concept patriarchy does not adequately characterise every situation of male domination. As alternatives, ‘gender subordination’ and ‘gender regime’ capture the systematic nature of male bias, along with openness to variation and human action. For this reason, I often employ these concepts. However, I feel that ‘patriarchy’ should be used when its classical sense applies. Some of the situations analysed here are ones in which women as a group are extremely subordinate. In these cases, I use patriarchy. Where other authors use patriarchy, I follow their usage to indicate the highly pervasive nature of male domination. This is hard to pin down precisely because gendered hierarchical principles permeate most social institutions and many interactions and discourses. On balance, I feel that patriarchy is a term that will have work to do for some time yet in studies of smallholders.

**Peasants as Patriarchs?**

Can we speak of a ‘peasant patriarchy’? As the previous discussion indicated, a variety of types of smallholding producers are encompassed by the term ‘peasant’. Even analyses that attempt to wholly deconstruct the idea of a peasantry at the same time acknowledge the difficulty of doing
so. Relatively self-sufficient petty commodity producing households, or middle peasants, may be neither proletarian nor incipient capitalists. In these households, family labour is crucial to household production as well as to its continuation as an economic unit. Even though today most rural people’s livelihoods are diversified (see Introduction), where land reforms take place they increase the importance of household-centred production.

It is important to reiterate that enormous differences in gender regimes exist between and within societies. Variations exist in kinship and marriage systems, systems of marriage payment, religious beliefs, ideas about sexuality, family ideologies, and other factors. Certainly in a few systems, women have a high degree of economic autonomy, particularly in West Africa (Therborn 2004). Evidently, then, differences will exist in the status of peasant women in various social situations. A third wife of a middle peasant man in a Shona-speaking Communal Area of Zimbabwe, for example, will not be positioned in the same way as a north Vietnamese female household head. The situation of an older French woman, married to a prosperous peasant and living in a society which enjoin relatively companionate norms of marriage, will differ again. Even within one society, many differences among peasant women will exist. The situation of a poor peasant woman in Viet Nam is likely to differ if she is an ethnic majority Kinh, an ethnic minority person living in the Uplands, if she has trading opportunities, or according to the number of sons she has borne. This is to employ intersectional analysis and to indicate that an individual is always a classed, gendered, and ethnic subject. S/he will also be of a particular age and particular citizenship status, among others.

Smallholding or peasant households do not necessarily produce one type of patriarchy, then, due to overall social and cultural variations. However, several features encourage relations of domination over women—or patriarchal gender regimes. One factor is the relative spatial isolation of smallholder communities and households. This means that customary or traditional gender regimes are more intact in rural areas. Another factor of relevance is the combination of production and domestic tasks in one household unit. In many societies, women’s work in agriculture, craft production, and processing of crops is crucial, and peasant men normally direct the labour of wives and daughters. As noted in Chapter 1, smallholder farms are often seen as more efficient than larger agricultural units. The hidden ingredient here is women’s work, especially that of wives. Although material exploitation can only partially explain women’s subordination, a material basis for this exists within smallholder households.

Husbands and fathers also have an impetus to retain control over women’s sexuality within peasant households. Male control of women’s sexuality is of course not specific to smallholding cultivators. Two dimensions, however, are particularly marked. Control of women’s reproductive capacity ensures reproduction of the economic unit itself through reproduction
of children. Peasant households are not only social, commensal, and con-
sumption units but are also units of production. This makes women’s work
and their sexuality of crucial importance, with resonance somewhat dif-
f erent to urban households based on wage labour. Further, control over
women’s sexuality has symbolic importance for male identity within many
peasant communities. A married peasant man may control little outside
his household, but he does usually have authority within the household
and has a position of status as its head. Control of labour easily becomes
control over bodies, especially those of women. Thus, any loss of control
over women is particularly threatening and may result in loss of wider com-

munity status.

The comparative nature of this book provides an opportunity to con-
sider continuities as well as different experiences in gender systems. The
experiences of land redistribution, collectivisation, and decollectivisation
have differential impacts on gender relations. Agricultural collectivisation
threatens the position of the head of the smallholder household. Collectivi-
sation has precipitated resistance, and in some cases this has been strong
e enough to undermine the direction of state policy (Stacey 1983; Wiergsma
1991). Conversely, land reforms on the individual household model have
formed or else re-constituted peasantries. With redistribution of land, peas-
ant households usually become much more viable economic units. A side
effect of strengthening of the household as an economic unit has been that
male household heads assume more power.

CONCLUSION

This chapter has concentrated on analysis of concepts relevant to study of
gender and agrarian reforms. Most of these are contested and discussions
have had to acknowledge their fuzziness. To an extent, this reflects great
empirical complexities within rural economies and societies. The concept
of patriarchy is hard to pin down in part due to its pervasive nature. Thus,
some concepts employed are not definitive but must be used in a shorthand
manner. They operate as ideal types as seen in the Weberian sense of models
(Weber 2001). For instance, the ideal type of a peasant is a middle peasant
or peasant household. In practice, however, a range of rural producers,
agriculturalists, and semi-proletarians exist. Models do not approximate
exact ‘reality’ but nevertheless provide a useful guide.

I have stressed the importance of gender analysis of peasantries. This
necessitates recognition that central concepts such as household or peasant
must be deconstructed. Recognition of the unequal nature of power, work,
and authority within peasant households and communities is also central
to such analysis. Such inequality is often underpinned, in the last instance,
by violence.
It is not possible, in my view, to speak of one ‘peasant patriarchy’ due to variations within and between societies. I do argue in a more qualified way, however, that smallholder economies tend to produce gender regimes in which men in a collective sense are highly dominant. This does not imply that women are passive, simply that their actions are often constrained. I argue in the next chapter that male domination has increased within many situations of land reform.
This chapter discusses how ‘individual family’ or household models of agrarian and land reform affect women’s status and autonomy. It attempts a general overview of how processes of agrarian reform impact upon gender relations among agricultural smallholders. Land and agrarian reforms can take place either with redistribution to individual households or families or else can be collective in nature. The majority of reforms, especially land reforms limited in scope, redistribute land to households as units.

GENDER, PEASANTS, AND LAND REFORMS

Chapter 2 posited that the economies of peasant smallholders are often predicated upon the labour of wives. In such households, it is common for women to be subordinate. Much writing does not acknowledge this possibility and assumes that households are undivided entities in which the head of household manages on behalf of the family. Feminist critiques of the household have taken place separately from mainstream literature on agrarian reform. In six books on land reform in the 1990s, for instance (Christodoulou 1990; El-Ghomeny 1990; Prosterman et al. 1990; Barraclough 1991; Sobhan 1993; Thiesenhusen 1995), the topic of gender divisions either is omitted or else mentioned only in passing. Among the few general surveys of land reform published in the early twenty-first century C.E, Ghimire’s (2001) does contain one chapter on gender relations. It has been left to a small group of feminists to analyse gender with regard to land reform policies. Carmen Diana Deere and Magdalena León de Leal and Bina Agarwal have perhaps the most extensive bodies of work on this subject.¹ A number of case studies are also available. The observations in this chapter are drawn from research dealing with gendered effects of the household models of agrarian reform. I discuss general effects of collective agrarian reforms for gender relations in Part II.

A note on sources and methods is in order. Here I concentrate on studies which document the effects of land reform upon women and gender relations and which are based upon empirical study. Works that critique
policy alone are not included. Other chapters in the book explore different national contexts of agrarian and land reform where a more substantial literature is available. Because literature on gender and agrarian reform is relatively sparse in some instances, sources consist only of one or two articles. Thus, some of the cases discussed here are ones in which coverage is somewhat fragmentary. This chapter relies on twenty-six case studies of land and agrarian reform along individual household lines; they are taken from Africa, Asia, and Latin America and include sixteen countries with brief reference to Viet Nam and to Zimbabwe, both discussed in more detail in later chapters. Ingrid Palmer (1985) has also written a hypothetical/composite case, drawing on studies worldwide.

**Differences Among Women and Between Agrarian Reforms**

Discussion of the effects of agrarian reforms ‘for women’ can lead to the impression that they are an undifferentiated grouping. Even where the literature does focus on women it often does not attend to divisions and differential social positionings such as ethnicity, ‘race’, social class, generation, sexual orientation, and marriage status. The extent to which gender predominates over other positions and identities depends to some extent on particular instances (Anthias and Yuval Davis 1983). Theorists of intersectionality (Brah and Phoenix 2004; Yuval Davis 2006; Anthias 2006), as noted, point out that gender is always inscribed in class, ethnic, and national positionings. Likewise, other categories such as ethnicity and class are inscribed within gender positionings.

Just as there are differences between women, so also agrarian and land reforms do not fit into a single category. The extent and type of agrarian or land reform remains of much importance (see Chapter 1). To give one example, the Philippines case is one of very limited, ‘conservative’ land reform in which peasants gained little power (Borras 2005). Support for land reform was inadequate, as was evident in several ways. The designated land covered only certain crops (ie rice, corn), and more importantly, landlords were able to ignore government-issued certificates of transfer and thus to demand continued payment of rent (Lindio-McGovern 1997: 49–50). Only husbands’ names appeared on certificates. Neither men nor women, however, were able to gain control over the land they cultivated. This contrasts with cases in which large amounts of land were redistributed and which had more egalitarian aims. Hence, the general context of land and agrarian reform remains crucial. Additionally, each specific case of land reform contains aspects which are beneficial to [most] women and other aspects which are detrimental, in that they tend to undermine women’s power and autonomy.

Individual cases are important, but so are comparisons which are able to highlight continuities. I will summarise and discuss the main factors that emerge when considering individual tenure land reforms in gendered terms. Such models have had markedly similar results. This is striking,
given wide variation in geographical regions, in extent of reform, in the status of women, in culture and religion, and in kinship forms.

Agrarian reforms and the household head

Household models of reform usually exclude married women from the redistribution of land or subsume them under the husband’s title. Only people deemed to be ‘household heads’, nearly always men, are granted land. Palmer wrote, ‘A woman’s access [to land] is akin to that of a bonded labourer’ (1985: 30). In effect, male household heads may be confirmed as a new class of small landowning farmers, particularly where previous tenure was communal. In Chile, for instance, a limited land reform took place under Eduardo Frei (1964–1970) and then a wider agrarian reform under Salvador Allende (1970–1973). These benefited 20 per cent of the rural labour force (Deere 1986b: 190). Under Frei’s Christian Democratic government, the reform strongly favoured the *inquilinos* (permanently resident agricultural workforce). Criteria specified that beneficiaries be permanent full-time workers and married heads of household. Nearly all women apart from widows were excluded, as well as many male peasants. In Iran, male household heads became beneficiaries in the 1960s land reform. A new sphere of gender asymmetry, land ownership, opened up (Razavi 1994: 613). As had been assumed by planners, male cultivators were able to exert control over their wives’ labour.

This aspect of agrarian reform policies is crucial and sets the basic parameters within which such policies must be analysed. Allocation of land to household heads rather than all adults in the household means that wives start out structurally disadvantaged vis-à-vis husbands. Agrarian reforms may bring other, possibly advantageous, changes. However, they do so within a framework that potentially exacerbates female subordination.

Widows with dependent children are allowed to hold land within many programmes, and this is potentially of much benefit. For instance in Honduras, Iran, Chile, and Tanzania, female household heads—defined as women without adult males present—were included. In practice, however, few benefited. In Honduras, 27 per cent of households were female headed in the 1980s. However, a survey of 32 *asentamientos* (land reform settlements) found that there were either no or else very few female household heads who were beneficiaries (Safilios-Rothschild 1988: 217). In a few cases such as in West Bengal, land redistribution meant a *loss* of widows’ land to male beneficiaries (Agarwal 1994b: 281).

GENERAL CONSEQUENCES OF LAND REFORMS:
LAND RIGHTS, WORK, SERVICES, AND INCOMES

Household models of agrarian or land reforms often mean a loss of women’s land rights. In some areas or regions, particularly in much of sub-Saharan
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Africa, married women customarily have access to a plot of land on which to cultivate ‘women’s crops’. Usually these are food crops such as groundnuts or vegetables. This land is normally part of the husband’s communal allocation, and he usually administers the ‘wife’s’ land. In the past, it is likely that nearly all wives had such an allocation. A husband could not leave his wife without means for subsistence; in any case it was (and is) the wife’s responsibility to provide for herself, her husband, and her own children. Hence women usually cultivated crops for consumption, although sometimes they were able also to cultivate crops to trade or to sell. Thus, women often had rights of disposal over crops produced on their land. This right was eroded with changes under colonialism and then capitalist development but still usually exists.

A number of sub-Saharan African studies report that women lost rights to their customary plots with land reform and land resettlement. In the Mwea scheme, Kenya, a woman could no longer be sure of obtaining her own food crop garden and so depended on the husband’s goodwill to meet her obligations which remained unchanged in the new setting (Hangar and Moris 1973). The shortage of land on which to grow crops was seen as the biggest difficulty of life in the new scheme (Hangar and Moris 1973: 229). In the Tanzanian ujamaa village studied by McCall, women were allowed to be village members in their own rights but were not allocated their own land if married. Legal and cultural changes left women dependent upon men in the household as well as on male village leaders (McCall 1987). Thus, for married women the lack of legal title and of physical control over land was the most fundamental cause of their subordination. Their previous customary rights had been eroded and they were left worse off (McCall 1987). Ethiopian women lost land rights for somewhat different reasons. Amharic women could inherit land bilaterally. The agrarian reform abolished inheritance of property and with it, the main means of acquiring land. Perhaps unintentionally, this left women more dependent upon husbands (Tadesse 1982).

Agrarian reforms often increase work burdens for all. A number of accounts report a disproportionate increase in women’s work burdens. Initial preparatory work is arduous, and there is more land to cultivate, more pressure on labour generally, and an urge to make a profit. Thus, in the Mahaweli scheme, Sri Lanka, women’s responsibilities and work on the farm increased (Lund 1978). Following the transformations from a collective to household economy in a number of societies, women’s work also increased due to the withdrawal of state services (Liljeström et al. 1998; see Part II). In yet another case, in Tanzania women’s work burdens increased with villagisation under ujamaa. This took place for several reasons: farmers’ fields were further away; women had to walk further for water and fuel; and preparation of initial homeplots, unusually, fell to women. Furthermore, without inputs such as fertilizer, only additional human labour could maintain production. Women found themselves pressured to work on husbands’ fields (McCall 1987). In southeast Iran, a very similar process
took place (Razavi 1994). Possession of more land and orientation to cash crop production intensified wives’ labour and increased their workloads. This process was even more marked in the previously mentioned Kenyan scheme in Mwea. There, the gender division of labour broke down with resettlement. This loosening of the gender division of labour, however, was to women’s detriment. Men still avoided ‘women’s’ tasks such as taking bananas to market, weeding, carrying water, and cooking, but women had to take on many male agricultural tasks (Hangar and Moris 1973: 225). Likewise, in an Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso) resettlement scheme, women’s work increased. This was due to reorganisation of production and reproduction (Conti 1979: 75). Women lost control of work that had traditionally been theirs. They also became more dependent upon husbands (Conti 1979: 88). In general, then, the extra burdens of work with agrarian or land reform often fall particularly upon women.

Issues of social class within land reforms also impact upon women. Land reforms usually increase class differentiation among peasants while also decreasing that between them and large landowners. In Chile, the initial land reform beneficiaries in the 1960s, as noted, were permanent agricultural workers. This excluded male temporary workers and afuerinos (those not residing on the estates; Garrett 1982). The initial beneficiaries gained a good deal of status in class as well as gender terms (as will be seen) from the distribution of land and cooperative membership.

The class dimensions of land reform often exacerbate divisions between as well as within households (Razavi 1994). Studies in Ethiopia (Tadesse 1982) and Mexico (Young 1981) found that wealthier peasant women’s labour is least essential to the household, since labour is more likely to be hired in. In some areas and cultures, a notion of dishonour attached to women’s public field labour may also exist (as will be seen). Another pattern noted in Mwea, Kenya, (Hangar and Moris 1973) and Zimbabwe (Jacobs 1989, 1995) is that where polygyny is common, wealthier peasant men may marry a number of wives to meet labour needs. Middle peasant women’s labour tends to be most important for smallholding households who hire in few outside labourers (Jacobs 1989, 2000b; Chapter 2). I found in Zimbabwe that middle peasant women were more subordinate in the household than poorer and wealthier strata. This may be linked to the need for their labour. Similarly, middle peasant women in India have been found to have less influence compared with wealthier and poorer producers. Here, dowry and enhanced status associated with not working outside the home are significant (Robert Chambers, personal communication, 1988; see also White 1992). Agarwal (1994a) argues that middle and wealthier peasant women are less likely to oppose husbands than are poor peasant women because wealthier peasant women have more to gain through identification with the household.

Examination of poorer peasant households commonly finds that women are most likely to labour for wages outside their households. Even if some
stigma is attached, bringing in wages may increase women’s power within households (Dwyer and Bruce 1988). Peasant women in poor Honduran households were most likely to control household income in a region where female control was seen as customary (Safi-Ios-Rothschild 1988). Middle and poorer strata women have the heaviest work burdens, especially when households are female headed or hire little outside labour. In Ethiopia, women’s work increased with land reform and market domination, especially for poor peasant women. As well as new tasks, they had to work hewing wood, drawing water, and fulfilling other customary duties (Tadesse 1982). Many, although not all, female-headed households are poor, as is now commonly observed. Their poverty also reflects gender disadvantages that are also intertwined with social class. Women-headed households are often unable to command labour and also lack access to other ‘inputs’ such as credit and new technologies.

Many agrarian and land reforms are marked by poor provision of services, especially in early stages. It is common to find that schools and clinics are in the process of being constructed. Similarly, though access to potable water is often a government aim, women frequently have long distances to travel on foot, especially to fetch water and fuel. Poor communications also exacerbate problems of marketing. Conditions on new land resettlement and land reform areas are often arduous, especially because of poor service provision. In Mwea, Kenya, for example, many women disliked living in the irrigation scheme partly because of the difficulties of obtaining fuel, the pollution of water, and other health difficulties. However, a women’s self-help scheme existed, and it opened several shops and kiosks within a few years (Hangar and Moris 1973: 220). In Upper Volta, the outcome was more negative. Women on resettlement schemes did find that some schools and health posts were available but that wells were few and far away. Grain mills were eventually established, but these were operated mechanically as well as for profit. Because milling of grain became a productive activity, it was taken over by men. Men were also advantaged, unlike women, by having access to credit (Conti 1979: 86). In Honduras, few training opportunities were available for peasant women within the agrarian reform (Safi-Ios-Rothschild 1988). In contrast, services in Tanzania such as access to shops, roads, and health services improved with villagisation (McCall 1987: 197). Overall then, a mixed picture exists concerning provision of services, infrastructure, training, and other backup for land and agrarian reforms on which the success of projects often depend. Gaps in services may be particularly difficult for women as they are usually responsible for providing food, fuel, water, and healthcare for their families.

Do land and agrarian reforms raise general living standards? A main aim of policy is usually to raise peasant subsistence and income levels through enacting reforms. Even studies that hold that they exacerbate class and gender divisions find living standards and food security are often improved. Indeed, if this does not take place, then the agrarian reform will usually be
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termed a failure. Tadesse (1982) reported that for Ethiopia, resettled peasant women were enormously relieved that they did not have to worry about absolute food security—where the next meal was coming from. In Libya, the Kufira settlement raised living standards and particularly, standards of housing (Allaghi 1984: 138), although other gendered effects of the reform were more negative. In Andra Pradesh (India) stability and food security were seen by women as an important marker of success of redistribution of land (Raghunath 1996: 361). Increased workloads, as noted, are often necessary to secure increased production.

Do better living standards and higher incomes filter down and increase women’s own incomes? According to most studies, married women typically lose control of their ‘own’ incomes while that of the household head rises. In this respect, this factor parallels and is related to that of female loss of control over land. Nearly all studies report similar results. However, cases that are aberrant in this respect such as Zimbabwe also exist (see Chapter 8).

Women lose income for a number of reasons including loss of access to raw materials and to land; loss of economic niches through relocation (ie trading and marketing opportunities); the need to travel very long distances; and loss of personal contacts. At the same time, men often acquire monopolies of new cash-cropping opportunities unavailable to women or else available only through male mediation. Women in Honduran asentamientos usually earned less than they had previously within villages. Where they did receive any land, this was usually of poor quality. (See also Momsen 1988 on Caribbean peasant agriculture.) Opportunities for women were either static or had been reduced. Overall, agrarian reform in Honduras depressed women’s incomes and increased inequalities between spouses (Saflios-Rothschild 1988). In Mwea, women were paid in kind for their work, but men were paid in cash, increasing inequalities between the sexes (Hangar and Moris 1973: 241). Men often acquired monopolies of new cash-cropping opportunities in land reform. When men gain in wealth and economic opportunity, their power vis-à-vis women in the household often increases. That land reform processes may lower wives’ incomes at first seems counter-factual. It seems, however, that in many cases raising household income has meant raising that of men. This has not always accompanied wives’ control over their own incomes.

FAMILY, KINSHIP, REPRODUCTION, AND DECISION-MAKING

Agrarian and land reforms affect parameters of household relations other than those concerning living standards and production. They often have profound implications for kinship, family, and internal household relations.

Various changes in family forms and lineage structures are often concomitant with agrarian reform. Growth of the nuclear family is important
and relates to the fact that reforms often involve relocation as well as to processes of ‘housewifification’. People who are moved to unfamiliar areas with unfamiliar people may retreat emotionally; they may turn inwards towards the ‘couple’. Colson noted (1960) that husbands and wives may come to rely more upon one another with resettlement. This implies dependence of the husband upon the wife as well as the wife upon the husband. Libyan planners, themselves mainly urban and middle-class, developed a model of housewifery to which rural women were unaccustomed. Rather than providing agricultural skills within land reform schemes, they shunted women into cookery and handicraft programmes (Allaghi 1984: 139). This was ironic as previously women’s economic roles had been extensive: collecting water; basketweaving, aspects of farming; and herding sheep. Within land reform areas, men did most of the farm work, and women’s roles were reduced to housework. Although housing and living standards improved, women became much more dependent upon their husbands. The Volta Valley Authority scheme (Upper Volta) entailed setting up relatively small holdings with nuclear families settled on them to ensure a better ‘redistribution’ of reproductive labour power (Conti 1979: 85). Sri Lanka presents perhaps the clearest picture of growth of nuclear families. In the Mahaweli study, husband and wife became a more self-contained unit with their children and more isolated from kin (Lund 1978; de Silva 1982).

A number of changes in marriage relations occurred among Amharic people in Ethiopia with agrarian reform (Pankhurst 1992). Some were due to impoverishment as well as to agrarian change. There was, for instance, a reduction in the ceremonial aspects of marriage (of which various types exist) and greater informality and say over choice of marriage partner. Pankhurst also found later marriages and choice of spouses within a closer geographical range than had occurred previously (1992: 125). Issues of land allocation with the agrarian reform tied women into marriages in a manner that had not been customary within this part of Ethiopia. Unusually, Amharic women previously had a degree of leeway in leaving unsatisfactory or abusive marriages, although men mainly owned the house and retained it. Reform also led to women losing rights to inheritance which, unusually, they possessed. Ethiopian agrarian reform before 1991 followed the common practice of allocating land to men (Tadesse 2003: 85). Additionally, women were usually excluded from the peasant associations, made up of male, usually wealthier, peasants (Pankhurst 1992: 25). As a result, following land reform, marital status rather than descent as well as attitudes of the peasant association, determined whether a woman could claim land. Thus, women lost rights as well as the degree of flexibility they had had in leaving marriages because land rights became attached to marital status.

Still another scenario has occurred in ‘left’ developmental contexts in Kerala and in West Bengal. Agrarian reform, in raising the incomes and
status of peasant households, has also fostered aspirations for improvement in caste and class status, especially among those who were previously landless (Kodoth 2005). In West Bengal, these have been in conflict with women’s work outside the home, particularly in agricultural fieldwork. Such work is associated with low caste and class status and is seen as shaming. It is accompanied by taboos on women’s use of ploughs. Thus, women such as widows who have land often have to hire in labour (Agarwal 1994a). Increased prosperity has been associated in this case not with emancipation of women but with restrictions on widow remarriage, female seclusion, and increases in dowry payments (Kodoth 2005: 2545). Large dowry payments in turn have been associated with alienation of land. This may include the very plots gained through land redistribution being lost in order to raise revenues for daughter’s marriages. Thus, daughters may be seen as an economic burden.

In West Bengal, attention has been paid to women’s land rights at the policy level. A 1992 state directive decreed issue of joint titles to spouses where possible. Various studies found that in practice few women had received land. A statewide survey of land reform beneficiaries indicated that less than 10 per cent of plots were in the joint names of spouses, and where they were, wives were often unaware that their names had been recorded. Only 5 per cent of titles were in women’s names alone (Chakraborti 2003, cited in Kodoth 2005). Another study of 800 households found that no wives’ names had been included. Peasant unions in this case had refused or failed to assign land to married women, making exceptions only in cases of perceived distress (ie for women without adult sons who were divorced or deserted); (Gupta 1997, cited in Kodoth 2005). The few women who had received land in some cases alienated this for daughters’ dowries. Kodoth explains,

The highly skewed distribution of property rights in land combined with the growth of dowry, leaves little room for dispute that the agrarian reforms have reinforced a patrilineal framework (2005: 2547).

When the nuclear model reinforced by land reform is also of a monogamous family, one or several wives may be completely left out or deserted. A man may be able to register only one wife, as occurred in Nigeria (Fapo-hunda 1987). In Ethiopia, registration of one wife meant that others were left behind, in a context in which 10 per cent of marriages were polygamous (Tadesse 1982: 214). The wife (or the only legitimate wife), without access to land or to her own sources of income, became more dependent upon the husband. Usually this occurred at a time when she was separated from wider kin networks. A silence exists concerning the other wives, but it seems fair to assume that few would have prospered. General disruption also appears to render women more vulnerable to divorce, which in turn may lead to impoverishment.
The studies cited note different opinions concerning the impact of nuclear family structures. In reinforcing a nuclear family structure, agrarian reform may diminish the power of extended families. For this reason, as well as because of spatial separation, links with wider kin may be weakened or lost. How these processes are viewed depends considerably upon the prior kinship and marriage system. Many women prefer nuclear families to patrilocal patrilineages. In Viet Nam, women preferred the smaller family system under land reform because it attacked the power of husbands’ patrilineal relatives, especially that of the mother-in-law over younger wives (Gammeltoft 1999; see Chapter 6). The nuclear family in this instance enhances wives’ limited power. In Zimbabwean schemes most women also preferred to be free of the power of husbands’ patrilineage relatives (see Chapter 8). In Sri Lanka, the nuclear family meant that women could become more assertive in marriage, away from in-laws (Lund 1978). Also positively, De Silva’s Mahaweli study found that husband and wife had become more like economic partners than had been the case before land reform (1982).

The nuclear family model is often double edged for women, meaning more interdependence, intimacy, and potential influence but also a growth in surveillance and control by the husband. Thus, in Mexico after reform, wives’ scope for decision-making was reduced, due to loss of women’s land, greater surveillance by the husband, the increase in male authority and machismo, and women’s greater confinement to the role of ‘housewife’ (see Brunt 1992; Chapter 7). Settler women in the Mahaweli scheme, Sri Lanka were also disadvantaged, becoming more dependent upon husbands because they were further away from their own kin. They came to depend upon the husband even for basic information and did not always receive this. Women’s economic power had been constrained previously and was then further reduced. In particular, they took little part in decision-making concerning agriculture (de Silva 1982: 143). Wives in Mwea became more dependent on husbands for provision of basic foodstuffs and other roles became more circumscribed (Hangar and Moris 1973). In Libya, in theory, rural women could participate in training schemes set up during resettlement and land reform; however, in practice they became more isolated within housewife roles and took less part in decision-making either outside or inside the home (Allaghi 1984). In the initial land reform in Chile, gender hierarchies were strengthened. Women’s economic dependence upon men was reinforced as was men’s sense of authority over wives (Tinsman 2002: 172).

An underlying reason for the diminution of women’s decision-making power in agrarian reform lies in strengthening of peasant family units and men’s power within these. Previously, impoverished peasant or landless men were likely to have found exercise of authority more difficult for two reasons. One is that landlords exercised authority over peasant men and sometimes over women peasants. A possibly more important factor was
that most poor peasant women brought income into the home, and the husband depended in part upon this.

Women’s increased ‘encapsulation’ within the home has sexualised dimensions. In Chile, women’s dependence increased as they had less need to work outside the home. However, land reform also bolstered the pride of male beneficiaries. Men’s authority in the home increased as they were eager to display a reinvigorated masculinity, previously denied them as peones and subjects of the landlord. Many men incessantly policed the parameters of female domesticity (Tinsman 2002). Later, under Allende, attempts were made to democratise the agrarian reform. Wider groups of men as well as more women were allowed to join the new agrarian reform centres (CERAs). In practice, few wives participated because of their long hours of work. However, an equally important factor was male opposition: one of the most frequent complaints against the CERAs was that they permitted women to be members (Garrett 1982).

Another aspect of land reform’s influence on family structure concerns the size of households. Family size has economic and religious as well as sexual dimensions. Decisions over family size may be affected by any decrease in women’s household influence. Land reforms may increase the pressure to reproduce children, given the importance of family labour in agriculture (Palmer 1985). This was an effect, for instance, of the 1990s redistribution of land in Viet Nam, despite the context of restriction on family size (Gammeltoft 1999). Pressures arising from a peasant-based household economy, then, may conflict with state goals to reduce family sizes. Wives’ room for manoeuvre in this crucial area has been reduced in at least some land reform schemes.

Beyond the family realm, there are also doubts about whether reforms promote cooperation. Many reforms entail resettlement in new villages and place people in unfamiliar spatial arrangements. Although this could provide a basis for cooperation, reports suggest that mere proximity does not automatically have this effect. Rather, people often feel crowded, displaced, and suspicious of others. Where belief systems stress the power of ancestors, such suspicion may be greatly heightened by worries about living on other lineages’ ancestral lands. In Mwea, Kenya, new villages were very compact and followed new settlement patterns (Hangar and Moris 1973: 220). This, along with shortage of land for cultivation of food crops, caused stress. In Sri Lanka, settlers were also ‘beset with stress’ in the first years (de Silva 1982: 140). Thaya Scudder (cited in de Silva 1982) put forward a theory of multidimensional stress: physical, psychological and socio-cultural. Scudder held that such stress nearly always occurred with removals and resettlement and most commonly affected women. Mwea women, for instance, said that they felt very lonely in the new resettlement. Across the world in Chile, too, many wives felt that land reform had resulted in greater feelings of isolation. Their work in and near the home increased and there was no longer need for community activism in land struggles (Tinsman 2002).
Cooperation among neighbours might grow, however, with familiarity. McCall outlines a more optimistic scenario, in terms of growth of commu-
nality—although this case involves more communal elements than others
discussed here (see Chapter 8). Villagisation in Tanzania presented many
drawbacks such as increased pressure for peasant producers, especially
women. (1987: 212). Villagisation, however, also helped to end the social
isolation of women, making them more aware of shared problems and
of gender issues through associating outside their own families (McCall

CONCLUSION

Some of the effects of land reform outlined in this chapter are ‘positive’ for
the lives of peasant smallholder women. Prime among these is increased
household income. Assuming some degree of redistribution within house-
holds, this benefits women within families, albeit usually less than men.
Increases in income are likely to have some impact on food security, the
principal goal of land reform. This is not automatic, however, as increases
in income can also be used in a variety of ways, and income is usually under
male control (Blumberg 1995). Given the importance of food security to
people’s well-being and to their very lives, income is of overriding signifi-
cance for many women.

Successful agrarian reforms provide good infrastructural support. Where
roads, shops, and clinics are constructed, boreholes sunk and agricultural
inputs provided, these too usually improve women’s lives. Again, however,
such benefits are unlikely to be gender neutral. Provision of services to land
reform areas may be slow or sometimes nonexistent, making the first years
of land reform and resettlement arduous.

Changes in family forms to nuclear structures are also perceived as ben-
efficial by many women. This is especially so where larger lineage-based
patrilocal households had existed prior to land reform. Nuclearisation of
families usually increases informal influence a wife might exert. Crucially,
the power of in-laws over her lessens. Where polygyny exists, nuclear family
models mean that the first (or senior) wife ordinarily gains, while second-
ary wives are excluded. The growth in nuclear family forms often occurs
at the same time that people move into new communities. New extra-kin
links provide possibilities for women. However, these may take time to
develop or may be impeded by communal distrust and hostility.

These positive aspects of agrarian reform are important. Other effects
may be more detrimental for women or else for some groups of women.
Firstly, women often lose rights to their own land for food crops, where
these have existed. Relatedly, most studies report a decrease in income
that women control themselves. This occurs even if household income is
raised. Land reforms commonly increase women’s work burdens, although
men too may have extra work. Additionally, married women may be under more pressure to bear children. The nuclear family model may afford wives a degree of informal power; however, where they are pushed (or pushed back) into the household in housewife roles they often lose autonomy.

Within agrarian reform policy and practice, some provision for widows and deserted women is usually made, though as stressed here, land is nearly always allocated to a male household head and so married women are disadvantaged. Even in rare cases (e.g. West Bengal) where land titles or permits should be issued in names of both spouses, the law is circumvented in practice. Allocation of land in men’s names increases their household and community power and renders women’s rights less secure. In nearly all cases, a divorced woman is expected to leave the ‘husband’s’ land and house, so participation in land reform may be contingent upon marriage. In case of widowhood or divorce, most women’s situations deteriorate markedly, particularly without access to land.

It is the aim of land reform to constitute or reconstitute peasant households and to ameliorate peasants’ conditions of life. Sometimes, wives may be able to exert influence within such households, but they are rarely contexts in which women have significant autonomy or hold overt power in their own rights.\textsuperscript{5} External agencies such as states, local governments, the World Bank (Manji, 2003a, 2003b) and political parties may fail to disaggregate the peasant household. Such policies result in perpetuation of household gender subordination. Likewise, populist and other accounts wishing to support peasant movements are often reluctant to disturb the unity of households or to point out women’s disadvantaged place within these. The argument is that, after all, male peasants too suffer oppression and impoverishment. In this context, the strengthening of the middle peasantry is significant within land reform (see Chapter 2). These are the households most dependent upon female labour performed inside the economic unit.

Repeasantisation within land reforms has meant that women have often lost autonomy. By ‘autonomy’, I mean not complete independence; few human beings have this. Rather, I refer to space to negotiate; or, to use Kandiyoti’s term (1988, 1998), to ‘bargain’. It is worth noting that often women’s bargains are in pursuit not only of their own interests but also include those of children (see Elson 1995). Many wives have benefited materially through agrarian reforms. This is important to acknowledge, but there has been a price, the loss of room for manoeuvre inside and outside their households. Land and agrarian reforms have often benefited husbands at their wives’ expense.
Part II

Collectives and Decollectivisations
4 Gender and Agricultural Collectives
Soviet-type Economies

Twentieth-century political revolutions, particularly those influenced by the socialist ideologies of the Russian revolution, have envisioned land reforms as a key policy strategy for addressing economic development and social change. Within these, collectivisation of agriculture has been a recurring policy, though not always an enduring one. Studies of collectivisation, while recognising their class implications, have generally overlooked implications for gender relations. In this chapter, I therefore discuss case studies of those states where researchers have made some attempt to incorporate gender. This chapter begins with the Soviet Union and then discusses the ex-Soviet state of Uzbekistan. It then follows with examples from two formerly Soviet-type European states, Bulgaria and Hungary, which were pressured to collectivise (Meurs 1999a). Lastly, I examine the transformations within Cuba, influenced not only by its political relations but also because it represents a different agricultural economy and historical relationships.

The ‘foundational’ status of the USSR and its experience meant that many other states and movements within the Soviet sphere of influence established similar organisation of agriculture. The Soviet approach to economic development stressed industrial production and saw agriculture as simply contributing to it through providing grain supplies and revenues. Collectivisation was not simply an economic strategy but also a political one, aimed at proletarianising the peasantry, which was seen as a potential source of opposition to socialism. Soviet-style governments also attempted to regulate gender relations within and outside families. Here, policies drew on Engels’ ideas in *The Origins of the Family, Private Property and the State* (1972). He saw women’s oppression as caused by bourgeois (or feudal) family and kinship structures which gave men economic power over women. Thus, the basis for emancipation lay in bringing women into production on a similar basis to men. Unfortunately this interpretation ignored women’s existing contributions to production and the economy and assumed that no other significant bases for women’s subordination existed. Nevertheless, this model did pay some attention to equalising women’s position within the economic sphere. Importantly, family law was usually reformed, including outlawing of practices such as polygamy and forced marriage.
The importance of these steps should not be minimised as they had crucial impacts on women’s and men’s lives within households. They could not, however, encompass aspects of women’s subordination unexplained within this frame. Experiences of collectivisation which deviated from an Engels-type model are very few.

**APPROACHES TO COLLECTIVISATION**

Across contexts, a variety of forms of agricultural production cooperatives and collectives exist. The most collective of such units are state farms, in which the state owns all land and inputs and workers are fully proletarianised, receiving wages as in industry. Often, however, households are permitted to hold garden plots, as in the USSR and Bulgaria (Meurs 1997). In contrast, cooperatives are forms in which land is held by peasants who operate in a more independent manner, although needing to meet certain targets. Other forms may employ collective labour in only part of the production process, retaining independent peasant units with a degree of cooperativisation of production.

For a number of reasons, most socialist countries went beyond voluntary cooperativisation and on to full collectivisation (Nolan 1988; see also Jacobs 1997). Firstly, an independent peasantry was considered to be a political threat on the assumption that peasant consciousness was individualistic and likely to take decisions serving personal short-term interests. This was contrasted with the proletariat, viewed as communally minded and potentially revolutionary (Nolan 1988). Full collectivisation proletarianises the peasantry, turning it into an agricultural wage labour force. It aims to curtail class polarisation within the peasantry, though some have argued that cadres in effect formed a dominant stratum within collectives and that a new class emerged (Nolan 1988: 35). Collectivisation was also seen to have social advantages, especially for poorer peasants, by providing full employment for most men and often for women as well. It also provided schools and clinics, benefitting all the collective, including women.

Governments also saw advantages in the collective model. From one perspective, it provided a way to market farm production and to siphon off rural savings to finance non-farm investment. By so doing, however, leaders often failed to reinvest in collective farming, thereby damaging the motivation of collective members. Collectives were also seen as attaining economies of scale in production and as offering effective routes to diffusion of new techniques efficiently, due to their centralised nature (see Chapter 1). What these approaches overlooked were the potential inefficiencies of large-scale operations. Because much agricultural work is sequential and farm workers or peasants shift tasks frequently, permanent job specialisation is not possible or always desirable. An intricate interweaving of tasks characterises most farming. Within this process, women’s labour and ability to combine different tasks is often crucial. Further, given its dispersed nature, farm labour is very hard to supervise. To address these conditions,
many collective strategies eventually contracted out land to work groups or even to households. The model also failed to realise that while some crops may be suited to large-scale farming, others are more effectively managed on a small scale (Wittfogel 1963).

Although these Soviet-inspired approaches have been pervasive, and later recognised as failing to lead to anticipated results, comparative analyses suggest variables that play an important role in the economic viability of collective production (Meurs 1999a: 24). Collectives performed best when they were small- to medium-sized units farmed by a stable group that exercised a degree of social control over itself, avoiding the distrust that commonly existed between collective officials and members (Nolan 1988), and where mechanisms existed that could link income to individual work effort. When these conditions were met, a significant number of peasants would voluntarily join cooperative production units. Under some conditions, even larger scale collective agriculture could produce rapid growth (Muldavin 1998). For example, in Bulgaria between 1948 and 1958, growth proceeded at 3 per cent per annum and at 5 per cent between 1958 and 1963, although thereafter growth rates declined (Meurs 1999a: 18).

Despite the assumption that women’s participation in production would provide liberation and equity, collectivisation was carried out with little explicit attention to any implications for gender relations. This was an odd omission, since collectivisation directly and immediately affected the form and roles of households and the lives of most peasant women were very much framed within households (see Chapter 2). In other words, these policies were carried out as if gender neutral. Yet, collectivisation did have profound implications for household and wider gender relations. In a sense, this was recognized by the common rumours and counter-propaganda to the effect that agricultural collectivisation would also mean collectivisation of women. Nevertheless, the anticipated dramatic change in gender relations mainly failed to materialise. To the extent that collective forms took economic functions away from smallholder households, they affected their workings and the roles of men and women within them. In particular, collectivisation took some (or all) direction of agricultural labour from the head of household to another body such as the collective committee, to cadres, or to another administrative authority. The separation of reproductive and productive labour within the household and outside it in the collective, affected relations and the workings of power within the household.

THE USSR AND POST-SOVET RUSSIA

Soviet Collectivisation

This section discusses collectivisation in the Soviet Union as well as some aspects of decollectivisation in post-Soviet Russia. The Soviet case was the
first socialist collectivisation, historically, and it (and its inefficiencies) often served as either a model or else a warning for others.

After the fall of the czar in the 1917 revolution, Russian peasants appropriated land for their own use. Initially, the Bolsheviks supported the redistribution of land but subsequently adopted a policy of nationalisation. Then, during the Civil War of 1918 to 1920 following the revolution, the Bolshevik government enforced a policy of grain requisitions and rationing. This precipitated a response by the peasantry of reducing sown areas: hunger and food rationing resulted. As a result, and with the need to secure support from the majority of the population in mind, the New Economic Policy (NEP) enacted in the 1920s allowed peasants to lease land from the state. Forced requisitions were curtailed and producer prices raised. From the late 1920s, however, those in favour of rapid industrialisation won the political argument. With the growing absolutism of Stalin’s power, opportunities for flexible responses disappeared. Gradual collectivisation and cooperativisation were replaced with a rapid and forced process while the strategy of industrialisation concentrating on heavy industry, financed by revenues raised from the peasantry and rural residents, was adopted.

The collectivisation process was conducted with great brutality under the guise of dekulakisation (a campaign against wealthier peasants who were targeted, expropriated, exiled, and frequently attacked or killed). Yet, as Lewin (1968) has argued, state actions were also directed against the mass of the peasantry, the (relatively) self-sufficient middle peasantry, not only the much narrower stratum of wealthier peasants. Massive peasant resistance took place (Viola 1996), including riots, overt and public assaults on collective officials and on poor peasants; slaughter of horses and draught animals; and breaking of machines, including tractors. While commonly resistance took the form of covert assaults, murders, and other acts of retribution on collective officials (Viola 1996), another piquant form of resistance was mass letter writing campaigns, including many letters from women.

The situation was no less than one of a civil war in the countryside, at a time in which peasants constituted approximately 80 per cent or more of the population. Women, too, participated in bab’i bunty (collective protests), which were viewed as hysterical manifestations of irrational women who themselves lacked agency. For the women, a major issue concerned communal ownership of livestock, especially cows. Cows were traditionally under female supervision and had spiritual connotations (Bonnell 1997). Peasant women were also mobilised by the attacks on religion that accompanied collectivisation and by rumours of communal wife sharing. Perhaps because of the prevailing view of the baba, these protests were treated with relative leniency. That is, the women were not charged with counter-revolutionary crimes, although ‘kulak’ women would be deported along with their families (Bonnell 1997: 109).
While the majority of peasants opposed collectivisation, a minority did support the process, and these included a number of peasant women. This was perhaps because the government promoted women’s participation and leadership in the collectivisation drive. For instance, it did its best to open up the ranks of relatively privileged tractor drivers to women (Fitzpatrick 1994: 10). Women were sometimes promoted to positions of authority in the *kolkhozy* (1994: 181). Similarly, the (later) Stahanovite movement to boost production encouraged a rhetoric of women’s liberation and had some success in encouraging young rural women to join in (Buckley 2006).

Evidence of the complexities of the early period of collectivisation and of resistance to it can be found in the political posters of the period, particularly important means of communication because many people remained illiterate (Bonnell 1997). Some displayed strong *kolkhovnitsa* (strong female collective workers). (See Figures 4.1 and 4.2.) Conversely, the negative images of kulaks were usually of men (Fitzpatrick 1994). Such posters, as well as being propaganda, perhaps also acknowledged that women were a group with something to gain and recognised that women workers, even in the 1930s, made up the majority of the rural workforce (Fitzpatrick 1994: 182).5

For some women, especially young peasants and older women (often, those who had been deserted) who headed households, self-assertion as workers was sometimes accompanied by flouting of male authority at home. Many male and some female peasants, however, found this offensive (Fitzpatrick 1994: 12). Indeed, peasant women who sought to take advantage of opportunities by becoming tractor drivers or kolkhoz officials were far more harshly judged than men behaving in similar fashion. Female Stakhanovites were often treated as collaborators deserving public humiliation or worse (Fitzpatrick 1994: 12) and were generally viewed much more harshly than men (Buckley 2006). In becoming peasant activists, such women infringed gender norms as well as community norms of solidarity against Soviet ‘outsiders’ and they were targeted. Thus,

Women activists were particular targets of peasant wrath, receiving treatment ranging from curses to arson and murder. . . . In the mid-1930s, collective farm women Stakhanovites faced persecution, beatings and rape by fellow collective farmers and by relatives (Viola 1996: 228).

Despite hopes of advancement, few women in fact held office on collective farms at this time. In 1937, for example, a group of women in Ostrov ra’ion, Pskov oblast (administrative district) wrote to the local newspaper to protest that there were no women chairs of Soviets and only two kolkhoz chairs in the region (Fitzpatrick 1994: 182). Despite such recognition, the common view among peasant men and many women was simply one of disapproval. Women in such roles, and they were rarely chosen, often faced marginalisation.
Figure 4.1 ‘Peasant woman to the kolkhoz!’ (Krest’ianka idi v kolkhoz!), Moscow, 1932. Publisher Gosudarstvennoe Izdatel’stvo, Moscow. Acknowledgments to Hoover Institution Archives, Stanford University, California.
Overall, peasant resistance and conflict related to imposition of collectivisation resulted in disaster for agricultural production. In the early 1930s, reductions in planting and in the numbers of draft animals, together with forced requisitions, led to a situation of famine (Nove 1992). Approximately three to five million hunger-related deaths occurred during the 1929 to 1933 collectivisation process in the Soviet Union (Meurs 1999a: 2).

In a tacit admission of compromise and recognition of failures, from 1935 on, collective farm members were able to retain small household plots. Famously, these had much higher levels of productivity than did collectives, reflecting the intensive household labour of women. Still, until the 1960s, agriculture supplied surplus capital for Soviet industrialisation, there was little investment in collective farms and the rural

---

*Figure 4.2* ‘Woman Tractor Driver’, 1932. Photo by Simon Fridland. Acknowledgments to Katardat.org website and Lieven Soete.
population continued to be exploited while collective farm workers and cooperative members remained tied to rural residence through a registration system (Nove 1992; Fitzpatrick 1994). Only after 1965 did government begin to direct more resources into agriculture and to subsidise the sector (Davydova and Franks 2006: 40). Stalinist rural institutions, however, remained in place until the late 1980s (Wegren 1998). In this setting, agriculture changed from being a source of revenue for the state to one that required state expense. This was one of the reasons for land reform in newly independent Russia.

**Post-Soviet Russia: Initiating Decollectivisation**

Land reform in the new Russian state began in 1990 and involved the transfer of state-owned land to individuals and collectives. Subsidies to agriculture were abruptly withdrawn. One of the aims of land reform was to foster efficient, competitive capitalist agriculture based on family farming. The reform did not deliver the results expected. Despite four years of agricultural prosperity, Russian gross agricultural output in 2003 was under 69 per cent of its 1992 level. Food is produced mainly by collectives and (particularly) by household plots. Collectives and household plots combined generate food production, with household plots accounting for 58 per cent of the total agricultural output in 2003 (Davydova and Franks 2006: 41). Private farming, other than on small household plots, has been very slow to develop, reflecting a lack of clarity over individual entitlements (Kalugina, cited in Davydova and Franks 2006), problems with affordability of inputs, and the poor state of rural infrastructure. Thus, a distinctive Russian feature is that even after destatisation, most agricultural land remains collective. Only 10 to 12 per cent of land was individually owned in the late 1990s (Wegren 1998).

A significant question within this context is why large-scale enterprises (LSEs) have persisted. Research by Davydova and Franks in Novosibirsk argues that the breakup of LSEs would entail substantial economic and social costs. Scale economies would be lost by reallocation of large-scale equipment. Many directors of LSEs or ex-collectives also retain concern for their social welfare functions, such as maintenance of the rural infrastructure and provision of employment. Additionally, the authors note that the high level of productivity of household plots relied partly on collectives. They cite a director:

> Today’s mass media talks about the development of private farming, that it is a panacea. Well, each family [now] has a lot of livestock... This is only possible because there is a collective farm [ie village LSE]. Without the collective farm, there would be no opportunity to keep livestock in the household. The growth of household production is not
an achievement of rural families alone. It is the collective farm which produces their meat too, because [there] . . . the villagers get hay, grain and piglets . . . (Davydova and Franks 2006: 57).

The authors point out that if the LSEs were wound up or allowed to go bankrupt, some other body would have to pick up social costs. Private farmers do not usually see maintenance of the rural infrastructure or concern for employment as part of their remit.

The ways in which decollectivisation may have had gender implications have not been substantially explored to date, with only a handful of studies addressing the issues (Artemova 2000; Viola 1996; Wegren et al. 2006; but see Wegren et al. 2002). Bridger describes tensions experienced by Russian farm wives. Women’s work burdens increased due to the necessity of carrying out labour that on the collective had been mechanised and to the increased burden of domestic labour, reallocated from the collective to the family. Children’s labour, too, was important and this often meant their absence from school. Additionally, existing problems of alcoholism and violence escalated (Bridger 1996).

Another account notes that Russian land reform has also affected migration patterns, which in turn impact upon gender relations. In the past (and after administrative controls on migration were relaxed), young people, especially young women, migrated away from the countryside. From 1991, however, rural areas became net recipients of new settlers, many of whom were under 40 years of age (Wegren 1998: 24). The main attraction has been the availability of free or cheap plots of rural land and the collapse in living standards in urban areas with the transition from socialism. As in other contexts, current migrations to the countryside may also be a necessity spurred on by hunger and a quest for food security. And, as elsewhere, subsistence agriculture has become feminised. In parts of Russia, however, this has taken place in the context of reversion to a barter economy (see Burawoy et al. 2000).

**COMPARATIVE PATHWAYS TO COLLECTIVISATION AND DECOLLECTIVISATION**

Despite the widespread dislike of collectives by many peasants and the destruction it wrought, the Soviet model of agricultural collectivisation was widely followed in its satellite states, in part because the USSR exerted pressure. It was, however, also because of the relative success of Soviet industrialisation and reflected beliefs about economies of scale in agriculture. Many differences existed among socialist countries with respect to the organisation of agriculture, but they also had a number of common features (Nolan 1988). These include ownership of most rural means of production by the state farm or collective, with a large percentage of personal income
distributed by collective officials. Cadres controlled labour allocation, and collective farm members were tied to the collective and unable to leave freely. The state, or state organisation, set mandatory production targets. In the case of collectives, any amount produced over the targets would be distributed among members.

Within the common model, a number of different agrarian paths can, however, be traced both during and after the collective period within eastern Europe (Meurs 1999b; Swinnen 2001). In Poland, for instance, there was little collectivisation and most plots were private (Holzner 1995: 13). These usually formed only part of a household’s livelihood and were farmed most commonly in conjunction with urban-industrial employment. Croatia, too, retained much private farming. Hungary presents an intermediate case: between 1948 and 1956, a Stalinist model of full collectivisation was followed, but after the 1956 uprising, collectives were allowed to elect their own officials without central interference. In practice, many allowed households to sharecrop collective land (Meurs 1999a: 10). In the Czech Republic, Romania, and Bulgaria, by comparison, agriculture was effectively collectivised. In all cases, small plots were allotted to collective members, with vegetables and fruit usually cultivated for family consumption or for sale. In turn, private plots benefited from goods and services provided by collectives such as seeds, fertilisers, veterinary services, and marketing arrangements.

With the beginnings of perestroika (liberalisation) in the 1980s, there was increased emphasis on the need to support private farming, to increase productivity, and to reduce outmigration in both the Soviet Union and elsewhere. With the collapse of state socialist governments and the advent of market economies, agricultural strategies called for decollectivisation, marketisation, and redistribution of land, either to collective farm workers or else to the ‘original’ owners. A ‘European model’ of decollectivisation, characterised by land restitution, compensation to pre-revolutionary owners, rapid privatisation, and introduction of marketing rights is thus sometimes invoked (Selden cited in Watts 1998; Swinnen 2001). However, eastern European decollectivisations have varied (Swinnen 2001). In Albania, nearly all land has been redistributed in small plots to ex-collective workers (Swinnen cited in Holzner 2008: 435). In a number of other cases including Russia, decollectivisation has not been thoroughgoing. For instance, elements of collectivisation and cooperatives remain in Hungary and Bulgaria, and Slovakia has retained collectives (Holzner 2008). As Burawoy and Verdery emphasise (1999), responses to post-socialist transitions are not uniform: instead, they may be localised and innovative. In many cases, nevertheless, the picture of post-socialist agriculture continues to be one of large-scale commercially oriented units (either collective or privatised) alongside very small plots. However, a previously viable symbiosis has been replaced by two sectors, often with little connection (Holzner 2008: 436).
Few case studies of gender and decollectivisation exist. Overall, the literature signals continuing neglect of feminist analytical frameworks and assumptions about women’s nature as dependants or housewives (Holzner 1995). Those studies which do address decollectivisations have tended to see it as revival of ideologies of domesticity and women’s ‘place’ in eastern Europe and elsewhere (Moghadam 1992; Einhorn 1993). Moghadam has argued that these served to legitimise economic reorganisation and mass unemployment. Soviet-style states had never seriously addressed women’s roles and unequal burdens in the domestic sphere, despite some attempts made to campaign for husbands’ greater participation in housework in the 1970s and 1980s. Thus, employment outside the home coupled with housework represented a double burden for many women. Additionally, their entry into the formal economic sphere was identified with feminism tout court, and feminism came to be linked with the unpopularity of bureaucratic and oppressive state policies. Feminism’s relative lack of appeal in eastern Europe has made it easier for ideas of domesticity and essentialised motherhood to re-emerge. Some authors cite a ‘patriarchal populist’ nationalist retrenchment behind these ideas (Verdery 1990; Holzner 1995; see Burger 2006).

Many accounts acknowledge that collectivisation was by no means completely egalitarian. For instance, the sorts of work that were seen as suitable for men and for women tended to coincide with assumptions that men are more skilled than women, with skilled work usually attracting higher pay, or more work points. Nevertheless, in most cases in Europe and the ex-USSR, women were collective members and did gain work points through their labour. This contrasts with Latin America, where there were fewer female members. This made the labour contract visible, and it was individualised rather than being subsumed in family units.

To illustrate comparative approaches to collectivisation and decollectivisation in more depth, I offer two examples of countries that had a high degree of collectivisation: Uzbekistan and Bulgaria. These are followed by case studies of Hungary and Cuba. Whilst within the USSR’s sphere of influence, they were distinctive from it.

**Uzbekistan**

In Uzbekistan, a former Soviet republic, the collective sector still exists, although in weakened forms. Uzbekistan continues to rely on cotton as a main export crop, and the state continues to have strong supporting role (Kandiyoti 2003). Thus, the pace of land reform has been slow. As elsewhere in the former USSR, the agricultural sector has acted as a shock absorber and as a source of livelihood for growing numbers. Within this, gender relations are crucial. Contemporary Uzbekistan presents the ‘spectacle’ of former teachers and office workers—many of whom are women—vying for plots of land (Kandiyoti 2003). Thus, the country has experienced both reagrarianisation and demonetisation.
Some collectives have been liquidated and the land redistributed. Others have been transformed into joint stock companies. In this new form, the previous sovkhozy and kolkhozy (now shirkats) still occupy the bulk of irrigated land and account for half of the country’s cotton and wheat production by value (Kandiyoti 2003: 251). Organisation of production remains unchanged and relies on the family contract system, although production units have become separate accounting units. Collective membership offers both the right to a private plot and to social benefits.

Kandiyoti carried out studies in two such shirkats (joint stock companies) as well as in a liquidated collective or farmers’ association. These different patterns of restructuring produced different outcomes for women. In the shirkats, decline in mechanisation has meant that manual labour, especially female labour, and non-monetary exchanges have been substituted on household plots, resulting in an intensification of women’s labour. In some cases where population pressure is high, a growing pool of agricultural labourers exists, with women concentrated in the lower echelons. In the ex-collectives, the creation of independent farms has favoured technical or administrative cadres of the ex-collectives who are well placed to obtain rights to new farms; relatively few women, however, achieved such positions. Management of the independent farms is seen as ‘masculine’ while in small plots and farms, feminisation has taken place. The commercial sector rests on the smallholding sector, itself populated by a largely unremunerated and unrecognised female workforce (Kandiyoti 2003). As elsewhere, diversification of economic activities as a survival strategy has tended to encourage feminisation of agriculture.

These processes have also affected kinship and marriage patterns. Kinship patterns in rural Uzbekistan are similar to patterns elsewhere in Asia and in the Middle East, where patrilineal kinship combines with viri- or patrilocal residence and son preference, despite Soviet encouragement of small and more egalitarian families. The Soviet system, however, restricted any possibility of property transmission. Additionally, it provided a developed social infrastructure with opportunities for off-farm jobs, and women had some access to these. Women also have high literacy rates due to (past) near-universal schooling (Kandiyoti 2003). Agricultural decollectivisation has had impacts on kinship and family as well as on livelihoods. The Soviet marriage contract has been eroded, and de facto polygyny has increased. Moreover, the women’s committees of the Soviet era are much weakened. Nevertheless, they do continue to provide some recourse in cases of violence. The general context is one of hardening attitudes towards women’s work as well as to their mobility and access to public spaces (Kandiyoti 2003: 249). Thus, the decline in women’s employment opportunities has been linked with formalisation of the marriage contract and with a decline in women’s household power. Women are land hungry, but within a context of deindustrialisation: most women would have preferred more stable and industrial or urban jobs.
Bulgaria

Bulgarian agriculture was very highly collectivised, to the extent that in 1960, collectives accounted for 80 per cent of agricultural land (Meurs 1999a: 14). In the 1970s, the existing collectives were abolished and restructured into huge agro-industrial complexes with acreage up to 30,000 hectares. Although women did not have complete equality within these, the state did provide access to education, medical care, and childcare as well as guaranteeing employment. All of this supported a degree of economic independence for women, including married women. Bulgarian laws providing entitlements for women collective workers in pregnancy and as mothers were particularly favourable (Barbic 1993: 14). Collectivisation formalised women’s employment and thus expanded their visibility. Their share of work was subject to remuneration, although often on less favourable terms than men’s. In 1967, women constituted 67 per cent of the agricultural labour force (Meurs 1997: 336). However, only a minority were able to access the best paid and higher status jobs such as tractor driving. White collar and some technical positions, however, in this and other cases discussed here, were dominated by women.

Bulgarian decollectivisation was not wholesale. For instance, forms of cooperation exist in order to take advantage of use of farm machinery (Meurs 1997). However, decollectivisation has meant a large-scale loss of jobs. In particular, many skilled jobs have been lost, particularly in white collar work as well as in agriculture. Skilled work is likely to become even more strongly viewed as the province of men. Unusually, Bulgarian women do have traditional rights to own land and to organise cooperative work groups, so this may limit their subordination. However, the emerging structure of small private farm units will result in the loss of benefits, loss of women’s visibility, and loss of their recognition for work. Due to local peculiarities of compensation for land, few women are likely to become independent farmers as the land will not be in their ‘own’ villages but the husband’s (Meurs 1997: 340). Moreover, collective officials are the people most likely to receive redistributed land parcels.

Hungary

Land ownership in Hungary prior to World War II was dominated by large estates: more than in any other European country (Momsen et al. 2005), and the post-1945 land reform was rather tentative. From 1947 to 1956, collectivisation was encouraged, although it was resisted by many peasants. After the 1956 uprising, government policy combined compromises with peasants and continued pressure for collectivisation. By 1970, collectives included 70 per cent of the agricultural population (Meurs 1999a). However, cooperative members retained rights such as being allowed to work in local groupings and to farm in family units, as well as
freedom from state production quotas (Meurs 1999a: 15). These compromises allowed strong elements of patriarchal production into collectives (Asztalos Morrell 1999).

The gender regime which emerged during the collective era was affected by previous kinship and family structures. Historically, the extended patriarchal family was common among the middle and upper layers of the peasantry but poorer peasants and landless agricultural labourers were more likely to live in nuclear families (Asztalos Morrell 1999). On the landed estates prior to World War II, the labour force of permanent manorial workers was male while the seasonal labour force included many women.

In the early period of collectivisation, until 1956, collectivisation brought about a deskilling of autonomous peasant producers, who became more like agricultural labourers within collectives (Asztalos Morrell 1999). Many gazda (male household heads) felt themselves to be demasculinised. Inheritance of land and assets of course meant little within the collective, men’s decision-making power was curtailed and they lost much autonomy over direction of the household labour process. In the early Stalinist period, women’s labour contributions were meant to be evaluated by their capacity to reach the same standard as men despite their unequal burdens. Women were encouraged to enter male occupations such as tractor driving and (outside agriculture) mining. Nevertheless, women’s reproductive roles were always seen as paramount (as will be seen).

The post-1956 willingness to compromise with peasant norms included their patriarchal aspects, such as men’s domination of management positions, the reinstatement of gender divisions of labour within the collective, and women’s continued responsibility for reproductive labour (Asztalos Morrell 1999). While women predominated in some white collar occupations within the collectives, such as administrative work, where they constituted 71 per cent of the total in 1971, they accounted for less than 4 per cent of middle managers and only 6 out of some 6,500 cooperative presidents (Asztalos Morrell 1999: 378).

Asztalos Morrell (1999) has identified three periods within the era of collective agriculture following the 1956 uprising. In the first, the consolidation period of 1956 to 1968, mechanisation of labour was low and so there was need for seasonal workers. Distinctions were made between ‘active cooperative members’ and ‘family helpers’, the latter consisting primarily of married women. In this period, the proportion of women in the agricultural labour force was below one-third (Asztalos Morrell 1999: 390). Many women, however, joined collectives to gain entitlement to a household plot for which the precondition was fulfilment of a minimum workday entitlement, set at 100 days for women and 150 for men, annually.

In the second period, from 1968 to 1979, household production became increasingly important. This was also a period of rapid industrialisation in Hungary. From the early 1960s, a discourse of ‘suitable’ jobs for women
re-emerged, exemplified after 1966 by barring of women from a number of occupations such as mining. Women tractor drivers, previously admired, became objects of ridicule. This was in part an expression of explicit opposition from male workers (Asztalos Morell 1999). One indication of the impact of such thinking was that during the 1970s, women’s participation in small-scale agricultural work decreased while men’s increased. Concomitantly, from 1967, generous maternity and child support systems were introduced, signalling that women’s main work was in the family, and furthermore, that this was not a ‘male’ sphere (Haney 1999). Instead of the previous construction of the reproductive sphere as stultifying, it was portrayed as work caring for and maintaining of society (Asztalos Morrell 1999). Women were encouraged either to leave the formal labour force (Haney 1999) or to see waged work as secondary.

In the third period, from 1979 to 1989, labour-intensive production was increasingly switched into household-based production, which was becoming increasingly market oriented. As it was carried out in conjunction with cooperatives, however, it entailed a good deal less risk than would have been the case for free-standing capitalist farmers (Asztalos Morrell 1999: 430). Increased marketisation of agriculture, as elsewhere, signalled an increase in male participation and direction. Asztalos Morrell’s interpretation is that this was a way of countering the demasculinisation of collectives (1999). In contrast, women’s small-scale agricultural production was carried out as an extension of household duties, and their lower status in the collective also displaced them to private agricultural smallholdings (Répassy 1991). During the 1970s, women’s participation in small scale commercial agriculture decreased while that of men increased.

The dynamic stratum of market-oriented agricultural entrepreneurs that emerged with the transition from socialism typically involved men with technical skills. Women participated in some cases, as adjuncts to their husbands (Asztalos Morrell 1999). Whereas in the 1960s most women involved in agriculture were older, by the 1980s more wives were in full-time non-agricultural employment, further encouraging the masculinisation of agriculture. On family farms, women are allowed to work but not to take important decisions. Men were able to resume their roles as breadwinners and heads of household. The ‘threat’ held by aspects of collectivisation that had an emancipatory gender agenda had partly receded (Répassy 1991).

In addition to changes in the division of labour, an important aspect of this transition has been the privatisation of land, through a mix of restitution; selling of land for compensation bonds; and redistribution of land to employees on state farms and production cooperatives (Burger 2001). Privatisation was nearly complete by 1999, with mechanisms including state farms being turned into limited liability or shareholding companies. Average family farm holdings were 3 acres but the average holdings of companies and cooperative farms were 452 acres (Momsen et al. 2005: 37).
The Hungarian agricultural sector is thus sharply dichotomised. Individual farms constituted 55 per cent of the sector by 2000 (Burger 2001: 263). By 2003, Burger and Szép found that small farms were decreasing in profitability. Women accounted for only 13.5 per cent of small farm managers (Burgerné and Szép 2006: 97).

Hungarian rural areas, as elsewhere, have shouldered much of the impact of economic restructuring since 1990 (Momsen et al. 2005), reflecting the loss of subsidised transport for commuting to cities, the break-up of cooperatives and state farms, and the closure of the industrial enterprises associated with them. Women in particular have become entrapped in the countryside. Moreover, a high percentage of women farmers are elderly, often subsisting on state pensions supplemented with produce from plots. Some rural women, however, have managed to move into new entrepreneurial roles. They have set up as local shopkeepers, restaurant owners, hairdressers, and florists using skills obtained in technical secondary school or on the collective and no longer need to commute to nearby cities. There have also been some opportunities for factory work. Foreign investors, noting the availability of these women, set up factories on green field sites near villages and in some cases even provided subsidised transport to bring in women workers from villages (Momsen et al. 2005).

The Hungarian case illustrates several points. Although within the Soviet sphere of influence, the country was fully collectivised for a relatively brief period. A tradition of male dominance in farming as well as men’s resistance to collectivisation played a part in the demise of collectives. Nevertheless, these offered some advantages for women, particularly in terms of employment and subsidised transport and services. Hungary is now a predominantly industrial nation, but its agricultural sector is dichotomised between large- and small-scale farms. As elsewhere, the small-scale rural sector has become one in which women predominate, but they are rarely managers who exercise control over production.

Cuba

Cuba is included because it followed a Soviet model in terms of domination by large state farms and also received much support from the USSR until the early 1990s. The dominance of large state farms was partly due to the pre-revolutionary agrarian structure. In 1946, sugar cane plantations and large cattle haciendas held almost half of all farmland (Deere and Pérez 1999: 64), while only one-third of farmland was worked directly by owners, renters, sharecroppers, or squatters. Thus, most agriculturalists, 60 per cent in 1953, were wage workers rather than peasants (Stubbs 1987: 42). A first agrarian reform after the revolution in 1959 expropriated all holdings over 401 hectares, and a second in 1963 lowered the ceiling of landholding to 67 hectares. Sugar plantations and cattle haciendas were made into state farms which held 71 per cent of agricultural land (Deere
The state farm was seen as the highest form of agriculture, and after 1967, almost all free market transactions including crop sales were prohibited. However, small farmers were not compelled to join the state farms, unlike elsewhere (Deere and Pérez 1999).

Cuba enjoyed highly favourable terms of trade in the Council of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) of socialist ‘Eastern bloc’ countries. As before the revolution, the country specialised in sugar production. It also pursued a food import substitution strategy. Thus, between 1959 and 1989 its imports of cheese, butter, and milk decreased and the country was able to import wheat rather than flour as its capacity to mill grain had improved (Deere 1998: 66). From 1980, potatoes, peppers, and onions were exported, but beans and rice were imported. Cuban state farms were not highly efficient, and even with a subsidy, the percentage earning profits never exceeded 50 per cent (Meurs 1992).

Consistent with the culture of the region, women were partially excluded from production in the operation of state farms. Women’s work on state farms was sometimes unremunerated and was often seasonal and casual (Meurs 1992). Where women were full members, however, they received equal work for equal pay, and increasing numbers of women entered the agricultural labour force from the 1980s (Deere and León 1987: 12). Access to education meant that many professionals such as veterinarians working on state farms were women.

The Cuban agrarian reform, while centralising, did also create a landed peasantry (Deere and Pérez 1999). Tenant sharecroppers were given the right to claim the land they worked, up to 67.1 hectares. By the end of 1963, some 154,000 households held 26 per cent of land. A survey carried out by the University of Havana found that over 68 per cent of peasant households had been constituted as smallholders by the agrarian reform (Deere and Perez 1999: 194–95). A later 1990s survey of smallholders grouped into cooperatives found that 41 per cent of cooperative members had gained land through the initial reform. The mean amount of land held was large, 13.74 hectares, close to the traditional Cuban measurement, the caballería (13.47 ha.).

Under the initial agrarian reform, female-headed households were accorded land titles, although in practice did not always receive them. Even when a woman gained title, a man often took on production responsibilities. In general, where a man was present, he was considered a household head, as elsewhere. To some extent the agrarian reform, despite explicit government policies encouraging gender equity, reinforced the notion that women should stay at home (Stubbs 1987). This development accords with the argument that land reforms often encourage housewifisation (Chapter 3).

In the mid-1960s, peasant producers were integrated into the national planning system, and after 1967, they could only sell crops to the state. They were allowed three hectares for their own provisioning. At the same time, peasants were urged to lease or to sell land to state farms.
Although no direct coercion was used (Deere and Pérez 1999), incentives were employed, since the state farm built modern communities and supplied electricity and water as well as schools, daycare for children, and a health post. Housing was rent free on state farms. The government assumed that the private sector would wither away due to the superiority of state farms, but it soon became obvious that most family farmers had no intention of becoming agricultural waged workers. Much production—of root crops, vegetables, and fruit—still came from small farms (Deere and Pérez 1999: 199).

From 1977, the state began to pay more attention to agricultural production cooperatives (CPAs). On joining, peasants received full compensation for land and the guarantee of basic consumption requirements. Further incentives included preferential access to building material for homes as well as to credit and inputs (Deere 1998). However, if they left the cooperative, they could not withdraw land. The CPAs were farmed and run collectively as autonomous entities, although within the constraints of regional planning (Stubbs 1987: 52). Profits were divided between the state, the coop (for reinvestment), and among members according to their labour contribution. Governance was by an elected committee, and an end of year meeting decided on production, investment, consumption, and profit sharing. The economic viability of Cuban collectives is related to their relatively small size and close social networks (Meurs 1999a: 24).

Cooperatives (called collectives) grew rapidly in the early 1980s. Deere (1986b) researched motivation to join and found women were particularly attracted by cooperatives’ potential to reduce domestic labour and the promise of improved housing standards. Peasant wives were guaranteed membership and thus employment and access to their own incomes. Women represented one-quarter of CPA membership in the early 1980s, indicating an interest in economic autonomy from husbands and fathers. A number of women also cited the ease of working collectively as a reason for joining (Deere and Pérez 1999). The development of the CPAs represented the first time that agricultural policy explicitly targeted women and gave them identical rights with men. Their cooperative membership far outstripped that of their state farm participation, where they were only 14 per cent of the workforce. Women formed 12 per cent of cooperative executive committee members in 1985 but 6 per cent of state farm executives (Stubbs and Alvarez 1987: 143). In the late 1980s, women working in agriculture accounted for 10 per cent of females in full-time work; many of these were employed in clerical and technical occupations (Stubbs and Alvarez 1987: 147). In 1984, of 70,000 women employed in agriculture, over 60,000 worked on state farms, and between 5,000 and 7,750 on cooperatives. This was a much higher percentage than elsewhere in Latin America (see Chapter 7). Women appeared to find giving up their land to cooperatives less of a wrench than did men (Stubbs and Alvarez 1987: 148–49).
Gender and Agricultural Collectives

Tobacco is a crop in which women’s labour is relatively visible, and research on tobacco cooperatives and state farms was carried out during the 1980s (Stubbs 1987). Throughout Latin America, both tobacco and coffee are traditionally small farm products whose cultivation depends upon high input of ‘family’ or women’s labour. In Cuba as elsewhere, women’s work on small family farms was unremunerated and usually, unrecognised: their participation in decision-making was minimal (Stubbs and Alvarez 1987: 151). This is an example of how women’s unremunerated labour in agriculture and small-scale production contributes to ‘growth’ and to the relative efficiency of peasant units. In state farms in San Luis, women comprised 16 per cent of the full-time workforce and 24 per cent of CPA members. In another cooperative, Cabaiguán, women were 38 per cent of CPA tobacco members (Stubbs 1987: 56). Women also worked in considerable numbers as seasonal or contract labour. In the cooperatives, women’s labour was meant to be visible and remunerated. Stubbs found, however, that some cooperatives discriminated against women. In one, 50 per cent of members were recorded as being female, but for a number of reasons including household responsibilities, women did not work regularly or did not wish to do fieldwork and therefore earned only 11 per cent of annual profits (Stubbs 1987: 59). Here, men complained that women often missed committee meetings. Women replied that men should help in the home to allow women time to attend (Stubbs and Alvarez 1987: 155). These women echoed Cuban and other state socialist propaganda attempting to persuade men to participate in housework (Molyneux 2001).

During the 1980s, cooperatives encountered economic problems, but later in the decade their performance improved. Meanwhile a number of independent peasants continued to thrive, usually being better off than cooperative members (Deere and Pérez 1999: 215; Torres et al. 2007). State farm managers recognised that cooperatives had been more successful economically than state farms. Nevertheless, Cuba’s agricultural sector, although performing reasonably well in the 1970s and 1980s (Deere 1998), was heavily trade dependent. Thus, the disintegration of the socialist bloc ravaged the economy as the guaranteed market for sugar production collapsed, along with inputs for state farms. (Deere 1998: 62). This ushered in the ‘Special Period’ of falling production and economic crisis in the 1990s.

Faced with agrarian crisis and mass hunger, the Cuban government took several steps to secure food supplies and basic subsistence. Firstly, emphasis on food production and self-provisioning either in cooperatives or individual plots increased of necessity, given that in the early 1990s, 55 per cent of calories and 50 per cent of proteins were imported (Premat 2003: 87). Stringency and the emphasis on self-provisioning has had particularly important implications for women (Pearson 1997). Measures included the Food Safety Programme (1989), encompassing state investment in irrigation, transportation, and refrigeration (Torres et al. 2007). The government recognised, secondly, that some type of reform of the state farm sector
was needed. Rather than parcelling out land, it formed production cooperatives, called *unidades básicas de producción cooperativas* (UBPCs). In UBPCs, land remains nationalised but can be leased in permanent usufruct. Members own what they produce but have to negotiate production plans with relevant state enterprises. The UBPCs elect their own management committee and retain profits not needed for investment. UBPCs and CPAs together farmed over 50 per cent of land in 1998. State farms continued to hold one-third of land and the private peasant sector, 16 per cent (Figueroa 2003: 526).

Thirdly, from 1994 on farmers’ markets were reopened. These have been highly successful. Farmers’ markets have helped the population to meet basic food needs, providing approximately one-third of Cuba’s dietary needs (Torres et al. 2007: 62). However, it is also the case that the sections of the population who have access to foreign currency (e.g. through the tourist industry or through remittances) also have advantaged access to farmers’ markets and to food (Torres et al. 2007).

Fourthly, there has been a partial reorientation away from dangerous mono-cropping and green revolution technologies. The ‘Special Period’ revealed the fragility of high-tech agriculture, and the Cuban government has attempted to promote organic and reduced-chemical agricultural strategies as an alternative (Levins 2005). The spread of urban agriculture, vegetable production, and organic agriculture is a necessity due to the collapse of external supports. This highly labour-intensive form of agriculture is a creative attempt at sustainable self-provision and to seek new markets. It seems likely that women will play a large role in ecologically aware agriculture.

The Cuban case is unusual, not least because of the longevity of the collective sector. Women were not as thoroughly integrated into the collective sector as in other cases examined in this chapter, although their participation in cooperatives was somewhat higher than on state farms. Women’s partial marginalisation fits in with patterns evident in other Latin American countries (see Chapter 7). As elsewhere internationally, the Cuban collective sector may be giving way to privatised farming. In July, 2008 the new president, Raúl Castro, made food self-sufficiency a priority. He decreed that cooperatives and private farmers would be allowed to farm unused government land (Weissert 2008) in order to increase production.

**CONCLUSION**

The cases discussed in this chapter indicate some directions for analysis of gender within collectivisation and decollectivisation processes. In eastern European and other ex-Soviet cases and in Cuba, women had rights to full collective membership. This meant that women’s work became more visible and recognised. In practice, not all were able to realise rights. Some women
wished to remain at home as mothers and housewives while perhaps cultivat-
vating small plots, as in Hungary, or else were pressurised into such roles. Part
of this pressure was due to male resistance, since full agricultural collectivisation also entails some loss of control over the labour and persons of household members. Even in cases such as Cuba, which strongly stressed gender equity, women sometimes struggled for inclusion within cooperatives. Where women are full collective members, they are still responsible for domestic labour and thus cannot always play a full part as collective or cooperative members. Nevertheless, collectives provided a range of benefits including education and welfare services. In most Soviet contexts, women had the same social security rights as men if they were collective members (Barbic 1993). State socialist governments also provided mass education, and in some cases women were prominent as white collar or administrative workers within cooperatives and collectives (Asztalos Morrell 1999; Holzner 2008). Sometimes women entered skilled work, either as technicians or in other posts as teachers or veterinarians. The existence of collective governing bodies also offered potential for discussion of women’s rights within the collective, and sometimes for reporting of gender abuses, as in Uzbekistan (Kandiyoti 2003). Additionally, European collective farm women tended to be better represented than farm women on equivalent governing bodies in private farming communities (Barbic 1993: 15).

In the cases discussed in this chapter, the extent of decollectivisation has been limited or partial, a little-publicised phenomenon. In some, such as Russia, Uzbekistan, and Cuba, many collectives still function, although in very different external circumstances. Large-scale and export-oriented agriculture in collectives and ex-collectives sometimes relies upon small-scale agriculture, as in Uzbekistan. Conversely, the existence of a private agricultural sector may depend upon services provided by collectives, as in Russia (see also Chapter 5). Where opportunities for entrepreneurship exist, a minority of women are likely to be able to avail themselves of these and may find their lives improved. They may welcome the chance to work from home as small entrepreneurs.

The most common patterns in ex-Soviet states, however, include widespread female un- or underemployment and feminisation of subsistence farming. With decollectivisation, repeasantisation often takes place, and women are pushed back into informal, unremunerated work. In some European settings, revitalisation of family-based farming with its gender inequities is seen as unattractive, and younger women seek alternative employment (Holzner 2008), leaving older women to farm. In the absence of industrialisation or other economic growth, decollectivisation processes may signal resurgence of traditional gender practices and norms.

The cases discussed in the next chapters are ones in which resurgence of elements of tradition accompany decollectivisation. These may, as in Uzbekistan, also mean a return to kinship- or lineage-based practices. In most cases, these do not bode well for women’s security and autonomy.
5 China
From Collectivisation to the Household Responsibility System

China is a distinctive society in many ways—the country’s huge size alone lends it immediate importance. Equally important, however, are China’s mass social programmes: large-scale collectivisation during the Great Leap Forward (GLF) shifted to the household-based responsibility system and the introduction of marketisation within a relatively short period of time. The Chinese agrarian reform programme also highlights the importance of discussions over the ‘optimum’ size of agricultural units and of the various benefits of land reform in terms of securing political allegiance, maintaining livelihoods and reinforcing human rights. These policies and shifts in social programmes all have profoundly gendered implications.

China presents an interesting and dramatic study of the intersections of state policy and cultural traditions. The former have often attempted to ameliorate some aspects of discrimination against women, including in landholding and work relations but have often been countered by the strength of kinship and lineage systems. China is notable, too for its recent and rapid industrialisation, which includes elements of rural industrialisation. This further underlines Chinese distinctiveness and has had important impacts on gendered agricultural and landholding patterns.

The chapter is organised as follows. It first outlines Confucian principles of lineage and family organisation, then the background to agrarian reform; the next sections outline the processes of initial land reform and subsequent collectivisation and their gender impacts. Lastly, discussion turns to the post-Mao liberal reforms and rural industrialisation; the chapter attempts to weigh up gains and losses for rural women in the last period. Although I focus on land reforms and land issues, I also give a broad overview of other factors affecting gender relations within and outside collectivisation. An underlying question concerns what factors have most weight in affecting women’s social positioning(s): ‘traditional’ kinship structures, state policies, or market reforms?

CONFUCIANISM, GENDER, AND AGRARIAN SYSTEMS

Lineage and household organisation among the majority (Han) people in China are firmly patrilineal and are usually patrilocal. This is, of course,
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a common lineage and residence principle, but the Han version was an extreme version of patrilineality. An important point is that marriage was, and is, usually exogamous, so a wife was nearly always from another village, although some regional variation exists (Zhang 2000). This means that wives are outsiders both in the lineage and village (Li, W. 1999). To accentuate this status, a wife usually keeps her father’s surname.

Chinese lineage and family organization, and much of society more widely, were based on Confucian principles so that discussion of gender and of household organisation and relations must refer to these. For over ten centuries, Confucianism was the dominant cosmology, political philosophy and doctrine of proper ethics and comportment. Confucianists developed an ideology and system designed to realise a harmonious and hierarchical social order in which everyone knew and assumed their proper stations in family and society (Stacey 1983). The well-ordered family was seen as a basic unit of society and political order as well as being itself a microcosm of society. Confucian ethics emphasise hierarchy and stability in society and within households, with an accordingly strong emphasis upon the welfare of the group rather than individuals within it. Of course, the welfare of some was advantaged over others, along lines of class and generation as well as gender.

The father-son relationship was pivotal to the Confucian system. More broadly, generation plays a large role in Confucian cosmology and philosophy, with older people gaining in status and respect. Because lineages are by definition comprised of both living and dead members, ancestor veneration frequently underpins lineage-based systems of household and territorial organisation. In China and elsewhere, this has implications for how land is viewed and is experienced emotionally, since ancestors’ burial sites are placed on lineage land. Thus the Chinese lineage was a corporate entity with its basis in landholding (Freedman 1970, 1971).

Gentry households were most able to support the ideal extended lineage family, but many peasant households, too, consisted of extended families containing three or more generations (Stacey 1983). Confucian ideals, of course, had marked gender implications. Korinek (2003) calls the Confucian patrilineal system one of the most patriarchal in the world, in terms of the exceptionally low status of women, their relative lack of power inside and outside the household, and the constraints on their actions. These emphasised the virtues of filial piety, obedience to elders and to male authority, docility, propriety, chastity, and submissiveness for all women. Chastity for widows was also enjoined. The now-notorious practice of footbinding perhaps best illuminates this ideal of womanhood.

As in other patrilineal systems, life was particularly hard for daughters-in-law, especially while young. Marriages were always arranged and a significant minority of girls came to their husband’s home as young children or ‘adopted brides’, to be trained as daughters-in-law. Regular contact with natal kin was discouraged and in any case was not usually feasible due to constraints of transport.
A variation on the patrilocal residence principle should be noted. In situations in which no male heir existed, a usual practice was to import a son-in-law to continue the lineage of the bride’s father. However, this was also a sign of low status (Wolf 1985; Bossen 2002) and uxorilocal marriage tended to be viewed with shame. One element of such feeling may be that it tends to be more beneficial for the status of the woman, who remains with her natal family.

In normal, patrilocal marriages, a daughter-in-law’s duty was to assist and to serve her parents-in-law and especially, her mother-in-law. The latter was the main person with whom a new bride would have contact and whose orders would have to be followed on an everyday basis. Relations between a bride and her mother-in-law were famously fraught and were often violent (Wang 1999). Even when husbands were genuinely attached to their wives, the strength of the conjugal bond was seen as secondary to the mother-child bond. A bride’s position was highly precarious until the birth of a son and, traditionally, a man had the right to reject and to arbitrarily divorce a wife (Stacey 1983). Confucian families, although ostensibly upholding order, were often sites of gender and generational violence and the bride as outsider was a particular target.

This chapter, of course, discusses the peasantry rather than the gentry. Most accounts (Davin 1976; Croll 1981; Johnson 1983; Stacey 1983; Bossen 2002) indicate that gender relations among ethnic Han peasants did not diverge greatly from the picture presented. Certainly, ideals were shared but practice could be different. In peasant households the husband-wife (horizontal) relation was of more importance than the vertical, lineage relation of corporate lineage groups (Freedman 1970, writing of the southeast). Widow remarriages, although abhorrent to Confucian ethics, were common among peasants, at least when the widow was young (Davin 1976: 77). Peasants valued—or in any case required—strong, healthy women rather than frail creatures (Stacey 1983). The ideal of patriarchal, ordered and self-sufficient households was to have profound repercussions in terms of gender relations in land reform (as will be seen).

Women’s Participation in Agriculture

Most studies hold that China was an area of male agriculture (Boserup 1970) in which women’s participation was far less than men’s, although variation within China exists. Certainly, as in other patrilineal societies, women did not own or inherit land. In some cases, however, widows might become proprietors of land on a temporary basis when they held and worked land for minor sons (Bossen 2002: 353). The Chinese pattern of landholding among smallholders was one of tiny holdings, often fragmented into several segments and of careful and intensive labour in order to grow sufficient yields: Liu calls this the ‘gardening’ model of Chinese agriculture (2000).
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Peasant women cared for children and for in-laws, cooked and prepared food, involving the difficult task of husking rice or millet, fetched water and fuel, cleaned house, raised animals such as chickens and pigs, wove cotton cloth and sewed family clothing as well as making cloth shoes (Davin 1976; Judd 1994; Bossen 2002; Liu 2000). A division often made is one between the wheat-producing areas of the north in which women engaged in little agricultural activity and the rice-producing areas of the south in which they were needed because of the exigencies of cultivating rice (Davin 1976; Johnson 1983). Davin tries to relate women’s participation in agriculture to the practice of footbinding—which was somewhat less prevalent in the southeast. Bossen, however, contests this on several grounds, noting that peasant women with bound feet had nevertheless to engage in fieldwork, including wet rice cultivation (Bossen 2002: 105).

Women and their work were considered ‘of the inside’ while men and their work were ‘of the outside’ (Jacka 1997), as indicated in the commonly used phrase, ‘women weave and men plough’ (Liu 2000). However, the gendered division of labour in northern Shangdong was that men grew grain, and women, cotton (Judd, 1994). The ‘inside-outside’ dichotomy seems to have been an ideal most likely to be achieved in gentry and official households. Thus, as in South Asia, women’s participation in fieldwork, particularly in the north of the country, was seen as shameful and only permitted in order to cope with poverty. There were also a number of taboos such as that on women ploughing. Women had a host of capacities for pollution, including of crops and land, especially during their menses (Diamond 1975).

John Buck’s surveys of Chinese land use (1957) have been influential (Bossen 2002). He reported virtually no female involvement in agriculture in the north and only slight participation in the south. In contrast, Fei’s earlier study of Lu village in the southwest yielded radically different results from the aforementioned (Fei 1939). Women in Lu village were primarily agriculturalists and a major part of the agricultural labour force. They generally did more work than men in the two staple crops (rice and beans) and were active in contributing to subsidiary crops. In a re-study of that research, Bossen confirmed its findings (Bossen 2002). Likewise, Mao Tse-tung, writing from Xunwu (Mao 1960 cited in Bossen 2002), took note of women’s heavy contribution to field labour in the 1930s. A reconsideration of women’s agricultural roles should emphasise their actual contribution to labour, their roles as agents in their own right, the practices of female labour exchange, and of hiring women agricultural labourers (Bossen 2002). The latter two elements were of importance in the rice transplanting season, which is highly labour intensive. Women were seen as particularly suited for this delicate work, itself linked with nurturing life. Bossen also stresses the complexity of the village economy and of women’s roles in vegetable production, raising pigs, and weaving, emphasising the need to view household economies and livelihoods in the past and present in a holistic fashion.
It is difficult to assess the question of peasant women’s contribution(s) to agriculture, given the patchiness of data; however, it appears at least possible that it has been thoroughly written out. Contribution to agriculture does not automatically translate into high status for peasant women. However, it seems likely that the status of women in the south is higher than it would have otherwise been, had their contributions been less.

THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY, LAND REFORM AND WOMEN’S STATUS

The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) was committed to improving the status of women, although not to their complete autonomy. Mao himself had been part of the anarchist May 4th urban movement early in the twentieth century, with its radical emphasis on women’s liberation (Davin 1976). Before the split between the Guomindang (nationalists) and Communists, both were urban based and committed to reform of practices affecting women. These included footbinding (outlawed in the late 1930s by the Guomindang), child marriage, forced marriages and bans on widow remarriage. The historic split and subsequent Guomindang persecution of Communist women and men meant that the CCP had to shift and to rely on its rural and village base much more fundamentally. Subsequently, it would find it difficult to go beyond the gender configurations of rural and peasant villages and households.

The twentieth century was a time of particular crisis in Chinese society and in the Confucian system, with the dissolution of the imperial system, warlordism, and then the Japanese invasion. The crisis reverberated in the rural areas and agrarian crisis was widespread. It was also, and integrally, a ‘family crisis’ in different ways for elite and peasant families (Stacey 1983). Peasants were often unable to reproduce any family, let alone a proper Confucian one, in conditions of absolute impoverishment, warlordism, and social chaos (Stacey 1983: 67–68).

In the countryside, a number of factors including rack-renting and population growth combined to result in forced land sales (Myers cited in Stacey 1983). Under this pressure, families disintegrated at a rapid rate. Husbands sold wives and daughters much more readily than land (Stacey 1983). Many people, particularly agricultural workers, were unable to marry at all. CCP organisers in Kiangsi found 91 per cent of farm labourers and 70 per cent of poor peasants unable to marry due to poverty (Stacey 1983: 91). Additionally, landlord power over tenants in this period increased their access to peasant wives and daughters. All of this meant both the decline of independent family farming and the decline of peasant men’s position as family patriarchs. In this context, land reform was one of the crucial planks of the CCP in this period and later. Land reform would address several issues including peasants’ human rights and their political allegiance (see Chapter 1). It would also increase economic productivity—a continuing issue.
In 1927, Mao and Chu The led the remnant bands of their forces, defeated by Guomindang nationalists, to the Chengkangshan Mountains of rural Kiangsi. They were to ‘Devise a successful route to state power in near total isolation from centres of industrial production’ (Stacey 1983: 110). For the five years from 1929 to 1934, the Party carried out a land reform campaign in the Jiangxi Soviet, the central Soviet in China. In 1935, the first remnants of the Red Army which had had to evacuate Jiangxi arrived in northern Shaanxi province. While continually at war for two decades, the CCP governed a population of millions during this period (Davin 1976: 21), a time important in testing economic and gender policies.

Both land and marriage laws were passed during the early period of the Soviets. Under the Land Law, all peasants and hired hands were to have rights to land regardless of sex. This radical law aimed to give poor women economic independence. The policy was based on the party line that women would gain liberation through incorporation into the labour force. Marriage laws were passed in 1931 and 1934 (Davin 1976: 28). These closely followed family law in the Soviet Union, giving freedom of marriage choice and of divorce and outlawing polygyny. Registration of marriage and of divorce were required—for the first time removing peasant marriage from a purely domestic and village matter to a more formal and public realm. The extent to which these early marriage laws were implemented is not clear, however (Davin 1986: 30).

Northern Shaanxi was very poor, remote, and mountainous. Its agricultural labour force was male and its gender ideology, conservative—as was noted by the intellectual CCP women who came to Hanan in 1942. Although the party saw participation in production as the key to equality, feminists in contrast said that women were being overworked and expected to play a dual role without recognition. The party’s response was that ‘full sex equality had been established and that feminism was harmful’. Appropriate slogans, feminists were told, were no longer ‘free choice marriage’ and ‘equality of the sexes’ but rather ‘save the children’ and ‘a flourishing family’ (Davin 1987: 36–37). Thus, tensions concerning gender issues were in evidence well before 1949.

Land reform was needed to break the power of the landlord class, and even more urgently, to restore a semblance of food security to peasants (Hinton 1998; see Chapter 1). Reform had been carried out in the liberated areas and after 1949 and was the main policy priority in the countryside. In 1950, 75 per cent of the country had not yet carried out land reform (Johnson 1983: 102), but the process was complete by 1952—remarkable, given the size of the population. Peasants were to assign families in their villages into social classes, and struggles against those deemed landlords or kulaks (see Chapter 2) were often violent (Luong and Unger 1998; Lin 1999). The land confiscated from the well or better off was redistributed to the poor and landless. Since average landholdings were under one hectare and usually in fragmented holdings (Lin 1999: 151), ‘kulaks’ were not in fact wealthy themselves.
The aim was to make private landownership available to the mass of poor, landless, and middle peasants. The peasantry, as Stacey notes, had already taught the CCP the need to avoid alienating the owner-cultivator class: confiscating land from the middle peasantry had led to sabotage during the Soviet period. Thus, the prior experiment had indicated the importance of an alliance with the middle peasantry and its small family farming economy (Stacey 1983: 118). Land reform and the issuing of title deeds elevated the majority of poor peasant households to the middle peasantry and increased production. It also ended the dominance of landlordism and village elites in favour of the Communist Party. By 1954, landholdings of the poor accounted for 47 per cent of the land and that of landlords was down to 2.2 per cent from 40 per cent at the time of the revolution (Lin 1999: 158).

Thus, the Chinese land reform was, and remains, one of the most sweeping to date. It was also highly unusual in that it granted land titles to women as well as men. Young women, particularly among the poor peasantry, were active in land reform campaigns (Diamond 1975; Andors 1976). Women with absent or destitute husbands, widows, and family-less (so-called ‘lumpen’) women were already forced to make their own way in life and were among the first to join land reform struggles (Johnson 1983: 107). In general, in the liberated areas before 1949, where men were often away in the army, women were at times the main force for land reform (Frenier 1983: 42).

A resolution from the Central Committee in 1948 had instructed land reform cadres to issue title deeds to women even where land was included in family allotments. When this policy was implemented, it was highly symbolic, particularly in such a male-dominated society. Women issued title deeds sometimes heard their own names spoken in public for the first time rather than being referred to in kinship terms—for example, as ‘wife of X’ (Frenier 1983: 50). Thus, a new sense of individuality was based on material factors.

Women were apparently quick to see the implications of holding land. In an often-quoted passage from William Hinton’s Fanshen (1966: 397) a woman in Long Bow said ‘Before, when we quarrelled, my husband said “Get out of my house!” Now I can say, ‘Get out of my house, yourself!’’. Another woman cited by Hinton asserted, ‘When I get my share, I’ll separate from my husband and he won’t be able to oppress me any more.’

Despite the 1948 resolution, there were many impediments to women actually claiming title deeds. Firstly, class was assigned to families rather than individuals. Marriage was ideally hypergamous (ie women marry ‘up’) and so a woman might well marry into a family with a different status to that of her natal family. Assignment of class status was crucial for a household’s material situation within the land reform. Women from households deemed to be wealthy also might suffer rape and other sexual crimes as part of class struggle, and this was seen as legitimate targeting. Traditionally,
any slur on a woman’s sexual honour was a serious accusation. As elsewhere, a traditional antidote was for the woman to commit suicide.

Land was in effect distributed to heads of household. The Crooks’ (1979) well-known study of Ten Mile Inn village in Hopeh indicates that cadres routinely turned over a woman’s deeds to the male family head (cited in Johnson 1983). Thus, decisions over allocating land to women transmuted into a matter of determining which family received her share of land rights, her natal/father’s family or that of her husband. It was mainly widows or divorcees who received their own deeds (Stacey 1983: 130–31). It is likely that only a strong local women’s organisation with independent jurisdiction could have accomplished distribution of land to women.

One method of asserting women’s land rights might have been through divorce, as the right to divorce had been established by the 1950 Marriage Law. Both land reform and marriage reform were seen as part of an overall democratic social reform by the national leadership. However, the divorce had to be approved by local cadres. They often saw marriage reform as conflicting with the central purpose of land reform: to provide economic security and justice to male peasants (Johnson 1983). In 1949, the CCP’s legal committee reported that women had not been allowed to take property with them when divorces were granted in 61 per cent of cases (Stacey 1983: 175). Lower-level cadres often interpreted a woman’s divorce petition as a means through which a poor peasant might lose both his wife and his property (the latter, through his land rights as well as his stake in her person) and so most petitions by women were refused (Stacey 1983). Wives of peasants continued to be seen largely as family property.

Women asserting land claims were often subject to violence. This was hardly surprising in an atmosphere of ubiquitous violence, and in a Confucian tradition in which violence against subordinates, including women, was a norm. Hundreds of thousands of women lost their lives attempting to assert land rights (Davin 1988: 143).

Thus, radical policies concerning gender and land were not generally implemented or else were partially implemented in a manner not disruptive to household status hierarchies. However, the fact that such rights were granted at all remains of much importance not only historically but in the present. Additionally, struggles for land reform were crucial in bringing the mass of rural women into public and political life, usually for the first time. As Stacey (1982) emphasises, land reform was not a ‘restoration’ of lineage-based patriarchy. When land, the economic basis of lineage power, was confiscated, this radically democratised and equalised possibilities of a small patriarchy based on family farming. The new family had elements of both the old lineage model and of a newer (in the Chinese rural context) petty bourgeois family (Stacey 1983). Peasant families usually were able to keep and raise the children, including girls, that landlessness had led them to discard. Within smaller families, women’s status was enhanced, although by no means equal to men’s (Stacey 1983: 134–35). Contrary to
the picture painted in Chapter 3, China is therefore an unusual example in which the initial land reform raised peasant women’s status and increased their influence. This was, however, from an exceptionally low base.

By 1952, as noted, land reform was complete across the country. An important public campaign targeted the lack of the Marriage Law’s implementation, including its provisions on divorce, free marriage, child marriage and ending marriage payments, which were routinely ignored.

COLLECTIVISATION AND THE COLLECTIVE PERIOD

The initial land reform was successful, representing a considerable achievement in terms of lifting many out of absolute poverty into food self-sufficiency. However, land was so thinly spread that it could not provide a basis for prosperity for most rural households (Davin 1976). The government looked to a more collective form to provide a sounder economic basis in the countryside (Davin 1976) as well as to utilise surplus produced for industrial production. Here the arguments discussed previously concerning optimal size of agricultural units are relevant. It was assumed that ‘big is best’ in agriculture as in industry. Hence, collectivisation was launched soon after land reform had been completed and after (male) peasants had achieved relative security. The collective period lasted from 1952 to 1978 and was then followed by the household responsibility system.

Chinese government strategy was based on that of the USSR and aimed at building the country’s capacity to produce capital goods and military materials (Lin 1999). At least 45 per cent of national investment went to heavy industry whereas only 10 per cent went to agriculture, despite the fact that 87 per cent of the population remained rural at the beginning of the period (Lin 1999: 154–55). Wages were low in urban areas but were subsidised by inexpensive housing, clothing, and food as well as by medical care. To secure food for urban rationing, a compulsory procurements policy was imposed in rural areas. Peasants were obliged to sell certain quantities of grain, cotton and edible oils to the state at fixed prices. In order to prevent an influx of rural people attracted by the favourable conditions in cities (and to be fed by low-priced rationed food), a household registration system was implemented to prevent labour mobility. By 1980, the rural population still constituted just over 80 per cent of total population (Lin 1999: 156). Agriculture played an important supporting role in China’s heavy industrial development strategy, with agricultural products making up over 60 per cent of foreign exchange earnings in the 1970s (Lin 1999).

The CCP had a fixed belief in economies of scale common to Marxist thought concerning agriculture, despite much counter-evidence (see Chapters 1 and 4). Lin stresses the state’s reluctance to invest in agriculture and thereby to improve productivity. Rather, it pursued a strategy in which
agriculture would not compete for resources with industry. Moreover, collective agriculture was seen as providing needed mobilisation of labour on projects such as irrigation and flood control at the same time as raising yields in agriculture through application of traditional intensive methods such as closer planting, careful weeding, and use of fertilisers.

Thus, very soon after the land reform had been completed and male peasants had achieved some security, the collectivisation drive was launched—at first, gradually. The first formation of cooperatives of around 30 households was voluntary. In 1953, those in government in favour of rapid collectivisation won the debate in the party, despite the strongly negative example of the Soviet Union. By 1957, 753,000 collective farms, termed ‘advanced cooperatives,’ with 119 million member households, had been established (Lin 1999: 160). This collectivisation encountered little active resistance.

The size of the collective unit was greatly enlarged in the GLF. The People’s Communes introduced in 1958 each consisted of about thirty collectives of 150 or more households with 10,000 acres cultivated. Cultivation of vegetables on very small private plots had been permitted previously but was banned in the People’s Communes. As is well-known, the GLF and commune system led not only to agricultural failure but to disaster (Selden 1998; Bossen 2002). Peasants showed their opposition and there ensued a dramatic decline in grain output—over 30 per cent in two years (Lin 1999: 160). This process led to famine, one of the worst in history. Estimates of deaths vary, but they were certainly huge, between 15 and 30 million people (Gray 1990; Aston et al. cited in Lin 1999; see Hinton 1998 for a rebuttal).

After this disaster, the commune system and ‘eating from one pot’ were abandoned, although collectivisation was not. From 1962 on, agricultural operation and management was delegated to a much smaller unit of 20 to 30 households: a production team. This had effective control over people and land, although land was owned by the state. Team members shared effective use rights to land as well as draft animals, agricultural machinery and storehouses. They had no access to these except [my emphasis] as members of production teams (Judd 1994). Labour contribution continued to be calculated in work points and was usually complex, as well as locally variable. Work points, combined with overall production of the collective unit, determined an individual person’s remuneration (as will be discussed).

After the GLF, greater attention was paid to provision of modern inputs such as powered irrigation and chemical fertilizers (Lin 1999). Collectivisation, with the exception of the GLF period, did lay a basis for industrialization by facilitating exceedingly high rates of accumulation (Selden 1998: 128). Collectives assured subsistence for most of their members, and food security was one of their most important achievements (Liu 2000; Li and Lavely 2003). So was the survival of their children (Judd 1994), with the
crucial exception of the ravages during the GLF. In the collective period, son preference declined, and with it so did female infanticide and abandonment (Li and Lavely 2003). However, this achievement came at a price for the rural population: stagnation in rural incomes, the virtual disappearance of cash transactions, as well as wide rural-urban divides (Selden 1998). Traditional marketplaces were suppressed, despite their importance as centres of rural culture and sociability. Peasants were bound to land through the registration system, discouraging migration to cities. Their incomes were largely paid in kind and pegged at low levels. Thus, some of the impetus for change came from peasants seeking greater autonomy and supplements to their income through trade and handicrafts (Selden 1998). Regional and local inequalities remained, with absolute poverty a problem especially in remote parts of the country; conditions were better in coastal and better-favoured regions.

Gender and Collectivisation

The effects of collectivisation differed, of course, for men and women. In general, this period combined measures that enhanced women’s status while retaining strong elements of traditional organisation. Norma Diamond’s (1975) work was pioneering in pointing out the continuity of lineage-based relations in the new collective units. Lineage groups often formed the basis of new cooperatives. Of course, these had changed in that the gentry and wealthier peasant leadership no longer existed, and religious functions were strongly downplayed. Nevertheless, within collectives, a group of agnatic kinsmen usually held use rights over land, ponds, forests, orchards, livestock and equipment. Women joined the production team at marriage. Because traditionally—and usually in the present—villages were inhabited by one or two surname groups, a single surname group could usually dominate decision-making processes (Diamond 1975).

Thus, the household often remained embedded in a network of male kinsmen. This situation was strengthened by the Chinese version of collectivisation. Since residence was patrilocal and cooperation was on the basis of neighbourhood proximity, this was more or less inevitable, barring large-scale transfers of population. The lineage basis of agricultural production groups inhibited gender equity. However, Judd notes that although teams did show strong tendencies to surname concentration, the formal mechanism of allocation was not kinship but residence. Some conscious efforts were made to counter patrilineal incorporation: when new houses were built in different areas of a village, for example, members would be allocated to a new team (Judd 1994: 26). Despite such efforts, the overall tendency was to support the agnatic basis of organisation and accompanying ideas about gender. The period before the GLF was accompanied by the ‘Five Goods’ campaign, a conservative pro-family ideology elevating the role of ‘socialist housewife’ (Andors 1976). After 1955, women who
divorced were often not allowed to take their (hypothetical) shares of land out of cooperative units (Diamond 1975).

**The Great Leap Forward and Gender Relations**

The period of the GLF, however, represented a temporary break not only in agricultural organisation, but also to some extent, in gender relations. The main purpose of the GLF was to attempt a breakthrough in production despite the lack of mechanisation or investment (Selden 1998). Mao hoped to overcome this by radical reorganisation of the labour force, since labour was abundant. Specifically, the ‘underutilised’ labour of women was targeted (Andors 1976: 35): women were to substitute for men in agricultural production. Thus, the attempt was to involve 300 million women in production. Additionally, the institutional arrangements of the commune altered elements of household work. In 1958, women accounted for 50 per cent of the labour force in agriculture and in some areas where men were heavily involved in industrial production they accounted for 75 to 80 per cent (Andors 1976: 36). Some women, too, were mobilised for large-scale production such as building dams and dikes and in afforestation, working in separate teams from men to meet objections concerning propriety. Women whose household burden was large were encouraged to develop a courtyard economy—that is, engaging in subsidiary production near their homes, usually involving raising pigs and chickens.

The GLF broke the implicit pact with peasant men and began to threaten the household economy (Andors 1976; Stacey 1983). The GLF promoted direct payment of income to individual workers, seriously challenging male control over the household economy (Croll 1985: 29). Furthermore, domestic work was socialised (Andors 1976). Collective services such as mess halls, childcare facilities, and other welfare services that would free women for agriculture were seen as necessary.

During the GLF there was also a brief revival of the politicisation of questions of gender, as had occurred during the marriage law campaign previously in the decade. Generation as well as gender was called into question. The press ran articles with explicit anti-patriarchal justifications; for example, the commitment to communism was to replace traditional commitment to family. The ideological campaign that was part of the cultural revolution also encouraged uxorilocal marriage (Croll 1987a; Judd 1994) as a basis for undermining men’s authority within patrilocal families and lineage-based villages.

Hostility to the new arrangements for women’s agricultural work was widespread. In particular, male peasants resented the loss of women’s domestic labour and erosion of their own authority. Collective dining was a further cause of hostility because of poor planning (Andors 1976: 38). In addition, peasant households relied on fires from cooking to provide heat in winter, so without these, homes were left cold (Bossen 2002).
any case, large mess halls were unable to provide for individual or family tastes in food, and this aspect was disliked by many women as well as men. When economic conditions worsened by the early 1960s, mess halls and other facilities were abandoned, often abruptly. The time of the GLF coincided with other problems: severe droughts and floods as well as sudden withdrawal of Soviet aid added greatly to the result of famine (Selden 1998). However, it is usually agreed that peasant resistance to communes was decisive in their failure. Because overt resistance was virtually impossible in China, most resistance had to be covert, taking forms such as failure to work efficiently or of small-scale sabotage (Zweig 1989). Faced with the widespread decline in production and severe food shortages, communes were effectively abolished; nurseries and other facilities abandoned; and small private family (garden) plots restored. In 1962, decentralisation back to the level of the production team was officially endorsed. Interpreting this transition, Stacey argues that when class struggle threatened to collectivise domestic production itself, and to bypass patriarchal authority over the family and women within it, many male peasants resisted fiercely (Stacey 1983).

Despite the patriarchal fears, women were not treated as equals within the work point system which rewarded work inputs in the collective period, from 1952 to 1978. Land was (and remains) owned by the state but was held by the commune brigade and team. Within this system, the production team of 20 to 30 households was the basic operational and accounting unit. At the end of each year, team income, apart from deductions for taxes and basic needs, were distributed according to the work points each person had accumulated. Work points were sometimes assigned to individuals, sometimes to tasks, or else a combination. Various Sinologists analysing women’s remuneration under the work point system find that women were usually paid roughly 20 to 30 per cent less than men (Li 2005). Firstly, as a number of feminists note, women were never remunerated for housework and childcare. Nor were women remunerated at the same rates as men for the same or equivalent work. Some cooperatives gave women seven points for work for which men would have been paid ten points, although in others more effort was made to equalise earnings (Davin 1976: 144).

A number of issues were involved in this unequal allocation. First was the sexual division of labour: women were usually assigned tasks such as weeding, small irrigation projects or subsidiary production, and were accorded anywhere from three to eight work points, but more usually five or six were allocated (Andors 1976: 38) in the 1950s and early 1960s. Even where women did the same job as men, evidence suggested that they received unequal work point allocations (Andors 1976; Davin 1976). Generally, men tended to be classed as ‘high quality’ labour, and men’s jobs were seen as more difficult and thus better remunerated. When work points were awarded according to piece rates, women tended to fare better than
men (Li 2005: 289). Another factor was that, as in workplaces elsewhere, women’s work records were often patchier than men’s due to their withdrawal from work in some stages of pregnancy, postpartum and due to family responsibilities. Additionally, women did not participate in fieldwork during their menses. Meanwhile, men could earn ‘big points’ on jobs such as irrigation projects during the winter (Li 2005: 296). In contrast, women were sometimes left with no work at all during the slack season (Potter and Potter 1990: 120–21).

Despite inequities, the work point system offered a number of advantages for women and girls. Ironically, this is evident in the very recording of allocation of work points, which made women’s work much more evident than it tends to be within households. As elsewhere, women’s entry into social or public production meant that they carried a double burden of labour. It was also true that women’s work points tended to disappear into the household allocation as the male head of household still usually controlled income. Nevertheless, the fact that work points were awarded to women ‘gave face’ (Davin 1988) because these were calculated and recorded. The payment of work points was a kind of social as well as material acknowledgement. This practice is likely to have improved women’s status, given the harshly patriarchal system. Additionally, because adult women along with their husbands carried the main responsibility for acquiring work points for the household and family, a measure of power shifted from the mother-in-law and father-in-law, who normally would no longer earn the maximum allocation. Changes due to the marriage law and to public campaigns were also relevant. The normal age for women to marry in most provinces was 23, although the legal minimum age under the 1950 Marriage Law was 18 (Gu 1988; Poston and Glover 2004). Thus, young women usually worked for a longer time before they were wed. The figure of the Iron Girl—a female super worker able to labour as men did—was significant in altering the consciousness of rural women. The new cultural value attached to women’s work allowed them to see themselves as meaningful persons, although in reality, only a tiny minority of women were Iron Girls (Honig 2000: 102).

At the same time, this imagery also indicates that in order to be acknowledged at all, women were enjoined to become like men. Several middle-aged women interviewed in Sandy Island spoke of the collective period as one of ‘happiness’. One woman said, ‘Now we can eat the same food as our husbands. We can eat wheat flour instead of corn meal and can have meat sometimes.’ (Wang 1999: 29). Another said, ‘Now we have more say at home.’ (Wang 1999: 33).

The revolution also reconfigured village social spaces so that women could appear in public (Hershatter 2002). Schools and meeting grounds became spaces where women could appear outside and still remain respectable. The fields now owned by collectives were spaces in which women were expected to labour with other women. Hershatter (2000) emphasises Shaanxi women’s appreciation of the opportunity to meet and to spend
Figure 5.1 Chinese Women on Tractors. Artist: Ding Yu, People’s Arts Publishing House, Beijing, 1951. Thanks to Hoover Institution Archives, Stanford University for use of poster image.
time with other young women outside their own households. Davin goes further in writing that young men and women were sometimes able to use collective work and political settings in order to make acquaintance with one another (Davin 1988: 137), although young people did not gain the right to choose their own spouses.

In economic terms, the record of collectives was ambiguous. Selden writes that the period of greatest gain in production preceded decollectivisation and was fuelled by the raising of producer prices and increased investment in agriculture (1998: 127). Certainly, successful collectives existed (Judd 1994). However, others emphasise how the continued stress on industrial accumulation meant stagnation in agriculture: China became a net importer of grain from the 1960s into the early 1980s (Lin 1999: 163).

ECONOMIC REFORMS

The era of decollectivisation began in 1978, shortly after the death of Mao and the end of the cultural revolution. The purposes included altering agriculture’s position in the economy, increasing rural production, and diversifying agriculture (Croll 1987b). Decollectivisation began with an experiment with household-based production in Anhui and Sichuan provinces, largely due to poor harvests and ensuing hunger (Zhou 1996). It was successful in improving harvests and received support from cadres: by the end of 1982, 70 per cent of production teams had adopted the new system, and by the end of 1983, land had been contracted out to 98 per cent of households (Croll 1987b: 107).

The ‘household responsibility system’ devolved land and other agricultural resources to households, along with responsibility for delivering a certain amount of agricultural produce. Excess production beyond contracted levels could be retained by the household. Land is not wholly privatised but is held by the state and administrative villages; in this period it was worked on long-term leases, usually of 15 years. The household responsibility system devolved important resources and their management to household level. Contracts are normally signed by the husband as household head. Thus, the landed basis of the collective system was seriously eroded, and an effective repeasantisation occurred. Some argue that the reforms were almost entirely the result of the active agency of Chinese peasants’ wish for household-based systems (Zhou 1996). One way this manifested itself in the late 1970s was through bribes to cadres to allow more land for household use. But the reforms gained approval of cadres not only due to low-level corruption but also because of gains in productivity (Zhou 1996: 55).

Decollectivisation was not compulsory, although encouraged. The initial idea was that this would affect mainly poorly performing collectives, often in remote parts of the country. Although most land was contracted
out within a few years of the implementation of the household responsibility system (Summerfield 2006), some collectives did persist. Collectives in 1992 accounted for 35 per cent of ploughing and 75 per cent of irrigation (Watts 1998: 181). Li records Hebei villagers’ shock at the division of collective property ‘It was as if an earthquake were occurring every year’ (Li, Z. 1999: 244).

Average family holdings were very small: less than half a hectare, divided between five to ten plots (Summerfield 2006: 139). Land was such an important resource to villagers that government could not risk their dissatisfaction, so the redistribution process was handled carefully and with attention to principles of equity (Luong and Unger 1998). Every individual household member had a land allocation, credited to the household, and allocations were to be readjusted or redistributed every few years to ensure continued equity of landholdings. For instance, when a woman married and moved to her husband’s village, her land might be reallocated to a family which had just had a child. The redistributive system gave continued influence to cadres, as well as attempting to ensure that differentiation within villages did not become too great.

Changes in administrative-political levels of organisation were also an aspect of decollectivisation. Communes and brigades were abolished, at least in name, in the early 1980s. The household responsibility system replaced production teams. Brigades and collectives were amalgamated to what became wholly administrative units rather than units of production (Judd 1994).

The government failed to think through gender implications of the responsibility system, as the main emphasis was on raising production (Davin 1988). One element might have been the impetus from below for reform, from male and possibly also, from female peasants. Despite the fact that the household was the main focus of attention, the policy was enacted as if gender neutral.

Chinese Development

Although much of the focus of decollectivisation was to increase agricultural production, which indeed was achieved between 1978 and 1984; thereafter productivity in agriculture stagnated (Luong and Unger 1998: 68; Selden 1998). However, the fate of agriculture is only one aspect of the story of decollectivisation. Another aspect concerns the encouragement of rural enterprises: the seeds of these lay in sideline enterprises first developed during the collective period. From the early 1980s, households were permitted to establish enterprises themselves as well as to hire labour (Bossen 2002). Rural marketing systems, suppressed under collectives, were also revived. Rural-based industry, often owned by villages, has profoundly influenced transformation in the countryside and in the country as a whole. Chinese rural dynamism in the 1990s was fuelled mainly by sidelines and
rural enterprises rather than agriculture (Watts 1998). The speed with which rural industry sprang up was a surprise to government, which had invested little in it (Zhou 1996). Ownership is split. In 1993, the figures were 43 per cent for state ownership and approximately 37 per cent for collective ownership, 9 per cent for individual and 11 per cent ‘other’ (Zhou 1996: 236). In 1998, rural township enterprise accounted for 50 per cent of total rural output.

For the last two decades, China has enjoyed very high growth rates. Using cautious estimates, these averaged 6 to 8 per cent annually (Wade 2004: 578), with attendant rises in living standards. Numbers in absolute poverty have dropped, from 490 million people in 1981 to 88 million in 2003 (Howell 2006: 282). Overall incomes are rising, but differentiation has also increased, both within particular regions and between provinces and regions. There is now great contrast between the booming eastern coastal regions, especially the southeast, and the poverty-stricken hinterland in the west. In general, the poorest areas—and households—are those entirely dependent upon agriculture for livelihoods, with the exception of households involved in commercial agriculture (Croll 1987a; Luong and Unger 1998; Judd 1994). A southwestern study by Unger found that an underclass of very poverty-stricken agricultural households were falling further behind, unable to obtain credit for fertiliser and generally ignored by government (cited in Luong and Unger 1998). The brief outline given is by way of a cautionary statement. China’s decollectivisation has not resulted in a wholesale ‘repeasantisation’ due to the industrial boom, especially that in rural areas.

Gender and Liberalisation

Given the country’s size, decentralisation, and regional and local differences, it is difficult to generalise about the position of rural and peasant women, as this too has become more differentiated. Entwistle et al. (2000) stress the variety of household strategies that have occurred with decollectivisation (see also Croll 1987a; Judd 1994), which signals a clear difference from the relative uniformity of the pre-reform period. Nevertheless, some general trends can be identified affecting rural women, especially those most involved in agricultural production.

One trend is the increase in migration, mainly from rural to urban areas. The household registration system was instituted in particular to control urban migration, as well as to keep tabs on the population; registration status is inherited through the mother and is difficult to change. However, migration was never prohibited as such (Yang 2000: 198). Thus, one could move anywhere, but without local registration it was impossible to get work, buy food, or obtain benefits. The growth of the market economy allowed people to circumvent such controls. In response to migration already taking place, government began relaxing controls on urban residence from the
late 1980s, allowing rural residents to migrate temporarily, as long as they took care of their own needs for employment and housing. Much of this work is very low paid, temporary, with poor conditions, and no prospects for advancement (Feng 2000; Yang 2000: 199), although it is often better paid than rural work.

Two aspects of this scenario are particularly relevant here. One is the observation that women migrants tend to be young and unmarried. Women often work in factories in order to accumulate for their own dowries (Zhang 2000). A number of rurally registered women are migrants, temporary or otherwise, and this is likely to have important effects on their perspectives and, possibly, their life chances. The second aspect is that male migration as well as growth of men’s participation in local industry has resulted in a feminisation of agricultural work, particularly for older women (Jacka 1997; Liu 2000). According to a 1980s Sichuan survey, 60 per cent of all agricultural labour was performed by women. In Henan, 70 per cent of men worked away from their villages (Jacka 1997: 129). Judd’s Shangdong study also found a feminisation of agriculture as men took on non-agricultural jobs (Judd 1994). One of the three villages Judd studied was still collective; there, the village head saw agricultural work as of low status, and it was assigned to housewives. In a second, decollectivised, village, mainly older married women undertook agricultural work. A Yunnan study also found that people who were managing fieldwork, gardening and raising pigs were most likely to be older and married (Bossen 2002: 355). Land is still an important livelihood source which most families are loath to give up. Even with rapid industrialisation, an early twenty-first century study found that women’s main employment in Hainan continued to be in agriculture (Duncan and Li 2001). However, younger women in Hainan tried to seek lighter and cleaner work where possible.

Although feminisation of agriculture, partly fuelled by male migration, is a significant trend, Jacka identified another, opposite, trend also of significance: the withdrawal of women from agriculture in areas with surplus labour and little alternative employment (Jacka 1997). This trend is related also to mechanisation of agriculture after decollectivisation, since ‘excess’ labour had previously been absorbed in social projects such as irrigation works. Particularly in remote and underdeveloped rural areas, little alternative employment may be available, and some peasant families have withdrawn women from the fields so that they can be available for domestic work (Jacka 1997: 136). This scenario does appear to signal a classic repesantisation but is unlikely to constitute the main trend.

Domestic ideology has also been deployed flexibly—or perhaps, cynically (Jacka 1997). Where agriculture has become feminised, the notion of ‘inside’ has been reconfigured: agriculture is (re)defined as inside work although customarily it was ‘outside’ and man’s work. Traditionally, agricultural labour was defined as too heavy for women but now it is more likely to be seen as a natural extension of the domestic role (Jacka 1997: 136).
In addressing the gendered complications of decollectivisation, some of its aspects and those of market reforms and attendant, wider social change may be seen as ‘positive’ for women. Such a generalisation immediately raises others, of course: which women? in which class? regional and ethnic positionings? at which stage in their life cycles? The fact that household livelihood strategies are now highly variable (Entwisle et al. 2000), combined with the size of China’s land mass and population, adds to difficulty in positing trends.

The first and perhaps most important positive aspect for most women, is that standards of living have risen across most of the country (Muldavin 1998: 101; Summerfield 2006). For instance, in a remote Shaanxi village children no longer wear ragged clothing (Liu 2000: 113). In Lu village, Yunnan, cash incomes had risen considerably, even taking inflation into account (Bossen 2002: 196). One woman said, ‘even a landlord of the past does not live as well as his son today’ (Bossen 2002: 219). All villagers have access to electricity and many have televisions, bicycles, and running water. As elsewhere, women are highly unlikely to benefit in equal measure to men but nevertheless usually share in increased income.

Housing is an important indicator of living standards (Li, W. 1999). Unlike in urban areas, houses were always privately owned in the countryside. A provincial survey in Hubei (in central China) reported that average numbers of family members were falling and space for each individual had increased (Li, W. 1999: 235). Various accounts (see Liu 2000: 85–86) note the spate of house building and house improvements in rural areas. However, again women do not benefit equally. Widows’ legal inheritance rights to the shared house were rarely enforced (Li, W. 1999).

A second benefit for many women relates to changes in their economic roles. This is evident particularly in roles they assume in managing agriculture on family farms, in sideline production and in rural enterprises (Zhou 1996). As mass phenomena affecting very large numbers of rural women, these are relatively new developments and are significant. Women’s assumption of such roles, as elsewhere, usually comes at a price, particularly that of increased work burdens. Without assuming that economic roles translate automatically into the ability to exercise authority, women’s economic importance is likely to increase their influence within households. Women’s roles in agriculture have had positive impacts on their ability to make decisions, as well as in terms of public ‘face’ (Li, Z. 1999: 251).

The development of sideline production has had a significant impact for rural women. In Shandong, village women were able to work in local factories even after marriage. In this example, the factories were weaving and dyeing enterprises, traditional female activities (Judd 1994). However, in other cases married women were not expected to work in factories. Household sidelines can be an attractive alternative. Goods produced and sold range from the traditional (e.g. chickens and noodle bars) to assembling goods such as radios for export (Summerfield 2006). Studies elsewhere
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have also indicated that petty commodity production is an economic niche that can provide survival and some autonomy for rural women (see Davison 1993 on Malawi). In sideline production, women are better able to control their own conditions of work. They also retain all profits after necessary and capital expenditures. Thus, sideline production was a practical strategy spontaneously devised by rural women and then later advocated by the Women’s Federation as legitimate (Judd 1994: 237). Sideline production is particularly convenient for older women, given their ties to the household. Zhou argues that for most women, it is easier to deal with husbands or fathers than with unrelated men outside the household (1996). Patriarchal controls faced by rural Chinese women exist not only inside the home, but also in concentrated forms outside the household (Judd 1994). Within this difficult context, women may be best off working for themselves, and sideline production provides the nearest possible equivalent.

A third set of developments concern the size and forms of household and, relatedly, authority structures within them. Population policies were first introduced in 1970, spurred on by population growth, especially in rural areas. Resolution of the agrarian crisis post-revolution had enabled families to reach the Confucian ideal of having several sons (Momsen 2004). From 1978, urban families were allowed to have only one child, and rural people and ethnic minorities, two. By 1992, the policy resulted in fertility levels below replacement rates (Momsen 2004: 56). The sex ratio is also highly skewed, resulting from son preference and the near absence of welfare systems in rural areas. Official figures in 2001 indicated that there were 120 boys for every 100 girls (People’s Daily Online 2004a). For women, the population policy has had two effects. One is that less labour has to be expended on childcare. Women’s reduced childcare burdens means that they are more available for other types of work. However, population control has had many negative aspects, including increased surveillance of women—indeed, of their bodies—as reproductive beings (Bossen 2002; Liu 2000). In reducing the number of children in a household, the ‘two-child policy’ has diminished the size of the whole unit and rendered a Confucian-type vision of a large, complex extended family less feasible. In the longer term, reduced population size may benefit women as well as men. However, the population imbalance itself is a sign of women and girls’ continued low status.

A related trend is for an increase in the percentage of nuclear families in the countryside. A study of five provinces in the early 1990s indicates that 65 per cent of rural couples lived only with the husbands’ parents. The percentage of nuclear families was growing (Li, W. 1999). In Wang’s small Sandy Island study (1999), few women enter extended family settings at marriage, and these situations were seen as temporary. Although the southeast is likely to differ from the rest of the country, it might nevertheless indicate a trend that is emerging elsewhere. In Lu village in the southwest, for example, extended families were rare and plural marriages had disappeared (Judd 1994: 189).
Larger numbers of couples marry within villages and mixed surname villages have become more common (Zhang 2003: 269). Nevertheless, a degree of shame concerning uxorilocality still exists (Bossen 2002). Heather Zhang writes of more practical obstacles. In the past, there was strong resistance to campaigns for daughters’ inheritance rights and for uxorilocality, especially from agnatic kin who stood to lose inheritances. Uxorilocal marriage had become more acceptable in the north in the early twenty-first century (Zhang 2003). Local cadres tended to see employed married women's petitions to remain in their natal villages as competition by women for scarce land resources (Zhang 2003: 266). As noted, patrilocality or virilocality are some of the most important underpinnings of village patriarchy, so trends to uxorilocality are likely to increase wives' room for manoeuvre.

Changing family forms have affected authority relations between children, parents and in-laws. Fathers have weakening authority over sons, for instance, as a result of previous household fission (Judd 1994: 188). Most attention is focussed, however, on the hierarchical relation between mothers- and daughters-in-law. This still exists, but the nature of this relationship differs within nuclear family settings. Daughters-in-law are still expected to help their mothers-in-law with work (Bossen 2002), but relations now are more reciprocal, and mothers-in-law may also be asked to assist. The main help given is with childcare, but occasionally assistance with other work—for instance at planting or transplanting time—may be requested (Wang 1999: 32). However, daughters-in-law are still judged to a great extent on whether they can maintain amicable relations with their mothers-in-law (Jacka 1997: 61).

Countering the positive developments, some recent trends in landholding and political representation are negative for women's power and autonomy. It is important to recall that with the partial exception of the GLF, Chinese collective agricultural units were usually based on a patrilineal principle (Diamond 1975; Stacey 1983). Land groups (three-eight households) still tend to be kinship based (Judd 1994: 50). Elements of popular religion emphasising ancestor veneration or worship are undergoing a revival (Li and Lavely 2003). Part of the contemporary basis of patriliny rests with formal administrative structures based on territorial units. However, the micro-dynamics of village social relations usually ‘escape the discourse of patriliny’ (Judd 1994: 57). Similarly, Liu argues emphatically that, although clans still exist, the corporate character of the lineage has disappeared (2000: 79). Decollectivisation has enabled land to be held by a wider range of social units than lineages per se. In effect, however, some lineages do hold land and resources (Judd 1994). Households themselves have increased in importance. The term ‘androcentricity’ is more appropriate than ‘patrilineality’ for contemporary rural China (Judd 1994). Androcentricity nevertheless remains male domination and is evident in structures and practices of village governments, informal male-centred land groups, and in household organisation.
A note on political representation and village government is apposite here. Although male domination of the political sphere in China, including in the Party, has a long history, the CCP did make efforts to recruit female cadres (see e.g. Hershatter 2000, 2002; Wang 1999). The particular combination of repression of civil society movements and renewed household and village-based androcentricity in China is unlikely to be favourable for women’s political representation. In general, women’s representation at higher political levels declined dramatically in the 1980s and 1990s (Judd 1994; Howell 2002), although in 2001, 21 per cent of Deputies in the National People’s Congress were women (Howell 2002: 43). However, in the same year there was not a single woman in the Politburo, and only three women have ever been members (Howell 2002). The Party has always been a male preserve and at local levels, women find it harder than men to become party members. This too is affected by marriage residence; membership implies a long period of scrutiny and so marrying-in wives are disqualified in the period in their life cycles when they would be most likely to join (Judd 1994). Still, Bossen found that, with all its faults, the local Party in Lu village managed to maintain some political presence for women as team leaders, family planning representatives and even as agricultural technicians. Nevertheless, in this example women’s representation on the village council declined from 1990 to 1998, from 17 to 11 (2002: 358). The China Daily reported the comment of a United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) official that although rural women had become the backbone of agricultural production and family life in rural areas, this had not brought about an automatic increase in their political participation. ‘Women’s voices are largely unheard or rejected outright when it comes to decision-making in rural China’ according to Lin (2004). Relevant to this point is the pattern found by Judd, that it was acceptable for women to exercise power only over other women, not over men; discussion of gender conflicts was avoided and women exhibited public deference to men. Nevertheless, a few women have become village heads (Lin 2004), so some change may be taking place.

A further detrimental aspect noted with decollectivisation was the withdrawal of many girls from schooling (Davin 1988). Decollectivisation increased the need for child labour at a time of population restriction. Lack of a welfare net or adequate medical intervention increases women’s burdens of work, as did the withdrawal of the collectives’ services: A crisis exists in provision of rural health services (Howell 2006). The withdrawal of services as government retreats is also linked with the sex ratio imbalance. A real need for care of the elderly exists, and traditionally this responsibility falls upon sons. As recognised by government, lack of provision of welfare and for retirement has fuelled sex-selective abortions and neglect of female infants. Withdrawal of the state also has infrastructural and environmental impacts: women’s (and men’s) work burdens are reduced in that it is no longer compulsory to contribute to collective projects such as building dykes or maintaining
irrigation systems. Without similar, substitute mobilisations at village level, infrastructure may deteriorate (Muldaúin 1998: 103)

Decollectivisation and an attendant decline in the power of cadres were welcomed by many. The loosening of controls over men’s power within households as well as a need for labour, however, has been accompanied by lowering of the average age of marriage to the current legal minimum of twenty years for women (Judd 1994: 229; Zhou 1996: 183). Zhang found that the age of marriage for men was also declining quickly (2000: 66), and many marriages for both sexes were well below the legal minimum age. Given that marriages in rural areas are normally arranged, this change is unlikely to signal empowerment. There has been a reversion to the practice of unregistered marriage in Shanxi province (Zhou 1996), a pattern also found in Uzbekistan by Kandiyoti (2003). Without registration, women’s legal rights are compromised.

Women do have formal inheritance and economic rights which were strengthened by the 1980 Marriage Law and then the Women’s Law of 1992 (Summerfield 2006). The Women’s Law of 1992 was passed in reaction to growing discrimination in hiring and firing with liberalisation, and it mentions women’s rights to housing and to land. The updated Marriage Law in 2001 notes the rights of divorced women to hold land (Summerfield 2006). However, legal entitlements are countered by various levels of public and private patriarchy partly reflecting men’s strengthened household power. Men’s ability to act with little reference to their wives and children is facilitated by lack of effective political and legal recourse for women at household, local, and higher levels.

Changes in Land Allocation

Changes in the law on landholding have tended to weaken women’s legal rights in a situation of growing pressure for land. In 1998, a Land Administration Law was adopted, increasing the term of household use rights to land from fifteen to thirty years. The law exerted strong pressures against the periodic reallocations or readjustments to ensure equity that had occurred for the previous twenty years. The 1998 law was enacted to support long-term investment in land and as previously was enacted in a gender-blind fashion. The lengthened period of adjustment in village landholdings has been highly detrimental for women and has increased female landlessness, which is particularly pronounced among women who have married and moved to their husbands’ village (Li and Bruce 2005: 320). One survey of 1,200 households and sixty villages in six provinces (Linxiu cited in Li and Bruce 2005: 316) found that 60 per cent of women had to wait for reallocations to receive land, and 24 per cent were without shares in land. Where women lose their land shares, they risk not only loss of bargaining power but total disenfranchisement, as land allocation is key to being a full citizen of a village. In late October 2008, further changes were passed by the
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Party’s central committee. Land leases were increased to seventy years, and plots can be used as collateral for loans; these changes will almost certainly have further implications for women’s land rights (Hong 2008).

A key element in women’s weakened land rights is the increased autonomy given to villages, which allowed for renewal of male dominant cultural values, suppressed to an extent during the collective period. Additionally, lack of clear instruction from government greatly exacerbates this situation. A feature of Chinese legislation is often its vagueness, leaving much scope to local interpretations (Howell 2006). I argue that local interpretations tend to be negative for women’s rights. (See also Beall 2005.)

The Women’s Federation has voiced concern about land rights lost by women, and some of its recommendations were incorporated into a new Rural Land Contracting Law in 2003. Article 54 (7) creates civil liability in cases when the civil contracting party violates women’s land rights. Additionally, it strengthens legal provisions for widows, who already had land allocated in their husband’s village. It also protects women marrying into another village from reallocation of their land within the natal village (Summerfield 2006), although no protection exists against the actions of the woman’s natal family. Women are often reluctant to claim inheritance rights in their natal households (Zhang 2003). As elsewhere, this is due in part to their need for a fallback position and reluctance to precipitate disputes with their brothers.

Despite legal provisions, it can be difficult for women to obtain effective remedies, whether in the family or at village levels. In many cases, complaints to township and village offices or to provincial government were ignored. In others, women have won legal cases, but village leaders bluntly refused to implement the judgement or to return the land. In Anhui province, 45 married women in one village had land taken away forcibly by the village committee. They went to court and won, but the village leader said, ‘You may have won the suit but we are not going to give you anything.’ (Li and Bruce 2005: 319–20). This scenario indicates that any legal pronouncements about women’s land rights may be hollow unless they can be enforced. As this book argues, the issue is not confined to China. Given decentralisation and the partial withdrawal of the state, such enforcement may become less likely. However, some provinces are acting to protect women’s land rights by providing detailed guidance including in cases of divorce and for different types of marriage residence. The All-China Women’s Federation campaigns proactively on gendered land issues (Li and Bruce 2005).

Issues of women’s land tenure rights operate against a fraught background. In recent years, land issues in China have become prominent due to a series of rural riots or uprisings. In 2004, the government admitted 74,000 ‘mass incidents’ involving 3.6 million people (Watts 2005, 2006); most of these incidents were rural and centred on land ownership rights, corruption of local government officials, and environmental issues. Land is often being sold off for development in an environment in which the gap between the incomes of
rural and urban people is increasing. In a general context of erosion of popular land rights, growing pressure on village land and *de facto* privatisation, the prospects for women’s rights in land are not encouraging.

**CONCLUSION**

The Chinese case dramatically highlights the conundrum of gender and the peasant question. Following a successful initial land reform which gave a measure of food security to many and which consolidated peasant patriarchy, collectivisation ensued. Affecting the mass of the rural population, collectivisation hugely enlarged the size of agricultural units and socialised much of the work within these. The GLF attempted to socialise even some domestic labour. Famously, it resulted in disaster. A mixture of drought, misplaced central directives, and peasant withdrawal from production resulted in one of the most widespread famines in human history; opposition to loss of control over women forms one aspect of this story. In this case, agricultural policy placed social transformation based on ideas about the optimal size of farm units above food security.

In the modified collectives that followed, household heads were not in a position to assign tasks beyond the household; their decisions were largely confined to those concerning consumption (Davin 1976; Croll 1987a). Thus, collectivisation reduced gender differentials by taking decisions about work allocation outside the home and into a more public sphere. In China, this sphere overlapped to a considerable extent with kinship and lineage structures (Judd 1994; Stacey 1983).

With liberalisation from the late 1970s, raising agricultural productivity was a central concern. The household responsibility system has had mixed results for women, as far more control returned to household heads. Women have more discretion over prioritisation of work tasks which previously were allocated by cadres; this lack of control was often disliked and resented. However, they are now (again) subject to the will of the husband rather than a more collective or potentially public sphere. State-directed population policies, too, have had a strong impact: increases in skewed sex ratios at birth indicate continuing strong son preference. This is perhaps not surprising given the continued strength of the patrilineal principle, the need for welfare in old age in rural areas, and the fact that there is little opportunity for a thoroughgoing gender critique.

Within agriculture, the predominant pattern now is feminisation of agriculture, especially for older married women, with men usually engaging in other occupations. Feminisation occurs because agriculture is less favoured and lower status work; nevertheless, it seems likely that doing farm work disrupts the traditional status of women as ‘inside people’.

The long land leases granted in 2003 are likely to be important steps on a road to privatisation, although at present, ultimate title is held by the state. In theory, women should be able to claim their shares of land
allocated, but a number of testimonies indicate that women find it difficult to claim land in practice. Patrilocality is often an impediment as women’s rights are not transferred upon marriage and may be completely denied upon divorce. Land rights in most cases are still conceived as household rights, under male control. When women head households, they do benefit. And in some cases good practice of listing both wives and husbands on registration deeds exists. Making such practice mandatory by addition of transparent joint titles requiring a second (ie wife’s) signature would be an important step to equity (Summerfield 2006: 155).

Another important aspect of the story is China’s rapid industrialisation, including rural industry. China is highly unusual in the success and wide spread of rural industrialisation. It is worth stressing that this reflects not only market factors but also the intervention of the state as well as other collective bodies, including local government and village committees. Decollectivisation of agriculture has been accompanied by development of rural and ‘courtyard’ industries. Thus, this second redistribution has not resulted in a classic ‘repeasantisation’ except in more remote areas.

Opportunities afforded through industrialisation and entrepreneurship will be affected by social class factors. Some women belonging to families with more resources, stronger social networks and those with entrepreneurial inclinations may be advantaged. Thus, differentiation will have impacts for women as well as men in rural areas, and it is possible that a class of rural women privileged in their own right will emerge.

The discussion of China’s trajectory has stressed tension between views emphasising strengthening of the rural patriarchal or androcentric family with decollectivisation and those emphasising opportunities arising through the advent of a market economy. Countervailing trends exist, but it appears likely that a large group of rural women will be left behind working on family farms but with little ability to control production and declining access to land.
6 Viet Nam
Egalitarian Land Reform

The Vietnamese case of agrarian reform reflects its twentieth century history of colonialism and of war. The impacts of the country’s division and subsequent reunification are evident in regional differences in agricultural systems. Viet Nam remains overwhelmingly a rural nation, with over 74 per cent of the population in the countryside (UN Population Division cited in Food and Agriculture Organisation [FAO] 2005: 67). Thus, agriculture is far more significant in the economy than in many of the cases discussed so far.

This chapter begins by briefly outlining the history of land and agrarian reforms in north and south. It then examines the nature of the dominant gender regime in Viet Nam, as well as legal changes introduced by the Communist Party. The bulk of the chapter discusses collectivisation and then liberalisation policies, known as doi moi (renovation). Discussion of these matters is centred on the north, as it was more fully collectivised than was the south. Collectivisation in the north took place in the context of wider changes in women’s social position. The decollectivisation and doi moi policies made another set of sweeping changes, restructuring agricultural units at household and wider levels. Viet Nam at this time enacted an exceptionally egalitarian agrarian reform. This allows examination of the effects of land redistribution with decollectivisation in a context that remains largely agricultural. Thus, Viet Nam is an important case study.

AGRICULTURE AND AGRARIAN REFORMS

Traditionally, three types of tenure obtained in Viet Nam: state, communal (ie the land of the village or the pagoda) and private, constituting 80 per cent of land (Tran 1999: 96). Land owned by local people was further categorised into large scale (holdings of over 3.6 hectares), medium (between 1.8 and 3.6 hectares), and small (holdings of under 1.8 hectares). In the early nineteenth century, 92 per cent of northern households had holdings categorised as ‘small’. In the south, with a smaller population and large
amounts of reclaimed land, larger holdings were common (Tran 1999: 97). Throughout the country, however, the great majority of peasants cultivated the land of landlords. Some women cultivated land, acquiring this mainly through inheritance of family land.

The north of the country experienced far more complete collectivisation and for a much longer period in the twentieth century. Agrarian reform was instituted beginning in the late 1950s in areas under Viet Minh control, followed shortly after by full collectivisation, complete by 1968. Thus, collectives existed for over two decades. Collectivisation appears to have been carried out without force (Deere 1986a), perhaps aided by the very small size of landholdings as well as solidary traditions. It resulted in an egalitarian redistribution of land. Subsequently, in the early 1980s, a new approach known as doi moi brought in policies of liberalisation. Both these policies demonstrate gains and losses for women, documented in a number of ethnographies of rural women (e.g. Lilejström et al. 1998; Bich 1999; Gammeltoft 1999; Korinek 2003).

In the southern areas, landlord control and inequitable land redistribution were a strong component of nationalist and socialist struggles in the twentieth century. French colonial rule inadvertently strengthened landlord control (Prosterman and Riedinger 1987). Though a limited land reform did take place in the 1950s, various delays and a counter-reform meant that by the end of 1967, 275,000 hectares had been redistributed to approximately 130,000 households on a ‘household’ or private basis (Prosterman and Riedinger 1987: 118). Thus, only one-tenth of tenants and the rural poor (Prosterman and Riedinger 1987: 126) had benefited. From 1970, under Nguyen van Thieu and in the midst of war, a more extensive reform redistributed 44 per cent of agricultural land to 75 per cent of tenant farmers (Prosterman and Riedinger 1987: 139). Some households joined agricultural cooperatives and a minority chose to collectivise. However, villagers could retain the means of agricultural production such as water pumps and small tractors, and household services were often contracted to cooperatives. Collectivisation, therefore, was always partial (Luong and Unger 1998: 62).

The victory of the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam (DRV) in the long US war and reunification of the country in 1975 saw expansion of collective production, central planning, and a redistributive economy to the south and its intensification in the north. As elsewhere, the government followed orthodox Marxist strictures in assuming that large-scale agriculture was more efficient than small farms and that collectives were more politically acceptable than private agriculture. Labour was organised into industrial and agricultural production cooperatives to meet production targets so as to make compulsory deliveries of grain to the state (Korinek 2003). Workers were organised into brigades and paid in work points. Nevertheless, there were cracks in state planning: local or provincial authorities often managed enterprises and an informal economy flourished in the south after reunification (Korinek 2003: 59).
GENDER IN VIET NAM

Traditional Gender Regimes

Gender regimes in Viet Nam bear some resemblance to Han China, though there are differences. The discussion here concerns mainly the majority ethnic group in Viet Nam, the kính, but a large number of ethnic minorities exist in the country. Most of the country is Buddhist, but minorities follow traditional religions or Roman Catholicism.

Ten centuries of imperial colonial rule from China meant that a Confucian ethic prevailed. This included patrilineality and son preference. The ‘three obediences’ for women (ie to father, husband, and adult sons) were also enjoined. Kinship patterns, however, were, and are, also strongly influenced by the more egalitarian gender patterns of southeast as opposed to east Asia (Bich 1999; Kabeer and Tran 2002). Several factors indicate that Vietnamese rural women enjoyed greater autonomy than did Chinese village women. Firstly, footbinding is not mentioned in literature on Viet Nam, so this painful and highly dangerous practice limiting women’s mobility was apparently absent. Secondly—and perhaps relatedly—women were economically active and were recognised as being so. This applied particularly to women’s positions as traders in most peasant households and even in upper-class families (Bich 1999; Boserup 1970). The activity gave them physical mobility, increased status, and accompanying recognition that women could handle money, thus they often controlled the family ‘purse’, especially in peasant families (Bich 1999: 39). Thirdly, both sexes have long been active in agriculture and the gender division of labour was relatively flexible. Men usually ploughed but could not farm without women to perform tasks such as transplanting rice seedlings (White 1982). Other tasks such as harvesting were less gender-stereotyped although transplanting rice seedlings is seen as exclusively female (Korinek 2003: 76). Fourthly, although Viet Nam is patrilineal and son preference exists, a married woman retains much stronger links to her natal family than in most of China, indicating a strong bilateral tendency in kinship (Gammeltoft 1999). Women could also customarily inherit family property. Early nineteenth-century records for several villages show that up to 24 per cent of landowners were female, although they usually held very small amounts of land, under five mu¹ (Tran 1999). Fifthly, residence norms made it possible for wives to retain links with maternal kin. Residence in Viet Nam was patrilocal or viriloclal, but most Vietnamese villages are endogamous rather than exogamous as in China (Bich 1999; Luong 1989). This creates a very different scenario for women who remain in their natal villages. Nevertheless, women’s rights to houses and land are much less strong than men’s.

Overall, women in Viet Nam had a higher status and stronger bargaining positions than women in China. Yet they did remain subordinate to husbands and (especially) to in-laws. Bich (1999) notes that within houses, the
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Sexes traditionally had separate locations. The kitchen was ‘women’s’ and seen as of low status. In other respects as well, family life followed Confucian mores and practices. Marriages were accompanied by bridewealth and dowries; child marriage was frequent; and polygyny and concubinage were permitted, particularly in upper-class families. Husbands’ families usually had custody of children in case of divorce. As in China, violence against wives, particularly younger wives, was normal.

Communism and Gender

The Vietnamese Communist Party was founded in 1930, presided over by Ho Chi Minh. Shortly thereafter, the Communist International directed a change of name, to the Indochinese Communist Party. The Vietnamese Women’s Union (WU) is the party organ dealing with women’s issues. It has existed continually since 1930, when women in the north were mobilised in anti-colonial struggles. As elsewhere in the ex-socialist world, civil society organisations either do not exist or are discouraged or repressed. Given that no grassroots women’s organisations have been permitted, the WU is the main body representing women. It is particularly important in rural areas, where 80 per cent of women live (UNDP 2001). Although a Party organisation, it has a degree of autonomy (Eisen 1984).

As elsewhere in the socialist world, marriage reforms were enacted, aiming both to outlaw ‘feudal’ practices and to bring women into the formal workforce. Viet Nam was divided into north and south in 1954. In the north, the 1960 Marriage Law outlawed polygyny, concubinage, child marriage, and forced marriage; banned dowry and bridewealth; and set minimum marriage ages for men at twenty and women at eighteen years (Bich 1999: 58). These measures were ‘standard’ socialist marriage laws. Although these were very hard to enforce, the Vietnamese law went further, giving women more rights to child custody, legitimising children born out of wedlock, outlawing wife beating, giving wives rights to communal property, and banning the exercise of power by one spouse over the other. Thus, the law eliminated most articles of the Gia Long code, based on Confucian principles (Bich 1999). It also contrasted with the marriage law of the south, which made the husband the legal head of family and which required that divorce be authorised by the state (Bich 1999: 59). Later, in 1986, this law was strengthened by another marriage law.

COLLECTIVISATION IN THE NORTH

In the north, the Viet Minh gave women a share of land in areas they controlled from the 1950s (Tétreault 1994: 114). Several writers note the interrelation between women’s later mobilisation in the US war, their politicisation, the eventual success of the war, and land reform campaigns.
Women often emerged as radical activists in anti-landlord campaigns, protesting against sexual as well as economic abuse (Eisen 1984). During such campaigns, women were sometimes elected to village leadership posts, an entirely new situation.

The second stage of land reform in North Viet Nam involved the formation of producer cooperatives from 1960 on. The movement for collectivisation was led by the Communist Party, with little democratic participation but was nonetheless relatively non-coercive. Women, especially young women, were among the first to join the cooperatives. White points out that it is not coincidental that the new marriage laws were introduced at the same time that cooperativisation campaigns attempted to widen the agrarian unit (1987: 229). Women who were trapped in arrangements such as marriage to a young boy (for his family’s use of her labour as daughter-in-law) joined in order to gain independence from in-laws. In cooperatives, work points were awarded individually so that—as elsewhere—women’s labour contributions became more visible and acknowledged.

Women nevertheless remained disadvantaged vis-à-vis men. They were responsible for domestic labour and much work in garden plots, but their efforts were considered less valuable in terms of work points (Eisen 1984; Wiergsma 1988). One day’s transplanting, for instance, earned a women ten points and fertilising earned eight points. Men’s work earned more: 12 points for a day’s ploughing and 14 for a day’s carpentry (Tran 1999: 99). In some cooperatives, however, women’s tasks earned maximum work points (Chaliand 1969; Houtart and Lemercinier 1984). More commonly, most work done by women was considered light or less skilled and earned fewer points. Meanwhile, men remained more reluctant to join cooperatives due to the threat to their independent status and to their control over women. In one village, the difference between the sexes was so marked that village land was divided into two, with most women joining the cooperative and most men remaining outside (White 1982: 47).

Despite the disadvantages to which women remained subjected, the American war may have been as important as collective land ownership in shifting gender roles. Women performed 65 per cent of agricultural work (Tran 1999: 100) and of necessity, constituted the main labour force during the war. White (1989) critiqued this economic activity as both enforced and as constituting a double burden for women, since the state never took on social reproductive tasks in their entirety. An alternative view is that although women did not achieve equality during the war, social policies did have some success in raising their status (Korinek 2003: 89). It is a common ‘trade-off’ for women’s status to rise only with large increases in workloads. Women moved into diverse economic roles, backed up by the state which absorbed some tasks of social reproduction such as childcare. For instance, a vestige of the war is that women in North Viet Nam are usually the people operating irrigation pumps. Elsewhere, this is a near-universal male activity (Korinek 2003: 94). In the domestic realm, Lilejström et al.
(1998) have described how collectives in a forestry area in the far north were not only units for production but were ways to arrange housing and social conditions; they contained as well as the long houses (collective, but poor quality housing) offices, schools, nurseries, and clinics. Thus, some women were able to live partially outside the lineage system.

Cooperatives predominated, but conflicts between the collective and family economies were apparent. The collectives lacked the administrative capacity to supply many basic necessities. Unlike in China, the plan was never for them to supplant individual household production entirely. The importance of the family economy was most visible in the persistence of garden plots. Although some cadres did express concern about renewal of capitalism in the countryside, connections were never made between the petty capitalist and the patriarchal nature of the family farm unit. Wiergsma (1988) gives a powerful analysis of male peasant influence on the reconstitution of patriarchal authority; she uses the term in its classical sense—‘rule of the father’ (see Chapter 2). She also links the preservation of patriarchy to the preservation of a middle peasantry which remained influential at local party levels and which resisted collectivisation.

After the war ended in 1975, changes occurred within northern cooperatives. Many female managers were replaced by returned male officers who considered it demeaning to be directed by women (White, 1989). ‘Higher’ level, more technical work came to be more dominated by men into the 1980s. The state’s intention had been to further collectivise agriculture; however, agricultural productivity, which had risen, fell. In the south, as noted, collectivisation was much more limited. Falls in agricultural production in the north meant that the southern system in which household services were contracted to the cooperative, continued.

The US war, of course, had devastated the country and led to the deaths of at least one million people (Korinek 2003: 264). It caused ecological and economic devastation, mass displacement, destruction of infrastructure, and lasting ecological damage (including damage to babies and children) due to deliberate use of the toxic Agent Orange, all with long-term effects, not least for women. This war was followed by other, although less pervasive, conflicts in the 1980s with China and then Cambodia. The effective US embargo and withdrawal of Soviet aid inflicted more economic and political damage, so that discussion of Vietnamese economic performance must be understood in this framework. Nevertheless, the mixed popularity of collectives was a factor in lack of growth of productivity in agriculture. Kerkvliet analyses the peasantry’s resistance to collectives, although his account does not discuss gender. Male peasants certainly resisted collective production. Although it is likely that fewer women resisted, a number are likely to have joined their male family members. Resistance took the form of everyday actions such as cutting corners in fieldwork and appropriating small amounts of collective land (Kerkvliet 2006). Practices such as
foot-dragging and overuse of water buffalos as draft animals (Houtart and Lemercinier 1984; Scott 1985) were also common. These helped to hasten the fall of collectives.

DECOLLECTIVISATION AND DOI MOI

A new subcontracting system was instituted in agriculture in the north from 1981 (Tran 1999). Similarly to the system existing in the south, the cooperative contracted for the delivery of final products with individual households or groups of households. The change was precipitated by several factors, of which similar changes in China from the late 1970s (see Chapter 5) were most important. The need for economic recovery after the war also played a part, as did peasant resistance. In this regard, men’s dislike of loss of control over wives’ and daughters’ work and persons was a significant factor (Wiergsma 1988). As elsewhere, the return to a family labour system has meant that women’s work became less visible, though the advent of the subcontracting system meant that women could again assume traditional roles as market women (White 1989: 187).

By the late 1980s, decades of war had meant a general deterioration of conditions for rural women. Customarily, an adult male and female, a water buffalo, and a plough were the ingredients of a farming household. The reality, however, was often that the man might be dead or absent; the buffalo, dead or sold, and the plough, too expensive. A large minority of women were, and are, left to farm on their own, lacking even draught animals (White 1989).

From 1988, household rights over land were greatly strengthened and a much fuller decollectivisation was initiated in the doi moi policies. Cooperative lands were leased to farming households for ten- to fifteen-year periods, although in practice this period was often shorter, sometimes three years (Tran 1999: 101). State proposals initially favoured ‘strong’ or wealthier farmers who were able to contract more fertile land for larger production quotas. Because of widespread opposition in peasant villages, this proposal was dropped and by 1994, principles of equitable distribution were reinstituted (Luong and Unger 1998: 65). As in China’s decollectivisation, doi moi tended to generate very small and scattered plots of land, meaning that cultivators had to spend time travelling between them (Thi cited in Korinek 2003), and some cadres appear to have retained privileges in land allocation Korinek (2003: 145). Luong and Unger (1998: 86) stress that redistribution was equitable in gender and age terms, and this was indeed the stated policy. The reality, however, differed in a number of villages (Tran 1999). Women received less land than men for several reasons. For instance, women retire at 55 years rather than age 60 and thereafter receive half shares; men commonly hold state-contracted land, but women rarely do (Tran 1999: 103).
In 1993 a new land law was enacted, giving longer periods of use rights of up to twenty years for annual crops and to fifty years for perennials such as trees and coffee bushes (Tran 1999: 101). The amount of land allocated per individual differs by region, with the lower per capita allocation in the Red River Delta and the highest levels in less-populated regions such as the Central Highlands and northern mountain areas (Kabeer and Tran 2002). In effect, a land market was permitted (Dao 1995: 157) as use-rights can be transferred between individuals and families (Gammeltoft 1999: 30). Landlessness and differentiation became more of a possibility. By the late 1980s, much land in the south had been returned to pre-land reform or collective owners, and a sizeable class of rural landless had emerged (Kabeer and Tran 2002; Korinek 2003: 62). In the north, landlessness remains much rarer. However, the poorest risk confiscation of their land if they cannot reach production targets (Gammeltoft 1999).

Land rights certificates are issued by local authorities who should allocate land to women as well as men. Women whose names are listed on certificates should have their land rights protected in cases of divorce or widowhood. However, men are often the only people named on household certificates (Gammeltoft 1999), meaning that wives’ rights to land and housing may become highly contingent. In four northern and southern villages studied by Kabeer and Tran (2002: 183), land had been registered in most households only in the man’s name. This practice follows an international trend. Kabeer and Tran identified co-ownership by husband and wife in the two southern villages studied as 1 per cent and 3 per cent. Co-ownership was far more common in the north, at 20 per cent and 27 per cent, respectively, in the two villages studied. Many of the women respondents in their research complained that the distribution process had been unfair, and that the land committees—mainly made up of men—had not consulted them. A number of women also said that they had been allocated much smaller holdings than men. As in China, the extended land leases and curtailing of land reallocations has also led to problems for women who move outside their natal villages upon marriage, as they may have to forfeit their use-rights (Kabeer and Tran 2002).

Land legislation enacted in 2003 strengthened women’s rights and requires that husbands and wives’ names be listed on the land use certificates (ActionAid 2005: 70). The new law, however, has not been implemented. Divorced women remain likely to lose their land. In cases of widowhood, the son’s name is more likely to be entered on use certificates than is that of the widow (ActionAid 2005: 71).

In Viet Nam, decollectivisation was very rapid and a near-Chayanovian peasantry (see Chapter 2) has been established (Watts 1998). Land ceilings, at least officially, are very low at two to four hectares. Land has been more thoroughly returned to household control. Interestingly, the size of land parcels corresponds roughly to those in the nineteenth century, particularly
in the north. The state seems to have as a model the successful agrarian reforms of South Korea and Taiwan in the 1950s.

With doi moi, other features of the collective period were curtailed or ended: the cooperative structures were in the main liquidated, and their support services and state marketing structures abolished (Watts 1998). The household registration system which had controlled migration was loosened and so migration became very common. Korinek comments that nearly every household in her Red River Delta study had a labour migrant member (2003: 112). The marketing sector and informal economy, as noted, have flourished. In general, productivity rates and food consumption have risen with doi moi (Kerkvliet and Porter 1995; ActionAid 2005), and child malnutrition is much less common (Korinek 2003). Viet Nam has become the world’s second largest exporter of rice, and exports of other crops such as tea, tobacco, and coffee have risen dramatically (Luong and Unger 1998; Korinek 2003: 145). Southern and central Highlands regions have been particularly productive (Luong and Unger 1998). Annual growth rates in gross domestic product rose from 2.3 per cent in 1980 to 8 per cent in 1989; the extent of severe poverty decreased from 70 per cent in the mid-1980s to 55 per cent in 1993 (Kabeer and Tran 2002: 109). Improvements in productivity are due to intensification by multicropping and use of increased inputs and to the greater care with which plots are tended (Kabeer and Tran 2002).

Viet Nam remains a very poor country, nevertheless, with per capita incomes of $690 in 2006 (World Bank 2007), with rural incomes considerably lower. Despite state efforts, industrialisation has not occurred on the Chinese scale (Luong and Unger 1998). Severe and chronic poverty is particularly a rural problem (Kabeer and Tran 2002); the poorest villages tend to be remote rural ones solely dependent on agriculture (Korinek 2003: 147). In this context, it is difficult to base a livelihood solely on agriculture, so households try to diversify to minimize economic and social risk in a context of great impoverishment (Gammeltoft 1999; Kabeer and Tran 2002; Scott 2003). Diversification involves both men and women, although in different ways. Household survival often depends upon women’s activities, whether as farmers, operators of small enterprises, wage labourers, or ‘helpers’ in small businesses. Women’s responsibility for household survival weighs heavily upon them, often affecting their well-being (Gammeltoft 1999: 33).

**Women and Doi Moi: Losses and Gains**

Gendered shifts in economic activity and family relations have taken place with doi moi. An underlying question is whether any losses for women are attributable to liberalisation or alternatively to a return to tradition. Decollectivisation, as stressed, means that women spend more time on
household-based economic and reproductive activities. Given Viet Nam’s peasant base, this for many means farming and trading. Some women do work for wages, but this is mainly a correlate of poverty (Kabeer and Tran 2002: 139). One of the most important effects of doi moi has been the opening up of opportunities for trading and operating small or micro-enterprises, allowing women to return to such activities (White 1989), with which they are more commonly engaged than men (Korinek 2003: 404).4 Such enterprises, given diversification, are usually managed alongside agricultural activity.

The main livelihood basis, however, continues to be in agriculture, especially since liberalisation and foreign direct investment has not resulted in gains in formal employment (Jenkins 2006). Some sources mention, as in China, eastern Europe, and elsewhere, a feminisation of agriculture (e.g. Bich 1999: 97; Tran and Le 2000: 100) and of related sectors such as forestry work (Lilejström et al. 1998). Certainly, many men migrate, sometimes to different provinces, and this has left rural women more responsible for agricultural activities. Korinek’s careful study of the Red River Delta, based partly on the Vietnamese Labour Survey (VLS) data, indicates another scenario (2003). She found an ‘agriculturalisation of the labour force’ rather than feminisation of agriculture, chiefly a consequence of military demobilisation of men. Of those young people who remained in the area rather than migrating, work had become more concentrated within agriculture.

Womens’ workloads after liberalisation also depend on factors such as childcare. Viet Nam, like China, has a state family planning or population limitation programme. The programme allows one or two children per household and three for ethnic minorities; most rural families have two children and these should be spaced three to five years apart (Gammeltoft 1999). The programme is much less rigidly and coercively applied than in China and relies on campaigns such as ‘happy families’ to convince people that household wealth and well-being will be enhanced with small families. The number of children per woman has declined from 6.1 in 1960 (Gammeltoft 1999: 18) to 2.3 in 2002 (World Guide 2005: 606). The decline in numbers of children eases work in childcare and housework.

In many respects with doi moi, material life for rural women has become easier; more food is available and possibilities of acquiring some consumer goods are enhanced for many groups. However, a countervailing trend also integral to neoliberalism is reduction in subsidies for healthcare and the introduction of fees for education and healthcare. The ability to cover such fees is of major concern to many, including most rural women.

In Viet Nam as elsewhere, women are more likely to plough resources back into the household (Kabeer and Tran 2002). Healthcare fees impact heavily on incomes of the rural poor (Bélanger 2002: 330), and gaps in access to health services have widened in recent years (World Health Organization [WHO] 2006). Gender differentials in family educational
expenditure have also re-emerged in the doi moi era (Korinek 2003: 160). Bich writes that both sexes of children are sometimes withdrawn from schooling due to increased needs for their labour; though this is more marked for girls (1999: 90; Bélanger and Liu 2004). Such practices may have consequences for the country’s literacy rates, which stood at 86 per cent for women in 2000 (United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation [UNESCO] cited in ActionAid 2005: 67). The gap between men and women’s literacy for those aged over 25 years was 15 per cent (ActionAid 2005).

Women face increased pressures on workloads under doi moi. Nearly all residents of the Red River Delta, for instance, work very long hours (Korinek 2003), and this is compounded for women, given their duties at home. Male migration in many cases also means that women must work harder in agriculture (Bich 1999: 97) as well as in small enterprises. Other observers note that the policy changes of decollectivisation have brought both gains and losses for women, as accompanying welfare systems have been dismantled. One woman interviewed by Gammeltoft said ‘Before we had more time to rest and to talk to other people—it was more happy [vui ‘joyful’] to go to work because everyone worked together.’ (Gammeltoft 1999: 32). Today, people’s work is arranged more autonomously but work is more demanding and time consuming. Wives’ retreat into the household means that there is less contact with others. Because women realise that they may be responsible for family welfare, they are often impelled to work to their limits.

The market reform period has also meant a contraction in women’s representation in higher status positions (ie teachers, administrative workers, and healthcare workers), and younger, married men have moved into this work (Rama 2002; Korinek 2003: 410). Today success or failure is seen as a personal responsibility, whereas previously everyone [in the north] was equally poor. New opportunities exist now but so does greater risk and uncertainty, accompanied by increased stress (Gammeltoft 1999: 34).

In summary, then, with doi moi there has been a move for women to be confined, or more confined, to household-based activities, raising the question of: how the shape of and relations within the household may have been altered? In the sphere of family law, regulations benefit women. In particular, the 1986 Family Law, drafted by the WU, affirms joint control of household property, joint consent to economic transactions, and equal household domestic responsibility. It also attempts to protect women against divorce during pregnancy and from spousal violence. In theory, a husband (or wife) convicted of violent abuse may be imprisoned (Tétreault 1994). Although it is highly unlikely that such provisions operate fully in the countryside, they have raised rural as well as urban women’s legal status.

Households today take both extended and nuclear forms; though nuclear families now predominate, constituting 71 per cent of households (FAO 2002). Upon marriage, most couples live with the husbands’ parents but
then set up their own household. Household division into nuclear families has increased due to land policies; couples remaining with parents will not receive farmland or house plots (Tran 1999: 110). Bich writes that the conjugal relation still remains subordinate to filiation. The purpose of marriage is to produce offspring, and elders are to be venerated (1999). In 1987, mother-in-law control over daughters-in-law had only slightly loosened (Wiergmsma 1991). Official policy, building on the idea of the ‘three obediences’, stresses women’s but not men’s special family obligation as well as their responsibility for building socialism. Gammeltoft comments on women’s responsibility for ensuring family harmony; as in China, this is deeply internalised and usually enjoins compliance or at least adept management of conflicts (1999). It is possible, however, that increased importance of nuclear families will increase wives’ influence (Jacobs 1995).

Countervailing trends are evident. On one hand, with decollectivisation there has been an increase in attention (and expense) paid to weddings and funerals (Sikor 2001: 945). Collectivisation often confiscated ancestral mounds, and religious rituals including ancestor veneration have been revived (Bich 1999). A 2006 report indicates that the sex ratio is altering to the detriment of girl babies (Sabharwal and Thien 2006). As elsewhere, the introduction of ultrasound technology has facilitated sex selection of boys. Because this is available at present mainly in urban areas, the declining sex ratio at birth is not a rural phenomenon, but it may become so. Again, this trend indicates both the importance given to sons in carrying out ancestral rites and concern about economic security in old age.

The incidence of female-headed households has increased in Viet Nam and although an international trend (Chant and Campling 1997), this is distinctly ‘non-traditional’. In 2005, 17 per cent of rural households were classed as female headed (FAO 2002; see also Scott 2003). To some extent, this is a legacy of male mortality during the long period of conflict and war. Many female-headed households result from male migration and the advent of ‘visiting’ marriages. Lilejström et al. note that family separation may at times be another strategy to minimise risk: one spouse (usually the woman) might retain access to land in the home village while the other (often the man) might work away as a state employee (1998:48). A new phenomenon is that single women have established their rights to be mothers and to head families (Lilejström et al. 1998). The established practice is that the child takes the mother’s name and the identity of the father is never revealed (Bich 1999: 87). This practice can cause hardships but is seen by many, including the WU, as preferable to the return of de facto concubinage (Lilejström et al. 1998). Single mothers have rights to house and land but in practice, are among the worst off of peasant households. They have rights to only one adult land allocation and may receive inferior land. Disadvantaged access to land has been identified as a major factor explaining the poverty of female-maintained households (Kabeer and Tran 2002: 135).
It is an advance that unmarried women, widows, and women with absent husbands, about 20 per cent of rural households, are able to receive land use certificates in their own right (Tran 1999: 109). However, rural practice continues to disadvantage women in their access to land. Divorced women encounter major problems, particularly if they originate from ‘outside’ villages losing their use-rights unless they remain in the ex-husband’s village (Tran 1999: 112). While a divorced woman should receive compensation for any loss of land rights, it is difficult to estimate fair compensation and women are often underpaid, as well as being left landless (Tran 1999: 112; Scott 2003). A married-out woman may also be disadvantaged if, for example, she has to walk or cycle to her own village daily to work land in order to keep her rights ‘active’ as well as to tend crops (Gammeltoft 1999: 32).

With the partial retreat of the state, there is more reliance on kin networks (Bélanger 2002), and land inheritance is kinship mediated. This may mean that sisters have to assert rights against brothers, risking alienating them and countering women’s ‘responsibility’ to maintain harmony. Women are far less likely to inherit agricultural land than men (ActionAid 2005), and they rarely inherit forest land (Scott 2003). Thus, many gaps in the law exist, and it appears that the complexities of individual use rights coupled with gender rights were not fully considered in drafting laws. In the process, many groups of women may lose out.

CONCLUSION

Viet Nam presents a highly unusual case of an egalitarian decollectivisation process. Conditions in the north approximate a Chayanovian peasantry, with relatively little differentiation. Rural women in Viet Nam have gained some benefits from decollectivisation: they have been able to take up traditional marketing roles and to add to their own and to family income. They have also gained more flexibility over their own work schedules and pace, although not over the overall amount of work. Increased prosperity and food security is likely to have benefited women as well as men. Here, the egalitarian nature of decollectivisation means that households have benefited more evenly than in most cases.

For many, however, losses outweigh gains. Decollectivisation, as in other examples, has meant loss of visibility and of individual remuneration for women’s agricultural work. Wives have become more confined to households, and husbands and fathers have gained influence—although women’s trading activities to some extent counter this. Increased workloads for women, isolation, and increased responsibility for family welfare are reported, since collective and state services have been withdrawn. Lineage practices, too, are becoming more common. Coupled with Confucian ideas about women’s roles, these undermine women’s household influence and autonomy. In Viet Nam, however, the increase in nuclear families and
of female-headed households are countervailing influences. So too, is the continued influence of the WU and the strong legal base for women’s rights in the marriage law.

Vietnamese women now have strong legal rights to land and to property. However, the law has not translated into practice and women remain disadvantaged in terms of landholding in the new, market-based situation. As in China, the lack of civil society women’s organisations and of other social movements is a great hindrance. It is important not to jettison the support and achievements of state-backed feminist organisations. The WU has been extremely proactive in lobbying for women’s rights. Particularly in market conditions, however, quasi-governmental organisations are not able to substitute for autonomous women’s movements. At the same time, it is well to recognise that feminist movements and networks are nearly always urban rather than rural (Jacobs 2004b). Rural women in Viet Nam do not lack agency, but they do lack autonomous movements that might complement the WU. Women’s rights in emotive areas such as land are rarely gained without outside support from state bodies and from social movements.
Part III

Household Models of Reform and Alternatives
This chapter discusses three Latin American examples of agrarian and land reform: Mexico, Nicaragua, and Brazil. These comprise important cases from different parts of the region and with different trajectories, but all indicating the relatively limited nature of Latin American land reforms. This situation reflects either lack of redistribution (Brazil), lack of support and constraints following land reform (Mexico), or the advent of war and counter-reforms soon after (Nicaragua; see also Chapter 6). These examples also indicate the general exclusion and marginalisation of women within the region’s agrarian reforms (Deere and León 1987, 2001), signalling both weaknesses in policy and the strength of domestic ideologies and ‘marijanista-machista’ gender regimes. The experiences also differ from those discussed in the previous section. In most of Latin America, land reforms were organised predominantly along individual household lines or else with a mix of collective and individual household tenures, but always co-existing with a large capitalist sector.

The examples firstly discuss the general background and trajectories of agrarian reform and then gendered effects, as well as effects of counter-reforms and land titling.

MEXICO

Mexico constitutes the earliest example of agrarian reform in Latin America and one of the earliest far-reaching reforms in the world. In 1910, when the uprising began against the long-lasting authoritarian regime of Porfirio Díaz, 1 per cent of hacendados (landowners) controlled 97 per cent of land, including 40 per cent owned by US citizens (Thiesenhusen 1995: 35). Meanwhile, 92 per cent of the rural population, 15 million people, were landless (King cited in Sobhan 1993: 36; Thiesenhusen 1995: 30). Peons (tied peasant cultivators) had rights to cultivate small plots on the edges of agricultural estates but were bound in debt servitude. Usually this lasted throughout their lives, through accumulation of debt through credit. Normally, peons worked six days for the master and one on the family plot.
Women usually performed household tasks for landowners, and sometimes were forced to offer sexual services. The hacendado exercised police, and often, magisterial powers so that the hacienda bore some similarity to feudal estates. The 1910 revolution drew in peasants and rural workers under the leadership of Emiliano Zapata and Pancho Villa, who began to seize haciendas in a violent insurgency (Wolf 1969). The Plan de Ayala which promised land reform was agreed in 1915 by Venustiano Carranza, head of the pre-Constitutional government and later, president. However, by 1923, 59 per cent of households with an average of three hectares still owned only 0.8 per cent of all land (Sobhan 1993: 36). US citizens still held 20 per cent of land (Thiesenhusen 1995: 35).

The revolution was, and is, the bloodiest conflict to date in the Western hemisphere. By 1920, some 1.5 million of the 14.5 million population lost their lives (Hellman 1988: 3). One outcome was the Constitution of 1917 whose Article 27 declared land a resource of the state which had the right to assign it to individuals or as social property. Although some land was redistributed throughout the 1920s, the major agrarian reform was instituted under the socialist-leaning president, Lázaro Cárdenas (1934–1940). Some redistribution continued until the early 1970s as a result of continued peasant agitation (Dawson 2006). By 1970, 43 per cent of all farmland was redistributed to 66 per cent of rural families (Sobhan 1993: 36). In the period immediately following Cárdenas, efforts were made to improve rural infrastructure, especially through irrigation and road building.

The Mexican agrarian reform was one of the largest to date outside socialist countries, but it still did not cover the whole agricultural sector. In 1970, 10,000 agricultural holdings of over 1,000 hectares still owned 32 per cent of all farmland, indicating the size of ranching haciendas and the predominance of commercial agriculture, especially in the north (Sobhan 1993: 37). The land ceiling imposed on larger farms was generous, being between 100 and 200 hectares of irrigated land (de Janvry et al. 1997: 284).

Land was redistributed in nearly 30,000 communal units (Dawson 2006: 35) called ejidos. These are owned by the community although usually worked by individual households. The community would assign usufruct rights to households which had to be passed on to family heirs. They could not be subdivided, sold, or rented outside the ejido—not legally. However, an ejidatario not cultivating his or her land for two consecutive years would lose it. Up to twenty hectares of land could be cultivated, but inequalities in holdings did and do occur within ejidos.

In principle, the ejido is democratically organised on the basis of one person: one vote with a three-member rotating governing board, a vigilance committee, and a monthly general assembly. In practice, a pattern of patronage and caciquismo (influence mongering) deeply rooted in Mexican history is often replicated within ejidos (Brunt 1992: 41). The presidents of ejidos tend(ed) to monopolise decision-making and to act as
patrons and brokers. The state and the ruling party, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI) controlled the flow of resources to ejidos, so the presidents became clients of bureaucratic superiors. These might deliver to the ejido piped water or land grants. In turn, ejidatarios were dependent upon the president and other officers for patronage (de Walt et al. 1994). Thus, the corporatist organisation of the PRI and of the Mexican state meant that peasants had to resort to party and state agents as intermediaries between themselves and national society. A strong argument exists for seeing ejidos at least in part as mechanisms of party control (de Janvry et al. 2001: 286–87).

Debate exists concerning the productivity of ejidos. State inefficiency and corruption often stifled agricultural innovation. Nevertheless, by the 1960s, Mexico had achieved food self-sufficiency (Green 1996: 267). At this time, however, spurred on by international agencies, production of export crops was favoured and Mexico became a net importer of its basic foodstuff, corn (maize). Although much credit is given to the success of commercial farms, the ejidos’ contribution to economic development was not always acknowledged (Thiesenhusen 1996). A major problem for ejidatarios was the inability to obtain credit without land titles (Myhre 1996). This problem was only partly solved by the undercapitalised rural credit bank, BANRURAL (Thiesenhusen 1995: 42). Private farms were favoured in obtaining credit and were more able to employ green revolution technologies. The two agrarian systems coexisted in a bimodal structure, in which ejido agriculture had little benefit from investment, credit, or new technologies. Thus, the ‘playing field’ was highly uneven (De Walt et al. 1994).

In general, agricultural production declined. This was the case from the 1970s and according to some authors (Arizpe and Botey 1987: 73), from as early as the 1950s. A combination of rising population, stagnant agrarian reform, and new opportunities created by industry as well as migration to the USA, meant that by the 1980s, livelihoods, as elsewhere (Ellis 2000; Jacobs 2002) became diversified with many households relying on a combination of activities for survival. Long-distance as well as more local migrations became common strategies, with (at first) unmarried daughters travelling to find work. By the 1960s, sons and husbands also began to migrate, often leaving middle-aged or older women behind to farm (Arizpe and Botey 1987: 79). Women, too, entered rural labour markets, often remaining at home to work, for example on piecework. However, some became involved in seasonal migration and subsequently, a number worked in agribusiness or in border export processing zones (EPZs). Nevertheless, title to the ejido plot remained important for subsistence and sometimes symbolically (Brunt 1992; van der Haar 2000).

In 1992, the government ended the agrarian reform process definitively, repealing Article 27 of the 1917 Constitution. An evaluation of the agrarian reform process would concede major weaknesses, such that
many beneficiaries became disillusioned and the sector, bedevilled by government inefficiency, fell short of its producer potential. However, there were many strengths. The reform served as an incentive for small producers to become a major source of staples such as beans and maize. It also reduced inequality in the distribution of resources, particularly before the 1970s (Thiesenhusen 1996: 44). As a result, some rural producers who otherwise would have migrated to cities or to the USA remained on the land. Where migrants were unsuccessful in the USA they could be reabsorbed into the ejidos. Lastly, whether or not seen as a ‘strength’, land reform helped to quell rural unrest.

Gender and the Mexican Agrarian Reform

Women were marginalised within the Mexican agrarian reform from the beginning. The 1920 ejido law states that land should be distributed to jefes de familia, normally taken to mean the male household head (Stephen 1996: 291). A 1927 law interpreting the implementation of Article 27 (Article 97 of the Ley de Dotaciones y Restituciones de Tierra) specifies that those eligible to be members of an ejido should be ‘Mexican, males over 18 years of age or single women or widows supporting a family.’ Thus, men qualified on the basis of gender alone whereas women qualified only by virtue of supporting family members in the absence of a man, as widows and temporarily, in lieu of sons (van der Haar 2000). From the 1930s, feminists began to agitate for land rights for rural women (Deere and León 2001: 70). A 1940 code allowed ejidatarias (female members of ejidos) to rent or sharecrop land if they had small children. A 1943 code, in effect until 1971, provided that if a man did not work the land for two years, the parcel would revert to his family rather than to the ejido commission (Deere and León 2001: 70). However, it was not until 1971 under Article 200 of the agrarian reform law that women qualified for ejidatario status on the same basis as men (Stephen 1996: 292). By this late stage, few could support themselves by agriculture alone and most people had developed diversified livelihoods. By 1984, female ejido members accounted for 15 per cent of the total (Arizpe and Botey 1987) and 17.6 per cent by 2000 (Deere and León 2001: 73). Most of these were elderly widows, since the main method of land acquisition was inheritance. Many widows were unable to cultivate their own land and it was left in the hands of a son or brother (Arizpe and Botey 1987: 71).

The 1971 law had an unusual feature: it mandated the creation of agro-industrial units for women (Unidad agrícola industrial de la mujer, or UAIMs). A UAIM only had land equivalent to that of one ejidatario, regardless of the number of women. Although 8,000 UAIMs were set up legally, by 1987 only 1,224 were operational and most were not commercially viable (Arizpe and Botey 1987: 72). Some UAIMs raised crops; others were engaged in poultry raising, sewing, or embroidery. In some cases, especially where land was
scarce, men refused women rights to the collective plot. Nevertheless, UAIMs were useful in raising awareness of the need for women’s employment.

Several accounts indicate the symbolic and procedural means by which women have continued to be marginalised within ejidos, either as ejidatarias or as wives or daughters of members. A summary of anthropological studies notes that women take little part in communal assemblies, and that their rights and legal authority over land have not been implemented (De Walt et al. 1994: 37). Despite their marginalisation, women displayed strong interest in acquiring land and in land issues (Brunt 1992). By 1998, 20 per cent of ejidos had elected a woman onto the board (Deere and León 2001: 73). These general points can be explained more fully by examining case studies of gender relations and women’s status within ejidos.

In El Tule ejido near Oaxaca, about half of female ejidatarias were widowed or single mothers. The other half received or inherited rights because they had no brothers or else their brothers had migrated permanently (Stephen 1996: 297). Where women held land, this was generally in small plots of under two hectares so that they had to engage in additional income-generating activities. Many with land were unable to cultivate it because they lacked skills such as ploughing and were unable to hire in labour.

An ethnographic study of a well-off ejido family indicates the power the husband wielded over the wife (Nuitjen 1998). The wife of the ejidatario had raised many children, was highly religious, and therefore conformed to the marianist image of motherhood. Despite this, she was not allowed to leave the home without the husband’s permission, a semi-confinement to the domestic arena that occurs in many village settings. In this account, the mother did wield authority when she could, but her influence was confined mainly to her own sons and in respect of their treatment of their wives. Even in the late twentieth century, women who had migrated to the USA and who had different ways of behaving, nevertheless upon return to the village had to conform to village mores, including matters such as modest dress, domestic semi-confinement, subservience to husbands, and toleration of the double sexual standard. Women flouting village norms might risk gossip or a bad reputation.

Brunt’s (1992) study of ‘El Rancho’ in Jalisco terms ejido women a ‘muted group’ due to their silencing as well as the structural constraints they face. As is common elsewhere, wives often found that husbands spent household income on drink and other women rather than reinvesting it (Brunt 1992: 128). Thus, women said that their own lives improved with the advent of commercial production of melons and cotton, since they had more control when they received a wage. But this also caused conjugal conflict: a number of husbands refused to allow their wives to work and so the wives could only do so when husbands were away (Brunt 1992: 130–31).

Overall, however, agricultural modernisation has increased the tendency for men to be seen as ‘agriculturalists’ and women as ‘housewives’. Both men and women in the ‘El Rancho’ study express the domestic as an ideal
for women’s behaviour. Women should not claim land, and agriculture is ‘men’s business’. To claim their rights, women have to project themselves as responsible mothers thinking of the future of their children, and particularly, their sons. This is the only acceptable rationale for women’s claims, and, in practice, even widows or deserted women able to mount such claims must depend upon their ability to manipulate patronage relations. Benefits of holding land exist, however, even in the constrained circumstances many women face. Having legal title to land offers financial control and the status to operate in a man’s world (Brunt 1992: 184). Gender disadvantages remain, but there is increasing room for manoeuvre.

A Nayarit study describes difficulties women had during the 1980s in trying to organise autonomously. This attempt took place within the Women’s Council in an ejido union, Lázaro Cárdenas Ejido Union (Stephen 1997). The Women’s Council depended upon the (mainly) male organisational structure, and they themselves also tended to reproduce a similar hierarchical structure in which authority figures’ views were followed. Little overt challenge to domestic gender ideology existed, defining the women as wives and mothers whose roles were to improve family welfare. Nevertheless, participation in the Women’s Council and in income-generating projects did change women’s consciousness and gender relations. Women struggled for simple representation within the ejido union and for rights to leave the domestic sphere to carry out their projects. Not infrequently, husbands opposed them with violence (Stephen 1997: 190). The encouragement to form the Women’s Council came from outside, through urban women organisers. This perhaps indicates the difficulty of organising on the basis of gender within village settings.

A study of a Morelos ejido (Martin 1994) focuses on political struggles. In a complex process, women initially came together in an extra-ejido women’s organisation, the Buena Vista Women. They organised outside the ejido due to their difficulty in finding voice within ejido assemblies. Their organisation positioned itself as standing for community against the class politics voiced in ejido assemblies. However, and perhaps ironically, the outcome simply reinforced class splits. The community organisation eventually dwindled to a few women entrepreneurs and businesswomen, meanwhile, poorer peasant women continued to see their interests as lying in the ejido assembly and as struggling for better representation within this.

These examples highlight several processes affecting women within ejidos. Firstly, as stressed previously, the overall context is one of marginalisation. This is true especially for younger women, given that women sometimes gain in status over their lifetimes. Most women who become ejidatarias do so as widows. The strength of domestic and marianist ideas and images continue to be strong in rural areas, constraining women’s participation (particularly, in spatial terms) as well as their assertion of rights. Women often face difficulties being taken seriously within ejido assemblies,
although at least some manage to overcome such attitudes and even to be elected onto governing councils. In terms of wider political struggles, women’s politics sometimes took community forms, reflecting in part the difficulty of organising within ejidos. Lastly, when women did succeed in becoming ejidatarias, they became relatively privileged, although usually less so than male ejidatarios.

The Mexican Counter-reform and Privatisation

Agitation to disband ejidos and to privatise began in the 1980s. It developed in the wake of the general neglect of ejidos since the 1970s as well as Mexico’s debt crisis in the 1980s (van der Haar 2000). The land reform was ended in 1992 with alterations to Article 27 of the Constitution. Among other changes, the decree abolished most restrictions on maximum size of holdings, allowed private companies to buy agricultural land, and allowed ejido farmers to sell plots. These measures accorded with the overall liberalisation and deregulation of the economy. The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) of 1994 was a further push to ‘modernise’ and to open up the economy for exports. Thus, one purpose of ending land redistribution was to create a land market and to open up the agricultural economy for national and international capital. Export cropping was to be further encouraged, and institutional and financial support for small farmers was further curtailed (Green 1996: 267–68).

The change in the Constitution terminated the role of the state in land distribution. Privatisation of the ejidos was permitted, except in Indian [native American] communities (Brown 2004: 20–21). Ejidos which opted for change could vote to disband or to distribute individual titles either to all or to some members. Ejidatarios can now enter into joint ventures with outside bodies, including outside capital. The Program for the Certification of Ejido Land Rights and Titling of Urban Household Plots (PROCEDE) was created to deal with titling; other bodies were created to mediate conflict and to deal with land claims.

In some Latin American contexts, women have made gains within neoliberal land titling legislation, which have sometimes mandated joint titling for husbands and wives (Deere and León 2001, 2003). Mexico, however, constitutes an exception (Hamilton 2002: 120) since its counter-reform failed to provide for joint titling or for the needs of single female household heads. Women’s rights have been eroded by the neoliberal reforms in various ways. Firstly, all major decisions have to be taken by the ejido assembly, from which women are largely excluded and therefore unable to participate in deliberations over the legal framework. Secondly, land changes from being a family resource in the ejido to one that can be disposed of at will by the ejidatario (Deere and León 2001: 250). Although the ejidatario’s spouse and children have first buyers’ rights, they have only thirty days to make arrangements to purchase the land, an impossibility
for most women (Stephen 1997). Thirdly, the creation of UAIMs is no longer mandated within the ejido (Deere and León 2001) because the redistribution of land has been halted. Fourthly, ejidatarios can now choose their heirs: formerly, choice of beneficiary was confined to family members. Thus, land can now be passed on without reference to the wife (or indeed, the husband) or children.²

Privatisation as entailed in the revision of Article 27 tends to disadvantage the poorest cultivators, among whom women are disproportionately represented. In Mexico, this occurs within a context of semi-proletarianisation for most rural women and ejido men. The first years of liberal counter-reform have accelerated social differentiation. For instance, credit is only available to farmers who are already solvent (Appendini 1996: 67). Although a minority of households are successful smallholders, a retreat into subsistence farming has been more common (Appendini 1996). This strategy underlines the importance of land, particularly for food security, but is accompanied by intensification of family labour, wage labour, and migration (Appendini 1996: 66).

More optimistically, however, other observers argue that the weakening of state controls over the peasantry has allowed the emergence of a peasant economy (de Janvry et al. 1997), characterised by reliance on family labour, intercropping, international migration, an increase in cattle raising, and forms of mutual support for access to labour and insurance (1997: 203).

The case of Chiapas and the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZLN) movement is important, but it is not possible here to explore it at length. The initial agrarian reform did include Chiapas state, which has large indigenous populations. However, practices such as debt peonage, forced labour, and landlord and police corruption and violence were more widespread than elsewhere (Burbach 1994; Harvey 1996; Warman 2003). Landlordism, police brutality and official indifference, as well as continued poverty, helped to fuel the population’s resentment. Other issues involved in the 1990s uprising included the advent of the NAFTA and Indian identity. The rescinding of Article 27 also played a part, since peasants’ maize and cereal cultivation is endangered through the withdrawal of subsidies, credit and technical assistance. Thus, the rebellion was fuelled in part by the exclusionary impact of Mexico’s agricultural modernisation and the formal end of agrarian reform (Kay 2001: 758; Harvey, 1996; Paulson 2000; Warman 2003). Indians found a space for autonomous development within ejidos, which was threatened by the repeal of agrarian reform as well as loss of land and community-level control (van der Haar 2000). Large-scale land invasions covering over 500,000 hectares took place in the wake of the Zapatista uprisings. These forced the government to buy land for redistribution despite the official end of land reform. In the east of the state, where revolt was most intense, privatisation also had to be postponed (van der Haar 2000: 158).
In general, liberalisation has not signalled the complete demise of ejidos echoing experiences of decollectivisation that will be discussed in Part II. In the mid-1990s, 72 per cent of ejido land was being parcellised (de Janvry et al. 1997: 283). Ejidos emerged from reforms as institutions with new functions such as supporting peasant production. For instance, access to machinery through collective ownership rose overall in 1990 to 1994 (de Janvry et al. 1997: 208). De Janvry et al. argue that a peasant economy inserted into markets may be able to use the comparative advantages that ejidos offer. Other studies indicate that PROCEDE was deeply distrusted and a view that its involvement would be a step towards total loss of land, especially in case of debt (Plaza 2000: 171). A Oaxaca report found that none of the ejidos visited were fully privatised (Brown 2004: 21). Privatisation was limited to peri-urban land which had become more valuable. Thus, privatisation was only seen as useful in order to sell land rather than to farm more efficiently. Reasons for not privatising include: the low value of land due to poor soil quality; to prevent land concentration as in the days of the hacendados; and the need to preserve a sense of community (Brown 2004: 25). Brown’s study concludes that the 1992 reforms had some success in resolving boundary disputes and increasing tenure security. However, women’s rights had been undermined.

It is the consensus that women’s rights within ejidos—already tenuous—have been further eroded by lack of attention to gender issues within the 1992 counter-reform. Nevertheless, at least two studies have found that some women, particularly widows, have strengthened their positions within ejidos, post-reforms. Plaza’s research found that women’s greater influence is due to feminisation of the agricultural wage-labour force, giving rise to the perception that women are able farmers (Plaza 2000); such a view is relatively new in Mexico. Hamilton (2002) studied four ejidos in the north and centre of the country. Rather than finding an erosion of women’s status she found improvement. Women’s agricultural and other labour inputs into the farm increased in a situation of economic crisis since the early 1980s. Along with women’s social activism, this made their participation more visible. Another important factor was that agricultural production was increasingly subsidised by remittances sent by children to their parents, in a context in which 10.2 million Mexican-born people (of a population of approximately 106 million) live in the USA (Tuirán et al. 2005: 7). Here, mothers have increasingly been seen as ‘safer hands’ in terms of use of household money and daughters are particularly likely to send remittances to mothers.

Beyond women’s enhanced roles in agriculture and in rural households, a more general change in ideas about women’s capacities appears to have emerged which may have hard-to-pin-down but important effects. Such perceptions may be influenced by the impact of transnational migration, as both women and men migrate and may ‘bring back’ new ideas about gender relations (Nuitjen 1998). Lastly, feminist organising within Mexico itself
no doubt has an impact (Deere and León 2001). However, none of these positive influences have influenced the crucial arena of legislation, which remains highly detrimental.

NICARAGUA

The story of agrarian reform in Nicaragua is one of countervailing tendencies. Women made gains under the Sandinista revolution; cooperatives were formed; and women’s roles in production became more fully recognised. Women were allowed to become cooperative members but often faced opposition from husbands and family members. With defeat of the Sandinistas and the advent of neo-liberal land titling, most cooperatives have been disbanded and women, like men, have lost out. Paradoxically, however, they also gained some rights as individuals, to joint titling with husbands.

From the end of the nineteenth century and for most of the twentieth century, Nicaragua was a highly polarised economy and society. One sector produced coffee, cotton, sugar and beef for export; the rest of society was impoverished. The ‘traditional’ sector consisted mainly of minifundist holdings with widespread landlessness in the countryside. Within this scenario, the regime of Anastasio Somoza García gained control of this small country in the 1930s. Somoza was followed by his sons, so that the family’s increasingly repressive and corrupt regime lasted until 1979. The elder Somoza took power through a successful 1934 plot to murder the peasant guerrilla leader, August Sandino. For Sandino, the land problem was paramount and he advocated cooperativisation and cultivation of crops to feed Nicaraguans, rather than for export. Sandino and his forces’ guerrilla attacks became an irritant to the Nicaraguan government, and increasingly to the USA which intervened repeatedly in the early 1930s (Thiesenhusen 1995: 120). Before it withdrew under its ‘Good Neighbor’ policy (under Franklin D. Roosevelt) the USA ensured that control of the National Guard was placed in the compliant hands of Juan Batista Sacasa, Somoza’s uncle. After his uncle assumed the presidency, Somoza succeeded in deposing him. The ensuring Somocista rule was strongman government, such that the political process almost ceased to exist (Thiesenhusen 1995: 122). The Somozas and other elite members acquired more and more of the country’s assets. In the countryside, small peasants, including indigenous cultivators, were dispossessed of their holdings as coffee and cotton production became more commercialised.

The Sandinistas and Agrarian Reform

The Sandinistas or Frente Sandinista de Liberación Nacional (FSLN) carried out military campaigns in the late 1960s and early 1970s. The eventual revolution in 1979 was achieved at the cost of 35,000 casualties (Thiesenhusen
1995: 127). It was as much a rebellion against a family-based regime as a thoroughgoing social revolution. Significantly, 25 per cent of Sandinista forces were female (Linkogle 2001: 119).

The revolution was greeted by a spontaneous peasant invasion of large estates in the province of León, controlled by the FSLN. The lands were organised into communal farms known as *cooperativas agrícolas Sandinistas* (CAS) or into marketing cooperatives (Powelson and Stock 1987: 240). The Sandinista revolution went on to implement a radical agrarian reform, expropriating nearly half of the country’s agricultural land, benefiting over one-third of peasant households (Kay 2001: 759). Somoza-related land was expropriated and reorganised into fifty-three state farms, known as areas of people’s property (APP). These were highly profitable export-oriented units that were deemed unwise to divide (Powelson and Stock 1987: 240). Other private lands, however large, were not expropriated if they were efficiently used. Thus, the Sandinistas had a gradualist and pragmatic approach to agricultural policy. They wished to restructure social relations of production in the countryside in an orderly manner, focusing on different sectors at different times (Martinez 1993: 476).

At first, from 1979, the government stressed revival of the agricultural export economy on state farms. Rural workers benefited from wage increases and shorter work days but otherwise saw little benefit (Martinez 1993: 477). Lands already occupied by peasants were declared state land but they were allowed usufruct rights. Other measures included subsidised credit and technical and managerial support for small peasants or cooperatives (Martinez 1993; Ruben et al. 2001).

The agrarian reform policy that eventually emerged from 1981 was a compromise, favouring agricultural production cooperatives (Martinez 1993: 478). Individual ownership, including by peasants, was to be tolerated but would not receive priority.

By the early 1980s, however, the US-backed *contras* had mobilised, and a number of peasants dissatisfied with the collectivist orientation of state policy joined their ranks (Kay 2001: 760). Thus, the eventual shift in policy towards individual household production and land redistribution was provoked by the desire to reduce the influence of the contras, especially given the escalation of counterrevolutionary military attacks on rural targets.³

Redistribution of land along individual lines escalated from 1985, when the war against the contras raged. Individual parcels were redistributed more widely, and sharecroppers were given titles to land they worked. Government policy towards cooperatives was also relaxed, permitting much greater diversity including marketing cooperatives. The Ministry of Agricultural Development and Agrarian Reform (MIDINRA) changed its emphasis to encouragement of peasant support for cooperatives rather than assuming that this existed, and peasants in general began to feel the benefits of agricultural policy, including laws that allowed for some expropriation without compensation (Martinez 1993: 481). By 1989, when the agrarian reform was declared ‘complete’, distribution of arable land was as follows (Martinez 1993: 481):
Gender and Agrarian Reforms

Percentage of agricultural land by holding

- State farms: 11.7
- Large capitalist farms: 6.4
- Medium-sized capitalist farms: 9.0
- Cooperatives: 13.8
- Small peasant producers: 49.0

This was a much larger share for smallholders than had been envisaged in 1979, indicating pressure that peasants, or male peasants, were able to exert.

For the economy in general, the Sandinista period was difficult (Colburn 1986; Powelson and Stock 1987: 255). Throughout the 1980s, the country was swamped by inflation (Ruchwarger 1989), counter-revolution and economic malaise (Thiesenhusen 1995: 131). A combination of the contra conflict, labour and market shortages, and conspicuous mismanagement engendered production problems. For instance, there was almost no attention paid to the legal aspects of land titling, fostering insecurity among small producers (Ruben and Masset 2003). A US trade boycott added to the pressures. Coffee production declined by one-third by 1990. Cotton fibre output declined by two-thirds, although cotton producers—with a reputation as highly exploitative employers—received enormous concessions because of the need for export earnings (Colburn 1986; Thiesenhusen 1995: 131). To some extent then, the problems here are indicative of difficulties in constructing ‘socialism in one country’.

Against these setbacks should be set the advances made in the areas of health and welfare by the FSLN government. The early 1980s saw a drive to achieve literacy (Arrien 2004). Health services were free, and rural women as well as men also benefited from new housing, electricity, and cleaner water (Collinson 1990: 40).

Although the contra war was not responsible for all problems the Sandinistas faced, it had a large impact. It inflicted devastating losses, with approximately 1 per cent of the population killed and 10 per cent displaced (Kay 2001: 760). The peace deal brokered by President Óscar Arias of Costa Rica traded free elections for an end to outside support for the contras. The FSLN lost the election that followed in the 1990s, gaining only 36 per cent of the rural vote (Kay 2001: 760), much lower than in urban areas. Greater support for peasant smallholders might have yielded different electoral results for the FSLN (Martinez 1993). However, greater engagement might also have held back gender egalitarianism.

Gender Issues and Legislation

Women’s emancipation was part of the Sandinista platform, perhaps because of the timing of the revolution after the advent of 1970s second wave feminism,
more so than for other Marxist or nationalist-oriented movements. There was a veritable flurry of legislation on personal politics and sexuality in Sandinista Nicaragua, soon after the revolution (Kampwirth 1998). In the first two years of revolution, the feminist influence of the Sandinista Women’s Legal Office and the AMPRONAC (women’s mobilising organisation) was evident. The first gender law enacted prohibited use of women as sex objects in advertising. Another established penalties for pimping and prostitution, and a third eliminated the distinction between legal marriage and informal unions. An important piece of legislation was the Ley de Alimentos (‘nurturing law’) which declared the equality of all household members. Subsections mandated equal pay for equal work, and that all household members participate in housework and childcare, as well as mandating a maintenance payment from the deserting partner for single or separated women. Part of this initial legislation was the agrarian reform law, unusual in that neither sex nor kinship status (for instance, marriage) was to be an impediment to qualify as an agrarian reform beneficiary. The Agricultural Cooperative Law (1982, Article 132) states explicitly that women should be integrated into cooperatives under the same conditions as men and with the same rights and duties. This reflected both the Sandinista emphasis on gender egalitarianism and the economic situation in which women were active in the agricultural labour force.

A second round of legislation was enacted as part of the 1986 Constitution, which contained ten different articles making reference to women (Kampwirth 1998). This period was one of struggle within and between women’s organisations, including the Asociación de Mujeres Nicaragüenses—Luisa Amanda Espinosa (AMNLAE), the main Sandinista women’s body, more conservative forces, and also independent feminists (Deere and León 2001; Collinson 1990). In the end, provision for recognition of informal marriages or unions was carried but the more contentious ‘nurturing’ law was dropped as was an even more controversial proposal to legalise abortion (Molyneux 1988).

Feminist organisations came to develop more autonomy and to organise outside the AMNLAE (FSLN) framework after 1987 (Linkogle 2001). Such independent organisation was necessary due to the constraints of the Sandinistas’ framework. Sandinista gender politics could be seen as fitting in well with the division between ‘feminine’ and ‘feminist’ organising. Feminine organising was around already constituted kinship and gender roles whereas feminist organising asserted rights in furtherance of greater autonomy for women as people, apart from family roles (Alvarez 1990; Linkogle 2001). This is similar to Molyneux’s well-known division between practical and strategic gender interests, which itself was formulated in analysis of Sandinista policy (Molyneux 1985).

Given the impact of war, it was difficult to pursue controversial feminist policies without risking further loss of support, especially in the countryside. Whatever was in fact possible, the FSLN accommodated to more conservative
forces (Kampwirth 1998), although it did allow much more freedom of organisation than other socialist governments. Despite this, ambivalence existed about women’s liberation, as in other Marxist or Marxist-inspired movements. As in examples discussed previously, women were to be liberated by being ‘brought into production’ and the family was seen as in need of reform to be a more egalitarian unit. At the same time, male prerogatives were not challenged, or not in a wholesale way (Collinson 1990; Disney 2004). Conflicts of interests between the sexes were seen as divisive (Mayoux 1993: 85). Despite this, it seems that feminist organising outside the FSLN and to some extent within trade unions did become more prominent in the late 1980s, perhaps due to the economic and military difficulties the party faced.

**Women in Agrarian Reform**

The law governing cooperatives specified that women had rights to involvement in cooperatives, including at management level, not only rights to membership. Additionally, a 1979 labour law required registration of all workers over fourteen years of age as individuals, so that the wages they received were also as individuals (Mayoux 1993). Thus, the formal legal situation made a serious attempt to legislate for women’s participation. Additionally, with greater feminist discussion and agitation in the late 1980s, organisational initiatives evolved. In 1986, the ATC trade union (Asociación de Trabajadores del Campo), the Sandinista Workers’ Central, and UNAG (Unión Nacional de Agricultores y Ganaderos) all established women’s sections. The women’s sections held training sessions and discussions on gender issues and helped to establish women’s groups in a number of cooperatives (Mayoux 1993: 74).

Women faced a range of difficulties in activating their rights, however, as related by several studies. In general, Collinson (1990) writes that the government did not realise that actions other than legislative ones would be necessary to secure women’s new rights. As elsewhere, women household heads were most likely to join cooperatives (see Chapter 4). Previously, most had been landless agricultural workers and cooperatives offered them relative security as well as incomes (Deere 1983). Likewise, many women workers on state farms headed households (Ruchwarger 1989) and women constituted 35 per cent of permanent state farm workers (Deere and León 2001: 161). Many managers did not enter married women separately on payrolls despite their legal obligations to do so (Collinson 1990).

Ruchwarger carried out one of the few studies of gender on state farms in Oscar Turcios, near Estelí (1989). This farm cultivated tobacco for export. Of its permanent members, 60 per cent were women, and of these, 70 per cent were mothers who were single, widowed, or divorced. In terms of gender divisions of labour, men dominated managerial and technical work, including all work with tractors (operating and servicing them), curing tobacco, and security; only a few supervisors were women. Nearly all
women worked in production. The rest worked in quality control, as piece-rate monitors or in canteens; 82 per cent worked on the lowest rung of the salary scale. However, as the contra war escalated, more women were able to move up the occupational ladder (Ruchwarger 1989: 90).

Activating gender rights on cooperatives was to prove even more problematic. By 1990, 12 per cent of members were female (Disney 2004), up from 6 to 8 per cent in the previous decade (Mayoux 1993: 73). Most husbands considered it enough that they themselves joined and many opposed wives becoming full members. Centro de Estudios y Investigaciones de la Reforma Agrária (CEIRA) studied five marketing cooperatives and eight production cooperatives in the mid-1980s, identifying considerable discrimination against women. Discrimination occurred particularly in access to management positions and technical training. Some production cooperatives excluded women altogether; in reaction women formed production cooperatives themselves. However, other cooperatives had equal numbers of men and women (Mayoux 1993). Women’s work was valued most positively where they performed similar work to men, and where they could be seen to be better at some tasks. Formal membership constituted a necessary but not sufficient condition for equal treatment.

Mayoux studied four production cooperatives in Matagalpa and Estelí provinces in the late 1980s, including one woman-only cooperative. In all the mixed cooperatives there had been some increase in women’s membership due to drives targeting women. In two cooperatives, women were represented at management level and in general there had been an improvement in attitudes towards women’s work. Nevertheless, many women were involved in production without being cooperative members (Mayoux 1993: 81). The women’s cooperative owed its existence to state initiatives but had little land per member and no cooperative facilities. Only one cooperative attempted to address issues of childcare, reflecting severe labour shortages. No attempts were made to discuss wider gender issues such as domestic labour or violence.

The micro-politics of a particular collective, El Tule in Rivas province, was explored by Montoya (2003). The study has resonance for the themes of this book, in that it concentrates particularly on aspects of interaction, subjectivities and discourse that help to structure everyday life. El Tule was a ‘model’ collective with a strong Sandinista identity. Men in the collective were able to hold to ‘revolutionary’ identities while adhering to their gender privileges, maintaining a form of patriarchal power which was highly controlling of women’s sexuality, geographical movement and their social standing. Early on, an underlying ambivalence within the collective surfaced:

In particular, the collective was plagued by men’s relentless attacks on women collective members as vagas (vagrants), a term that connotes avoidance of work and . . . [implies] sexual availability. Most men,
including Sandinista militants, accused women of neglecting domestic
duties and going to collectives to ‘look for men,’ some even beating and
threatening to leave their wives for participating (Montoya 2003: 62).

In the face of such pressure, most women were forced to capitulate and to
leave the collective. Others, however, fought to remain within it.

The ideas of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ women and ‘the home’ versus ‘the street’
derived from much gender ideology and much of women’s lives; a ‘good’
woman, who was by definition married, remained at home except in emergen-
cies, confining economic activity to that which could be household-based such
as raising small animals. She was modest, faithful, and attentive to her hus-
band and concentrated on performing domestic duties and raising children.
Ideally, she was not involved in village affairs and did not gossip, monitor her
husband’s activities, or question her husband’s sexual prerogatives. In return, a
man should be able to ‘provide’ and should protect his family. Village women
were subject to high levels of restriction on their movement. After 1979, the
building of a school, a clinic and a road widened opportunities for mobility, as
did membership of the local AMNLAE. Women who ventured beyond these
few prescribed places would risk being seen as being ‘of the street’ rather than
‘of the home’. And the street was—at least symbolically—only territory for
‘bad women’ as well as for [all] men. As elsewhere, ‘the street’ functioned as a
disciplinary technology to keep women ‘in their place’ (Montoya 2003).

Despite El Tule’s ‘model’ status as revolutionary, the cooperative was
male dominated. Tuleño women established a small, all-female horticul-
tural collective from 1982. After five years the horticultural collective
was disbanded in order to form a larger, pig-raising collective. By 1992,
however, the number of women in the collective had diminished from 22
to six members. In 1999, the collective disbanded because men from the
cooperative demanded their land back. Aside from attempts to deprive the
organisation of its land, men constantly criticised women’s organisational
abilities. Underlying this was the feeling that by working outside the home
without absolute economic necessity, women were breaking the terms of
the conjugal contract (Pateman 1988). The threat was perceived as sexual
and moral. Men often drew parallels between married women collective
members and single mothers: ‘They walk around like those single women
who lack a man’s rein.’ (les falta reina de hombre) [Montoya 2003: 84]).
Yet some women persisted in their collective membership despite husbands’
opposition. Perhaps symbolically, in 2000, a new, small horticultural col-
lective was established in El Tule on the grounds of the original one.

Struggles also took place within the ATC against gender oppression on
state farms (Disney 2004). In the first four years after the revolution, the
ATC paid little attention to women’s needs. However, in 1983 a large wom-
en’s conference articulated complaints about direct job discrimination and
unequal pay, women’s double burden of domestic labour and paid work,
and conditions of work for pregnant women (Ruchwarger 1989: 80) as
well as childcare and abortion (Disney 2004). Thus, it came to be realised that these issues were not peripheral matters but played integral roles in women’s working lives. In the mid-1980s, the ATC began to take action, spurred on by feminist mobilisation within it, agitating for childcare provision on farms and maternity and child sick leave. In 1986 another, much larger consultation took place. One of the issues raised was work norms—the standards of production set for a work day. Above the norm, bonuses could be won—important in a situation of galloping inflation and shortages (Ruchwarger 1989). Women’s conclusion was that they wished to have the same work norms as did men; however, they required assistance with reproductive labour in order to be able to meet norms (Disney 2004). Their demands included those noted here, as well as communal washing facilities and men’s assistance with housework and childcare. Thus, women were keenly aware of the double burden with which they lived, but their choice was to reduce domestic labour in order to be able to participate more fully in the better-recognised state farm sector. In some cases, including the Oscar Turcios state farm, childcare and other facilities were organised, although never on a large enough scale to meet women’s needs. Nevertheless, in these cases, women’s agitation within a trade union which already had some commitment to equity affected some change.

The Sandinista project reproduced many gender dimensions of the social formation that ostensibly had been rejected. This was done through several means. Firstly, the figure of the ‘New Man’ was a rather gentlemanly version of an older patriarchal figure and was also posited as the revolution’s prime subject (Montoya, 2003). The examples in this volume indicate that this vision was hardly specific to Nicaragua. Secondly, men and women were often segregated into different types of production unit, with women’s, predictably, devalued (Disney 2004). Thirdly, patriarchal household structures were confirmed in the late 1980s through the conservative turn in the leadership’s stance (Kampwirth 1998; Montoya 2003). Such tendencies were counterbalanced to an extent. The Sandinistas also promoted women’s interests, even if incompletely and based on an overly economistic model. There was also some ‘space’ in this period for grassroots organising, applying pressure for expansion of discussion concerning gender relations, and implementation of women’s rights. However, independent feminist voices were always much weaker in rural than in urban areas.

The 1990s and Beyond

Violeta Chamorro was elected in 1990 as the candidate of the opposition (Unión Nacional Opositora [UNO]) coalition. As elsewhere, the economic priority was implementation of neoliberal policies. Chamorro also explicitly used conservative and religiously based gender ideology within her campaign, blaming the FSLN for loose sexuality and a high divorce rate (Metoyer 2000),
but countervailing forces also existed. In part because of a commitment to
civil society shared by Chamorro, feminist voices have gained force, so that
women have also made some gains in terms of land titling.

The government had several priorities with regard to land redistribution:

i) resettlement of contra forces as well as Sandinista soldiers, 10 to 15
per cent of contra forces being female (Linkogle 2001);

ii) granting titles to cooperative members and those people with land use
rights;

iii) land restitution where it considered land to have been unfairly expro-
priated; and

iv) privatisation of state farms (Deere and León 2001).

Of 60 former state farms, 30 per cent were returned to former owners; 38
per cent to former soldiers; and 32 per cent to former workers (Thiesen-
husen 1995: 136). It should be noted that up to 20 per cent of land was still
held in collectives of various types at the turn of the twenty-first century
(Ruben et al. 2001: 161).

The issue of titling arose in part because under the Sandinistas up
to 70 per cent of redistributed land had never been re-registered, so
the Chamorro government faced a mass of claims and counter-claims
(Thiesenhusen 1995: 136). From 1993, land titling was under discussion
and after six years a large land titling programme was enacted (Deere
and León 2001). Despite the partial counter-reform under Chamorro and
then Arnoldo Alemán, women made marked gains in terms of land titling
(Deere and León 2001). Peasant women in UNAG had begun agitating
for joint titles in the late 1980s. Joint titling was made law (Law No.
209) in late 1995, retrospectively covering all beneficiaries of land reform
(Deere and León 2001: 205). From 1994 to 2000, women represented
one-third of all beneficiaries, representing a considerable advance to their
landholding rights during the agrarian reform period in which 10 per cent
of direct land reform beneficiaries were female (Ceci 2005). Not surpris-
ingly, local-level difficulties in implementing joint titling became evident
early on. In some cases, the provision for mancomunado (joint property)
was interpreted, for instance, as applying to father-son pairs rather than
heterosexual couples.

There is little doubt that joint titling for wives represents a consider-
able advance. Nevertheless, the impediments women face are often likely to
mean that they are unequally positioned in the new market environment.
This is one in which smallholder men, too, find it difficult to prosper. The
rural poor were hardest hit by austerity measures in agriculture (Davis et
al. 2001). Other aspects of neoliberalism such as charges for medical ser-
VICES affected women particularly (Metoyer 2000), and Nicaragua is still
one of the poorest Latin American countries (United Nations Children’s
Increased difficulties faced by smallholders and the poor go hand in hand with concentration of land ownership. Davis et al. (2001) found that micro- and minifundistas controlled 4 per cent per cent of total land although constituting 44 per cent of agricultural households. Medium landowners (holding 20 to 50 manzanas) controlled 20 per cent of land (Davis et al. 2001: 172). Smallholders were least likely to be able to subsist on agricultural earnings and sought other income sources. In an interview conducted by Jonathan Steele in 1996, a long-term resident, originally British, commented that ranchers had returned to the area he farmed since the defeat of the Sandinistas. ‘They just sort of dropped back, but mightily strengthened: it’s the new generation of Somocismo . . . modern, smart, trained in Miami business, and . . . ruthless’ (Steele 1996). Thus, women’s strengthened property rights exist in a context of increased concentration and of land market sales. These often mean that the poor in practice lose access to land, despite having formal rights.

BRAZIL

Brazil is well-known for both its agrarian movements and for its marked social inequalities. The world’s ninth largest economy, in 2005 it was largely an urban country, with over 84 per cent of its population living in cities (Globalis 2008); poverty is less marked in the more developed south than in the north and northeast. Inequalities in landholding figure importantly in the country’s social inequities. In 2003, holdings under 10 hectares occupied 1.8 per cent of total land area but constituted 31.6 per cent of farm units (Onsrud et al. 2005: 56). This was little altered from the 1985 figure, when 30 per cent of total units under 10 hectares occupied only 1 per cent of land area (Hall 1990: 206). Properties over 1,000 hectares in size occupied 44 per cent of land area, making up 1.7 per cent of farms. In 2005, Landless Movement figures indicated that approximately five million people were landless or land hungry (Wittman 2005). Unlike the other two cases discussed, Brazil’s attempts at land reform have been minimal until very recently.

The land question in Brazil has long historical roots. For 400 years, large plantations, especially in the northeast, were worked by slaves in the main originally imported from Africa. Brazil’s economy was oriented to export of commodities, particularly sugar and coffee, and then later, rubber from the Amazon. Modern land ownership was instituted by the 1850 Land Bill. Emancipation of slaves followed in 1888, transferring the economic burdens of subsistence to this new reserve labour army (Martins 2003). Large landowners continued to hold a great deal of power. They were and still are able to influence the police and the judiciary and, often, to rule with violence and impunity (Wright and Wolford 2003).
Three different types of solution to the abolition of slavery developed in different regions. The *colonato* system was introduced mainly in the southern coffee-producing areas, using labour shipped in from Europe partly in order to ‘whiten’ the population. The colonato was a complex contractual relation, combining salaried labour, payment of rent in labour and goods, and access to plots and animals (Martins 2003: 306). It was eventually superseded by full wage labour. A second response to the abolition of slavery took place largely in the areas of sugarcane cultivation. The mestizo inhabitants of farms (of mixed African and Indian descent) grew their own crops on small plots of land in return for labour services known as *cambão* (the yoke). In some cases, when landowners raised rents, *moradores* (a displaced class of agricultural workers) emerged. These dependent production relations persisted until after the 1950s (Martins 2003: 309). The third ‘solution’ was based on rubber-tapping in the huge Amazon region. The Amazon has long been employed as a safety valve for dispossessed and unemployed labour, and many rubber-tappers were recruited from the impoverished northeast (Foweraker 1981). Migrants were often trapped in debt bondage through debt to the plantation owner’s store (Rocha 2000: 71).

The post-slavery era also saw the development of the important peasant farming sector in the southern states. A minority of families, especially those of German, Italian and Polish origin, were able to become peasant smallholders. Within such households, the male head had absolute control over the labour power of family members (Spindel 1987: 51). Today over four million households are involved in small-scale agriculture, accounting for production of large proportions of basic food items (Onsrud et al.: 82).

A new agrarian phase began in the middle of the century, when cattle ranching began to displace many agricultural workers. From the 1960s, impoverished migrants from other areas of the country could be absorbed in the south-east’s industry. For men and women who remained on the large farms, President João Goulart enacted a Rural Worker’s Statute in 1963, granting them rights such as inclusion in payroll lists, a minimum wage, a maximum work day, and security after sixteen years of work. Goulart also attempted a limited land reform. However, this faltered, as the USA cut off Alliance for Progress funds (Lapp 2004).

A military regime displaced the moderate Goulart in 1964, ruling until 1985. Aside from political repression, it pursued economic strategies favouring large corporations; in agriculture, mechanisation was adopted and corporate agricultural interests encouraged. In sugar production, plantation owners increased rents and many tenants were evicted; the populations of *favelas* (shanty towns) soared. Corporate lumbering and cattle ranching interests also received priority.

The ensuing crisis for the poor entailed by these policies resulted in some direct state encouragement of migration to Amazonia in the early 1970s.
This substitute for land reform failed for a variety of reasons, including the Amazon’s poor soils (Branford and Glock 1985) and lack of organisation and of support for settlers. Only 8,000 of a projected 100,000 families were resettled in this way (Hall 1990: 208). Other programmes were enacted in the western states of Rondônia and Acre. Again, these were beset by poor project design and support. Most migration to the Amazon, however, was not state sponsored but was *ad hoc* and informal: an attempt to escape severe poverty and unemployment. In the Amazon even more than the rest of the country, few formal titles existed, including by those operating rubber estates (see Branford and Glock 1985). Many Indians and peasant squatters were ‘legally’ evicted from lands. In the frontier regions of Pará, the Mato Grosso, and Paraná, violence has been consistently exerted against both Indians and peasants by large landowners or others asserting land rights (Foweraker 1981). Companies, the police, hired gunmen and, sometimes, the military operated together.

This brief outline of Brazil’s complex agrarian social history serves to indicate the pressing need for land reform for much of the twentieth century. By the end of the twenty-year period of military rule, 1 per cent of farms encompassed 44 per cent of land and the Gini coefficient of inequality was 0.853, one of the highest in the world (Deere 2003: 262). It has been in part through actions of rural and peasant movements that reforms to this structure have taken place in Brazil.

**Resistance Movements**

Movements based on smallholding agriculture have a long Brazilian lineage. The first recorded resistance concerned runaway slave communities which managed to remain independent for most of the seventeenth century under *Zumbi de Palmares*, an iconic figure among black communities.

In the twentieth century it is likely that most resistance by diverse movements has gone unrecorded. The Peasant Leagues of the northeast are some of the most well known. They were first established in Pernambuco state in the 1940s, with modest aims, but in a few cases, the Leagues campaigned for land reform. Redistribution of at least one estate was accomplished in 1959 (Wright and Wolford 2003: 129). These organisations spread rapidly from the late 1950s, and by 1964, 2,000 Leagues existed in twenty-four states. The considerable advance represented by the 1963 Rural Workers’ Statute was partly a response to the Leagues, which were violently suppressed by the military government.

In the early 1970s, peasant guerrilla movements formed against police, *gato*, and landlord violence, but despite much ‘counter’-publicity, they were very small (Foweraker 1981: 23). Another movement, *Movimento dos Agriculturas sem Terra* (MASTER) campaigned for agrarian reform in Rio Grande do Sul in the south. It was begun by children of European immigrants who had failed to gain land to cultivate (Onsrud et al. 2005). A third movement grew
up in response to the regime’s policies of construction of large hydro-electric
dams, flooding the land of small farmers, and facilitating agro-industry; in
this case, in soybean production (Rothman and Oliver 1999).6

In response to the ‘need’ for migration to the Amazon, the government
established National Institute for Rural Settlement and Agrarian Reform
(Instituto Nacional de Colonização e Reforma Agrária; henceforth INCRA)
in 1971. In the early period, INCRA’s duties were limited to assisting asen-
tamento (resettlement) of those displaced by the dams and in government-
sponsored colonisation schemes. Perhaps improbably, a significant piece of
legislation was also passed in this era: the 1964 Land Statute established
that suitable land not serving a ‘social purpose’ or not productively culti-
vated, could be expropriated for agrarian reform.

During the two decades of military regime, liberation theology was
taking root. Socially minded priests and nuns began to organise Comuni-
dades eclesial de base (CEB; Christian base communities). This wing of
the Roman Catholic Church saw inequitable landholding as a fundamental
factor in social injustice. Thus a Pastoral Land Commission was estab-
lished in 1975 to support peasant land struggles in the Amazon. It aimed
to counter landlord abuses, especially the massacre of peasant leaders and
frequent evictions and land-grabbing (Adriance 1995). The CEB came to
be prominent in rural unions and in land occupations (Adriance 1995) and
helped to provide legal counsel.

One of the few studies discussing women’s agency in the agrarian social
movements of the period concerns the upper Amazonian CEB (Adriance
1995). A number of women were active in land occupations and some
became leaders; more women than men participated in the CEB Adriance
studied (1995: 149). As in the other Latin American cases discussed, women
often had conflicts with husbands over their participation, although par-
ticipation was facilitated when the men were already CEB members. The
husbands of women activists were more likely to stay at home taking care
of children than were other men. Women in the CEB studied were, despite
their participation, primarily oriented to their family roles and placed a
high value on fertility, in line with religious teachings. Nevertheless, partic-
ipation had developed their belief in their right to a life outside the home.

From the late 1970s on, the military government began to adopt a pol-
cy of abertura (opening up), and various social movements were able to
emerge. However, the first completely democratic elections (with universal
franchise) were held only in 1986.

In western Amazonia, rubber tappers’ unions were formed, with some
support from the CEB; women as well as men were active in the unions
(Campbell 1996). These aimed to protect tappers’ livelihoods as well as
the forest environment. Eventually, from 1987, they were successful in
establishing protective reserves similar to land reform areas. In 1984, the
Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais sem Terra (MST; Landless Move-
ment) was formed, originally as an offshoot of the CEB. The MST has been
the most successful agrarian reform movement to date in Brazil, and is, arguably, the best known globally; it will be discussed further. A counter-reform movement of landowners, the Union for Rural Democracy (UDR) was also formed.

The abertura also opened the way for explicitly feminist movements in Brazil. These have been largely urban but have sometimes had an impact in rural areas, partly through influencing other social movements. It is usual for rural women's movements to be weak but in Brazil an additional reason exists: unusually, agriculture is not becoming feminised, or at least not at the same rate as elsewhere, reflecting high rates of female out-migration from rural areas and young women's desire to have urban jobs (Guivant 2003; Wright and Wolford 2003; Brumer 2004).

In the southern states, an umbrella rural women's movement, the Rural Women Workers' Movement (Movimento de Mulheres Trabalhadores Rurais, or MMTR) was nevertheless formed in 1989, developing from activities of women working within other movements such as land reform movements, anti-dam movements, the CEB, and rural labour unions. By 1992 it had over 30,000 members (Stephen 1997: 209). By the late 1990s, the MMTR's agenda had shifted, from concentration on working conditions, benefits, and land issues to include specifically feminist issues such as reproductive health rights, women's political representation, and domestic violence. Although MMTR leaders had had much contact with (and experience in) other social movements, they had often been marginalised when raising gender issues. It is significant that MMTR leaders have been influenced by feminists in other movements and in NGOs. The MMTR maintains links with the church, CEB, the landless movement, and with trade unions but remains autonomous. It is one of the arguments of this book, that without autonomous women's organising it is unlikely that women will be able to achieve equity within social policies such as agrarian reform, even though they are meant to be transformative.

**Land Reform Strategies and the Market-Led Reform**

In the early and mid-1980s, a campaign for a National Agrarian Reform Plan (Plano Nacional de Reforma Agrária, or PNRA) took place, and in 1985 the PNRA was passed by government (Spindel 1987: 61). Following this, a new constitution in 1988 gave government the right to expropriate unused land for 'social use'. Core demands of the PNRA were largely defeated by the landlords' union with only expropriation of unproductive latifundia being allowed. Landowners were also allowed to keep 25 per cent of land and to choose which parcels to keep (Deere and León 2001; Wright and Wolford 2003).

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the MST as well as other groups mobilised for land occupations and were often met with great violence. These initiatives provoked two state reactions. One response was increased land expropriation and settlement on state schemes. These, however, were
limited; between 1964 and 1994, only 850 land reform settlements had been created, benefiting approximately 144,000 (Deere 2003: 277).

Additionally, the government instituted a market-led reform (Market-led agrarian reform, or MLAR) under World Bank auspices. As elsewhere, the MLAR strategy tries to circumvent state-directed land reform. It seeks cooperation of landlords (‘willing sellers’) who will sell to peasants or other ‘willing buyers’. Buyers must form organisations with a ‘business plan’ to achieve economies of scale and also in order to weed out inexperienced or unsuitable applicants (Borras 2003: 373).

In practice, the MLAR has several flaws. Perhaps intentionally, MLAR beneficiaries have above average incomes; elite peasant leaders have taken control over the process rather than this being enacted from below (Borras 2003). Relatedly, land prices have been much higher than in state-led programmes, although one of the initial intentions was to avoid landlords setting prices over market rates (Rocha 2000: 22; Borras 2003). Another issue is that the extension service has been privatised and is of poor quality (Borras 2003: 388). Additionally, settlers have often been overwhelmed with commercial debt (Rocha 2000). All of these factors have serious implications for gender equity: in order to farm independently, women require a good quality extension service and preferably one which includes female staff. Peasant women are even more likely than poor peasant men to be vulnerable to dispossession of any newly acquired land in case of debt (Manji 2006). Borras concludes that the MLAR in Brazil as in other countries has failed even on its own terms.

In January, 2003, Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (known as ‘Lula’), an ex-trade unionist, was elected president and was re-elected in 2006. Despite hopes of a more extensive land reform under his presidency, a dual path has been steered, continuing both to support agribusiness and tolerating land occupations and pledging support for agrarian reform (Welch 2006). In 2006, a second PNRA (II PNRA) was promulgated, combining elements of market-assisted and traditional or state-backed land reform. This states the intention to support small-scale agriculture, including special lines of credit such as one for women (Onsrud et al. 2005: 86).

**Gender and Land Reform**

The general trajectory of land reform in Brazil, then, has been halting and fragmented. Due to the weight of legal and social custom, it has been difficult for women to benefit from land reform and property, including land, is heavily concentrated in male hands (Barsted 2005). Within this frame, there have recently been some attempts to include gender equity within various programmes and policies of the state and social movements. The 1988 Constitution established an explicit right for women to obtain land tenure concessions or titles within agrarian reform and guarantees equality between husband and wife. However, in practice gender issues have
not been recognised fully in agrarian reforms, and Brazil lags behind in terms of application of gender progressive statutes (Deere and León 2001). INCRA uses a points system to select beneficiaries: until 1988 it was legal to award men one point, but 0.75 points for women and children. By the mid-1990s, only 12.6 per cent of agrarian reform beneficiaries were female (Deere 2003; Guivant 2003). The criterion that beneficiaries should be experienced in agriculture tends to disadvantage all women, since much of their work goes unrecognised. Another impediment is that registration of names of both spouses on documents is optional in Brazil, so in most cases the husband continues to represent the household. Underlining this, the forms used by INCRA for many years had room for only one beneficiary, with the wife usually listed as first dependent, on a separate page (Guivant 2003). Because of pressure from feminists, a redesigned form now includes room for the wife’s signature on the first page.

The Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais sem Terra

The MST has evolved into an organisation whose membership is 1.5 million with a presence in 23 of 27 states (MST 2006). In 2001, it claimed 1,600 settlements with 250,000 families as well as 500 ‘encampments’ with 70,000 families. It has launched numerous land occupations and has pushed land reform onto the national agenda. The MST’s aims are broader than simply land reform, with roots simultaneously in Marxist and populist thought, in liberation theology, and also with influences from Paulo Freire concerning cultural change. It sees itself as a revolutionary and transformative movement seeking to create ‘new’ men and women, to alter Brazil’s landholding system and Brazilian social structure more generally. It has added aims such as promoting sustainable and organic agriculture. In 2007 an MST Congress decided to prioritise ecological questions (Caldeira 2008).

The MST’s main tactic to acquire land has been to organise mass occupations of estates considered as possibilities for expropriation, often because the land is not fully utilised. Occupations are often dangerous, with many militants having been injured and a number murdered. Following the occupation, those involved must withdraw and wait in temporary encampments, often by roadsides and in makeshift shelters while INCRA assesses the land occupied to determine its suitability; the law states that occupied land will not be redistributed. This period of waiting often takes a number of years as the legal process proceeds (Caldeira 2006). However, encampments are organised as quickly as possible, and schools, health posts, sanitation, and basic food rations are provided. Only when the land has been acquired by the state can a more permanent ‘settlement’ be established.

The MST’s remarkable achievement is to cement land and agrarian reform in the national (and regional) political agenda(s). Beyond this, it is due largely to the MST’s public profile that landlords are now far less free
to dominate affairs in their regions, including the appointment of public officials and of judges and the abduction, eviction, torture, and murder of the rural poor, although this has not disappeared (Navarro 2005: 133).

The MST has also successfully promoted functioning land reform settlements or communities. It has been attentive to provision of services such as schools, clinics, marketing of produce, and (in some cases) encourages cultivation of crops using organic methods (Onsrud et al. 2005), initiatives that benefit all settlers, and perhaps particularly, women. A tension, however, is that whereas leaders prefer collective models of production, settlers often prefer individual household production (Caldeira 2006); for this reason, collective production has been dropped as a national model (Welch 2006: 207).

Organisationally, the MST is meant to be democratic and participatory: all adult family members must join rather than simply the household head. Many meetings are held both in encampments and settlements and participation of ordinary settlers is sought (Onsrud et al. 2005). The MST makes some attempt to avoid the patronage relations endemic in Brazil through mechanisms such as drawing leaders from distant regions and limiting their stay in particular settlements (Caldeira 2006). Some, however, doubt that leaders are openly selected (Navarro 2005: 135).

The MST has had an ambiguous relation to questions of gender. A National Commission of Women (CNM) was first established in the mid-1980s, only to be disbanded in 1989. In 1996, the CNM was re-established (Guivant 2003). In 2001, the CNM, by then a constituent body of the MST, put forward a statement calling for discussion of women’s roles in the movement (Giani et al. 2003). In 2006, the MST’s website affirmed its commitment to gender equity, recognising that gender discrimination was a current issue. Its specific aims in 2006 included:

- a guarantee of childcare to aid women’s participation at work and in meetings;
- 50 per cent of women in all training and activities;
- joint land titles for spouses;
- one male and one female coordinator to live in base communities; and
- prioritising campaigns to provide documents for women workers.

Women have been very prominent in MST land occupations (Wright and Wolford 2003), as the organisation recognises. Women are also well represented in central leadership, with nine of 23 leaders in the highest echelon being female (Harnecker 2002: 14).

The MST, however, also sees the basic social unit as the nuclear family—indicative of its religious roots in the CEB as well as of tendencies common to populist movements (see Chapter 2). Harnecker is optimistic about the possibilities of the model, seeing the MST as putting forward a smallholder
democracy in which peasant patriarchy has been overcome. Others are less hopeful, noting that the MST tends to see gender and class analyses as contradictory (Razavi 2006: 2). In interviews with movement leaders, Caldeira (2008) found that some considered gender a ‘distraction’ from the class struggle (2006). Following the 2007 Congress, the website section on gender was removed, although mention of domestic violence remains (MST 2009). Thus, the space given for discussion of gender discrimination within the movement appears to be decreasing.

These events indicate deep ambivalence concerning gender, including whether it should be taken up by the movement as a serious issue. Such ambivalence is rooted in the importance of the nuclear family model for the MST’s vision. This model is contradictory for women in at least three

Figure 7.1 Logo of the Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais sem Terra (MST), Brazil.
ways. The first two concern the invisibility of women’s work and the possibilities for male control within the household unit. The third is that many households are not nuclear but are female headed. In selecting beneficiaries, INCRA gives priority to larger families, which in itself disadvantages lone-parent households. Female household heads constituted over 12 per cent of rural households in 1996, but only 5 per cent of land reform beneficiaries (Deere 2003: 270). In encampments the MST’s rules inadvertently disadvantage female-headed households by stipulating that at least one member of the household must remain on the land. Thus, female household heads cannot leave to find waged work. A Rio state study showed that many were unable to sustain this situation over a long period and ended up abandoning encampments despite participation in the initial struggles (Caldeira 2006). When a lone woman gets married, her land rights may be transferred to the new husband (Deere 2003).

A number of sources acknowledge that women are active in land occupations, confrontations with the police, and in the encampments; however, once land is gained, they are often expected to return ‘home’ and to their small plots (Deere 2003). This parallels women’s experiences in many nationalist movements (Jayawardena 1986; Yuval-Davis 1997). Several studies of gender within MST settlements indicate that inequitable treatment continues along with advances such as the achievement of food security (Onsrud et al. 2005). For example, a study by da Silva of an MST settlement in Santa Catarina state stresses lack of attention given to women’s domestic burdens and the deep-rooted nature of the gender division of labour. Da Silva says (2004) that home is seen as very important by many women, as they may have been homeless previously. Women are usually part-time members of the cooperative whereas men are full-time. Accordingly, women often receive half the level of male payments. In general, men do heavy work such as driving tractors and women do lighter work. This study also found ideas about the nuclear family to be highly significant, in that the MST council intervened in the sphere of sexual morality. Adultery is considered a transgression against the collective and to maintenance of good relations within it. Da Silva cites an incident of adultery in which the woman involved was found ‘guilty’ and advised to leave the settlement, whereas the man involved stayed. Moreover, the man was a leader so that extra-domestic power relations were involved. Thus, the gap between rhetoric and practice in this case was considerable.

Recent Initiatives

In recent years, especially since 2000, Brazilian rural social movements have attended more seriously to gender issues in a number of ways. One development is in the rural unions which may have been influenced by movements such as the MMTR. The largest rural trade union, Confederação Nacional dos Trabalhadores na Agricultura (CONTAG), as well as the left union
Central Union of Workers (CUT) have been important both in campaigns for land rights and for benefits for all workers, including women. However, the unions do not focus on land reform as such. The CUT has been particularly important in pushing gender onto the agenda, leading to the establishment of a pioneering National Committee on the Question of Women Workers and to formulation of a gender policy (Barsted 2005: 48). More female union leaders have emerged in recent years. Gender discrimination certainly exists, but the CUT has established a minimum quota of 30 per cent women in leadership positions, although it struggles to fulfil this (Boni 2004).

The rural unions have come to be more proactive in effecting change on gender issues. CONTAG, for instance, led the march of the Margaridas in 2000, the largest-ever demonstration of rural women with approximately 20,000 participating. The women put forward both general demands concerning land reform and gender-specific ones. The latter included an end to sexist violence in rural areas and campaigns for access to education, to credit, and for reproductive health. They also criticised the low percentage of women beneficiaries of agrarian reform (Guivant 2003: 29).

Another notable development is that of the formation of a national peasant women’s movement, the Movimento Mulheres Campesinas (MMC), established in 2003 with representatives from fourteen states, including women from church organisations, the MST, the anti-dam movement (Movimento dos Atingidas por Barragens, or MAB), rural labour unions, and other organisations. The MMC’s website states that it is socialist as well as feminist. Agrarian reform together with calls for environmental protection are among its aims. This is a hopeful sign, and it is unusual for an autonomous organisation to exist. However, the difficulties of raising feminist issues within the MST, the most prominent agrarian reform movement, remain.

CONCLUSION

These three Latin American cases differ in the extent, duration, and trajectory of agrarian reforms. However, they also display continuities. In general in Latin America, women have been highly marginalised within land and agrarian reforms. Where cooperative membership is important, as has frequently been the case, married women are rarely members in their own right. Divorced single and widowed women with children (that is, ‘household heads’) may be able to obtain or to inherit land or membership rights. However, even this is not automatic. For married couples, the husband’s membership has been assumed to be ‘for’ the family, and therefore, women are marginalised to the point of being excluded. Even when this is not the case and women have individual membership rights, as in Nicaragua and MST settlements in Brazil, a range of informal mechanisms or processes serve to keep them marginalised.
Such processes operate through gender regimes, which although subject to flux and transformations, also may display a good deal of continuity. The cases discussed here all concern mestizo or majority and Spanish-speaking populations, and indigenous communities may have different and slightly more egalitarian models. However, the strength of ideas of domesticity and of marianismo for women is striking in its model of women as mothers and domestic workers, semi-confined to the home and with attributes of patience, modesty, and endurance. This gender regime is buttressed by machismo. Examples given here appear to indicate that these are not simply outmoded stereotypes, or at least, not in the countryside. They constrain women’s actions even in the economic sphere and limit their room for manoeuvre, while extending that of men as husbands.

In order to combat such beliefs about women’s ‘proper place’ and men’s proprietorship over women, a government, state, or social movement would need to go beyond productionism. The Engels-derived model in Latin America as elsewhere (see Chapter 4) has made some gains for women, particularly for widows and divorcees who sometimes acquire or else inherit land rights or cooperative membership. That most left governments and movements have a basic commitment to improving women’s legal and economic status is also a gain that should not be derided. However, the productionist model has serious limitations, particularly in the absence of attention to women’s domestic labour. Failure to attend to ways of reducing women’s work burdens has often simply resulted in increased workloads. Even when movements are cognisant of the extent of obstacles facing peasant women, and wish to ameliorate these, this perspective is usually counterbalanced by worries about the unsettling affect on peasant men and loss of their support. Thus, women may gain rights at the formal level but these often remain unenforced or else partially enforced, as in the Nicaraguan agrarian reform.

The examples given offer some indication that the practice of family agriculture is integrally bound up with household models of land reform, as this book argues. It is far from a simple matter to integrate women’s rights into such a model, and it is for this reason that the ‘woman issue’ is often ignored. It seems that trade unions find it easier in the current juncature than land movements to incorporate women’s demands, as indicated in the Nicaraguan and Brazilian cases. However, they do not have agrarian reform as a main focus.

Lastly, these examples begin to indicate the difficulty women have in enforcing and activating rights to land and property, even within favourable legal environments. It is to be hoped that the autonomous rural women’s movements now forming in countries such as Brazil will make gender issues more visible within rural movements.
8 Land Reforms, Customary Law, and Land Titling in Sub-Saharan Africa

The question of gender and land reform in sub-Saharan Africa is framed by competing discourses and policy processes. One discussion concerns the ongoing food security crises on the continent. Another is the familiar theme of market-based versus state-backed redistributionist reforms. A third concern is individual versus collective land titles. In African contexts, the ‘collective’ usually refers to land administered under traditional authorities in lineage-based systems rather than to collective farms (see Chapters 4 to 6). The present chapter concentrates on the southern African case studies of Zimbabwe and South Africa. The dramatic example of Zimbabwe indicates some of the pitfalls as well as possibilities of land reform within what is to date, the largest scheme in Africa. The chapter also explores the conundrums thrown up in contemporary debates over gender, land, and land titling elsewhere, using the examples of Tanzania and Mozambique.

CUSTOMARY LAW

Gender and land issues in sub-Saharan Africa are framed by customary law, and so the chapter begins with an examination of this. The land tenure systems of most rural people on the continent have been governed by customary law and subject to chiefly authority. Land is crucial to the unity of lineages: ‘Land helps to order relationships between people, living and dead’ (Davison 1988a: 15). Under customary law, land was held on behalf of the lineage and its ancestors by elders or a chief and could not be bought or sold. Thus, the advent of land and agrarian reform programmes in Africa encounter circumstances different to those of the privatised systems predominant in Latin America and Asia. Central to these circumstances is the place of women within customary law. In patrilineal systems, land is held by men as lineage descendants. Women access land through husbands and land rights are usually inherited by elder sons.

The term ‘customary law’ was a colonial (British) invention (Ranger 1985). In the system of indirect colonial rule, there was an attempt to retain tribal or lineage practices ‘intact’, although the wider economic policies of
colonialism in fact undermined the economic bases of traditional systems. ‘African custom and tradition’ was allowed to regulate certain matters such as landholding, marriage and family law, and restitution for petty crimes, with cases arising from customary law usually heard by primary or lower courts (Banda 2005). In ex-settler colonies such as Zimbabwe, South Africa, or Kenya, African people were relegated to poor quality land in remote areas in ‘reserves’. In west Africa, customary systems of land tenure hold sway more generally in rural areas which lacked significant settler presence.

Much debate exists about the place of women in customary systems in pre-colonial times. Some argue that customary law gave women a number of rights (Hellum 2007), and many agree that it operated as a more flexible and locally specific system in the past. With colonialism, customary law became codified and a flexible system became ossified, with detrimental effects for women. Chanock has argued that the codification of customary law reflected an informal consensus between African lineage elders and colonial officials, as both were convinced of female inferiority (Chanock 1989). Women became ‘legal minors’, unable to hold land on their own behalf, unable to sign or agree to contracts (including marriage contracts) without a male representative, unable to represent themselves in court, or to retain custody of children after early childhood. Although these practices and others such as bridewealth payments and child betrothal were practiced in pre-colonial times, it is sometimes forgotten that younger men as well as women were ‘minors’. Because widows do not have rights to patrilineage land, customarily they were expected either to return to their natal homes or to retain access through a levirate marriage with the deceased husband’s brother. Patrilineal systems, which form the majority, are also potentially polygynous and it is much easier for men than women to obtain divorces. For instance in contemporary Uganda, a man has only to accuse his wife of adultery to obtain a divorce (ActionAid 2005: 62). In Zimbabwe, a woman’s refusal of sex or use of contraceptives is ground for divorce, as is ‘insubordination’ or vocal disagreement with the husband.

However customary systems operated in the past, it seems clear that current interpretations disadvantage women. For instance, customarily wives had the right to a plot of land to cultivate ‘women’s’ or food crops. Although this land was accessed through the husband, virtually all married women would have had access. With the growth of a cash economy and with land shortages, the granting of this plot became much more discretionary. Similarly, in Zimbabwean Shona society, women traditionally had the right to profits from mavoko (‘of her own hands’) activities, such as midwifery, beer-brewing, traditional medicine, or vegetable crop sales. In contemporary circumstances these rights have been eroded. Many husbands—even men with wives in formal, urban employment—appropriate women’s incomes, claiming that payment of lobola (bridewealth) gives them this right (Jacobs and Howard 1987). The advent of cash economies
and migration meant that checks on behaviour from the community were eroded and individual men gained more power over wives (Pankhurst and Jacobs 1988; Busingye 2002).

Customary law is increasingly threatened from a combination of forces such as more gender egalitarian statutory law and marketisation. However, customary law practices continue to have profound effects on women’s land rights across the continent (Wanyeki 2003), despite both variation and change. With regard to gender and land rights, fierce debate exists about the implications of customary versus individualised tenure. Feminist lawyers have found themselves pitted against land rights advocates in policy debates.

Land reform programmes are usually viewed as aspects of general ‘modernisation’ schemes and so have sometimes presented opportunities to reconfigure customary law with respect to women’s landholding rights. For instance, widows have gained some rights as many are left destitute when the husband’s relatives claim her property. Women’s land and other rights within marriage have, however, proved much more contentious.

**ZIMBABWE**

The Zimbabwean crisis has brought the question of agrarian reform to unusual prominence. At the time of writing, the country’s situation is chaotic following a heavily disputed run-off election for president in June 2008 amid accusations of vote-rigging, fraud, and great violence against Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) supporters. Inflation stood at 231 million per cent in July 2008 (British Broadcasting Company [BBC] 2008); 94 per cent were unemployed in 2009 (McGreal 2009). Life expectancy in 2006 was the lowest in the world, at thirty-four years for women and thirty-seven for men (World Health Organization [WHO] 2006). Shortages of most goods are severe. In 2006 to 2007, 4 million people required food aid (McGreal and McVeigh 2007); in early 2009 the United Nations (UN) estimated that 7 million of Zimbabwe’s approximately 12 to 13 million population required food aid (McGreal 2009). Shortages of food and other goods are to some extent eased by the fact that at least one-fourth of the population has migrated abroad due to the political and economic circumstances faced, mainly to neighbouring South Africa and the United Kingdom.

The scenario of economic meltdown is usually linked with the ‘fast track’ land reform initiated in February 2000, when the government began expropriation of white-owned commercial farms. Thus, land reform has come to be seen as the root cause of the crisis. Here I argue that the problem has been the political manipulation of land and land redistribution, rather than agrarian reform *per se*. In the current situation it is easy to forget that a well-managed and relatively successful land reform took place
in Zimbabwe prior to 2000 and that other scenarios for land reform are possible (Kinsey 2004b). It is also easily forgotten that the great majority of the rural population, up to 70 per cent of the agricultural labour force, is female (Permanent Mission of the Republic of Zimbabwe 2000).

This section of the chapter firstly discusses land reform in Zimbabwe prior to 2000 and secondly, its gendered impacts. It then examines the reasons for the current fast track land reform and gives an overview of its results. The last sub-sections consider fast track land reform and its gendered implications.

**Land and Land Reform pre-2000**

Inequality in landholding is deeply racialised and has indeed been a root cause of inequity in Zimbabwe in the past as well as the present. White control over land has been crucial in securing economic and political dominance for Europeans. British-origin and other European settlers marched north from South Africa in the 1890s, hoping to find the ‘Second Rand’ of precious metals and minerals. For a time the settlers’ search set a premium on food production, and Shona peasants in east and central areas farmed more intensively to produce food for sale (Ranger 1985). When the territory which became Southern Rhodesia was found to be poor in minerals, settler attention turned to the development of large capitalist farming estates. Land expropriation served to ensure Europeans’ need for land. A series of taxes were imposed on African men to ensure that they entered the cash economy, and they turned to wage labour in mines, in European households, and in agriculture in order to meet ‘head taxes’, ‘hut taxes’, and other extraneous levies, including a tax on dogs (Arrighi and Saul 1973; Palmer 1977). By 1930 with the Land Apportionment Act, 51 per cent of land was declared to be European and 30 per cent reserved for Africans (Herbst 1991). The reserves were to continue under communal or chiefly tenure. Various other pieces of discriminatory legislation undermined African peasant farming. For instance, the Maize Control Act of 1931 subsidised European maize production while reducing prices African farmers could command for their main marketed crop.

Agricultural land in Zimbabwe is variable in terms of soil quality, and only some 17 per cent of land can support intensive rain-fed agriculture and livestock production (Weiner 1988). Land was, and is, classified into natural regions according to rainfall and soil fertility. Natural Region I (located mainly in the east) is of high fertility and relatively reliable rainfall while Natural Region IV is suitable only for extensive livestock production. Europeans appropriated not only the majority of land but the most fertile, with large farming estates being concentrated in Natural Regions I, IIa, and IIb. African reserves were located mainly in Natural Regions IIb, III, and IV. Already arid, these became overcrowded, and soil quality deteriorated further. Men who were able to, migrated to cities and mines...
to work, while women, elderly men and children stayed behind to farm. Women undertook ever increasing shares of work although agriculture was becoming less viable.

In the 1950s, several government measures attempted to reform the migrant labour system and to form a more viable and permanent African peasantry and working class. Eight per cent of land was set aside for Africans to buy on a freehold basis in Native Purchase Areas. The Native Land Husbandry Act (NLHA) of 1951 attempted to replace customary tenure with land titles. However, this increased landlessness and rural inequality (Phimister 1983)—the only way to designate the landed entailed designation of the landless. The NLHA was in any case abandoned with the election of the Rhodesian Front in 1962.

The Unilateral Declaration of Independence (UDI) from Britain was declared in 1965. The guerrilla war temporarily uniting the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) and the Zimbabwe African People’s Union (ZAPU), under Joshua Nkomo, began shortly after UDI. One of the main aims of the guerrilla struggle was the return of ‘lost lands’ (Ranger 1985), others being improved livelihoods, an end to racial oppression, and the wish for more democracy in daily life. A negotiated agreement known as the Lancaster House Agreement ended the war in the late 1970s and led to free elections.

Land resettlement 1980 to 2000

ZANU, famously, won an electoral victory under Robert Mugabe in 1980. One of its first priorities was to establish an agrarian or land reform programme. At independence, most prime farmland and nearly all large farms were owned by whites. Approximately 6,000 large-scale commercial farms (LSCFs) and a number of corporate agro-industrial estates occupied 39 per cent of Zimbabwe’s total land area and two-thirds of the most fertile areas (Takavarasha 1998: 2). They also produced over 90 per cent of marketed output (Weiner 1988: 74).

The aim of land reform (termed ‘land resettlement’) was to redistribute land to the poor and landless or near-landless, and additionally to establish a class of self-sufficient or better off African smallholders. From the outset, the terms of the land reform programme were set by the Lancaster House Constitution. One of its provisions, in force until 1990, was that land had to be acquired on a ‘willing buyer–willing seller’ basis. Land was distributed under several programmes or ‘models’ including a small number of state farms and production cooperatives (Model B). Large numbers of people also settled land informally (by ‘squatting’) following independence and thereafter (Chimhowu and Hulme 2006). Most land distributed formally was under the Model A scheme to individual households. Under Model A, households were allocated five hectares or approximately 12 acres of land. This was held via a series of permits by the household head.
Variable amounts of land were allocated for cattle grazing, with more allocated in the more arid areas of Natural Regions III and IV. Another feature of Zimbabwe’s land reform was that settlers were meant to be full-time agriculturalists. In 1980, beneficiaries were required to be age 18 to 55 with dependent families, married, or widowed and not in formal employment (Government of Zimbabwe 1985). The stated intention of the programme was to resettle the rural poor rather than the better off (Stoneman 2000), although from the late 1980s increased attention was given to raising productivity (Kinsey 2004b).

Resettlement Areas (RAs) were conceived as areas separate from the Communal Areas (CAs). Until early 2000, the RAs were administered by appointed Resettlement Officers (ROs) who had quasi-judicial powers. The policy was to administer individual families rather than whole communities (Kinsey 2004b). This meant that many were likely to be living with new and unfamiliar neighbours and also implies that many people found themselves living on lands believed to belong to the ancestral spirits of others’ lineages (Jacobs 1989).

Early targets for numbers of households to be resettled were very large, with the aim of redistributing land to 162,000 households by 1984 (Agricultural Extension Service of the Government of Zimbabwe [AGRITEX] 1985: 15). By 1985, 38,000 households had been resettled, 35,000 in Model A schemes (Hanlon 1986: 8). By early 2000, 91,000 households had been resettled, of which 61,380 were in Model A villages (Chimhowu and Hulme 2006: 731). Thus, over half of resettlement took place in the first years after independence. This was also the period in which land was easiest to acquire as people could be resettled on underutilised or deserted farms (Cusworth 2000). Nevertheless, Zimbabwe’s land reform has been the largest attempted in Africa (Kinsey 1982).

Land reform has been of importance since independence at the rhetorical level, tending to ‘surface’ particularly at election times (Alexander 1994). However, commitment in practice has been more variable. For a period from 1985 on, official attention shifted to raising productivity in the CAs where the majority of the population lives. This was attempted through provision of credit, irrigation, and agricultural extension services and was broadly successful (Zimyana 1995) while state support was available. From the late 1980s, with the expiry of the Lancaster House Constitution imminent, land re-emerged as a more important issue (Palmer 1990; Alexander 1994). In 1990 President Mugabe stated that 50 per cent of commercial farmland might be purchased for resettlement. A Land Acquisition Act was passed in 1992 to facilitate such a process.

In the early 1990s, however, a structural adjustment programme (ESAP) was launched. As elsewhere (Mohan et al. 2000), this led to deindustrialisation, reduction of the public sector, and severe drops in wage levels. Government expenditure was directed to maintaining health and education sectors as a higher priority than resettlement (Moyo 1995). However, structural
adjustment and a neoliberal orientation benefitted commercial farmers who produced export crops such as tobacco, speciality vegetables, and ostrich meat (Moyo and Yeros 2005). By this time, too, the full impact of the HIV/AIDS epidemic was evident; between 1995 and 1997, HIV/AIDS infections peaked at 29 per cent of the adult population (AVERT 2008a). Land reform receded in terms of importance in policy.

Much debate exists concerning the ZANU government’s commitment to agrarian reform from the 1990s. Here, I give a brief overview of the outcomes of the pre-2000 orderly phase of land reform (Chimhowu and Hulme 2006), focusing on beneficiaries of resettlement and on issues of productivity and income. A number of commentators agree that Zimbabwe’s land resettlement programme was largely successful in targeting the poor and land hungry, particularly in the early period (Cusworth 2000; Kinsey 2004b; Moyo and Yeros 2005). From 1985 on, a stipulation was added to criteria for resettlement, that settlers should be able to use the land productively, favouring the slightly better off, for instance, those with a plough and oxen (Jacobs 1989). Provision was also made to include Master Farmers: those with agricultural experience and state certification. According to detailed, longitudinal data from the Zimbabwe Rural Household Dynamics Survey (ZRHDS), the selection process appears to have been remarkably equitable and efficient (Kinsey 2004b; Chimhowu and Hulme 2006), and there was little sign of the programme as a whole being ‘coopted’ by the wealthy.

The programme was also successful in general in raising marketed output, all the more remarkable since Zimbabwe suffered several droughts during the period in question. A summary of several surveys indicates that household income from cropping was higher among resettled households than in CAs (Kinsey 2004b).

Two United Kingdom government reports on land resettlement also gave highly positive evaluations of the rate of return on land reform (Cusworth 2000), an important issue for the British government as a significant funder of the programme. These studies also indicated several economic problem areas in land resettlement.

Firstly, the 1988 Overseas Development Agency (ODA, now DfID) report indicated that arrangements for credit, marketing, and input supply services were inadequate to meet the needs of settler households (Cusworth 2000: 28), causing declines in productivity and indebtedness for a number of households. Secondly, the ZRHDS data indicate that although productivity was higher in resettled than CA farms (Kinsey 1999; Kinsey 2004b; see also Muleya 2000; Palmer 2000), it did not translate into higher per capita incomes, mainly because over time, more prosperous resettled households attracted more members. Extra household members did not always contribute to production, although this situation did allow the economic benefits of resettlement to be spread more widely. Lastly, the resettlement programme was treated to some extent as an island with special provision
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and administration. Even had targets for beneficiaries been met, the poverty in CAs would likely have continued (Cliffe 2000; Stoneman 2000; Moyo and Yeros 2005). Despite some weaknesses, the pre-2000 land reform can nevertheless be seen as successful in a number of respects, including in terms of productivity.

Gender and land resettlement in Zimbabwe: the first period

How did women fare within the ‘orderly phase’ of resettlement? This section draws particularly upon my own research, conducted in 1983 to 1984 and the first substantial study of land reform and gender within the country. The research included individual household model (Model A) resettlement as well as production cooperatives (Model B). The study of Model A resettlement was based on 207 questionnaire interviews with wives, husbands and widows, 25 in-depth interviews, and ten key informants interviews in Hoyuyu RA (in the east) and Darwin RA (north of Harare). Additionally, twenty-five large focus groups were conducted in women’s club settings within eight Model A RAs in Mashonaland East and North and in Manicaland; these contacted 650 to 700 women (see e.g. Jacobs, 1989, 1995, 2000b). I also draw on the work of Chenaux-Répond (1994) and on Goebel’s Hwedza study south of Harare (1998, 1999, 2005a, 2005b).

The Zimbabwean Model A programme, like most other land reforms, allocated and allocates land to the household head. Since under customary law the husband is the head of household even in his physical absence, this process frames other gendered outcomes. Importantly, a divorced woman is likely to be asked to leave the RA as she does not hold the necessary permits for settlement, and divorce and desertion rates in the country are very high (Pankhurst and Jacobs 1988; Goebel 2005b). Zimbabwean land resettlement does, however, allow for allocation of land to female household heads, or widows.3

Relatively few widows or divorcees were resettled in the early stages of the programme, but by 1995, 15 per cent of all settlers were widows (Gaidzanwa 1995), a high figure in international terms. The number is high for two reasons. Firstly, a ruling (although not a law) established that customary inheritance laws did not operate within RAs, an important condition given that much feminist organising in Zimbabwe focussed on the issue of inheritance (Stewart and Tsanga 2007). Thus, a widow rather than the eldest son or the husband’s lineage kin could inherit land rights or permits to stay. Since most wives are younger than their husbands, many women were able to inherit (Goebel 1999). Secondly, ROs often used their powers to intervene on behalf of women, including intervention in favour of widows’ inheritance rights.

Both detrimental and beneficial effects of land reform have been noted in studies of gender relations. Women in my study cited several negative effects,
beginning with an increase in workloads. The increase resulted from having more land to till, but also from increased work intensity. Relatedly, many married women and widows reported concern over lack or insufficiency of amenities within the new RAs. These included shops, access to transport, marketing opportunities, schools and clinics. It is possible that some of these problems were resolved as more amenities and infrastructure were provided, although the state partially withdrew from the early 1990s. Two other outcomes seen as detrimental by many women involved family and marriage relations. One concerned the continuous presence of husbands. The second was high rates of polygyny. The rate found in my study was 30 per cent (Jacobs 1995, 2000b) and Chenaux-Répond found rates of polygynous marriage of up to 36 per cent (1994). Although data for CAs were not reliable, it seems highly unlikely that the percentage of polygynous marriages approaches these levels. This phenomenon may indicate that many junior wives in RAs were being treated as labourers, similar to the phenomenon found by Weinrich (1975) and by Cheater (1981) in Small-Scale Commercial Farms (formerly, African Purchase Areas). Certainly, some polygamous married men I interviewed were explicit concerning their ‘accumulation’ of wives in this fashion and were enthusiastic about the possibilities offered within RAs. It is likely that the high rate of polygyny increased the insecurity not only of wives directly affected, but also that of other married women in RAs.

A third set of issues concerned feelings of isolation, compounded by worries about living on the ancestral lands of other people or lineage groups. Isolation was particularly a problem for widows I interviewed especially as lone women attract suspicion, not least from married women. For married women, concerns about living with unknown people had a positive side in increasing interaction with husbands. One of the studies conducted as part of the ZRHDS longitudinal research focussed on community interaction (Barr 2004), finding that resettled villagers coped with lack of ready-made kinship ties by increasing interaction and by strengthening locality-based networks. Thus, new types of communities were being formed over time and the elderly were especially active in creating new social ties.

Many facets of resettlement were more positive when viewed from a gender perspective, including aspects of property and income, family formation, and the impact of state ROs.

Turning first to property and production issues, it is evident that agricultural production and household incomes increased for many Model A households. One of the purposes of land reform is to increase rural productivity in the small farm sector. However, most case studies of agrarian and land reform report a loss of income for wives (see Chapter 3), largely because titles or deeds are granted to the husband as household head who often then appropriates any increased income. Additionally, wives often lose rights to their own (small) plots where this right is customary, as in most of sub-Saharan Africa. However, Zimbabwe presents a counter-example in at least two respects.
A majority of wives have been granted access to their own plots by husbands in resettlement. In my sample, 37 per cent of wives said that they had access to their own plots of land on which to grow food crops. For many, this was an improvement on the situation within CAs. Other studies have found much higher proportions of wives with access to garden plots (Chenaux-Répond 1994); for example Chimedza (1988) reported that nearly all wives had access to plots, and Goebel (1999), that 65 per cent of married women in her sample had been allocated land. Additionally, in my study one-quarter of both men and women stated that wives were allowed to keep the proceeds from sales of certain crops such as groundnuts or cotton, representing a marked improvement from their situations while in CAs. Wives’ income is a highly contentious matter in Zimbabwe. Recent reinterpretation of customary law by many men means that husbands often appropriate all income, including that from formal sector work (Pankhurst and Jacobs 1988; Jacobs 1995), rather than following customary norms in this regard.

Zimbabwe was also highly unusual in that many wives’ incomes increased with resettlement, contrasting with the international pattern. Wives in my sample reported high personal incomes, amounting to one-quarter of mean reported household income (Jacobs 1989). This was mediated by social class factors, with 20 per cent of women reporting having no income. However, wives’ high average incomes indicate a high degree of intrahousehold redistribution. The finding of increased income for wives within resettlement was replicated by Goebel’s study (1999), so that it is possible to write with some reliability that many wives saw an increase in their own incomes.

Female-headed households in Zimbabwean RAs were, and are, poorer in general than male headed households (Jacobs 1989), following international patterns. Chikondo, in a Msasa-Ringa RA study (cited in Kinsey 2004b), found 91 per cent of female-headed households, but 69 per cent of male-headed households, to be in the lower half of income distribution. They were more food secure, however, indicating that women on their own are often better able to retain control of uses of household income (Koopman 1997; Chant 2004). In my study, improvement in food security was a strong source of satisfaction with resettlement for both married and unmarried women, despite the problems arising from relocation.

The favourable outcomes noted relate to changes in family forms and family dynamics with resettlement. Two patterns of family formation were evident in my research: an increase in both polygamous marriage and in nuclear families. Settler families were usually two-generation families, unlike the extended three-generation lineage-based families more common in CAs. The ‘familial model’ of most planners was of a nuclear, two-generation household and preferably, one containing only one wife (see Chapter 3).

Despite the increase in polygamy, the majority of settlers nonetheless lived away from extended families and the majority lived in (formally)
monogamous nuclear households. Seventy per cent of husbands and 60 per cent of wives in my sample said that the nuclear or ‘small’ family was the ‘best unit in which to live’. Many people felt that extended families had caused great friction in their lives, particularly because they can entail calls upon resources. Additionally, most women and men appreciated being freer to make decisions without the input of the senior generation. For many wives, and particularly those in monogamous marriages, resettlement meant an increase in influence. In the absence of the husband’s patrilineal kin and ‘living among strangers’, husbands may draw closer to wives and adopt a more companionate model. Later studies (Kinsey 2004a; Goebel 2005a), however, report that extended or larger families have re-formed, although not necessarily always along lineage lines. Thus, some of the effects noted here may be temporary. Married women often cited improvements in husbands’ behaviour, compared with that when living in CAs. The majority of wives viewed their male partners as ‘better husbands’, meaning that the men drank less worked harder directed more resources to the household rather than to other women, were less violent and esteemed their wives more.

One element in this change in gender relations reflected a shift in the gendered division of labour. Even though most settlers worked harder than previously, settler men reportedly did far more fieldwork than had been the case in CAs. For a variety of reasons, agricultural tasks customarily gendered ‘male’ are now commonly taken over by women within CAs. In my study, husbands and wives worked together more closely in fieldwork in the RA. In particular, men assisted more with ploughing as well as with sowing, weeding and harvesting. A number of men also reported helping with ‘female’ tasks such as fetching water and firewood. A very small proportion of men also contributed to housework; this is notable, given the stigma attaching to male participation in domestic labour. An early village study by Henson reported similar changes (Henson 1984). Wives commonly said, ‘We work together here as a unity’. Similar phraseology is reported by others. Goebel cites the phrase: ‘Here it is our land, the two of us’ (1999, 2005a). However, these phrases should not be taken too literally. Most women’s overall work burden, involving as it does nearly all domestic labour and childcare as well as longer hours of work in agriculture, remains considerably higher than men’s. In the late 1990s, only 2 per cent of wives held settlement permits (Peters and Peters 1998: 193). Nevertheless, the burden of agricultural labour is perceived as being shared more equally, and this is felt to be a highly beneficial development.

Women settlers appeared to be familiar with the image or model of a more self-contained nuclear family with a ‘good’ husband. This, it should be noted, does not imply female autonomy or equality. ‘The history of ideas about the Good Husband would reveal continual change and yet this has not threatened the traditional authority of husband over wife’ (Bell and Newby 1976: 161). Indeed, some women in my sample said that they had
lost power or influence or else that there was ‘no change’ with resettlement. They offered several reasons, one being that the husband was more continually present and able to scrutinise their actions, since migration was not allowed.

Women who said that they has lost influence were most likely to be in the ‘middle peasant’ or self-sufficient stratum, as measured in my research. They were also more likely to be in polygynous marriages. Poorer and relatively wealthier peasant women were more likely to say that they had gained influence through resettlement. Since the aim of land reform is to establish a small farming economy, the decline in influence of middle stratum women is a concern. Thus, many middle stratum women said that husbands took decisions over cropping, budgeting, and so on without consulting them at all.

The majority of women in my study nevertheless perceived that their status had improved with the minda murefu (long fields) of RAs. Several explanations may be relevant for this response. One is contingent: beer halls were usually much further away and opportunities to carry out extramarital relationships, perhaps fewer. As noted, the predominance of the nuclear family may have improved wives’ position. A second explanation concerns the authority of ROs. The role of ROs, who administered RAs until 2000, derived from Rhodesian community development policies. The RO’s role was similar to that of the old District Commissioner and the areas do not fall under the jurisdiction of local government bodies, or District Councils. Hence, ROs had a good deal of power and were perceived to have power within their own RAs. In particular, they had some leeway to interpret rules applying to resettlement. Both men and women knew that their behaviour was scrutinised by ROs. Male title-holders knew that they stood to lose permits if not, as it was said, ‘on good behaviour’. In practice, among the ROs I interviewed, settlers were only removed for gross misbehaviour, but the possibility of removal appeared to be felt as a deterrent. Additionally, some ROs imparted a model of ‘proper’ family behaviour: in some cases this consisted simply of hard work, investment in the farm, and not disrupting neighbours; for others, a notion of the wife as companion and as due respect was an element. Goebel also noted that ROs at times intervened in disputes on behalf of married women as well as widows (2005a). Even a limited view of proper behaviour tends to encourage men to be sober husbands as well as good farmers. In this instance, social and state control of a direct kind, as well as familistic ideology of a more indirect nature, may have operated to the benefit of married women. This aspect of change in gender relations is paradoxical: a ‘top-down’ structure operated to the benefit of some of the settlers least powerful in social terms and appeared to improve women’s position. The removal of ROs in fact coincided with the onset of ‘fast track’ resettlement.

Overall, then, the orderly phase of land reform brought a number of benefits for married women as well as for widows, although these were not uniform.
Those women in monogamous marriages and in ‘poorer’ and ‘wealthier’ peasant strata were more likely to benefit in terms of increased influence, but most women benefited in terms of improved food security. Improvements were in the main due to state supports and to shifts in family and household relations which resulted in wives being able to exert more influence. Thus, the Zimbabwean case pre-2000 presents a broadly positive example.

**The Context for ‘Fast-Track’ Land Reform post 2000**

During the 1990s the process of land reform stalled, despite the Land Acquisition Act and despite an escalation of informal land provisioning or ‘squatting’. The Zimbabwean government accused the British, substantial donors to the land reform programme, of reneging on agreements concerning financing land acquisitions. It argued that with budgetary constraints and structural adjustment, it was unable to provide the matched funding required (Lebert 2006). In the late 1990s, government provided only 15 per cent of the funding it had promised (Pallister 2000). The United Kingdom for its part alleged that monies had not been used for land reform but to hand over land to new African elites and to ZANU officials and their families (Lebert 2006: 51). In some cases, state farms had been transferred.

Although lack of funding for land reform is often blamed for the slow progress of the 1990s, other factors are also relevant. These include the priority given to commercial agriculture both by the state and by multilateral donors; corruption; and the elite’s flagging commitment to resettlement (Goebel 1998). Opposition Member of Parliament Margaret Dongo obtained parliamentary evidence in 2000 indicating that land leased under a tenant farming scheme from the 1990s as well as land bought from LCSFs in 1998 had gone to politically well-connected individuals who lacked farming experience and were in the main, absentee landowners (Pallister 2000). By the late 1990s, 10 per cent of agricultural land was owned by black farm owners (Moyo and Yeros 2005: 185).

Despite government ambivalence towards land reform (Kinsey 2004a), in 1998 a multilateral conference was held, including the World Bank, the UK’s Department for International Development (DfID), DANIDA (the Danish International Development Agency) and NORAD (the Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation), reaching agreement on the importance of agrarian reform for Zimbabwe and on the way forward. It is not clear why its position was not further acted upon (Hellum and Derman 2004). In any case, matters took a dramatically different turn from 2000.

The impetus for new land acquisition comes from political events in and before early 2000 rather than from a direct concern for redistribution. The events were the formation of the current opposition party, the MDC, and then the defeat of a proposed constitution in 2000, which would have greatly consolidated President Robert Mugabe’s considerable powers (Jacobs 2000b; Palmer 2000). Land occupations were at least in
part a distraction, as little interest in land existed during the 1990s (Hammar 2003). The political impetus for events is perhaps clearer following the 2008 elections than it was in 2000.

The official position on the beginning of land confiscations is that land invasions by ex-war veterans were spontaneous and left the government with little option but to follow their lead (Moyo and Yeros 2005). Land occupations and informal settlement have taken place since the early 1980s (Chimhowu and Hulme 2006). ‘Squatters’ movements indeed escalated from the 1990s with the slowdown in land resettlement. In 1998, disgruntled liberation war veterans won allocation of 20 per cent of the land designated for resettlement. However, at that time little land was available for redistribution.

Shortly after the electoral defeat of the new constitution, the ZANU government made alliance with war veterans, some of whom were occupying large commercial farms. The electoral campaign and promises of land reform became linked, since Shona-speaking rural areas were a government stronghold, and Mugabe was becoming increasingly unpopular in urban areas. Much evidence points to the close involvement and orchestration of occupations by the government (Kinsey 2001; Hellum and Derman 2004). Since war veterans were in fact in charge of security including for President Mugabe’s office (Moyo and Yeros 2005), it is difficult to see how the movement can be seen as independent of the state.

The period since 2000 has seen a great escalation of state-orchestrated violence, including abductions, tortures, rape and murders on a widespread scale (Amnesty International 2002a, 2002b, 2007; Human Rights Watch 2008). Violent attacks spread to MDC supporters, to anyone suspected of being a supporter, to white farmers and commercial farm workers as well as to Ndelebe-speaking people. In 2005, Operation *Murambatsvina* (‘Clean up the Filth’) was launched in urban areas of large cities, directed mainly at people living in informal housing who were seen as suspect. Over 700,000 homes were bulldozed and their inhabitants forcibly removed to the countryside (International Crisis Group 2005; Russell 2007). Two million people were affected, and between one-half and one million had died by 2007 from exposure, illness and starvation (Johnson 2007: 32). Approximately 3,500 houses were built to accommodate those uprooted from cities. Of these, most were given to civil servants, police, and soldiers instead (Kubatana.net 2008). Violence includes numerous sexual and other attacks on women (Hellum and Derman 2004; Goebel 2005b).

The Zimbabwean economy shrank rapidly between 2000 and 2006, by 50 per cent (Howden 2006), accompanied by hyperinflation. As noted in the Britain-Zimbabwe Society 2008 economic report (MacGarry 2008), trends were difficult to measure because of the scarcity of hard figures. By July 2008 the local Zimbabwean dollar was of little worth. A number of systems had collapsed almost entirely by mid-2007, including water provision, sanitation, traffic lights, telephone communications, and power.
The health system was operating sporadically, partly due to migration of most staff abroad as well as to power cuts and lack of medications and equipment (Ushe 2007; McGreal 2008b: 18.7: 14). Rural living standards applied in Harare, with electricity nearly unavailable and drinking water drawn from shallow pits (IRIN News 2007a). In late 2008, a cholera epidemic broke out, exacerbated by the collapse of infrastructure; by mid-January 2009, over 2,000 people had died and 40,000 had contracted the disease (Reuters 2009). Much economic activity is based on barter and on the informal economy, while remittances from approximately four million Zimbabweans living abroad (Meldrum 2007) are crucial in allaying very severe poverty and famine.

It is difficult in fact to estimate the size of the current Zimbabwean population. Very large numbers of people have died as a result of famine, economic collapse and the knock-on effects of collapse of the health system (Howden 2006). Approximately 20 per cent of the adult population suffered from HIV/AIDS in 2005 (AVERT 2008a), and their deaths have been hastened through malnutrition and lack of health care (Johnson 2007). Aside from those living abroad, several millions are missing from the population, with estimates ranging from a minimum of two million up to six million (Johnson 2007: 32; AVERT 2008a). The fact that the margin of uncertainty is so wide is an indication of how fragile are the country’s systems. Thus, disruption, crisis and violence are by no means confined to rural areas.

**Fast-track Land Reform**

The confiscation of commercial farms was accompanied by a new ‘fast-track’ phase of land reform from 2000 on. What role has land reform played in the situation described previously? The share of land owned by mainly white commercial farmers at the time of the 2000 land invasions was 30 per cent, held in 6000 large estates. This was reduced to 3 per cent in 2004 (Goebel 2005a: 47). In 2007 the Commercial Farmers’ Union represented approximately 400 farmers (Business News [SA] 2007). Late that year, Mugabe announced the end of land confiscations, although evictions have continued. Two models of resettlement were put in place. Model A1 redistributed land to small-scale farmers; Model A2 redistributed land to larger, aspirant commercial farmers. By 2004, some 200,000 people were said to be resettled (Masiwiwa 2004).

The fast-track resettlement has been marred, as indicated, by much violence. Although beatings, rapes and murder of white farmers and their families have received attention, greater violence has been meted out to commercial farm workers. Suspected of siding with their employers in order to keep their jobs, they have become victims of the process rather than benefiting. Attacks on them ‘were practically encouraged’ (AVERT 2008a). In part, this is also because many have origins outside Zimbabwe, in Malawi, Mozambique, and elsewhere and as ‘non-indigenous people’
they have been marginalised in the nationalist upsurge. Commercial farms had supported two million workers, although they often worked in appalling conditions. In 2003, the number was reduced to 300,000 to 350,000 (Sachikonye 2003), and in May, 2006, approximately 200,000 people were employed on farms and plantations (MacGarry 2007).

The Zimbabwean reform stands out as one of the few in which male workers on agricultural estates have not benefited. The government’s land audit or Utete Commission Report in 2003 found that only 1 per cent of the settlers had been commercial farm workers (Government of Zimbabwe 2003). MDC supporters are also excluded from land redistribution, since land is seen as a reward for political allegiance.

Little data, and no systematic data, exists concerning recipients of land reform. Land redistribution has been carried out by ZANU and auxiliary organisations including militia and youth brigades; it is often acknowledged that the process has been confused and chaotic as well as violent (IRIN News 2003; IRIN News 2007b). Since 2000, discussions about numbers of government ministers, war veterans, businessmen and other influential ZANU members who have received land have continued. This issue was acknowledged by Mugabe (Masiwa 2004), but it is possible that there will never be clarity on the recipients of land during this process (Kinsey 2004b). Although the ‘landless’ should receive land, there are no guidelines about what constitutes landlessness (Hellum and Derman 2004) and no comprehensive list of beneficiaries exists (Ikdahl et al. 2006). Certainly some beneficiaries have been well-off urban people. In 2004, at least 400 high-ranking people had acquired land in fast-track resettlement (Masiwa 2004). Whole farms have been allocated to highly placed government officials (Hellum and Derman 2004: 1794) and a powerful elite has acquired much of the better quality land (Kinsey 2004b: 1663).

Despite these distortions, most beneficiaries are nevertheless poor people (Moyo and Yeros 2005), whether originally rural or displaced urban people. Scoones (2008), in one of the few available empirical studies, found that 60 per cent of a Masvingo sample were land-hungry farmers. Women as household heads have received some land in the fast-track process. The government’s Utete Commission figures for 2003 indicate that 18 per cent of Model A1 (small-scale farming) and 12 per cent of Model A2 (larger commercially oriented farms) were allotted to women household heads (Hellum and Derman 2004: 1796). These figures fall short of the 40 per cent recommended in the Utete Report itself or the 30 per cent recommended by the Women’s Land Lobby (Mgugu 2002).

During the period of ‘fast-track’ reform and exacerbating the previous economic deterioration, Zimbabwe has suffered an agricultural and food security failure. By 2008, starvation was setting in (McGreal 2008c). As the preceding discussion indicates, the state has played a role in this situation. Agricultural production in 2006 to 2007 was 30 per cent less than in 2000 and Zimbabwe’s food imports doubled in 2007 (MacGarry 2008: 3). The situation is commonly attributed to the commercial farm invasions.
and to land redistribution per se. Certainly, to exit from the world (capitalist) economic system in terms of export industries even with a planned process in place would be risky. In the Zimbabwean case, no plan appears to have been created. For instance, tobacco exports were a mainstay of the economy during the 1980s and 1990s. Flue-cured tobacco was the biggest export crop, and Zimbabwe was the second largest producer in the world (Kwidini 2008). Farmers’ capacity to produce the crop has been affected and some have stopped selling because of non-payment. Approximately 700,000 people were directly and indirectly supported by this industry.

Droughts have also played a part in famine, as the government stresses. However, previously Zimbabwean agriculture was able to cope with drought because it had various coping systems in place (Hamadziripi 2007). These included irrigation systems, reservoirs, and human knowledge and experience. Such systems have partially broken down with the general economic collapse, mass migration and generalised destitution. On a similar note, in 2007 elephants roamed free across the borders of Hwange National Park, often destroying crops in their way (Russell 2007).

Misconceptions exist, however, about the role of commercial agriculture in food production and food security in Zimbabwe. Current food shortages have not in the main occurred because of the collapse of food staple production of white maize in commercial farms (Sanders et al. 2007). White maize for sadza (maize meal) is produced mainly within the small farm sector, while commercial farmers grew some yellow maize for stock feed (IRIN News 2008b). What has taken place is that agricultural industries sustained by commercial farming have collapsed with fast-track reform. Through these, small farms had access to cheap agricultural inputs such as seeds and fertilizers. Without such inputs, white maize production has declined disastrously in the new RAs as well as in CAs.

In a slightly different scenario, wheat production has declined due to the wariness of wheat farmers about growing the crop (MacGarry 2007: 3–4), because of the government’s failure to deliver inputs and to shortages of money, in turn fuelled by hyperinflation. In 2005, only 53 per cent of the target area had been planted in time to harvest. In 2007, the Ministry of Agriculture estimated that only one-tenth of the winter wheat crop had been planted (Russell 2007). Thus, farmers, including those resettled, have been affected by shortages of appropriate support, including lack of inputs as well as credit.

Much of the land acquired through commercial farm seizures has not in fact been reallocated. In 2004, the Special Affairs Minister John Nkomo admitted that government had failed to resettle 60 per cent of the land allocated to small farmers (Ferrett 2004). In July, 2006, Mugabe stated that only 40 per cent of the 11 million hectares acquired from commercial farmers had been taken over by black African farmers (MacGarry 2007: 2). Further, much of the land which has been resettled has not been fully utilised. In 2005, an experienced researcher on land reform, Bill Kinsey, was able to travel widely. His impressions give an indication of why the agricultural crisis has developed.
i) A good deal of land viewed had been extensively burnt, resulting from increased hunting in ex-commercial farms and the use of fire to clear land, in the absence of fire breaks;
ii) little in the way of agricultural preparation or irrigation was going on at a time in the season when this was crucial;
iii) the location of some new farms was in areas that required preparation such as terracing; and
iv) some farmers had planted wheat crops that grew, but they were unable to harvest these due to lack of inputs such as fuel for combines.

By September, 2005 it was too late to harvest a good-quality crop (Kinsey 2006: 1–2).
In 2006, 68 per cent of RA and CA small farmers were not fully utilising their land (MacGarry 2007). In mid-2008, President Mugabe admitted again that only 42 per cent of land seized was ‘in full use’ (Rice 2008). The epidemic of HIV/AIDS plays a part as well (Izumi 2006). Many adults are ill and malnutrition hastens the onset of AIDS from HIV status.

Factors within and outside state control therefore interact. Lack of infrastructural and other support for land reform play a large part in the problems of ‘fast-track’ resettlement. Land redistribution without access to fertiliser, agricultural implements or machinery, credit and extension advice is not likely to succeed. The Zimbabwean situation has been fuelled by government incapacity or unwillingness to act and by general economic breakdown. Scoones et al. (2008) found that some A1 farmers had been able through individual efforts, however, to make productive use of land. For others, lack of knowledge of farming is an issue; people encouraged to seize land do not always have previous farming experience. Some are in any case ‘new farmers’ forced to relocate from urban areas by state operations such as ‘Clean up the Filth’. They often found the land uncleared, and had no farming implements or cash to buy these (Russell 2007).

In a situation of food insecurity and scarcity, the government retained control of distribution of food aid by refusing independent access to NGOs or the UN (Amnesty International 2002a; IRIN News 2007b; McGreal 2008a, 2008b). This ensured that the state and state agencies should channel food aid to some but withhold it from others. Given the large numbers who required food aid, millions of people were affected.

The state attempted at once to tighten control and to reduce reliance on food aid by other ‘operations’ such as the unhappily named ‘Taguta/Sisuthu [in IsiNdebele]’: (‘People have had their Fill’). In 2005, the Operation deployed soldiers to rural areas to oversee maize production. The army has in any case for some years been involved with food production and has been able to manipulate it (Solidarity Peace Trust 2006). Such campaigns additionally give employment to young men, as well as assisting in feeding the army (Solidarity Peace Trust 2006). Thus, agriculture has become militarised, in a situation reminiscent of the Stalinesque tactics of the Soviet Union in the 1930s. Rather than increasing production, Operation Taguta/Sisuthu has destroyed market gardens, as soldiers have torn up vegetables and ordered smallholders to plant maize. Particularly in Matabeleland, the scene of past atrocities, the military has undermined the basis of agricultural production and has destroyed ripe crops (Solidarity Peace Trust 2006). The process in train constitutes a new patrimonialism (Cromwell and Chintedza 2005). Patrimonialism bases belonging on blood ties and on allegiance to a ruler or despot. This has been an effective mobilising device for male citizens (Hellum and Derman 2004) but holds serious ambiguities for women.
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Gender Issues in Fast-track Reform

The severity of the crisis and lack of data in Zimbabwe means that it is difficult to ascertain how women have fared in fast-track resettlement. Given that women’s rights to control property and to make decisions are far more constrained than men’s, most women are likely to be in a weak economic position. Nevertheless, women’s responsibilities for food provisioning remain. The only systematic data available, as noted, indicate that women have received redistributed land, although not in large numbers. Some women have acquired land in the fast-track commercial model, A2. A precedent existed, since by the 1990s, some women had succeeded in obtaining commercial farmland. They were usually well-off, educated, held the agricultural land with husbands, and had alternative employment (Petrie et al. 2003).

It is possible that a better-off stratum of women has not only acquired but retained land in the A2 model. However, countervailing factors threaten property-holding for most women. In any case, their situations differ greatly from those of poor women seeking land on which to base livelihoods. Women have also acquired land in the fast-track smallholder programme, model A1. Some women, including widows, have acquired land in their own rights through participating in land invasions (Izumi 2006). In one of the sites of Izumi’s study, nine of nineteen widows had obtained land through occupations. Women have also received land as police officers, extension officers, or in other roles (Hellum and Derman 2004). The results of fast-track land acquisition appear to be ambiguous (Izumi 2006). Research carried out for the Norwegian Refugee Council found that women as household heads were negatively affected in the fast-track programme as they lacked resources for successful resettlement (Hellum and Derman 2004), particularly given absence of state support. Women are likely to be seen as less deserving candidates for receipt of land as smallholders because they are viewed as lacking agricultural experience and lacking assets in order to obtain credit for inputs. Women who resettled with husbands remained at much risk of losing their land upon divorce or widowhood. Widows who were HIV positive were markedly more vulnerable as they were viewed by the husbands’ kin as weak, vulnerable, and not in need of land due to their illness (Izumi 2006).

Zimbabwean women’s mobilisation has centred on attempts to challenge aspects of customary law unfavourable to women through legal means. In this regard, the campaigns’ targets were similar to elsewhere in Africa. One result of campaigning was a new law governing inheritance in 1997 (the Administration of Estates Amendment Act), which gave women rights to inherit property from husbands and fathers. However, several Supreme Court decisions in the late 1990s reinforced customary law and reasserted adult women’s minority status (Stewart and Tsanga 2007). Although Section 14 of the 1996 Constitution outlaws gender discrimination, a ‘clawback’ clause asserts the priority of customary law in
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matters of adoption, marriage, divorce, burial, and devolution of property upon death (Izumi 2006: 8). This continues to be of relevance to many groups of women. From 2000 on, legal campaigns faltered in face of the government’s assertion that the rule of law was detrimental to poor people (Hellum and Derman 2004). The doubts over women’s legal rights to land and property if anything, however, are exacerbated in the current situation. These considerations will not disappear, and are likely to re-emerge in future, more ordered times. For the time being, issues of famine and violence as well as land access preoccupy many women. Men as well are targets of violence and women can and do perpetuate violence (Jacobs et al. 2000a; Jacobs 2008). The widely reported establishment of ‘training camps’ in which torture has been enacted systematically has, for instance, implicated women (Panorama 2004). More commonly, however, women have suffered through rape, torture and assaults.

Women are not always targeted primarily *qua* women; they may be displaced, attacked or murdered in other capacities such as being commercial farm workers. However, women are far more likely to be victims than perpetrators. Women of all groups are likely to be ‘punished’ through sexual assaults and rape. Reports of rape are very widespread, and political opposition women (in the MDC) have been particular targets (Amnesty International 2002b, 2007; Goebel 2005b; BBC 2008; McGreal 2008b). White and Asian women have also been attacked. So, too, have Shona-speaking ZANU supporters, although the latter are also most likely to be allocated land.

The violent situation that has emerged is especially threatening for women. Even where they do gain land and have inputs to farm this, they are unlikely to be able to exercise rights in such a situation. Human rights are not only economic but also involve personal security, particularly with regard to women’s human rights. The new patrimonialism is especially exclusionary for rural women.

An egalitarian and transparent agrarian reform remains an urgent necessity in Zimbabwe, despite the misuse of land reform policies. Politicisation and coercion as well as lack of meaningful state support have undermined the most central purpose of land reform, to ensure food security. This is hardly a situation in which women are likely to benefit. It is also in marked contrast with the previous land resettlement programme. Pre-2000 land reform did not give married women full rights but partial reforms of customary law, improvements in productivity and shifts in gender relations pointed in a positive direction that might be built on in future. So too, does the continued resilience of some small farmers.

SOUTH AFRICA

There are many similarities in the agrarian structures of Zimbabwe and South Africa, particularly in the domination of commercial farming and the
relegation of the black African population to reserves. However, the South African land reform programme contrasts markedly with Zimbabwe’s.

The racialised structure of South African landholding was and is highly skewed. The 1913 Land Act and its amendments allocated only 13 per cent of the country’s land to African people. After the country’s first non-racial election in 1994, approximately 55,000 commercial farmers, mainly whites, owned some 102 million hectares while 1.2 million black households had access to some 17 million hectares within the former Reserves or Homelands (Marcus et al. 1996: 97). In 2000, approximately 70 per cent of the rural population had access to land. For half, access was to 1 hectare or less (May 2000: 23). As in much of Africa, the majority of the rural population is female (May 2000). Thus, rural areas are highly differentiated, with a large group of very poor black women producing mainly for household consumption and a small, mainly male elite producing on a greater scale (Lahiff and Cousins 2005).

For a variety of reasons, demand for agricultural land is not as high as in Zimbabwe. South Africa is much more highly industrialised and urbanised, with 58 per cent of the population living in cities and towns in 2005 (Globalis 2005). In rural areas, apartheid ‘removal’ policies created migratory populations as well as widespread homelessness and dispossession of land (Unterhalter 1987). Rural livelihoods have become diversified (Francis 2000) and for most, the primary orientation and aspiration is for waged employment (Walker 2007). Nevertheless, agriculture and land-based livelihoods remain important. One-third of rural households engage in small-scale agriculture and for nearly one-fifth, this was the prime activity (May et al. 2000). Even if agriculture is not the preferred option, the non-agricultural economy has not proved able to absorb the unemployed, and many are likely to need access to land.

The African National Congress (ANC) government elected in 1994 under Nelson Mandela instituted a land reform programme. This has three ‘prongs’: land restitution, tenure reform, and land redistribution. Restitution policies relate to land expropriated since 1913. The majority of claims settled have involved urban people and by 2006 had been settled in cash (Hall 2004; Cousins 2007) rather than involving land transfers. Tenure reform involves several elements, including strengthening the rights of commercial farm workers and occupants. The Land Reform (Labour Tenants) Act of 1996 and the Extension of Security of Tenure Act 1997 (ESTA) were meant to strengthen the residency rights of commercial farm workers and to protect them from eviction. However, landowners have often evicted tenants in order to circumvent the legislation. A Nkuzi Development Association survey in 2005 found that nearly one million people had been evicted from farms between 1994 and 2003, more than the estimated number of land reform beneficiaries (Hall 2007: 96). Another aspect of tenure reform concerns the rights of chiefly authorities over land allocation.
Land redistribution forms the third plank of land reform and perhaps the one giving rise to highest expectations.

The South African land reform has been market led, based on a ‘willing buyer–willing seller’ principle. Government does not buy land itself or select beneficiaries. Instead, potential beneficiaries must apply to the state under one of the three aspects of the programme (Hall 2004). Between 1994 and 1999, the programme took the form of pilot projects in various provinces. Low-income households were able to access a small, one-off grant or settlement land acquisition grant (SLAG), targeted at low-income households. Wives as well as husbands were listed as beneficiaries. In practice, due to the cost of land and the size of grants, grants were often pooled among households. Grants could be pooled in two types of ‘legal entities’, a trust or a communal property association (CPA).

From 1999 on, the direction of policy shifted to stress agricultural productivity and encouragement of an African commercial farming sector. From 2001 on, the Land Redistribution and Development (LRAD) policy was launched, altering the intent and those meant to benefit from the programme. The previous income criterion of eligibility was dropped, so that wealthier black people can apply. Grants are now to individuals rather than households, potentially benefiting women. Grants are awarded on a sliding scale with individuals expected to contribute a proportion. Although the minimum contribution was R5,000 in 2004, near-destitute rural people are unable to raise even small amounts of capital. It is still common for groups to apply for land jointly due to the high price of land, but purchases by large groups are no longer allowed (Hall 2007).

The pace of land redistribution has been slow. Between 1994 and 1999 only 1 per cent of agricultural land was redistributed (Hendricks 2003). In 1999, a target of redistribution of 30 per cent of agricultural land was set, but has been put forward to 2014. By mid-2008, 4 per cent of agricultural land outside the ex-Homelands had been redistributed and 50,000 commercial farmers held 80 per cent of land (Montsho 2008; see also Ntsebeza 2007). This total includes provision of grants to municipalities in order to purchase substantial amounts of land for communal grazing, benefiting poor livestock owners (Hall 2007). Reasons for the pace of delivery include insufficient funding (Hall 2004; Cousins 2007), although the budget for land restitution claims increased from 2004. Institutional or structural incapacity within ministries is also cited as an issue (Walker 2003, 2007; see also Thornton 2008), including in ministerial statements (Groenewald 2008).

The slow pace of delivery coupled with the Zimbabwean example led the South African Communist Party to instigate a campaign for land redistribution in 2005. An ANC policy conference in 2007 followed on, demanding more aggressive measures to redistribute land (Mail and Guardian 2007). Land invasions, both rural and peri-urban, have escalated (Sihlongonyane
2007, government carried out an—or, possibly its first—expropriation. This involved land which had been subject to a restitution claim and in which negotiations over the price of land had stalled (Mail and Guardian 2007). On May Day 2008, the new ANC President Jacob Zuma called for a speedup of the pace of redistribution in order to ensure food security and to fight rural poverty, not least that of rural women (Montsho 2008).

A heated debate exists over whether land reform could in fact be a motor of economic development in South African conditions if it were widened. Sender and Johnston (2004) argue that evidence for the ‘inverse relation’ between productivity and farm size (see Chapter 1) in South Africa is weak. Some argue that targeting of beneficiaries for land reform should include only that minority most interested in farming (Moseley, cited in Cousins 2006). A Centre for Development and Enterprise (CDE) report on land reform claimed that half of land reform projects had failed (CDE 2008: 45), an assessment confirmed by the Acting Director General of Land Affairs (van Schalkwyk 2008). Post-land transfer support is widely cited as a critical gap (Hall 2004; May et al. 2000), resulting in large-scale underutilisation of land. Women farmers’ lack of decision-making power has also been cited as a factor limiting productivity, since women usually work the land (McCusker 2004). Nevertheless, land redistribution may have increased production of food crops, though this is difficult to measure. Productivity is important for both men and women, but an overly narrow focus on productivity can marginalise gender issues.

It is true that given the country’s arid conditions, the loss or lack of tradition of farming for many people and the demography of rural areas, land reform would have to be part of a wider agrarian reform and development strategy in order to alleviate poverty on a large scale (Cousins 2007). Walker cautions that inflated expectations of land reform require tempering (2007: 134), not because the programme is unimportant, but in order to set this within a wider economic strategy that supports small farmers.

Gender Issues in South African Land Reform

Since 1994, South Africa has enacted highly progressive gender legislation. National legislation equalises women’s and men’s legal positions, protects women’s employment rights, and outlaws domestic violence and sexual crimes (Goetz and Hassim 2003). A 2004 Constitutional Court decision is of relevance to land rights. The *Bhe* case ruled that the constitutional provision of gender equity takes precedence over customary inheritance law enjoining male primogeniture (Walker 2007). Implementation of laws on gender equity remains weak, however, in rural as well as urban areas (Commission for Gender Equality 2003). As elsewhere, customary law frames much of life for rural women. Additionally, the situation of women is shaped by commonly experienced risks to their health, security and social standing. For instance, HIV/AIDS prevalence is over 18 per cent among people ages 15 to 49 and 29
per cent for pregnant women (AVERT 2008b) and women are often blamed for HIV/AIDS (Turshen 1995, 2006; Izumi 2006). Rates of rape, sexual assault, and other assaults are extremely high in rural as well as urban areas (Hirschmann 1998; Magardie 1999; Moffett 2006).

In terms of stated policy, gender has been written into South African land reform policy with a degree of explicitness. The government's White Paper on Land Policy 1997 strongly endorsed the principal of gender equity and a gender unit was established in the Department of Land Affairs (DLA). Although the unit had difficulty in exercising authority (Walker 2003), its establishment did signal intent to highlight gender issues. The DLA has made three main attempts to promote women’s interests, as wives or as household heads:

i) women-headed households were listed as beneficiaries on the relevant land reform documents in the first phase of the programme;
ii) in the LRAD programme a target of 30 per cent female beneficiaries was set (Walker 2005); and
iii) women are included as members of trust and CPA committees.

In CPAs, committees were meant to include a 40 per cent representation of women.

Although a DLA report in 2000 found that 47 per cent of beneficiaries were female in the 1990s, it has been heavily criticised for greatly overestimating women’s participation (Bob 1999; Walker 2003: 120). Data sources concerning beneficiaries of land redistribution are in general poor (Hall 2004), though DLA figures from 2002 to 2003 indicated that the 30 per cent quota for women had been met formally. Kwa-Zulu Natal province led the way, but numbers were low at 393 (Walker 2005: 303).

Several studies in the 1990s and early twenty-first century9 examined the gender effects of the innovation of CPAs and trusts. CPAs had to comply with the law to receive grant allocations, but actual practice does not ensure gender equity. Bob (1999), Pharoah (2001), and Walker (2003) have explored women’s participation in CPA committees within Kwa Zulu Natal Province where gender norms remain highly conservative. Pharoah found that women were sometimes elected to committees based on kinship links with men, although at times as well, due to the force of their personalities. Women tend to be elected to posts such as secretaries and find it difficult to speak and to participate. Rural norms enjoin that women should not customarily speak in front of men or should do so only with modesty and deference (Cross and Friedman 1997; Mogale and Poshoko 1997). In research with 47 key informants I conducted in 2002 and 2003, a number mentioned that women were often teased or ridiculed within meetings (Jacobs 2004b), and many women were concerned about being subject to public shame.

Despite difficulties, there had been positive spin-offs from the aforementioned initiatives and from national discussions over gender equity. Policy on gender within land reform has opened up some spaces for women’s
engagement in negotiating for more say within households and communities. Some women felt that they had benefited from land reform, particularly in contrast with their previous lives as tenants (Walker 2005). Debates over individual versus communal forms of tenure were areas of much interest and attention (Jacobs 2004b; Walker 2005). These attempts to support gender equity have been countered, however, by other aspects of land reform. The Communal Land Rights Act (CLRA) was signed into law in 2004 but was highly contested and accords traditional leaders, considerable power to continue to exercise control over land allocation (Claassens 2003; Walker 2007). Ownership will vest in ‘communities’, which are vaguely defined. Although women as widows were traditionally accorded a measure of security of access to communal lands, communal tenure continues to be patriarchal. Moreover, with land scarcity, any security of access is being eroded. In the CLRA, women should comprise 25 per cent of community administrative boards, however, no penalty exists for non-compliance and chiefs are able to appoint members of their own families (Claassens 2003). Other criticisms of the CLRA are that it compromises democracy in rural areas by reinforcing the power of traditional leaders, since elsewhere in the country people are represented by elected officials. It also fails to protect members from dispossession through illegal land sales (Ntsebeza 2005; Hall 2007).

Advocates of land redistribution have also critiqued the LRAD process which favours African commercial farmers. The need to compete with wealthier people (Lahiff and Cousins 2005) and lack of state input into selection of beneficiaries means that the LRAD increases difficulty for poor women and men attempting to access land. As noted, the pace of land redistribution has in any case been hampered by a number of factors, including the need to purchase land via the market and institutional incapacity. The latter is reflected in lack of support for small farmers. If there is a future acceleration of redistribution, support post-settlement will be crucial for success.

The formal principles of gender equity in South Africa have been affirmed in land reform policy, although, these principles have not always been implemented in practice. Countervailing legislation, policy and processes may undermine stated policy. So too, does a situation in which violence against women is endemic. The partial incorporation of gender into land reform discourse has nevertheless opened up spaces for discussion, and in some cases, more concrete benefits.

DEBATES OVER CUSTOMARY LAW AND LAND TITLING IN AFRICA

A number of feminists across Africa view the way forward for gender and land rights to be in terms of individual titling. Others, as noted, warn that most women, who are poor, would lose existing rights under privatised
systems (Lastarria-Cornhiel 1997). Debates concerning gender and land titling bear parallels to discussions within Latin America (see Chapter 7). However, their import is different in the context of communal land tenure systems. This section of the chapter explores the issues concerned, focusing first on World Bank initiatives then briefly examining examples from Tanzania and Mozambique.

Market-based reforms have been promoted by the World Bank and other international financial institutions since the 1970s (Toulmin and Quan 2001: 121). The expansion of export crops, often through agribusiness is a main trend globally, evident in ‘new’ agricultural countries such as Chile and Brazil as well as in South Africa (Rosset 2006). The World Bank’s Land Policies for Growth and Poverty Reduction (World Bank 2003) sees land as a key asset for the rural and urban poor and emphasises its ‘productive’ use. Efficiency is seen in terms of profitability. Although the World Bank’s past policy emphasised establishing freehold tenure, it has revised this with regard to African contexts. It recognises that in Africa, individualisation of land title has led to increased land concentration and landlessness and that African land systems are not inflexible (Bruce and Migot-Adhola 1994). Despite this partial backtracking, the market model still serves as an ideal type (Fortin 2005).

A number of commentators argue that individualisation and privatisation of land titles is likely to undermine women’s position, especially that of wives. Where land becomes commodified, it gains value and is less likely to be used for food crops. As has taken place widely with cash cropping, women have lost control of land as it gains in value.

Using land as an asset meant that it can be used for collateral and therefore can be alienated. “The World Bank’s report is curiously silent about the consequences for households defaulting on loans, having used their land as collateral.” (Manji 2003b: 105). In many instances, including in the West, wives are unaware of husbands’ actions with regard to property transactions, even in the absence of customary law. Thus, women whose husbands have used land as collateral for other enterprises might find themselves farming mortgaged land.

Registering or titling land is likely to result in loss of informal rights that women may hold, as has taken place under privatisation schemes (ActionAid 2005). Privatisation has broken down support mechanisms such as cooperative work and dedicated communal resources that assist poor households in times of need. Land registration is likely to weaken local institutions providing some security to community members (Hilhorst 2001). The ‘African land ethic’ does traditionally include concern for subsistence needs of all community members (Cross 1992) and few of the poor can retain land in an open market (Marcus et al. 1996). Thus, elites, mainly male, are usually strengthened through privatisation. Some women, however, will be able to acquire land, especially if they are educated or middle class or have access to capital (Petrie et al. 2003; Razavi 2006). However, this will not apply to most South African rural women, who remain impoverished.
A number of women’s groups have nevertheless called for individualisation of land titles for women in order to secure land access (Mwagiru 1998). Contemporary circumstances have meant that access is increasingly insecure under customary law. For Nigeria, Abdullah and Hamza write, ‘Ownership without independent rights is no ownership at all’ (2003: 172).

Thus, titling might go some way towards giving women a measure of economic power and autonomy (Agarwal 2003) lacking in customary law, especially if they were able to have individual rather than joint titles. Women’s rights are often linked with land titling. However, as the aforementioned critique of credit and land markets indicates, such a move would also ‘free’ women to compete in the marketplace. Many would be at risk of losing land if they managed to acquire it. Although this is similar to the position of poor men, women face a raft of additional constraints such as lack of access to credit and inputs; lack of command over labour, childcare, and care for family members; and backlashes against them. Conversely, as noted, customary law is highly discriminatory. Widows and divorcees in particular are often left impoverished and married women’s rights are highly contingent. With weakening of communities, they become even more dependent upon their husband’s goodwill. Thus, a conundrum exists with little consensus in this regard among land advocates.

Two country examples from Tanzania and Mozambique give an indication of the arguments on both sides. In both cases, there have been attempts to improve women’s land rights. Tanzania has emphasised the market and individualised title whereas Mozambique has opted for communal rights. These cases indicate the complexity of the issues involved as well as the political splits that can take place.

**Tanzania**

In Tanzania, the 1999 Land Acts (in force as of 2001) were the result of complex negotiations between the state, land lobbies, and women’s groups, constituting a delicate balancing act between statutory and customary law (Ikdahl et al. 2006: xi). The acts strengthen local customary institutions but seek to erode the influence of discriminatory practices and to strengthen the position of women. For instance, the Village Land Act establishes quotas for women’s participation on village land councils. Additionally, spousal consent is needed for disposition of land. A (separate) 1990 court judgment found that a woman was entitled to sell land she had inherited (Ikdahl et al. 2006: 40).

Serious political splits occurred in Tanzania over land tenure issues, an account of which is given in Tsikata (2003). A land coalition formed in the late 1990s to ensure a progressive outcome in negotiations over land, but soon had to face serious differences between coalition partners (Tsikata 2003). These occurred over who should control titles in land; how discriminatory customary law should be reformed; and the amount of power to be given to the state and to village land management committees. Tensions
also occurred over donor funding. The issues outlined here were mirrored in increasingly rancorous differences, ones which are relevant in other national contexts.

The Presidential Commission on Land Matters, under the chairmanship of Issa Shivji, was set up to review land legislation. Instead, its recommendations supported ‘evolutionary’ change to customary law. Some felt that it, as well as feminist anthropologists, overstated the strength of women’s land claims within customary law. There are echoes here of the problems that peasant studies have in considering gender issues (see Chapter 2). The Gender Land Task Force (GLTF) focussed on joint ownership and registration of spouses’ titles rather than the concerns of land titling that preoccupied the Commission. The Ministry of Community Development and Women’s Affairs commissioned a national study which found that rural women were enthusiastic about individual land titling, thinking that it would lead to greater security (Tsikata 2003).

Following the Land Acts, the Tanzania Women Lawyers Association (TWLA) held that a number of gains had been made, including the possibility of registration in both spouses’ names; equal representation of women on relevant village committees; the right for women to register an ‘interest’ in any land transactions (Manji 2003a); the right to acquire and register land in her own name; and use of gender-neutral language in the Land Acts (Tsikata 2003: 173). Other feminists criticised provisions on customary law as unduly weak. Although discrimination was technically outlawed, the onus is placed upon individuals to challenge such discrimination, and such action by a wife is likely to be seen as hostile.

The Shivji/Lands Commission alleged that women’s groups were used by the state to divide civil society ranks since their demands did not threaten the free market paradigm (Tsikata 2003: 174). It should be noted that accusations of ‘splitting’ or division are charges against feminists that have been employed historically. The Shivji Commission argued that equality with men was necessary but would not create equitable land access, since both sexes faced the prospect of landlessness with titling (Tsikata 2003: 176). Women lawyers leading the GLTF replied that ‘evolution’ would take too long. In any case, there appeared to be no guarantee that moves to alter unequal gender power would take place.

Following the Land Acts, implementation of gender equitable provisions has been slow. For instance, husbands often sell homes and land without the wife’s consent (Ikdahl et al. 2006: 39) and women’s rights are often made contingent on the husband’s agreement (Odgaard 2002: 82). The main aim of legislation, however, was to strengthen the land market. Perhaps predictably, gender concerns have been sidelined for this aim. Although NGOs attempt to spread information about women’s rights, most women remain unaware of these, and most women cannot afford the costs of registering (Odgaard 2002). Gender initiatives have declined in visibility following the
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high-profile debates (Ikdahl et al. 2006). Nonetheless, the legislation can at least serve as an example of good practice in statutory terms.

Mozambique

Mozambique has arguably the most smallholder- or peasant-friendly land law in Africa (Palmer, 2005). The continued effects of displacement, sexual abuse during wartime, and other effects of conflict for women have been serious. It was hoped that improved land rights would build some stability into women’s lives, post-conflict (Waterhouse 1998).

Following the end of the long and violent civil war in 1992, external agencies such as the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) advocated privatization of land as had occurred elsewhere. It is relevant that in Mozambique no serious land shortage exists and accordingly, no urgent calls for land reform (Hanlon 2004). Although Mozambique had a history of directive top-down governance, a wide consultation concerning land took place. It was remarkably open, and was followed by a radical campaign to raise public awareness. The Campanha Terra, mobilising around 15,000 volunteers, worked imaginatively, using many types of media. The resulting 1997 Land Law affirms that land is owned by the state and cannot be alienated. It gives communities as well as individuals rights over land on the basis of occupancy. The communities have the right to delimit and to register their lands, including fallow and reserve land (Hanlon 2004; Palmer 2005).

Debates on land and on gender and family law have been carried out rather separately, as is common. Urgent land debates concern how to deal with emerging land markets, land-grabbing by the wealthy, and the need to raise productivity (Hanlon 2004).

However, the Land Law does attend to gender issues. It affirms that land use titles can be given to men and women and attempts to give women more decision-making power in land matters (ActionAid, 2005; Gawaya 2008). Another piece of legislation, the Family Law of 2004 also has great relevance for women’s land rights, stipulating that women can inherit land. Rights in land after divorce are also addressed. Other key issues relate to the codification of different forms of marriage and the principles of equity between the sexes in property as in other matters (Ikdahl et al. 2006: xii).

Due to a number of factors, women have strong use-rights in Mozambique, perhaps especially in the north. Customary practices vary widely. Both patrilineal and matrilineal patterns exist in the north, whereas Islam is practised more commonly in the south. However, a study in Nampula Province (Bonate 2003) found that customary law was of far more importance than religious or other factors in determining land rights (see also Abdullah and Hamza 2003), particularly as the state had little control over rural populations during the civil war.
As elsewhere, however, women’s informal rights have their limits. One woman commented to a researcher:

When women are working, the men approve that the women have their own pieces of land, but when it comes to harvest time, the men say: ‘You are my own, and so whatever you are harvesting is also my own’ (Norfolk cited in ActionAid 2005: 58).

A concern with the Land Law, then, is that the definition of ‘community’ supports normally male traditional authority (Hanlon 2004).

A comparative African study estimates that Mozambican law comes closest to meeting stipulations of a human rights-based approach in granting women property rights, and in the context of collective property rights (Ikhdahl et al. 2006). Nevertheless, there exists a lack of knowledge about how the multiple and hybrid contemporary laws in Mozambique have impacted locally upon rural women. Many women are still unaware of their rights, even after a concerted information campaign (ActionAid 2005). This is due in part to low educational levels, the continued impact of conflict, and to widespread poverty.

This section has emphasized the efforts made to incorporate woman-friendly stipulations concerning property, land titles, and land rights in two cases. However, it is clear that these attempts have met with a range of constraints. Many rural women are unable to utilise statutory law where favourable provisions do exist. As is now well-documented, this is due to a lack of knowledge about new laws; lack of resources to attend court; and lack of education and confidence, meaning that it is difficult to present a case (Kazembe 1986; Odgaard 2002). Moreover, many lack confidence in male-dominated legal settings, local or otherwise (Banda 2005). The weakness of many national states is also of importance. Even in situations in which a case is brought to court and a favourable judgment reached, the law still requires implementation, implying a strong institutional infrastructure and accountability (Banda 2005; see also Chapter 9). Thus, even where gender-friendly legislation such as that in Mozambique exists, it may remain ‘on the books’ (Gawaya 2008).

CONCLUSION

The examples in this chapter indicate a number of factors of importance in the analysis of gender within contemporary African land reforms. The first is the continued importance of customary law and practice, which frames the lives of most rural women. The brief discussion of debates over land titling and gender indicates the dilemmas involved in attempting to change traditional arrangements. The risks within market-oriented strategies include economic marginalisation and loss of land. Those within customary law include discrimination and
dependent status in terms of access to and rights over land for both wives and widows.

Current debates over land reform focus on state-backed redistribution versus market-based reforms (see Chapter 1). The South African example indicates the limitations of market-based land reforms as well as issues entailed in compromise with chiefly authorities and customary law. Although the latter in general marginalises women, it may also provide a safety net for the poorest.

The Zimbabwean example is sometimes taken as invalidating all claims to land redistribution. The situation at time of writing is indeed one of economic and social meltdown but this has been only partly a result of the mishandling of land reform, which has attended neither to equity for smallholders nor to agricultural production. The impact of wider violence has been particularly negative for women, whether it emanates from the state or ruling party or is more normalised criminal or domestic violence. Nevertheless, the land reform pre-2000 had many positive features and was one in which women made a number of gains, not least because of the suspension of customary law in certain respects.

Lastly, these examples indicate that positive outcomes for women within land reforms require democracy, transparency and commitment to gender equity. This in turn implies a democratic state capable of implementing policies (see Chapter 9) and which takes women’s claims seriously. Land reforms can be misused and misapplied with tragic consequences, but they continue to offer the hope of new possibilities and prospects.
9 Conclusion

The examples of gender and agrarian reform discussed in these pages present a conundrum, a set of dilemmas for policy and practice that are not easily resolved. This concluding chapter revisits the different trajectories of agrarian and land reforms. It then discusses conditions under which more equitable land reforms might take place and posits potential ways forward.

THREE TRAJECTORIES OF GENDER AND AGRARIAN REFORM

Agrarian and land reforms have either redistributed land to individual households or else to collectives. ‘Agrarian’ and ‘land’ reforms are sometimes distinguished, in that agrarian reforms have a broader scope of social transformation; in practice, the terms often overlap. What is usually meant by agrarian or land reform is redistribution to households in order to form a viable smallholding. This is what most agrarian movements have called for, and land reforms promise greater rural democracy as well as improved productivity and therefore, increased food security (see Chapter 1; Jacobs 2003). As outlined here, evidence indicates that women have experienced systematic discrimination within land reforms. Moreover, this has taken place across world regions (Chapter 3).

Despite the widespread nature of this phenomenon, regional and cultural factors play a part in the emergence of differing configurations of gender relations. For instance, women have been marginalised in many Latin American contexts of agriculture until recently because it has been seen as a male activity. Domestic ideologies also play a part (see Chapter 7). Beliefs about women’s lack of suitability for agricultural work or their inferior nature are changing but persist within many rural areas. In sub-Saharan Africa, in contrast, women are the main agriculturalists. While women’s large labour inputs do not *per se* translate into social power, it does mean that they have had a relatively stronger position which in some cases has fed into improvements within land reforms (see Chapter 8 on Zimbabwe). Nevertheless, cross-cultural analysis indicates that women, and particularly
wives, lose a degree of status and control with land reforms, despite other positive outcomes (Chapter 3).

Campaigns for redistributionist land reform have rarely taken up gender equity. I argue that this is not accidental but is in part because of difficulty in dealing with the issue. Pointing out gender subordination within the household model threatens the idealised picture of peasant households as harmonious and unified entities (Chapter 2; Folbre 1984). This is evident even in recent movements committed to equity such as the Brazilian Landless Movement (MST) (Chapter 7). Apart from those launched by state socialist societies and those in East Asia (e.g. Korea and Taiwan), relatively few large-scale land reforms have been enacted globally. Struggles for agrarian and land reforms have often been bloody (Borras 2005; MST 2004, 2005; see Chapter 8 on southern Africa) and have frequently ended with partial and fragmentary concessions. Thus, there may be a tactical tendency to avoid ‘problematic’ issues that threaten to split social movements. Even in late 2004, the first Foro Mundial sobre la Reforma Agraria (FMRA; World Forum for Agrarian Reform) in Valencia, Spain, allowed little space for discussion of gender issues.

One type of agrarian reform established collective units, either state farms or production cooperatives (Chapter 4). In fact, the greater part of land redistribution has taken place either through collectivist reforms or else the redistributions that have followed (Chapters 4 to 6). As outlined here, these were favoured by state socialist governments for a variety of reasons. Collective farms dealt with the political issue of the peasantry, seen as individualistic and potentially petty capitalist. Collectives also retained state direction and control over food production, considered necessary to feed the cities. Gender equity was envisioned as an outcome of collectivisation, but it was assumed that this would simply follow from the removal of women’s social labour from the home and their payment in work points. As stressed, women’s domestic or reproductive labour was (with the exception of the Great Leap Forward in China and the ‘nurturing law’ in Nicaragua) viewed as outside legitimate policy concerns. Agriculture was assumed to be most efficient if organised in large industrial-like units. As several chapters in this book attest, this was an error of great proportions, and one that was repeated even after the initial Soviet experience (see Chapters 1 and 4). For a variety of reasons related to incentives to work, the need to invest in farming, the inefficiency of top-down approaches, and the detailed and complex care and attention needed for many crops, collective agriculture rarely proved capable of increasing production levels. Although not disastrous in all cases, it was in at least two. The USSR and China (Chapters 4 and 5) suffered large-scale famines as a result of the coercive manner of collectivisation or overly rapid reorganisation. One of the factors of relevance here was gender. Many male peasants resisted collectivisation—usually passively—in part because of the loss of control over the labour of women in their households. As Stacey put it (1983), the vision was one of a small-scale ‘peasant
patriarchy’ rather than a large collective in which women had rights to earn work points, albeit on an unequal basis. Similarly, in Viet Nam and Hungary (see Chapters 6 and 4, respectively), collectives were unpopular among men but more popular among women including female household heads.

At its starkest, this scenario counter-poises greater gender equity within collective forms against greater food security and more productive agriculture but with strengthened gender subordination. This is, of course, oversimplified. Land reforms based on a household model may fail as well (Chapters 1 and 8), often due to lack of sufficient state support (Christodoulou 1990; El-Ghonemy 1990; Barraclough 1991; Thiesenhusen 1996). Nonetheless, the issues of food security and the importance of women’s labour within land reforms are real. Perhaps it is not surprising that collectives have lost out, given male power in rural society, the need for food security for both women and men, and emotional attachments to traditional ways of life and social organisation—even where such ways of life exist mainly in imaginaries.

In the last two decades, other policy options have been put forward. With neo-liberal economic strategies and the turn to the market, the possibility of state-backed redistributionist reform has been downplayed. The neo-liberal turn has impacted on discourse, so that the meaning of reform itself has been altered, harnessed in aid of further privatisation and of land titling. Many agrarian social movements (see Chapter 1) have rejected this use and have reaffirmed the importance of state-backed land redistribution (Borras et al. 2008). However, these have had little effect on moves to title land.

In contexts in which land rights have traditionally been collective—e.g. sub-Saharan Africa and indigenous areas of Latin America—such moves have been particularly emotive. Neo-liberal policy promises that titling will be ‘gender friendly’ in that women as well as men can receive titles. Indeed, as the work of Deere and León (2001) demonstrates, in Latin America women have made gains either directly through titling or else less directly through inheritance. However, this is within a context in which most land is already privatised. Discussions of titling do not always address the question of what is likely to happen when the poor use land as collateral to raise loans, as they are encouraged to do (see Chapters 1 and 8; Manji 2006). Women often lack the power to obtain credit or to command labour, and they are often less able to use social connections than are men. These circumstances mean that they feature disproportionately among the poor. Thus, they are even more likely than men to lose any land obtained.

Where collective rights already exist, movements defending collective land rights may end up being counter-poised against those arguing for individual rights on the basis that this will promote greater gender equity. For instance, it is sometimes argued that women have been so discriminated against and overlooked within customary systems that the system has to be dismantled in order for women, especially wives, to attain rights. Many African women have mounted new movements to eradicate customary land tenure practices.
and to fight for individual rights and therefore greater control over resources (Tripp 2004: 2). Mutual misunderstandings sometimes result. In the Tanzanian example (Chapter 8), feminists did not (or did not immediately) take on board the wider issues facing the community or smallholding agriculture. For its part, the Lands Commission which supported the continuation of customary communal tenure found it impossible to address gender issues or to treat these as serious concerns (Tsikata 2003).

Arguments for privatisation have thus been linked discursively with gender and discourses of liberation while those for communal systems have been intertwined with tradition and (sometimes) with implicit male privilege. That the arguments have been framed in this way attests not only to discrimination within traditional land tenure systems but also to failures of agrarian movements, and of progressive movements more generally, to address gender divisions. This omission has a long history in literature on land and agrarian reforms. It reflects the weakness of movements for agrarian reform. Such movements have received little attention (apart from the negative attention afforded to Zimbabwe) and their main actors, smallholding peasants, the landless, and land hungry, hold little social power. As noted, where strong movements occur, they are often bloody and results in terms of land distribution and productivity may be uncertain. Thus, the pressure not to complicate issues or to weaken the movement may be great. The tendency has been to address women’s public roles and participation, but to ignore the crucial but contentious role of women’s subordination within households. Given the general context faced by agrarian reform movements, the omission of gender issues is in part comprehensible. However, it is important to disrupt the normalised, implicit understanding that women in the movement should not raise feminist issues. Indeed, the view that gender is a distraction from the main matter of the class struggle has been evident in the MST in Brazil (see Chapter 7).

**POSITIVE OUTCOMES AND THE STATE**

Rural women’s social positions are to some extent amenable to change through policy interventions, despite underlying structural factors within peasant households (Chapter 2). Some measures within household models of land reform have improved women’s positions and given ‘space’ for more negotiation. As noted, greater food security is a main aim; where this occurs, it improves women’s as well as men’s lives (Chapters 1 and 3). Many women approve of the nuclear family arrangements usually promoted, especially if the previous systems were patrilineage based. Smaller nuclear families are seen as increasing women’s influence within the home (Chapters 3, 5, 6, and 8), despite the risk of ‘housewification’.

It is easier for social policy to target women *qua* household heads than as wives. Even where they are impoverished, as is common, they can
more easily act and take decisions. Most agrarian and land reform programmes today do include female household heads as target groups. The danger is that female household heads are made to ‘stand in’ for gender as a whole (Jackson 1996; Chant 2004), signalling a lack of attention to gender relations within marriage or to the situations of non-married women who do not head households. Nevertheless, some efforts have been made to include wives not only as ‘housewives’ but as agriculturalists in land reform programmes. In the past, the Zimbabwean government’s agricultural extension service (AGRITEX) gave extension advice to wives as well as husbands and made efforts to recruit female staff. The South African land reform programme has insisted that women form at least one-third of committees governing communal property associations and trusts (Chapter 8) and despite resistance, there is some evidence that the presence of women on committees has an impact. Discussions about extending credit to women as well as to male farmers (Gawaya 2008) show a will to include women. In transitional contexts in Viet Nam (Chapter 6) and China (Chapter 5) wives’ rights to land allocation strengthens their position.

Women’s (and men’s) economic options have changed in some instances because of the development of possibilities outside agriculture. As stressed in the Introduction, the norm for most rural people is now to diversify livelihoods, but this is usually an indication of poverty as well as of entrepreneurship. An exception is China (see Chapter 5) with its encouragement of decentralised and courtyard industry. This has permitted a number of women to combine agriculture with paid industrial activity but has not been replicated outside that society. The UAIMs in Mexico (Chapter 7) established agro-industrial complexes to benefit women; they were widespread but halted after the early 1990s counter-reforms. Nevertheless, they may provide a useful model. Alternatives such as migration to export processing zones entail leaving the agricultural sector.

It is notable from the preceding examples, as well as other discussions in this book, that where improvements in women’s position within individual household land reforms have taken place, these have mainly been from concerted government action. Actions have taken the forms of legislation; of policy specifically targeting women; and of establishing alternatives outside agriculture so that women are less encapsulated within the household. In order for gender equity in land reforms even to be placed on the agenda, it appears to take a state committed to redistribution and to alleviation of poverty. It also necessitates a political culture in which measures for gender equity are highlighted. This combination does not occur often, particularly given backlashes against feminist ideas (Faludi 1992).

Land and agrarian reforms are often thought of as policies pertaining to past eras. If this were the case, problems of marginalisation of smallholder women’s interests could be sidestepped because the overall necessity of policy would have receded. However, current food shortages, escalation
of food prices, concerns over environmental threats and unsustainable agriculture, over the conditions of work on plantation agriculture, and the encroachment on peasant land for cultivation of crops such as soybeans, mean that the agrarian question will not conveniently disappear. Nor will the question of gender, which remains central despite the discomfort it elicits. If some still wish to ‘remember’ an agrarian past without ‘gender troubles’ (to appropriate Butler’s [1990] phrase in another context), the reality in the twenty-first century presents a different context, unlikely to lend itself to burying questions of gender subordination and women’s rights.

The principle put forward in this book is that women must be accorded the same rights, including land and property rights, as men in their societies. Where land rights are privatised, women should be able to hold land individually. Where rights are communal and males are favoured, gender equity must be written in even where this is against tradition. With this in mind, the last sections turn to brief consideration of some possible ways forward. There are no easy solutions to the dilemmas posed in these chapters. However, some authors have considered the policy implications of approaches based on concepts of human rights and of use of international instruments. I also suggest that labour based organising may provide useful avenues.

WAYS FORWARD?

A proposed strategy for uniting gender and communal rights is the human rights based approach (HRBA). Formulated in the context of debates over communal and individual land rights in east Africa, it might have wider applicability. Ikdahl et al. (2006) posit that this approach can be an effective strategy in securing women’s land rights while also preserving group rights. The principles of the HRBA include:

- recognising links between sustainable human development and human rights;
- seeing the individual as a central actor;
- focusing on rights rather than needs; and
- setting out legally binding frameworks of individual and group rights with obligations for national governments and international bodies.

The development of these principles would entail non-discriminatory access to land and protection of land rights; the need for gender equitable land reforms in public and private spheres; equal participation of women in formalisation processes as well as within land reforms; monitoring; and accountability (Ikdahl et al. 2006: xi–x).

The HRBA argues that entitlements to livelihoods and resources would place a brake on neo-liberal strategies that might deprive communities of resources, as the right to access to resources is part of human rights.
Another strategy also makes reference to international human rights. The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR, in place since 1976) has much potential for curtailing current encroachments upon economic rights (Elson and Gideon 2004). Feminists have focussed on the ICESCR as an arena for activism, both in terms of improving the ICESCR as a normative framework and in using it to name and shame errant governments. The Association for Women in Development has pointed to the advantages of a discourse around economic and social rights. The ICESCR is of interest to feminists for several reasons (Day and Brodsky cited in Elson and Gideon 2004). Firstly, it addresses practical material conditions and as such is of great interest to most women—including poorer rural women. Secondly, for women a division between rights to economic security and to personal liberty is purely artificial (Jacobs 2004b) as is clear for instance, in the case of violent abuse. Thirdly, the ICESCR precludes equalisation downward (as in the current ‘race to the bottom’ often cited as a consequence of deregulation). However, in a world in which economic power is increasingly concentrated, this would be difficult to enforce. Nevertheless, the strength of the ICESCR rests in deploying a discourse of rights, including economic rights. Relatedly, the United Nations (UN) has recently appointed a Special Rapporteur on the Right to Adequate Livelihood (Pena et al. 2008).

Although legally based campaigns have great strengths, they can have an unduly individualistic orientation. Nevertheless, as Razavi (2006) argues, changes in statutory law are worthwhile, not necessarily because they always result in change on the ground but because they provide an aim. In this respect as in others, there are few substitutes for social mobilisation as a way to secure rights. Ideally, gender rights would be viewed as central by agrarian and land reform campaigns, particularly given widespread feminisation of agriculture. There is some indication of movement in this direction; for instance, a recent collection concerned with mobilisations against neo-liberal reforms includes a chapter on gender commenting on contradictions between indigenous and gender rights (Montsalve 2006). The International Coordinating Committee of Vía Campesina has equal membership of men and women (Borras 2008). However, it remains the case that agrarian movements have often found it difficult to grapple with the complexities and disruptive nature of women’s demands for equity in land reforms and land rights.

If this remains largely the case, is mobilisation via labour movements another potential avenue? Certainly, in the cases of Nicaraguan and Brazilian land reforms, labour movement-based organisations with strong feminist involvement have raised gender issues more strongly and effectively than have agrarian movements (Chapter 7). In South Africa, the strength of trade unions and of a feminist presence in some of them has had an indirect impact on agrarian policy and meant that gender is a concern within land reforms.
It may also be useful to consider the International Labour Organisation’s (ILO) policy of ‘decent work’ with reference to gender and land rights. The agenda states the primary goal of the ILO today is to ‘promote opportunities for women and men to obtain decent and productive work, in conditions of freedom, equity, security and human dignity’ (ILO 1999). The ‘decent work’ framework is stated to be central to poverty reduction and should include equality of opportunity and treatment for women and men. However, this framework is oriented mainly to formally organised workplaces or at least ones which pay wages to workers. It is worth considering whether it could be broadened to include other sectors including informal sector traders, agricultural workers, and small-scale farmers (Cameron et al. 2006). Because redistributive land reform takes place through state-regulated programmes, the ILO approach might offer an opportunity to regulate the work of wives on farms, as well as other less-advantaged household members.

The brief discussions above can only indicate some potential ways forward in dealing with the complexity posed by analyses of gender and agrarian reform. The implication is that it is necessary to use national and international instruments or strategies mobilising labour movements to avoid repeating mistakes of the past.

Despite the failures of collectivisation, one of its great advantages was that women were treated as workers, and both men and women received either a wage or an allocation of the crop and proceeds. This is unlikely to take place within smallholder farming. However, is there a way within state-run land reform areas to gain the advantages of greater incentives in agriculture and closer relations to farming that individual household farming brings, while at the same time sidestepping its gender implications?

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

In conclusion, three further observations are in order. State-backed agrarian and land reforms do present opportunities for formulation of new types of relations and regulatory regimes, but these must go beyond simply passing legislation. Firstly, any rights that women gain within agrarian reforms, such as co-titling or joint listing on land permits, must be enforceable. As Cousins (1997) puts it, rights must be ‘made real’. There are many examples of beneficial gender changes that remain on the books. Reforms in favour of peasant women are particularly difficult to enforce because of the geographical spread of households. Elson stresses the importance of accountability: to have an entitlement implies access to a transparent process. If a person’s access to a resource is at the arbitrary discretion of a public official or is dependent upon patronage or the goodwill of a husband, then access to the resource is not of right (Elson 2002). Entitlements, then, imply accountability. Many legislative changes founder on a lack of
accountability and are never effectively enforced, particularly in the case of gender equity.

Secondly, some type of representation for rural women is needed in which women’s needs and demands can be prioritised. In state socialist societies, usually some kind of state-led representation exists, such as the Women’s Union in Viet Nam or the All-China Women’s Federation, as well as representation on collective bodies (Chapter 4). They have not adequately substituted for lack of civil society movements but did provide some voice and scope for redress. Women’s movements now flourish in many parts of the world (Eschle 2001; Therborn 2004; Jacobs 2004a; Harcourt 2004; Ferree and Tripp 2006) but are usually urban in membership. Relatively few movements take up land and land reform as important issues. (However, see National Federation of Peasant Women [AMIHAN 2004] in the Philippines [Lindio-McGovern 1997] and the remarkable Bodghaya movement in Bihar [see Manimala 1983; Kelkar and Gala 1990; Jacobs 1996]).

Peasant smallholder women have no organic or ready-made means of organising. Aside from practical issues such as transport and lack of time to meet, their homes and workplaces are the same, and the director of work may be the husband. Where rural women’s movements do exist, they often require practical and organisational support (Gawaya 2008). Where they do not, urban women’s movements or rural trade unions might help facilitate activism. Some feminist organisations with a labour movement orientation have understood the need for linked strategies in thinking of women’s needs and of workplace rights (Hale and Wills 2007). Creative solutions must be sought.

Thirdly, effective land rights also need to be backed up by other legal measures. In particular, women seeking to assert land and property rights often face violence from husbands and their relatives or sometimes from their own (natal) relatives. Violence is the most immediate way of divesting women of any new property rights and of intimidating them so that, even where they keep land, they are not able to exercise its use (Jacobs 1997). Thus, ensuring women’s economic rights may entail the enactment and enforcement of laws in non-economic realms in order to take account of the complex circumstances many women face. A uniting of concerns for bodily integrity and protection from violence with concern for economic rights is needed.

Land redistribution programmes remain of importance for many rural as well as urban people, and women figure large among these. While state-backed programmes have often marginalised women, particularly as wives, they also present opportunities for change. International movements and instruments provide opportunities for use of international human rights based instruments, although it would be naïve to assume that these will not be contested.

Agrarian and land reforms contain potential to increase rural democracy. For this to be fulfilled, the errors of the past must be recognised.
Many land reforms have affected women’s lives and positionings detrimentally. Gender issues have proved too complex and contradictory to be encompassed within populist movements which focus only on the peasantry or for movements acknowledging only social class divisions. Feminist analysis and feminist informed policy is not an optional add-on with regard to land issues. Gender relations are affected centrally by agrarian reform policies, and gendered agency in turn affects the direction of agricultural and state policies. Land reforms are not democratic unless women achieve rights, autonomy, and better life chances within them; they as well as men are ‘tillers of the earth’. 
NOTES TO THE INTRODUCTION

1. I studied Zimbabwean land reform and resettlement in the early 1980s (see Jacobs 1983, 1989). This was the earliest study of the subject on gender within Africa and also provides primary data for a later chapter. However, most of the book draws upon secondary sources.
2. For instance, there is virtually no literature available in Korean or in English on gender effects of agrarian reform in South Korea (Song 2009), although the agrarian reform there was one of the most successful in the world (Sobhan 1993; Griffin et al. 2002). The Philippines has highly inequitable landholdings, an agrarian reform movement, and rural women’s movements (see Chapter 9). However, any material available on women in the (limited) land reform there is likely to be in unpublished reports.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 1

1. Fewer societies were ‘feudal’ than is sometimes assumed. Analyses influenced by Stalin held to the necessity of a unilinear path of ‘development’ from feudalism to capitalism and then socialism. Thus, the term ‘feudalism’ is applied to a whole range of societies whose structure is different to that of Europe and Japan—e.g. India (Anderson 1974).
2. Griffin, Kahn, and Ickowitz have also been criticised for ignoring the issue of class differentiation. For instance, where wealthy peasants are able to raise credit, they can use or even monopolise new technologies. In this way they can achieve greater productivity on larger plots (Dyer 2004).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 2

1. ‘Horticulturalist’ is the term usually assigned to agricultural producers in simple, non-state societies. Cultivation is most usually with hoes rather than with ploughs, and often shifting cultivation or swidden agriculture is practiced. Land is often communally held or owned, although used by the group or individual household. The wider social division of labour is (or was) based on kinship, usually, on a lineage basis. In the past, markets were weakly developed and cultures were seen as largely homogeneous (Fallers 1961; Post 1972). This type of society is also called ‘tribal’; this term has fallen out of fashion due to use in other contexts to refer to ethnic affiliations.
2. Chayanov’s work contains a theory of ‘demographic differentiation’. This is a cyclical socio-economic differentiation based mainly on demographic factors and particularly on the number of able-bodied adult men and women in the household. It posits that differences in wealth among peasant households depend on demographic differentiation rather than class differentiation.

3. For Shanin, the global similarity of peasants includes the following features: the peasant household; the existence of villages, local markets, and interaction with lower rungs of state authority; and specific reactions to processes of structural change such as collectivisation and commercialisation (Shanin 1990: 54).

4. Chayanov did not deny that class differentiation could occur. However, Shanin’s interpretation seems to preclude class differentiation (Cox 1986).

5. Harold Wolpe (1972) proposed the idea of articulation of modes of production to deal with the situation of different types of economy existing within one social system. His empirical analysis was of the Reserve system in South Africa as a subordinate, pre-capitalist mode based on kinship relations. Banaji (1977) offered a critique of Wolpe, who argued that the overall laws of motion of the economy define a social formation. Thus, it was not always necessary that all elements of the capitalist mode such as wage labour be present. For instance, petty commodity production or peasant production are forms of production subordinate to the capitalist mode (Banaji 1977: 19). Wolpe (1980: 36) accepted this and proposed the idea of ‘extended’ and ‘restricted’ modes.

6. Harriet Friedmann emphasised that simple commodity production is a form, not a mode, of production (1978, 1980). For her, simple commodity production is the unity of capital and labour within a household, contrary to the tendency within capitalism for the two to become separated. Petty commodity producing units are both enterprises and households. Friedmann put forward the ‘double’ specification thesis (cited in Llambi 1988: 361). Summarised, this is that simple commodity producing households are governed by external principles, mainly market conditions, as well as internal principles such as generational cycles, and the balance between consumption and investment. In practice, Chayanovian themes sometimes combine with those of Marxist derivation. Chevalier (1983) held that the category of simple commodity production embraces a large variety of forms within capitalism. Kahn argued that there is no absolute distinction between peasants and simple commodity producers (1982).

7. Low’s (1986) analysis of farming systems in southern Africa does incorporate some gender dimensions. This is a neo-classical analysis of aspects of the region’s agriculture such as the (assumed) lack of productivity of subsistence agriculture and the prevalence of labour migration. Moock’s (1986) work on rational household strategies in African farming incorporates gender as a central dimension and points out how African systems differ from ordinary economic models. However, she departs far from Becker’s model in order to make this sort of analysis, acknowledging that household members may have different and sometimes opposing goals.

8. Examining the term ‘reproduction of labour power’, Harris and Young (1981: 124) outline three different ways in which the reproduction of labour takes place under capitalism. These are:

   i) the reproduction of individuals in specific class positions;
   ii) the reproduction of adequately socialised labour; and
   iii) the material reproduction of labour on an everyday basis.

9. More accurately, some groups of women may be more responsible for childcare. Low-status women may assume childcare responsibilities, often for higher-status ones.
10. In these struggles, ethnicity is stressed far more than gender divisions within indigenous communities (Deere and León 2000). To some extent, broaching of gender issues is seen as disruptive.

11. The number of structures emerges as an issue in several analyses. Pollert (1996) asks why Walby names six structures, rather than more or fewer. The same could be asked of Connell. However, Connell sees the theory as middle range, rather than definitive, so the choice seems as reasonable as any.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 3

1. These authors are concerned with a number of questions, including the effect of capitalist ‘development’ on gender relations; state policies; the effects of kinship relations on women’s status and on policy outcomes; and with land reform issues. Deere and León have written about a range of Latin American nations, in particular Peru and Colombia (see Deere 1976, 1977, 1983; Deere and León 1982, 1987, 2001). They concentrate particularly on state policies, questions of capitalist development, and on class and gender relations among peasant smallholders. Since 1983, I have written about land reform and resettlement in Zimbabwe and southern Africa (Jacobs 1983). Agarwal’s work on South Asia emphasises state policies, the impacts of technology, local land struggles, and the interaction of different (gendered) kinship systems with capitalism with regard to women’s land rights (Agarwal 1985, 1994a, 1994b, 2003). Jean Davison has also discussed gender implications of land tenure and land reform in Mozambique and Malawi (1988a, 1988b, 1993). Manji (2003a, 2003b) examines gender and land reform in East Africa, especially with reference to World Bank policies. Many other writers too numerous to cite here, deal with gender and land issues, although not centrally with agrarian reform.

2. The countries included in case studies of household models of gender and land reform include: Burkina Faso (Upper Volta), Chile, Ethiopia, Honduras, India, Iran, Kenya, Libya, Nigeria, Peru, the Philippines, Poland, Sri Lanka, Tanzania, Viet Nam, and Zimbabwe. Chile and Peru are included here due to constraints of space, although detailed studies exist.

Although this chapter concentrates upon reforms in which land is redistributed to households, it should be noted that the distinction between ‘individual household’ and collective reforms is not absolutely fixed. Many reforms involve both types of tenure, as in Chile.

3. Some, but not all, land was collectivised in Ethiopia’s agrarian reform.

4. Women as mothers-in-law in patrilineal and patrilocal households often exert direct power over daughters-in-law. However, such power is derived from the spousal relation to the father-in-law (head of household) and so is not usually an example of autonomous exercise of power. Nevertheless, women in positions of partial power often actively oppress other women (see Jacobs 2000a, 2008).

5. As noted previously, much will depend upon contexts of culture, household structure, social class as well as individual families and personalities.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 4

1. A rare example is provided by the analysis of Spanish feminists in anarcho-syndicalist collectives during the Civil War. The Mujeres Libres put forward an analytical frame which differed from that of the mainstream
Notes

anarcho-syndicalist CGT (Confederación General del Trabajo). Mujeres Libres placed the sources of women’s subordination not only in the economy but as having wider cultural roots as well (Ackelsburg 1993). Thus, their analysis prefigured much contemporary feminist thought, although it did not influence other collectivisation experiences.

2. Marketing cooperatives are very common across the world. However, as the name indicates, these are not production cooperatives and are not discussed here. Many production cooperatives also exist outside socialist economic trajectories.

3. In the 1920s, debates took place in the Soviet Union over the direction of economic development; these were to prove foundational in many respects for development theory. Bukharin advocated a strategy of gradual industrialisation and development of agriculture. Peasants should be persuaded not forced into collectives. Leeway should be given to middle peasants to cultivate and to market their goods. Preobrazhenskii, in contrast, advocated a much more rapid industrialisation, giving preference to industrial workers. Agriculture should be ‘squeezed’ and a collectivisation strategy pursued. This was seen as benefiting poorer peasants and agricultural workers. Eventually Stalin adopted the latter strategy. However, Preobrazhenskii had never advocated use of force against peasants and never envisaged the manner in which collectivisation would be carried out (Davies 1980).

4. The Stakhanovite movement began during the second Five Year Plan in 1935. This was named after Aleksei Stakhanov, who had mined fourteen times his quota of coal. The movement aimed to increase production, employing Taylorist efficiencies, and was supported by the Communist Party (CPSU). It spread over other industries and into agriculture (Buckley 2006).

5. This proportion increased greatly during World War II and afterwards with the huge population imbalance that resulted from the death of millions of Soviet men.

6. From the early 1970s, administrative controls over internal migration, never completely effective, were relaxed (Zaslavskaya and Korel 1984).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 5

1. ‘Chinese’ usually refers to the entire population. However, it should be noted that one ethnic group, the Han, are numerically and culturally dominant. A number of other ethnic and religious minority groups exist.


3. Stacey (1983) cites Ramon Myers’ Chinese Peasant Economy (1971) on the agrarian crisis in this period: i) Population growth led to increased landlessness; ii) a corrupt bureaucracy neglected the rural infrastructure characteristic of China (including irrigation and flood defences); and iii) the landlord class rack-rented the peasantry in an attempt to accumulate more land for itself. Dispossessed peasants supplied an almost inexhaustible supply of recruits for bands and warlord armies, contributing further to violence and chaos (Stacey 1983: 80). By the end of the nineteenth century, other developments also had profound effects. In the treaty ports, the Western enclave sector grew at the expense of Chinese
enterprises so that cities were also exploiting the village economy. Traders, both Chinese and foreign, were able to control the sale of agricultural staples, reducing prices for peasant producers. The advent of manufactured goods also undermined the peasant handicraft economy. Floods and droughts, too, contributed greatly to the agricultural crisis. All of this resulted in forced land sales.

4. After 1962, many attempts to improve the grading of work points were made (Lin 1999).

5. Zhou (1996: 236) shows a bar chart but does not give precise figures.

6. One of the villages in Judd’s study, Qianrulin, remained collective. People in the study noted that this was because they belonged to a single lineage (Judd 1994: 169).

Evidence of explicit gender inequality in the Yunnan village included gender differences in basic allotment of land, contrary to national practice; provision that only men receive land allocations for public works and lack of provision for adjustment for women as they marry in.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 6

1. A mu is less than one-fifth of an acre

2. Some workers, especially single women, had broken away from their families in the 1980s to become integrated into the production collective

3. Kabeer and Tran’s study indicates, however, that what is crucial for routes out of poverty appears to be diversification into off-farm activities, not diversification per se (2002: 183). Nevertheless, ordinary diversification is crucial for survival.

4. Korinek gives an example of Red River Delta women employed doing homework, weaving conical hats at exceedingly low rates of pay (2003: 188), much less than women earn in factory work.

5. Another FAO report (FAO 2005: 67) gives the figure for female-headed households as 32 per cent.

NOTES TO CHAPTER 7

1. Machismo (adj: machista) is usually seen as the cult or ideology of virile masculinity predominant in Latin America and the Caribbean. Machismo is a commonly used term and so can have different connotations, but it implies male domination within the family as well as control of female sexuality. Machismo is usually paired with marianist images sanctifying women in their roles as mothers. An ideal marianista woman is a pious and caring mother and housewife who is compliant and unassertive (Vargas-Lundius with Ypeij 2008). The gender regime denoted by these terms is usually seen as characteristic of Latin American societies.

2. However, if the ejidatario is absent for more than five years, whoever is in charge can now claim the land (Deere and León 2001: 152).

3. Some peasants were resettled without their consent, especially away from the Honduran border where contras had a base (Powelson and Stock 1987; Brunt 1995). The amount of expropriated land redistributed to peasant beneficiaries increased from 1985 to 1988 to 24 per cent of the total (Kay 2001: 759). Peasants also gained better access to scarce inputs
4. Montoya conducted interviews during the 1990s (Montoya 2003), but the study is included in this section as the research also refers to the Sandinista period.
5. Eighty per cent of onions, 75 per cent of beans, 62 per cent of pork, 54 per cent of corn, 50 per cent of grapes, and over 42 per cent of eggs and poultry are produced by the small farm sector in Brazil (Onsrud et al. 2005: 82).
6. The anti-dam movements began as movements for land, although later, in a different political climate, became reframed as ecological movements where they have gained greater prominence (Rothman and Oliver 1999).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 8

1. However, collectives were established in Mozambique under the previous FRELIMO (Frente de Libertação de Moçambique) government. In Tanzania, attempts were made to gather people together in collective ujamaa villages under Nyerere’s African socialist policies. These were not successful in terms of production. (See Chapter 3 for reference to Tanzanian ujamaa villages.)
2. A number of matrilineal systems also exist in west and east/central Africa, although these are far fewer than patrilineal systems. They calculate lineage membership through a common ancestress and tend to give women more rights in land and property. Matriliney does not, however, equate to ‘matriarchy’ as a woman’s maternal uncle or brother often exercises authority.
3. The honourific title ‘widow’ is also used to refer to divorcées.
4. This outlines the measurement of social class in my Zimbabwean research (Jacobs 1989). Two measures of social class (or strata within the peasantry formed through resettlement) were used. Both employed the measure termed ‘self-sufficient’: self-sufficiency in means of cultivation was defined as possession of two adult cattle and one plough.
   ‘Class 1’: the variable Class 1 was calculated by addition of scores awarded to the following component variables:
   i) does wage labour = 0; no wage labour = 1
   ii) no hiring in of labour = 0; hiring in of labour = 1
   iii) less than self-sufficient = 0; self-sufficient in means of cultivation = 1
   iv) cultivates 0 to 12 acres (ie the amount allocated) = 0; cultivates 13+ acres = 1
   ‘Class 2’: the variable Class 2 was calculated by the addition of a score for a fifth variable to ‘Class 1’, this concerning receipt of wage remittances:
   v) Z$0 to $99 p.a. received in wage remittances = 0; receipt of Z$100 + p.a. = 1.

   The stratum of ‘poor peasants’ consisted of peasants who were less than self-sufficient in their ability to cultivate. Despite having access to land since resettlement, they might lack sufficient draught animals or implements; many did wage labour for others, regularly or seasonally and were ex-commercial farm labourers.
   The ‘wealthiest’ stratum, on the other hand, had sufficient cattle and implements to plough; most hired in labour and one-fifth also managed to gain access to more than thirteen acres of land, due to (illegal) sharecropping arrangements. Many received wage remittances, usually from children, and these were important to household and individual income levels.
   The middle stratum was the largest, constituting nearly 50 per cent of the sample population in these northeastern RAs. A small majority were...
stereotypical ‘middle peasants’ in that they were independent of commodity production (they did not perform or hired in wage labour or receive remittances). The other half of the middle stratum was involved in complex sets of commodity relationships—for example both hiring in wage labour and performing wage labour themselves.

I used an individual measure of class so that I could disaggregate by sex. I constructed an indicator, or index, of ‘power’ or influence using answers to twenty-seven questions from the survey. The questions concerned matters such as wives’ ability to make decisions or to influence them; the gender division of labour; behaviour and attitudes; and wives’ perceptions of their own leverage within the home. Although less valid, in my view, than long-term observations, this index provided a useful if simplified measure. Using this calculation, it was found that a statistically significant relationship existed between ‘Class 1’ and the index ‘wifepower’; the latter was divided into ‘low’ and ‘high’ for purposes of cross-tabulation. At the 5 per cent level of significance, with two degrees of freedom, the critical value of $X^2$ is 5.99. The observed value of $X^2$ was 6.11, indicating that a statistically significant relationship exists between the two variables.

Class 2 could be computed for only 77, rather than the full sample of 99 married women. At the 5 per cent level of significance, with two degrees of freedom, the critical value of $X^2$ is 5.99; at the 2.5 per cent level of significance, with 2 degrees of freedom, the critical value of $X^2$ is 7.38. The observed value was 6.27, indicating that a significant relationship exists between ‘Class 2’ and ‘wifepower’ for married women.

A statistically significant relationship also existed between ‘husband’s Class 2’ and ‘wifepower’ for married women. At the 2.5 level of significance, with two degrees of freedom, the critical value of $X^2$ is 7.38. The observed value was 7.93, indicating that a significant relationship exists between the two variables.

5. Of the Zimbabwe Union of Democrats.

6. Matabeleland Operation Gukurahundi 1983 (‘the early rain that washes away the chaff’) consisted of a move by the North Korean-trained Fifth Brigade against the opposition party, ZAPU, led by Joshua Nkomo; this became translated into actions against Ndebele people in the west of the country. The estimates by the Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace report ‘Breaking the Silence’ were that approximately 20,000 Ndebele people were killed in this operation in 1983 and early 1984. A peace accord between ZANU and ZAPU was signed in 1987, which effectively absorbed the ZAPU party into ZANU-PF.

7. Ministry of Health and Child Welfare data from 2005 indicated a fall in adult HIV prevalence in Zimbabwe. AVERT (2008a) counsels that these data should be interpreted with caution, as it is not known whether the change indicates a temporary dip or is long term. An increase in deaths of HIV positive people due to conditions in the country, including malnutrition and lack of health care is thought to have contributed to the lowered rate of HIV infections. Additionally, like others, HIV positive people have migrated (AVERT 2008a).

8. Ian Scoones (Institute of Development Studies, Univ. of Sussex) and the Institute for Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies (Univ. Western Cape) have carried out a study of Masvingo Province; this was published after this manuscript was drafted and so it has not been possible fully to incorporate the study’s findings. The study is generally positive about the fast-track land reform programme in Zimbabwe (Scoones 2008).
9. Use of the SLAG grant and CPAs and trusts to access land appears to have been discouraged with the LRAD policy, although the grants are not officially discontinued (Hall 2007).

NOTES TO CHAPTER 9

1. Forward planning, sufficient inputs, extension advice, access to credit, and other assistance are all factors that help facilitate successful reforms.
2. The passing of gender-friendly land legislation is no simple matter, as evident in the Ugandan case. Here, provisions to give women equal rights to land were rescinded by the national government at the last minute despite a vigorous and initially successful national campaign (Kawamara-Mishambi and Ovonji-Odida 2003; Manji 2006).
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